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Date Key Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

10/1/2013 DC California Congressman disagrees with party strategy on shutdown Felde 2:08

10/1/2013 LAW LA City will appeal judge's decision against LAPD's vehicle impound policy, Special Order 7 CC :09

10/1/2013 POLI EDD could face problems if shutdown continues Pringle :59

10/1/2013 HEAL Covered California opens CC :07

10/1/2013 HEAL Covered California opens CC :12

10/1/2013 HEAL Covered California opens CC :18

10/1/2013 IMM Former Guatemalan soldier accused of committing atrocities in 1980s found guilty of immigration fraud Berestein Rojas 1:34

10/1/2013 EDU LA Unified Board of Education is tired of conflicting reports on iPad rollout. Gilbertson :48

10/1/2013 ENV Fate of plans to drill for oil in Whittier remain uncertain Peterson :51

10/1/2013 LAW Four bodies found in wreckage of plane that crashed at Santa Monica Airport CC :16

10/1/2013 HEAL California's state-run health insurance marketplace opens for business O'Neill :58

10/1/2013 ENV California embarks on new way to regulate chemicals in consumer products Peterson 2:45

10/1/2013 HEAL It's a challenge to find Asian bone marrow donors Huang 4:01

10/1/2013 EDU LAUSD's music repair shop has large backlog of broken instruments Plummer 4:07

10/1/2013 POLI Shutdown closes National Parks Watt :48

10/1/2013 HEAL California's state-run health insurance marketplace opens for business Bartolone :50

10/1/2013 ECON Shutdown could hurt economic recovery CC :14

10/1/2013 ART Group of artists gear up for a cross-country road trip ending in California CC :12

10/1/2013 ECON City of LA approves major developments without seismic studies attached Lacter 3:57



10/1/2013 POLI Shutdown impact on California Cuevas 1:03

10/1/2013 LAW Trial resumes over mental health care in prison system CC :14

10/1/2013 EDU UC Berkeley reopens after explosion on Monday CC :11

10/1/2013 POLI Shutdown has temporarily shut down Alcatraz CC :12

10/1/2013 RELI Pope Francis holds meeting to consider reform to the Vatican Willey 1:10

10/1/2013 LAW Deputy shot during Dorner manhunt is back at work CC :05

10/1/2013 POLI Kitty on the government shutdown Felde 1:38

10/1/2013 LAW Deputy shot during Dorner manhunt is back at work CC :06

10/1/2013 LAB Union organizers expect thousands to walk off the job today Moore :53

10/1/2013 LAW Coroner's office working to ID 4 bodies in Santa Monica plane crash CC :15

10/1/2013 POLI Congress stuck on ending shutdown CC :22

10/1/2013 DC Congress stuck on ending shutdown CC :17

10/1/2013 ECON Poverty in CA is worse than thought, according to new report CC :22

10/1/2013 POLI The LA City Council looks to redefine participation in neighborhood councils Walton :49

10/1/2013 TRAN Santa Monica airport expected to reopen today Moore 1:05

10/1/2013 TRAN Santa Monica airport reopens after plane crash CC :10

10/1/2013 LAW LA City Attorney will appeal judge's ruling that invalidates LAPD's vehicle impound policy Aguilar 5:00

10/1/2013 LAW Santa Monica Airport crash investigation delayed because of shutdown CC :22

10/1/2013 ECON Federal govt shutdown poses potential new problem for CA EDD CC :10

10/1/2013 ECON Federal govt shutdown poses potential new problem for CA EDD CC :08

10/1/2013 LAW Santa Monica airport reopens after plane crash Moore :34

10/1/2013 POLI The Board of Water and Power Commissioners seeks financial records for DWP-funded nonprofits Walton :37



10/1/2013 ECON A prolonged federal government shutdown will hurt local businesses Lee 1:17

10/1/2013 EDU LA Unified Board of Education is tired of conflicting reports on iPad rollout. CC :11

10/1/13 POLI

With the federal government officially running on only essential personnel, 800,000 federal workers 
furloughed and President Obama and Democrats in Congress dug in to defend the administration’s 
signature health-care program, the question is, what will the next move in this political and economic 
game of chess look like?

Adam Schiff, Ron 
Nehring, 15:00

10/1/13 POLI
The success and failure of the Affordable Care Act, many observers argue, will depend on one thing: 
the ability of it to attract enough healthy, young people to sign up. Shana Lavarreda,Avik R 18:00

10/1/13 LGB

A new report released by the Screen Actors Guild found that Hollywood is not that gay-friendly when the
cameras are not rolling. Despite the rise in gay and transgendered characters in television shows and in 
movies, gay actors are still experiencing discrimination in Hollywood. Jody Herman, Jason St 14:00

10/1/13 RELI

One in five respondents of a survey from the Pew Research Center who identify as Jewish say that they
have no religion. They say they are connected to the Jewish community through culture and ancestry, 
not necessarily through a common belief in God. About two-thirds of the 3,500 Jewish Americans 
surveyed think that you can still be Jewish without being religious. Rabbi Brad Hirschfield, 30:00:00

10/1/13 ENT

"Escape from Tomorrow" showcases DIY film advances: A feature film shot surreptitiously at Disney 
World - featuring Epcot Center, pretty princesses and It’s a Small World - is somehow escaping 
litigation and coming to a handful of theaters and video-on-demand October 11 Ruth Carter, Peter Baxt 17:00



10/1/2013 POLI

Last night, Congress couldn't come to an agreement on a new budget and refused to extend the current 
one. No money means no government, and this morning, various government agencies began taking 
steps to scale back.

Steve Proffitt, Shane 
Duffy 4:51

10/1/2013 POLI
A new report finds that California has the highest rate of poverty in the nation. The study also included 
some surprising findings about which areas of the state are the poorest. Sarah Bohn 5:12

10/1/2013 HEAL

Bone marrow donations can save the lives of some leukemia patients and others suffering from blood 
cancers. The challenge is finding a donor, and within some ethnic groups, the search is even harder for 
both scientific and cultural reasons. Josie Huang 4:15

10/1/2013 HEAL

This morning, insurance marketplaces opened around the nation allowing Americans the chance to 
comparison shop for insurance. Now all Americana can find out what the Affordable Care Act – or 
Obamacare – really means to them. Stephanie O'Neill 8:01

10/1/2013 ENT
The newest version of Grand Theft Auto came out two weeks and, and within three days it raked in 
more than $1 billion. Dan Ackerman 5:45

10/1/2013 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment with Oliver Wang from Soul-
Sides.com and music supervisor Morgan Rhodes.

Oliver Wang, Morgan 
Rhodes 9:13



10/1/2013 HEAL We just heard President Obama's remarks on the government shutdown and the Affordable Care Act.
Kitty Felde, Janice 
Hahn 8:47

10/1/2013 TRANS

A new USC Dornsife/LA Times poll found that a majority of Californians believe the bullet train project is 
a waste of money and that it should be scrapped altogether. The $68 billion project is a year behind 
schedule and facing several lawsuits. John Myers 5:09

10/1/2013 POLI
Governor Brown signed a bill allowing for industrial hemp to be grown in California. The catch? It’s still 
against federal law. David Monson 4:19

10/1/2013 EDUC
At L.A. Unified's music repair shop, at least 2,600 broken instruments are piled on shelves and in bins. 
Some have been sitting for years — the result of staff cuts. Mary Plummer 4:19

10/1/2013 ENT
Greg Sestero played Mark in the cult film "The Room." His new book is called "The Disaster Artist: My 
Life Inside 'The Room', The Greatest Bad Movie Ever Made." Greg Sestero 10:58

10/2/2013 HEAL Covered California's day one had heavy traffic, web and phone delays Kim :47

10/2/2013 SPOR Vin Scully announced he will return for a 65th season with the Dodgers Bergman 1:38

10/2/2013 FOR There's a trash problem on the US-Mexico border Replogle 3:59

10/2/2013 LAW Videotaped evidence presented in a long-running suit over prison mental healthcare Detrow 1:48

10/2/2013 MIL Active-duty military personnel are not being furloughed during the shutdown Cuevas 1:37

10/2/2013 HEAL Covered California is up and running Korry :58

10/2/2013 HEAL A woman without health coverage shopped on Covered CA Bartolone 3:59

10/2/2013 HEAL Garcetti spoke to supporters of ACA as health insurance exchange opened up CC :12

10/2/2013 LAW Number of hate crimes reported in LA County last year was lowest in 23 years CC :16

10/2/2013 ENV Increased wildfire weather later this week Whatley :40

10/2/2013 ENV Donation to UCLA looks to increase reasearch into environmentally sustainable cities Peterson :45

10/2/2013 POLI
Gov Brown says he'll sign a bill that will allow undocumented immigrants to get driver's licenses in 
California CC :28

10/2/2013 DC House Democrats introduce their own immigration bill Felde 1:06

10/2/2013 LAW California State Senator wants Craigslist to ban ads promoting drugs without a prescription CC :09



10/2/2013 TRAN Santa Monica Airport crash adds momentum to community effort to reduce flights McNary 3:29

10/2/2013 LAW California State Senator wants Craigslist to ban ads promoting drugs without a prescription CC :09

10/2/2013 TRAN Gov Brown signed legislation requring sale of state-owned homes along 710 freeway extension CC :14

10/2/2013 EDU New law suspends statewide standardized tests to transition to new tests Guzman :57

10/2/2013 LAW Jurors find in favor of AEG in Jackson trial CC :22

10/2/2013 LAW LA County's annual hate crimes report Aguilar 1:24

10/2/2013 POLI Social Security Administration will still send benefit checks during shutdown Watt 1:04

10/2/2013 HEAL Covered CA has released updated numbers on its first day Kim :46

10/2/2013 LAW Jurors find in favor of AEG in Jackson trial CC :11

10/2/2013 EDU Gov Brown signs bill that moves state away from current "STAR" tests CC :11

10/2/2013 LAW California State Senator wants Craigslist to ban ads promoting drugs without a prescription Pringle :55

10/2/13 POLI

In the latest move to get the government functioning again after a partial shutdown, the Republicans 
have tried to get three emergency funding bills passed that would reopen the national parks and the 
D.C. government, and restore veterans’ benefits. One glitch though: the Democrats are refusing to play 
ball and voted all the measures down. Matt Rodriguez, Jon Fle 15:00

10/2/13 OC

Larry is joined by Orange County journalists who will round up the latest news concerning OC residents,
including the future of the San Onofre nuclear plant that closed in July and once powered 1.4 million 
homes in Southern California. Ed Joyce, Teri Sforza, N 9:00

10/2/13 OC

Back in July, after the final day of competition in the U.S. Open of Surfing at the Huntington Beach Pier, 
police clashed in the streets of Huntington Beach with mostly young males who knocked over portable 
toilets, vandalized shops, and started fights. Paloma Esquivel, 6:00

10/2/13 SPOR

The Dodgers and Braves will kick off the National League division playoffs this Thursday, in Atlanta. It’s 
the Dodgers’ first playoff appearance in four years, and they’ll be making it without center fielder Matt 
Kemp who’s out for the entire postseason with an injured left ankle. Bill Shaikin 10:00

10/2/13 LIT
America’s public school system is broken. That’s the narrative being fed to the public by misinformed 
lawmakers according to Diane Ravitch, former U.S. assistant secretary of education. Diane Ravitch 20:00



10/2/2013 POLI
California Republican John Campbell joins Take Two to discuss how his party is reacting to the 
government shutdown and Obamacare. Rep. John Campbell 6:01

10/2/2013 HEAL
In our state the Covered California website reported it got a million page views in the first hour and 
about 800,000 every other hour of the day. Janice Worthen 3:14

10/2/2013 ENT
DeVito and Hirsch first traded barbs on-screen on the hit sitcom "Taxi." They revive that chemistry as a 
squabbling Vaudeville duo in "The Sunshine Boys" at the Ahmanson Theatre.

Danny Devito, Judd 
Hirsch 9:07

10/2/2013 IMM
A Riverside County jury finds Jorge Sosa guilty of lying on his citizenship application. The ex-soldier 
from Guatemala is accused of participating in the massacre of civilians during Guatemala's civil war. Leslie Berestein Rojas 3:42

10/2/2013 SPOR
The Major League Baseball playoffs are in full swing, the sounds of leather on hardwood are in the air 
and we try to address the question of who would win a fight between a unicorn and a mermaid.

Andy and Brian 
Kamenetzky. 6:45

10/2/2013 HEAL
Today in a courtroom in Sacramento, an attorney representing mentally ill inmates is expected to screen
disturbing video footage documenting how such prisoners have been treated. Paige St. John 4:09

10/2/2013 IMM
Fronteras Desk reporter Sarah Gustavus takes us into the home of one teen is dealing with life after her 
brother's deportation. No 4:27

10/2/2013 TECH
This week, Jacqui Cheng of Ars Technica joins the show with some health apps that help track how 
much you move and how much you eat.  Jacqui Cheng 4:23

10/2/2013 ENT
Slate's Emily Yoffe joins Take Two with some advice on how to deal with your significant other's 
annoying obsession or habit. Emily Yoffe 5:13

10/2/2013 SPOR
This week we talk to longtime LA Dodgers photographer, Jon Soo Hoo, who has been the official team 
photographer for the past 28 years. Jon Soo Hoo 5:59

10/3/2013 SPOR Patt Morrison commentary on Dodgers playoffs Morrison 2:36

10/3/2013 IMM California becomes tenth state to grant immigrants the opportunity to apply for a driver's license Berestein Rojas 1:27

10/3/2013 SPOR Vin Scully announced he will return for a 65th season with the Dodgers Bergman 4:45

10/3/2013 EDU Public schools start implementing new STAR test program Tintocalis 1:08

10/3/2013 POLI Democrats move forward on immigration reform despite shutdown Almanzan 4:04

10/3/2013 LAW Jackson-AEG trial comes to a close CC :15



10/3/2013 LAW Dr. Conrad Murray responds to charges CC :15

10/3/2013 LAW Jurors find in favor of AEG in Jackson trial CC :13

10/3/2013 ENV Wildfire weather bears down on SoCal CC :06

10/3/2013 ENV Wildfire weather bears down on SoCal CC :11

10/3/2013 ENV Fukushima has a new radioactive leak entering the Pacific Ocean Wingfield-Hayes :44

10/3/2013 LAW Reports of gunfire at the Capitol CC :25

10/3/2013 LAW US Capitol locked down after shots fired CC :09

10/3/2013 ENV Wildfire weather bears down on SoCal Whatley :44

10/3/2013 IMM California becomes tenth state to grant immigrants the opportunity to apply for a driver's license Berestein Rojas 1:27

10/3/2013 POLI Congressman Schiff on the shutdown CC :11

10/3/2013 LAW Police officer reported hurt at Capitol shooting CC :13

10/3/2013 LAW Senator Boxer explains what she heard during the shooting CC :25

10/3/2013 ENV CalFire expects increased danger of wildfire CC :14

10/3/2013 POLI Gov Brown signs bill allowing undocumented immigrants to get licenses CC :11

10/3/2013 DC Senator Boxer's office was right next to shooting incident Felde :53

10/3/2013 POLI Gov Brown signs bill allowing undocumented immigrants to get licenses CC :06

10/3/2013 MIL National Guard and Army Reserve drills cancelled due to shutdown Watt 1:06

10/3/2013 HEAL No need to sweat: your brain might be slowing, but it's also getting wiser O'Neill :59

10/3/2013 POLI Bell CEO Robert Rizzo pleaded no contest to 69 public corruption counts McNary 3:49

10/3/2013 HEAL Covered CA stripped of broad secrecy provisions in law signed by Gov O'Neill :55

10/3/2013 POLI
Gov Brown says he'll sign a bill that will allow undocumented immigrants to get driver's licenses in 
California Pringle :47

10/3/2013 ENV CalFire expects increased danger of wildfire CC :06



10/3/2013 ENV CalFire expects increased danger of wildfire CC :11

10/3/2013 ECON
The longer the shutdown lasts, the more problems it could cause for thousands of people in SoCal who 
rely on federally-funded programs Lee 1:14

10/3/13 DC

The U.S. Capitol was put on lockdown for about half an hour this morning after gunshots were fired near
the building. According to law enforcement officials, the shooting was related to the driver of a vehicle 
that tried to ram into a security barricade. Kitty Felde, Adam Schif 25:00:00

10/3/13 POLI
Obamacare, Affordable Care Act, healthcare reform — would a rose by any other name be as 
controversial? Andrew Beaujon 11:00

10/3/13 EDU

It was supposed to put an iPad in the hands of every student in the Los Angeles Unified School District, 
but the $1 billion program has seen nothing but problems since it debuted about 2 weeks ago. Now the 
district has asked students at three high schools to hand back their tablets for an indefinite period of 
time. Bernadette Lucas, Bran 8:00

10/3/13 LAB

It’s being reported that Al Jazeera reprimanded an employee for dropping an “F-bomb” on the floor of 
the newsroom. Swearing is not part of the Al Jazeera culture, the employee was reportedly told by 
management. Most company managers would likely agree, but aren’t there moments where swearing 
aloud in the office is acceptable? Cynthia Lett, 6:00

10/3/13 HEAL

A movement has been afoot in the U.S. in the last few years to reduce the number of years it takes to 
earn a medical degree. Medical schools in Canada have long adopted the trend of the 3-year M.D. 
degree, and more and more of their stateside counterparts are making the switch. New York 
University’s Langone Medical Center and Texas Tech University are two converts. Dr. Robert Pallay, Dr. G 9:00

10/3/2013 POLI
With many Congressional aides furloughed, and not much happening at the Capitol, some lawmakers 
are taking constituent calls personally; calls that would usually be answered by staffers. Fawn Johnson 5:27

10/3/2013 POLI
Many government workers aren't going to work this morning because of the continued federal 
shutdown. Besides those employees, the shutdown is hitting a lot of peripheral businesses.  Dori Jones 3:28

10/3/2013 SPOR
KPCC's Ben Bergman joins the show to talk about his interview with Dodgers announcer Vin Scully and 
the possibility that he'll retire after the 2014 season. Ben Bergman 6:58

10/3/2013 ENT
The verdict yesterday that AEG was not responsible for Michael Jackson's death was met with outcry 
from fans.  Jeff Gottlieb 4:04

10/3/2013 ART
Alex profiles the 5-year-old space that has hosted the likes of Beck, Divine Fits, and Janelle Monáe, in 
addition to many working musicians in L.A.  Kamran Valanejad 5:31



10/3/2013 POLI
It's Thursday and that means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout
California

Alice Walton, Oscar 
Garza 9:03

10/3/2013 LAW
The underground website, The Silk Road, was known as the Amazon of illegal drugs. Yesterday, the 
FBI arrested the alleged founder of the Silk Road, a 29-year-old named Ross William Ulbricht.  Nate Anderson 5:54

10/3/2013 ENT
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party podcast and radio show.

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 4:59

10/3/2013 ART
Here to help us strategize our Sunday is Lesley Bargar-Suter, dine editor for Los Angeles Magazine, 
who recently published a guide to LA brunches. Lesley Bargar-Suter 4:54

10/4/2013 ART Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehand and Claudia Puig review this week's releases Mantle 2:59

10/4/2013 SPOR Dodgers play the Braves in the playoffs Roman 3:36

10/4/2013 LAW Judge rules that the Coliseum violated state's open meeting law Lee :52

10/4/2013 ENV Utility companies are on high alert for strong winds CC :19

10/4/2013 POLI The nation's oldest full-time park ranger is among those on furlough CC :14

10/4/2013 EDU
Former charter school operators catch a sentence for empbezzlement, yet still have support of charter 
association Gilbertson 1:17

10/4/2013 POLI Port of LA head is retiring at the end of the year Watt :57

10/4/2013 FOR Vietnamese General regarded as the most skilled military leader of recent times has died Berestein Rojas 1:25

10/4/2013 ENV Forecasters post high wind warnings for local mountains CC :12

10/4/2013 EDU Educators say new curriculum will helop close Latino achievement gap Guzman 3:44

10/4/2013 TRAN CicLAvia in Downtown LA on Sunday Whatley :53

10/4/2013 TRAN CicLAvia in Downtown LA on Sunday CC :14

10/4/2013 SCI NASA and JPL affected by shutdown Totten 1:06

10/4/2013 POLI An Assembly bill could provide the funds needed to clean  up Maywoo's dirty water Walton 3:59

10/4/2013 IMM
Gov Brown signed a bill making CA 11th state to allow undocumented immigrants to obtain driver's 
licenses CC :14

10/4/2013 SPOR Dodgers beat Braves in Game 1 of the playoffs CC :14



10/4/2013 SPOR Dodgers beat Braves in Game 1 of the playoffs CC :07

10/4/2013 IMM California becomes tenth state to grant immigrants the opportunity to apply for a driver's license Segre 1:39

10/4/2013 POLI More lawmakers refuse paychecks as shutdown drags on CC :19

10/4/2013 LAW CA allwed reporters to tour controversial prisons Detrow 2:50

10/4/2013 LAW Bell CEO Robert Rizzo pleaded no contest to 69 public corruption counts CC :06

10/4/2013 HIST Film chronicles JFK assassination CC :13

10/4/2013 ENV National Weather Service issued red flag warnings Moore :54

10/4/2013 HEAL Covered CA Exec. Dir. Defends agency against criticism of website CC :15

10/4/2013 ENV Red flag warning in effect for SoCal CC :11

10/4/2013 EDU Solar Decathlon reopened after wind closure CC :17

10/4/2013 POLI Shutdown continues to bite locally, causes NRC to postpone public meeting on nuclear waste Joyce :46

10/4/2013 LAW
Some Echo Park residents have filed as interveners to block the city's recently granted gang injunction 
for the area Aguilar 1:09

10/4/2013 ENV SoCal under red flag alert for high winds and hot weather CC :13

10/4/2013 DC Shutdown hitting some Congressional offices Felde 2:49

10/4/13 LAW

Police are still trying to identify some of the 30 bikers believed to have been involved in a road rage 
incident in New York on Sunday. A viral video filmed from one of the biker’s helmet camera shows 
much of the event. Adam Winker, Jonathan 23:00

10/4/13 ENV

If your electricity or gas bill is getting you down, then take a trip to Irvine this week for a glimpse at solar-
powered "net zero" homes of the future. The biennial Solar Decathlon challenges collegiate teams to 
design, build and operate affordable, attractive and energy-efficient homes. Gary Paige, Ella Seal 10:00

10/4/13 ENT
Larry is joined by KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Claudia Puig to review this week’s releases 
including Gravity, A.C.O.D., Runner, Runner and more! TGI-Filmweek! Henry Sheehan, Claudi 31:00:00



10/4/2013 POLI
Plenty of Americans think our lawmakers are backwards this week, but how is the rest of the world 
reacting to the partial shutdown of the U.S. Government? Neil Macdonald 6:28

10/4/2013 POLI
Time for the government shutdown edition of the Friday Flashback, our weekly analysis of stories in the 
news

James Rainey, Nancy 
Cook 8:20

10/4/2013 ENT The new film, "Parkland," takes an intimate look at the characters surrounding this tumultuous time. Peter Landesman 8:51

10/4/2013 HEAL
Covered California's health insurance exchange opened for business on Tuesday, and chief Peter Lee 
defends the agency's performance amid widespread criticism and scrutiny. Peter Lee 5:07

10/4/2013 POLI
Tourists are already at a bit of a loss, and the stalemate could also negatively affect the economies of 
towns near the parks. Molly Peterson 4:01

10/4/2013 ENT
KPCC's Jacob Margolis attended a semi-final match last weekend to get an idea for what all of the fuss 
was about. No 6:06

10/4/2013 ART

We've got something of a beef to settle...or you might say carne asada. Yesterday, the New York Times 
published a special taco issue of the food section. Their food writer Ligaya Mishan made a provocative 
claim:  Bill Esparza 4:57

10/4/2013 ENT

Later this month, some of the greatest names in modern comedy, including Zach Galifianakis, Adam 
Sandler and Sarah Silverman will take to the stage in Santa Monica. It's the first-ever Festival Supreme, 
a celebration of music and comedy, that’s put together by Jack Black and Kyle Gass, otherwise known 
as Tenacious D. T Jack Black, Kyle Gass 8:06

10/5/2013 SPOR Dodgers lose Game 2 of playoff series; series now shifts to LA CC :13

10/5/2013 RELI
John Rabe visits Father Boyle and Rabbi gross to discuss definitions of guilt and the importance of 
donating to KPCC.

John Rabe / Father 
Boyle / Rabbi Gross 16:43:00

10/5/2013 I KPCC's Ben Bergman sat down to talk with Dodger legend Vin Scully about his life and career
Ben Bergman / Vin 
Scully 8:40:00

10/5/2013 I
John Rabe interviews Jason Mandell, lead singer, songwriter, and guitarist for The Coals, about their 
latest album. Mandell also explains the origins of the song "Dirt Road." John Rabe 12:44:00



10/5/2013 ART John Rabe and Commentator Dylan Brody perform a bit in an effort to increase fundraising for KPCC.
John Rabe / Dylan 
Brody 1:14:00

10/5/2013 I
Patt Morrison meets with Nate Silver at the Bedrosian Center's Holt Distinguished Lecture series and 
puts the numbers guru to the test.

Patt Morrison / Nate 
Silver 5:59:00

10/5/2013 I

John Rabe speaks with Take Two regular David Kipen about the new WPA Guide to California in the 
1930s and its delightful survey of California literature. Realtor Crosby Doe gives John and David a tour 
of the Millard House, covered on page 248 of the guide.

John Rabe / David 
Kipen / Crosby Doe 14:25:00

10/6/2013 IMM CA shifts attitude on immigration CC :07

10/6/2013 IMM CA shifts attitude on immigration CC :07

10/6/2013 EDU UC students are required to have health insuranc Bartolone :54

10/6/2013 EDU UC students are required to have health insuranc CC :17

10/6/2013 POLI CA Republican Fall Convention lands in Anaheim CC :21

10/6/2013 POLI Rick Perry gave keynote address at CA Republican Party convention CC :22

10/6/2013 POLI Rick Perry gave keynote address at CA Republican Party convention CC :18

10/6/2013 ART Cultural diplomacy on display at the Getty Villa CC :20

10/6/2013 ART Cultural diplomacy on display at the Getty Villa CC :29

10/6/2013 TRAN CicLAvia in Downtown LA on Sunday CC :27

10/6/2013 DIS Fire at Camp Pendleton forces evacuations CC :17

10/6/2013 ART "Gravity" rises to number one at the box office CC :07

10/6/2013 ART Cyclone Racer could return to Long Beach CC :12

10/7/2013 ENER State regulators announced negotiated deal with battery recycling plant Peterson 4:27

10/7/2013 HEAL Consumers shopping for health coverage on state-run marketplace can now search for doctors O'Neill 1:02

10/7/2013 LAW Brown vetoes bill that would have given non-citizen permanent residents right to serve on juries Adler :45

10/7/2013 IMM Gov Brown signs host of Immigration related bills - signal shift in political winds Berestein Rojas 2:42

10/7/2013 LAW Brown vetoes bill that would have given non-citizen permanent residents right to serve on juries Aguilar 1:02



10/7/2013 ART "Gravity" rises to number one at the box office Jahad :37

10/7/2013 YOUT Loh Life Kids Loh 2:32

10/7/2013 ENV Parks shutdown hurts ecology not just economy Peterson 1:03

10/7/2013 POLI It's been 10 years since Schwarzeneggar unseated Gov Gray Davis Adler 1:34

10/7/2013 IMM Gov Brown signs host of Immigration related bills Marizco :53

10/7/2013 POLI It's been 10 years since Schwarzeneggar unseated Gov Gray Davis CC :08

10/7/2013 POLI It's been 10 years since Schwarzeneggar unseated Gov Gray Davis CC :09

10/7/2013 POLI Angelenos react to federal government shutdown Walton 1:12

10/7/2013 SPOR Dodgers are one win from advancing in the playoffs CC :04

10/7/2013 SPOR Dodgers are one win from advancing in the playoffs CC :17

10/7/2013 POLI Gov Brown is officially CA's longest-serving governor CC :16

10/7/2013 EDU
State Department of Education demands more accurate data on low-income student populations from 
campuses across CA Tintocalis 1:33

10/7/2013 LAW State Bar of CA swears in a Latino president Valot 4:14

10/7/2013 SPOR Dodgers play the Braves in the playoffs CC :10

10/7/2013 LAW Fire crews work to contain fire at Camp Pendleton and another near Santiago Canyon CC :20

10/7/2013 SCI Two CA scientists won Nobel Prize in medicine CC :08

10/7/2013 LAW Jury selection began in case against Bell Assistant City Manager Whatley :37

10/7/2013 POLI Riverside County considers law requiring sterilization of pit bulls Moore 1:09

10/7/2013 RELI
LMU trustees to decide whether to remove elective abortions coverage from staff and faculty insurance 
plans CC :12

10/7/2013 RELI
LMU trustees to decide whether to remove elective abortions coverage from staff and faculty insurance 
plans CC :07

10/7/2013 TRAN Hangar roof collapsed, destroying a 35-million dollar airship Joyce :28

10/7/2013 DC Mall opens to immigration march Felde 1:01



10/7/2013 POLI Brown vetoes bill that would have given non-citizen permanent residents right to serve on juries CC :23

10/7/2013 ECON Small business growth could stall thanks to shutdown CC :12

10/7/13 SPOR
If you were lucky enough to go to game three of the best-of-five National League division series 
between the Dodgers and Atlanta Braves last night at Dodger Stadium, you were witness to history. A. Martinez 4:00

10/7/13 POLI

The government has now been shut down for a week and Democratic and Republican lawmakers seem 
no closer to reaching a deal to re-open it. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev) has urged House 
Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) to allow a vote in the house on a clean funding bill--void of any 
Obamacare links—while Boehner insists he doesn’t have the votes to pass it. Robert Costa, Chris Mo 12:00

10/7/13 HEAL

Today, Loyola Marymount University is voting on whether to remove elective abortions coverage from 
staff and faculty insurance plans. The vote represents a turning point in the history of the university, one 
that would change the ideological direction of the Catholic school going forward. Christopher Kaczor, Lily 13:00

10/7/13 POLI

The high court's new term is starting with a bang. The biggest campaign-finance case since Citizens 
United will be heard tomorrow. Shaun McCutcheon, an Alabama businessman, is challenging limits to 
contribution amounts. Lisa McElroy, 10:00

10/7/13 LIT

Eric Schlosser’s book “Command and Control” examines every aspect of nuclear weapons and risks. 
Schlosser dives into the potential problems with the command and control that were supposed to 
provide Presidents with essential information against potential strikes. Eric Schlosser 23:00

10/7/2013 POLI
With nothing happening in the present, we thought it might be smart to revisit the past, and the other big 
impasse that shut down the government in the winter of 1995 and 96. George Condon 6:38

10/7/2013 SPOR
The LA Dodgers are four victories away from going to their first World Series since 1988. A Martinez 
visited Dodger Stadium last night. No 2:01



10/7/2013 LGB
The case may be closed, but the tragedy leaves many questions behind. Questions raised in the new 
documentary "Valentine Road," which airs tonight at 9 p.m. on HBO. Marta Cunningham 9:47

10/7/2013 ECON
Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Rebecca Keegan of the LA 
Times Rebecca Keegan 8:57

10/7/2013 POLI
Over the weekend, the state GOP held their annual meeting in Anaheim. This year's convention came 
amidst a government shutdown and a rift between various Republican factions on Capitol Hill. Mike Madrid 4:43

10/7/2013 POLI
For the first time in its 89-year history, the State Bar of California will swear in its first Latino president 
this Saturday in San Jose, LA County's public defender Luis Rodriguez. No 4:16

10/7/2013 ART
Cheech Marin isn't just an actor, but an art collector. He talks about his love of Chicano art, especially 
small pieces. Cheech Marin 9:31

10/7/2013 ENT
Benjamin Svetkey profiled the likes of Angelina Jolie, Julia Roberts, Jack Nicholson and Tom Hanks for 
Entertainment Weekly. But writing about movie stars isn't always all that it's cracked up to be.  Benjamin Svetkey 8:15

10/8/2013 LAW City Attorney investigating whether hospitals have dumped homeless patients on Skid Row Fox 1:21

10/8/2013 LAW Legislature holds hearings to look at solitary confinement Palta 3:25

10/8/2013 ENV State regulators announced negotiated deal with battery recycling plant Peterson 1:22

10/8/2013 SPOR Dodgers advance to National League Championship Series CC :05

10/8/2013 HEAL Salmonella outbreak has sickened hundreds of people CC :13

10/8/2013 HEAL Salmonella outbreak has sickened hundreds of people CC :08



10/8/2013 POLI Government shutdown is one week old, but economists are saying impact in SoCal will be limited Lacter 4:00

10/8/2013 LAW Jury selection continues in Bell corruption trial CC :17

10/8/2013 LAW Jury selection continues in Bell corruption trial CC :12

10/8/2013 EDU Education reformers reach out to teachers Romo 4:30

10/8/2013 SPOR Dodgers win NLDS, move on to NLCS CC :16

10/8/2013 IMM Hundreds rally for immigration reform CC :13

10/8/2013 ENV Temperatures turn cooler Whatley :41

10/8/2013 ECON New $100 bill debuts today CC :16

10/8/2013 LAW 2 firefighters hurt in fire at historic church in South LA CC :06

10/8/2013 POLI Gov Brown signs bill to clean up Maywood's water Walton :47

10/8/2013 LAW Sheriff Lee Baca gets funding to address voilence in jails Palta :55

10/8/2013 DC Hundreds rally for immigration reform CC :22

10/8/2013 DC Hundreds rally for immigration reform Felde 1:02

10/8/2013 HOUS Industry forecast predicts CA housing market will continue to climb in 2014 CC :20

10/8/2013 HEAL Covered CA officials report "phenomenal" response in first week of operation O'Neill :58

10/8/2013 EDU Complaints against LAUSD board president are now public, but the investigation that resulted is not Gilbertson :48

10/8/2013 HEAL Loyola Marymount won't provide insurance for elective abortions starting in 2014 Kim 1:55

10/8/2013 LAW Riv Co supervisors pass ordinance mandating some pitbulls be spayed or neutered Moore 1:20

10/8/2013 EDU Anaheim students petition city government to create internship program Guzman :44

10/8/2013 POLI LA only pays 10 percent of drivers seeking compensation for pothole damage Stoltze 5:04

10/8/13 SPOR

Risk-taking decisions and the element of surprise put the Dodgers over the Braves at last night's series 
win. First, Dodgers management made the contentious call to start with fatigued ace pitcher Clayton 
Kershaw. The left-hander would throw the Braves off their game. Who was the star of the night for you - 
on or off the field? Fred Claire, A Martinez 4:00



10/8/13 POLI

As the government shutdown enters its second week and as the country faces a possible debt default, 
President Obama called House Speaker John Boehner to reiterate that he won’t negotiate on either 
issue. Kitty Felde, David Mark 35:00:00

10/8/13 POLI

The Supreme Court will hear oral arguments today {TUESDAY} in the case of McCutcheon v. Federal 
Election Commission, which seeks to increase the amount of money people can give to political 
campaigns. How should the court rule? Kathay Feng, Ilya Shap 20:00

10/8/13 EDU

USC and Occidental College have admitted to underreporting the number of rape cases on campus in 
recent years, reports the Los Angeles Times USC officials said that they did not report 13 cases of 
sexual assaults to federal officials for 2010 and 2011, while at Occidental, 24 cases went unreported 
during the same period. Jim Tranquada, Carolin 10:00

10/8/2013 POLI
As the government shutdown continues, it's clear that our two political parties aren’t communicating as 
well as they should be. Ben Karney, 6:13

10/8/2013 POLI
Joining us with some insight into what's happening — or not happening on — Capitol Hill, Congressman
Mark Takano, a freshman Democrat from Riverside. Mark Takano 6:33

10/8/2013 IMM
The National Mall in Washington, DC is closed thanks to the government shutdown, but for proponents 
of immigration reform, the show will go on. Kitty Felde 4:13

10/8/2013 ECON
The new $100 bill debuts today, and it takes a lot of work, research, and art to produce a bill that spends
most of its time overseas. Take Two talks about the history and creation of the new $100. Ben Mazzotta 5:18

10/8/2013 ENT Nusic Critic Steve Hochman profiles three different artists who are putting a modern spin on old sounds. Steve Hochman 6:40

10/8/2013 HEAL
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foster Farms raw chicken products made at three 
California sites may have sickened nearly 300 people in 18 states.  Maryn McKenna 5:02

10/8/2013 HEAL
The controversial facilities are the subject of a federal lawsuit and an upcoming legislative hearing, but 
the prison warden says they are "not operating a dungeon." No 3:56

10/8/2013 HEAL
For military veterans struggling with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, or PTSD, medication and 
counseling can be a first line of defense, if they can get an appointment at the V.A., that is. No 6:02

10/8/2013 ECON
Income inequality has been rising steadily for decades, and the weak recovery is causing the gap 
between rich and poor to widen even more.  Victoria Stilwell 5:40

10/8/2013 ART
The Dodgers are on a winning streak, but when it comes to that most famous of fan food, some are 
calling the Dodger Dog a big loser Jenn Harris 5:46

10/9/2013 ENV Mudslide shuts down the 5 freeway CC :10

10/9/2013 SCI USC celebrates after professor wins Nobel Prize in chemistry Moore 1:18

10/9/2013 ENV Anger boils over at community meeting on Vernon battery recycling plant Peterson 2:43

10/9/2013 HEAL Brown signs law expanding who can perform early-term abortions O'Neill :43



10/9/2013 POLI Assembly Speaker John Perez announces candidacy for state controller Walton :44

10/9/2013 LAW DMV looks at ways to handle boost of applications after undocumented license bill signed CC :11

10/9/2013 LAW DMV looks at ways to handle boost of applications after undocumented license bill signed CC :09

10/9/2013 OC Hoag Hospital has received a 53-million dollar gift CC :22

10/9/2013 LAW Legislature holds hearings to look at solitary confinement Orr 1:01

10/9/2013 LAW Solitary confinement draws attention at state Capitol CC :08

10/9/2013 HOUS Head of LA's housing authority warns of potentially catastrophic effects if fed govt defaults on debt Bergman 1:16

10/9/2013 POLI Obama meets separately with Democrats and Republicans ?? 3:56

10/9/2013 ECON Report shows uptick in number of foreclosed homes in CA repurchased by banks Milne :58

10/9/2013 LAW Legislature holds hearings to look at solitary confinement Palta 1:26

10/9/2013 DIS Church in South LA destroyed by a fire CC :09

10/9/2013 ENV Anger boils over at community meeting on Vernon battery recycling plant Peterson 1:17

10/9/2013 POLI Californians would like limits on special interests and an increased role of the legislature Adler :48

10/9/2013 POLI Californians would like limits on special interests and an increased role of the legislature CC :08

10/9/2013 EDU Malibu High School students relocated while officials investigate health problem on campus CC :07

10/9/2013 HEAL Covered CA officials report "phenomenal" response in first week of operation CC :08

10/9/2013 HEAL Covered CA officials report "phenomenal" response in first week of operation CC :06

10/9/2013 EDU USC professor wins nobel prize CC :13

10/9/2013 LAW LAPD tests out electric bikes for patrolling CC :06

10/9/2013 LAW LAPD tests out electric bikes for patrolling Whatley :43

10/9/2013 TT LA International Film Fest opens Thursday in Hollywood CC :23

10/9/2013 DC Furloughed California woman picketing in front of Capitol against shutdown Felde :59



10/9/2013 EDU USC professor wins nobel prize CC :19

10/9/13 HEAL

Despite the government shutdown, the Centers for Disease Control has brought 30 of its furloughed 
food-safety scientists back to work to help contain the latest outbreak of salmonella which has affected 
nearly 300 people, mostly in California. The disease’s symptoms can include diarrhea, abdominal 
cramps and fever within three days of consumption. This particular strain of Salmonella Heidelberg, 
which has been tracked to Foster Farms processing facilities in California, has proven resistant to 
several common antibiotics and is tough to treat and has hospitalized 42 percent of those who’ve come 
down with the disease, which is commonly associated with eating raw or undercooked chicken. Jaydee Hanson, James 12:00

10/9/13 POLI

Whether far left of far right, individuals with entrenched political opinions are more likely to believe their 
views are superior to others, according to new research. Social psychologists from Duke University 
used questionnaires about controversial political issues including affirmative action, welfare, and taxes 
to gauge the views of 500 participants. Study participants were also asked how correct their opinions 
were relative to the opinions of others. Those who were most dug in on conservative views - of tax 
rates, affirmative action and voter ID laws - were also most dogmatic, a finding confirmed in other 
research dubbed as the “rigidity-of-the-right” hypothesis. Kaitlin Toner, 9:00

10/9/13 MEDI

A Brazilian lawmaker has sued the San Francisco company for allowing users in the country to tweet 
locations of DUI checkpoints, thus enabling drunken drivers to elude capture. Gizmodo reports that one 
such account has more than 300,000 users in Brazil. Sennett Devermont 9:00

10/9/13 MEDI

It’s the next, big blockbuster initial public offering since Facebook and Twitter has just filed the papers to 
raise $1 billion on the stock market. Its ticker symbol will be TWTR. The New York Stock Exchange and 
the Nasdaq are both jockeying to launch the offering. After Facebook’s botched IPO on the Nasdaq, 
many people are expecting Twitter to go with the NYSE instead. Paul Sweeney 10:00

10/9/13 LIT

Malcolm Gladwell cheers on the underdog in this new book, “David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, 
and the Art of Battling Giants.” Many are familiar with the David and Goliath legend, but Gladwell goes 
deeper and looks at the balance between the weak and the powerful. Malcolm Gladwell, 17:00



10/9/2013 ECON

Congress will vote next week on whether to raise the debt ceiling, but a new United 
Technologies/National Journal Congressional Connection poll finds that many Americans are confused 
about this concept.  Shane Goldmacher 7:00

10/9/2013 ECON

We check in with furloughed workers Dan Stevens, training coordinator for FEMA, Lauren Weinhold, 
digital archivist for NOAA, and Ray Tchoulakian, contract specialist for the offices of Medicare and 
Medicaid to see how they're filling their days.

Dan Stevens, Lauren 
Weinhold, Ray 
Tchoulakian 3:49

10/9/2013 EDUC
As the L.A. Unified school district begins what could be the largest 1:1 iPad project in the nation, some 
researchers, parents and educators say it's moving too fast. Annie Gilbertson 3:46

10/9/2013 SPOR
It's time for sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, who have covered sports for the LA Times and 
ESPN.

 Andy and Brian 
Kamenetzky 7:52

10/9/2013 ENV
Yesterday Governor Jerry Brown signed more than a dozen bills to improve access to water in 
California. Jay Famiglietti 4:59

10/9/2013 IMM
Every two weeks, a group of volunteers has been going out into the Imperial Valley to leave water for 
the migrants who try to cross the Mexico border in California's unforgiving desert. No 4:37



10/9/2013 TECH
This week on App Chat, we'll fill you on the best apps to help you organize, survive and thrive when you 
travel this holiday season.  Devindra Hardawar 4:36

10/9/2013 ART
Chris Nichols is editor at Los Angeles magazine, and he's also quite the collector of things from eras 
gone by. From time to time, he brings some of his treasures into the studio for a little show and tell. Chris Nichols 2:23

10/9/2013 SCIE
One of California's own got a life-changing phone call this morning. USC professor Arieh Warshel was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry today along with two colleagues. Corey Moore 3:26

10/9/2013 ART
The 16th annual Los Angeles Latino International Film Festival kicks off Thursday. Among the many 
films being screened is a documentary called "Justice For My Sister." Kimberly Bautista 5:57

10/10/2013 ART Grand Park opened a year ago Fox 1:18

10/10/2013 OC Future of US Open of Surfing to be discussed after riot in Huntington Beach Joyce :48

10/10/2013 POLI A look at shutdown effect/reax in Riverside County McNary 3:58

10/10/2013 IMM DMV looks at ways to handle boost of applications after undocumented license bill signed Pringle :46

10/10/2013 HEAL New bill allows more medical professionals to perform early-term abortions Adler :44

10/10/2013 HEAL Patient found dead in stairwell of San Francisco General Hospital, family wants answers CC :09

10/10/2013 HEAL Patient found dead in stairwell of San Francisco General Hospital, family wants answers CC :14

10/10/2013 ECON NRC furloughs most of staff, what does that mean for San Onofre? Joyce :44

10/10/2013 POLI Santa Monica reigns in public fitness classes in city parks Whatley :53

10/10/2013 POLI LA Mayor Garcetti dumps Fire Chief Brian Cummings Stoltze 1:05

10/10/2013 LAW LA County DA files assault charges against officer accused of kicking woman Palta :53

10/10/2013 DC Poll shows strong support for immigration in Central Valley Felde 2:03

10/10/2013 POLI Gov Brown signed bills aimed at helping veterans CC :13



10/10/2013 ECON Company that owns OC Register announced plans to puchase Riverside's Press-Enterprise Lee 1:13

10/10/2013 POLI Gov Brown acts on bills covering veterans housing, school  nutrition and teacher discipline Adler :45

10/10/2013 LAW LAPD officer chartged with hitting a woman during arrest CC :10

10/10/2013 HEAL Californians spend more time waiting in emergency rooms than other Americans Bartolone 1:01

10/10/2013 LAW State Attorney General sues a for-profit college company CC :11

10/10/2013 POLI Republican leaders unveiled a plan to bring more Latinos into the fold Huang 1:29

10/10/13 POLI

In a press conference this morning House Speaker John Boehner unveiled a proposal for a six-week 
extension of the debt limit. The White House, in a statement, said congress needs to pass a clean debt-
limit increase and funding bill to reopen the government. The condition of the proposal are still unclear.  
What does this mean for shuttered government agencies?  Lisa Mascaro, Congres 12:00

10/10/13 HEAL

According to the International Dyslexia Association, one in 10 people have symptoms of the language-
based learning disorder that can make tasks like reading, writing and spelling difficult for those affected. 
“Dislecksia: The Movie” explores how dyslexic individuals learn, and what can be done to revolutionize 
education. Harvey Hubbell, Lainie 23:00

10/10/13 POLI

Governor Jerry Brown signed the ‘Trust Act’ yesterday, which prohibits the LAPD and other local law 
enforcement agencies from detaining people for deportation if they are arrested for a misdemeanor. The
bill is one of a number of immigration-related laws the governor signed in the last couple of weeks, 
including one that would provide special driver’s licenses for undocumented Californians. Leslie Berestein Rojas 11:00

10/10/13 HEAL

The University of Minnesota's football coach, Jerry Kill, missed his team's game day last weekend due 
to an epileptic seizure. It's the second time this season Coach Kill suffered a game-day seizure, but the 
first time he missed an entire game. Defensive coordinator Tracy Claeys stepped in as acting coach. 
After Minnesota's win on Saturday, Claeys explained, "We have been through a lot of battles together....
We miss him here as a friend. We are all pretty much used to this, and so are the kids." Alex Friedrich,  Dr. Jero 21:00

10/10/2013 POLI
Wall Street executives have been warning of catastrophe if the U.S. defaults on its debt, but the stock 
market doesn't seem to reflect that. David Gura 5:41



10/10/2013 POLI

The effects of the U.S. government shutdown have now reached the most remote outpost in the world. 
This week, the National Science Foundation announced it's shutting down its science program in 
Antarctica. Dawn Sumner 4:40

10/10/2013 HEAL
The state's health insurance exchange, Covered California, is now a little more than a week old. As 
folks are enrolling, they find themselves with a lot of questions. Emily Bazar 6:20

10/10/2013 ART

Director Lucas Rivera said programming at the park will put it on par with the Getty Center and the 
Natural History Museum. But many visitors on a recent weekday said if it wasn't because they had 
business nearby, they would not be there. Hayley Fox 1:34

10/10/2013 LIT
In 2006, "Water & Power" won the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award for outstanding new play. 
Now Montoya has turned it into a film of the same name. Richard Montoya 9:11

10/10/2013 POLI

It's Thursday and that means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout
California. To help us with that we're joined in studio now by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and 
Frank Stoltze.

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 9:23

10/10/2013 POLI

In just over a month, voters in Albuquerque will decide whether to ban late-term abortions. It promises to
be a contentious fight. Yesterday, the state's attorney general said the proposed ordinance would be 
unconstitutional and unenforceable. No 4:22

10/10/2013 ENT It's time to dip into the Comment Box to find out what you have to say about the work we're doing. No 1:37



10/10/2013 POLI

Tuesday marked Los Angeles mayor Eric Garcetti's 100th day in office. One-hundred days isn't a lot of 
time for an elected official to get much done, but it's enough time to gauge how people feel about the job
he's doing. Eric Garcetti 6:48

10/10/2013 LIT
Today the Nobel Prize in Literature was awarded to Alice Munro, a Canadian writer known for her 
contemporary short stories. David Kipen 5:09

10/11/2013 POLI City Attorney Mke Feuer speaks on the crackdown of medical marijuana clinics CC :18

10/11/2013 SPOR Dodgers face off against the Cardinals in Game one of the NLCS Bergman 3:59

10/11/2013 TRAN Caltrans closes several freeways over the weekend Moore :51

10/11/2013 EDU UC president visits UCLA for the first time CC :12

10/11/2013 HEAL Californians wait longer in ER waiting rooms than patients in other states CC :07

10/11/2013 LAW Toyotal not liable for the death of a woman killed when her Camry's brakes failed CC :07

10/11/2013 SPOR National League Championship Series continues CC :17

10/11/2013 POLI Filming shut down on federal lands during the shutdown CC :15

10/11/2013 SPOR Dodgers face off against the Cardinals in Game one of the NLCS Shaikin 2:34

10/11/2013 EDU Administrators worry about security measures for new standardized test Guzman 2:40

10/11/2013 EDU UC president visits UCLA for the first time Guzman 1:35

10/11/2013 SPOR Dodgers face off against the Cardinals in Game one of the NLCS CC :12

10/11/2013 EDU Limited wifi connection slowing down LAUSD's iPad plan Gilbertson :56

10/11/2013 SPOR Mexico must win against Panama to qualify for the World Cup CC :12

10/11/2013 POLI Gov Brown acts on a number of gun measures ?? 4:31

10/11/2013 POLI Grand Canyon reamins closed but Glen Canyon on border of AZ, Utah reopens Morales 1:23

10/11/2013 LAW Gov Brown acts on range of gun bills CC :09

10/11/2013 LAW Gov Brown acts on range of gun bills CC :06



10/11/2013 EDU UC president visits UCLA for the first time Guzman :57

10/11/2013 MEDI UCLA analysis indicates the more diverse the cast, the better the ratings Huang 1:27

10/11/13 EDU

California Attorney General Kamala Harris filed a lawsuit against Corinthian Colleges, Inc and its 
subsidiaries, which run a number of for-profit colleges across the country, claiming that they lied to 
students and investors about job-placement prospects, as well as illegally using military seals in their 
ads to attract veteran students. Suzanne Martindale,  N 12:00

10/11/13 HEAL

Maine became the first state in the country to enact a law that lets residents purchase mail-order drugs 
from some pharmacies in Canada, the U.K., New Zealand and Australia. Michael Brennan, mayor of 
Portland, the largest city in Maine, told the Wall Street Journal that the practice saved the city 
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303442004579123613325473946?mod=WSJ_h
ps_sections_news over $3 million between 2004 and 2012 for employees’ drugs. But a lawsuit filed by a
major pharmaceutical trade group along with several Maine pharmacy organizations 
http://bangordailynews.com/2013/09/11/health/pharmacy-groups-sue-state-over-maine-law-allowing-
drug-importation/  claim that the law could expose consumers to tainted or counterfeit meds. Sharon Treat, Kenneth 12:00

10/11/13 OBIT

M. Scott Carpenter, whose 1962 spaceflight nearly ended in disaster, died at age 88 yesterday in 
Denver. Carpenter was the second  American to orbit the Earth - after John Glenn - in a mission that 
suffered technical glitches and an uncertain landing 250 miles off target. Carpenter's actions that day 
and those of NASA's mission control stoked controversy for decades and served as fodder for the 
famous novel and film "The Right Stuff." Carpenter's ocean explorations were also a significant 
accomplishment. Tom Jones 7:00

10/11/13 ENT
Larry is joined by KPCC critics Tim Cogshell, Wade Major and Charles Solomon to review this week's 
releases, including Captain Phillips, CBGB, Muscle Shoals and more! TGI-Filmweek! Tim Cogshell, Wade Ma 28:00:00



10/11/2013 POLI

California Governor Jerry Brown recently broke a new record as the longest serving governor of 
California. Lately he's been a pretty busy governor, too. For more on what he's up to, we're joined by 
John Myers. John Myers 5:06

10/11/2013 ECON
A small federal agency which approves the labels on beer bottles and kegs is shut down, and that 
means dozens of craft breweries are in limbo, unable to legally distribute their product. Byron Fisher 4:04

10/11/2013 POLI
It's time for our Friday Flashback, a look back and analysis of the week's biggest news stories. Today, 
we've got our "A-team" in today.

James Rainey, Nancy 
Cook 11:34

10/11/2013 ART
Director Randy Moore joins the show to talk about how he managed to film a feature-length horror film 
right under Disney's nose.  Randy Moore 8:28



10/11/2013 ENT
Trial consultant Ryan Malphurs reviews Supreme Court oral arguments and parses them for instances 
of humor.  Ryan Malphurs 7:16

10/11/2013 LAW
All over the world buyers and sellers who were using The Silk Road are now being arrested. Joining the 
show to talk about the aftermath of this bust is Bridget Carey from CNET.  Jose Pagliery 4:59

10/11/2013 TECH
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 5:43

10/11/2013 ART
Richard Buckner has been making incredible, critically-acclaimed albums for more than a decade now, 
but you can still find him working odd jobs during the day. Richard Buckner 10:48

10/12/2013 SPOR Dodgers and Cardinals play Game two of the NLCS CC :13

10/12/2013 SPOR Mexico wins spectacularly to advance to the World Cup CC :13

10/12/2013 ENT Latino Film Festival continues in Hollywood CC :23

10/12/2013 SCI Solar Decathlon winners are announced Watt ??



10/12/2013 ART

"The War of the Worlds" turns 75 this year, and to celebrate, KPCC will re-air the show and distribute it 
internationally along with a companion documentary by R.H. Greene and introduced by "Star Trek" actor
and sci-fi icon George Takei. KPCC Staff 16:38:00

10/12/2013 SCI
To mark the 1-year anniversary, John Rabe speaks with John Rudolph, president of the California 
Science Center, about the plans for Endeavor.

John Rabe / Jeff 
Rudolph 10:52:00

10/12/2013 ART
Kevin Ferguson visits the Getty Villa to speak with Dr. Timothy Potts, director of the Getty and the 
British Museum's John Curtis about the Cyrus Cylinder, which is making its first ever appearance in LA.

Kevin Ferguson / Dr. 
Timothy Potts / John 
Curtis 4:50:00

10/12/2013 ART
Robert Garrova talks with Benjamin Dickow, who lectures on comics history at Otis College, about the 
LA County comics ban passed in September 1948.

Robert Garrova / 
Benjamin Dickow 4:16:00

10/12/2013 HIST
Jerry Gorrin asks Roz Wyman why she felt so strongly about bringing baseball west, and how hard it 
was to pluck the Dodgers from Brooklyn.

Jerry Gorrin / Roz 
Wyman 4:47:00

10/12/2013 SCI

Jerry Gorrin speaks with Greg Pauly, curator of the Natural History Museum, about RASCals, the 
museum's citizen science platform. They're focused on a new initiative to catalogue the geckos that 
mistakenly make their way to LA.

Jerry Gorrin / Greg 
Pauly / Will Bernstein 4:40:00

10/12/2013 SPOR
John Rabe talks to Dodger pitcher Clayton Kershaw and his wife Ellen about their outreach efforts in 
and charity work for orphans in Zambia. John Rabe 5:02:00



10/12/2013 P

This excerpt comes from a fascinating and provocative panel discussion about the tidal wave that is 
Chicano art. Led by comedian, actor, and Chicano art advocate Cheech Marin, the panel also includes 
Dr. Susana Smith Bautista and artists Einar Jamex de la Torre, Shizu Saldamando, John Valdez, and 
Harry Gamboa Jr. John Rabe 8:25:00

10/13/2013 POLI Beer makers feel the hit from the shutdown CC :14

10/13/2013 SCI Science Center president says Endeavour has attracted visitors from around the world CC :11

10/13/2013 SCI Austrian students won to honors at the Solar Decathlon CC :15

10/13/2013 SCI Solar Decathlon winners are announced Watt 1:10

10/13/2013 DC Burbank lawmaker wants civilian oversight of FISA courts Felde :57

10/13/2013 SPOR Dodgers lose game two of the National League Series CC :07

10/13/2013 OBIT Downey High School football player died yesterday CC :07

10/13/2013 OBIT Downey High School football player died yesterday CC :04

10/13/2013 RELI Crouch Memorial members meet at another congregation, talk about options for a new space CC :16

10/14/2013 DC Supreme Court takes up California case involving human rights abuses in Argentina Felde 1:00

10/14/2013 ENV Five-part series on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Quinton 5:03

10/14/2013 LAW Is USC and the area safer a year after the university made extra security measures? Aguilar 3:54

10/14/2013 ART "Gravity" rises to number one at the box office Jahad :40

10/14/2013 SPOR Dodgers are down two games to one in the NLCS Watt 1:11

10/14/2013 SPOR Dodgers and Cardinals play Game three CC :17

10/14/2013 SPOR Dodgers are down two games to one in the NLCS CC :17

10/14/2013 POLI Gov Brown acted on hundreds of bills this weekend Adler :47

10/14/2013 POLI Gov Brown acted on hundreds of bills this weekend CC :23

10/14/2013 ECON Statue of Liberty reopens CC :13



10/14/2013 POLI Gov Brown signed a bill celebrated by people with developmental disabilities Korry 1:06

10/14/2013 SPOR Raiders are in last place in the AFC West CC :15

10/14/2013 POLI Gov Brown signed a flurry of last-minute bills, many were vetoed Adler 2:36

10/14/2013 TRAN BART unions extended deadline to strike CC :08

10/14/2013 MIL Shutdown means there isn't enough money to train military replacements deploying to Afghanistan CC :15

10/14/2013 SCI California Science Center hopes to open permanent Endeavour exhibit in 2018 CC :12

10/14/2013 TECH Tomorrow is Ada Lovelace Day, celebrating woman known as first computer programmer CC :24

10/14/2013 POLI LA leaders praise Gov Brown for signing law expanding power of airport police officers Moore 1:25

10/14/2013 POLI Analysis of Brown's bill signings CC :15

10/14/2013 SPOR Dodgers face off against the Cardinals in Game 3 of the NLCS Roman 4:14

10/14/2013 SPOR Game three is underway at Dodger Stadium CC :12

10/14/2013 DC House tired of weekends in Washington Felde :56

10/14/2013 POLI Analysis of Gov's bill signings Adler :55

10/14/2013 ENV Environmental groups say session was about "playing defense" Quinton :52

10/14/2013 IMM Many deportees live along the Tijuana River canal Replogle :54

10/14/2013 LAW Driver killed when car collided with Metro bus in North Hollywood CC :26

10/14/2013 SPOR Mexico faces off against Costa Rica in World Cup qualifier Huang 1:28

10/14/2013 ENV Could be hours before crews repair gas leak in East LA CC :11

10/14/2013 ENV Battery recyling plant tries to limit financial liability for releasing toxic emissions Peterson 1:11

10/14/2013 ENV
Top state, local officials warn that continued drought, dry conditions could cut water supplies in SoCal 
next year Peterson 1:21

10/14/2013 ENV
Top state, local officials warn that continued drought, dry conditions could cut water supplies in SoCal 
next year CC :19

10/14/2013 ENV
California Department of Fish and Wildlife holds meetings across the state on plan to preserve, protect 
CA's plant, animal species CC :14



10/14/2013 ECON Nordstrom has a 99-year-old greeter Lee 4:00

10/14/2013 SCI Science Center president says Endeavour has attracted visitors from around the world CC :11

10/14/2013 EDU Loh Life Kids Loh 2:54

10/14/13 POLI

The weekend came and went with no agreement to reopen the government or to raise the debt ceiling 
by Thursday’s deadline. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid says a deal to end the two-week shutdown 
and to continue government borrowing is close. House Speaker John Boehner is slated to meet with top
House GOP leaders later today to discuss their options and consider crafting their own bill to raise the 
debt ceiling. Dana Rohrabacher, Ad 24:00:00

10/14/13 HEAL

It’s been two weeks since the new healthcare insurance exchanges under Obamacare came online. 
California said about 29,000 people signed up in the first week. We’d like to hear from listeners who 
have comparison-shopped for a plan through Covered California. What was your experience like? Gerald Kominski, Paul 24:00:00

10/14/13 LAW

Broadcasters on Friday petitioned the US Supreme Court to hear their suit against Aereo, an online 
service that allows paying members to watch live over-the-air programming.Will the Supreme Court 
hear the case? And what do companies like Aereo mean for the future of broadcasting? John Eggerton 13:00

10/14/13 POLI

In a sprawling indictment of the Obama Administration’s approach to press freedom and leakers of 
classified information, the Committee to Protect Journalists has accused the President of aggressively 
its waging war against transparency. Sandy Rowe 18:00

10/14/13 ENT

James Franco debut novel, “Actors Anonymous,” is loosely modeled on the traditional 12 steps of 
Alcoholics Anonymous, and gives the stories of characters struggling with the addictions of celebrity, 
fame and access. The actors in the novel range from an ex-child star, to a McDonald's drive thru-
operator all who face their own challenges navigating the waters of Hollywood. The story is told in 
different styles from lyric essays to testimonials. The book gives insight into the nature of acting as well 
as the business. James Franco 16:00

10/14/2013 ENV
Thousands of concrete buildings in LA are at risk of collapse when an earthquake strikes, and there's 
little momentum to make them safer. Ron Lin 5:40

10/14/2013 ENV Possibly as small as a 6.0.  Thomas Heaton 6:33

10/14/2013 POLI There are lessons to glean in what the Governor signed into law. John Myers 8:54



10/14/2013 LABOR

Jessica Ortiz struggles to figure out what to feed her five kids while her husband works in the vineyards 
and almond orchards. Reporter Sasha Khokha paints an intimate portrait of the barriers to accessing 
healthy and affordable food for the families that harvest California's produce. No 6:13

10/14/2013 ART
Three artists traveled along Route 66 from Oklahoma to California collecting audio stories of struggle 
and optimism from people along the way. No 4:13

10/14/2013 ENT

LA Times film writer Rebecca Keegan talks about the now-troubled adaptation of "Fifty Shades of Grey,"
the Somali immigrant who became a movie star in "Captain Phillips," and the lengths that Hollywood 
goes to to keep a script from being leaked. Rebecca Keegan 9:02

10/14/2013 ENT
Lisette St. Claire's job is the world's first laugh wrangler, and she explains what it take to be the best in 
the laughing biz  Lisette St. Claire 6:53

10/14/2013 POLI
The partial government shutdown is now in its third week and the country is about to bump up against a 
borrowing limit. California Congressman Adam Schiff joins Take Two for an update from the Hill. Adam Schiff 5:13

10/14/2013 ENV
The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta is a key source of water for central and southern California. Amy 
Quinton takes us on the 700 mile journey following the water supply. No 5:34

10/14/2013 POLI
The Oregon National Guard is delaying training for more than 1,000 troops scheduled to deploy to 
Afghanistan in the spring because of the shutdown.

Gayle Tzemach 
Lemmon  5:08



10/14/2013 POLI

A Mexican mayor has gone on hunger strike, asking for better resources from the federal government 
for mayors under threat by the ongoing drug wars. Dozens of mayors have already been killed or gone 
missing in recent years. Reporter Dudley Althaus of Global Post joins the show. Dudley Althaus 6:05

10/15/2013 POLI House hasn't voted on proposal to avoid government default on debts Felde 3:17

10/15/2013 SPOR Ben Bergman live from Dodger Stadium before Game 4 of the NLCS Bergman 4:21

10/15/2013 LAW
US Supreme Court deals setback to Governor Brown in his effort to battle a fed court order to cut the 
state's prison population CC :12

10/15/2013 POLI LA city officials consider improvements to older, concrete buildings Walton 1:06

10/15/2013 LAW Former San Diego Mayor pleaded guilty to charges Sauer 2:19

10/15/2013 DC Congress behind the scenes Felde 1:01

10/15/2013 POLI Group of California mayors announced state-wide initiative to reduce pensions CC :10

10/15/2013 POLI Group of California mayors announced state-wide initiative to reduce pensions CC :10

10/15/2013 HEAL LA County Health Officials mandate flu shots for some health care workers O'Neill :57

10/15/2013 LAW Dry ice bombs at LAX Aguilar 1:47

10/15/2013 MIL Controversial proposal would expand Marine base, draws opponents from Mojave Desert community Cuevas 4:27

10/15/2013 LAW Forensic group in Guatemala collects DNA to solve missing persons reports from their civil war Berestein Rojas 4:20

10/15/2013 SCI An LA Times analysis found there could be more than 1000 seismically unsound buildings in LA Totten 2:09

10/15/2013 SPOR Dodgers trail St. Louis 2-1 in the NLCS Bergman 1:49

10/15/2013 ART Unique alternative helps high school dropouts through the arts Plummer 3:49

10/15/2013 LAW Gov Brown lost another battle over prison overcrowding Stoltze 1:03

10/15/2013 ENV Series on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Quinton 4:49

10/15/2013 ECON Lacter on the Affordable Care Act Lacter 3:55

10/15/2013 SPOR Dodgers trail St. Louis 2-1 in the NLCS CC :09



10/15/2013 YOUT California foster kids performing worse than peers Siler 1:16

10/15/2013 SPOR Dodgers trail St. Louis 2-1 in the NLCS CC :13

10/15/2013 POLI California could face serious consequences if US defaults CC :11

10/15/2013 TRAN BART unions extended deadline to strike CC :11

10/15/2013 SPOR Chargers beat the Colts CC :05

10/15/2013 LAW LAPD and FBI investigate dry ice bombs at LAX Moore :34

10/15/2013 SCI Rare oarfish carcass being preserved on ice CC :18

10/15/2013 SCI Rare oarfish carcass being preserved on ice CC :09

10/15/2013 SPOR Today is the 25th anniversary of Kirk Gibson's home run CC :05

10/15/2013 LAW LAPD and FBI investigate dry ice bombs at LAX Moore 1:00

10/15/2013 LAW Former San Diego Mayor pleaded guilty to charges CC :01

10/15/2013 LAW LAPD officer accused of kicking a woman pleaded not guilty to felony assault Palta 1:14

10/15/2013 LAW Supreme Court hears arguments in affirmative action case CC :20

10/15/2013 LAW LAX beefs up security after dry ice bomb explosion CC :15

10/15/2013 SPOR Dodgers pitcher Rickey Nolasco gets the start in Game 4 of the NLCS CC :16

10/15/13 ENV

An analysis by the Los Angeles Times found that more than 1,000 buildings in LA County could be at 
risk of falling in a major earthquake. The buildings include residences, high rise office buildings and 
factories in an range of different neighborhoods, some of which are nearly a century old. Eric Garcetti, Charles T 24:00:00

10/15/13 POLI

The Supreme Court is hearing oral arguments today on Michigan’s law banning race-based university 
admissions . In past affirmative action cases the Court has stopped short of outlawing affirmative action.
Michigan and five other states including California have laws outlawing the use of racial preferences in 
college admissions. The Michigan law was modeled after California’s Prop 209. David Savage, John Ea 23:00



10/15/13 POLI

It’s day 15 of the federal shutdown in D.C. and lawmakers are still duking it out over proposals to reopen
the government by Thursday’s deadline. It’s still anyone’s guess when Republicans and Democrats will 
strike a deal – but one thing is clear – Congress is more divided than ever. But a new national survey 
found that American voters may not be as politically polarized as their representatives. Daniel Franklin, Dan Sc 20:00

10/15/13 EDU

Advanced placement classes are no longer just nice to have on your high school transcript they are a 
must have for competitive college applications. In an effort to give more students an opportunity many 
schools are getting rid of some of the barriers to getting into AP classes. Some critics say it will dilute 
the standard and content of AP classes.Others say that it gives students who would otherwise not be 
encouraged a chance to take part in the advanced classes. Michael  Petrilli, Chris E 11:00

10/15/13 LIT

How do you follow up with a book titled, “Why Is the Penis Shaped Like That?” How about by looking at 
all manners of sexual perversions. In “Perv: The Sexual Deviant in All of Us,” author Jesse Bering has 
delved into the world of kink, pecadillos, and odd forms of turn-ons to examine the morality of sexual 
deviance, with the ultimate goal of getting us to stop asking what is “normal” or “natural,” but instead to 
look at outlying sexual desires in terms of which ones are harmful. Jesse Bering, 16:00

10/15/2013 LAW 
Today the U.S. Supreme Court will hear arguments in an affirmative action case involving the state of 
Michigan. But the decision could also affect the ban on affirmative action here in California Jody Armour 8:50

10/15/2013 POLI

The Senate is reportedly close to a deal that would reopen the government and raise the debt ceiling — 
at least until early next year. But the House is struggling to come up with a plan of its own because the 
two proposals appear to be pretty different.  Shane Goldmacher 4:22

10/15/2013 LAW
A forensic group is using DNA to help families find relatives who disappeared during Guatemala's brutal 
civil war. Now they're reaching out to LA area immigrants. Leslie Berestein Rojas 4:38

10/15/2013 LABOR

Food banks have become a primary source of nutrition for many families in the Central Valley. The 
region ranks among the highest in the nation when it comes to hunger, as well as diseases linked to 
poor nutrition such as diabetes and obesity. No 4:59



10/15/2013 EDUC

New research finds foster kids have lower standardized test scores and the highest dropout rate. As the 
California Report's Tara Siler explains, the study comes as the state is trying to direct more resources to
at-risk students. No 1:36

10/15/2013 SPOR

It's the last day of National Hispanic Heritage Month, a time celebrating the contributions of Latinos to 
the United States. There have been concerts and art exhibits highlighting the accomplishments of 
Latinos past and present, but two trailblazing Chicanos have been all but forgotten. Paul Gutierrez 5:49

10/15/2013 ENT
Now it's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. Shirley Halperin, music editor of 
The Hollywood Reporter, and Chris Martins, senior writer with Spin Magazine join us today.

 Shirley Halperin, 
Chris Martins 10:06

10/15/2013 POLI
California Representative Tom McClintock, a Republican who represents a district stretching from Lake 
Tahoe down to Kings Canyon National Park, joins the show to address what's happening on Capitol Hill. Tom McClintock, 5:32

10/15/2013 ENV

40 years ago, if your license plate ended in an even number, you could only fill your tank on even 
numbered days. The country was struggling with the effects of an oil embargo imposed by Arab 
members of OPEC, and designed to punish America for supporting Israel in the 1973 war with Egypt 
and Syria. Michael Ross 9:01

10/15/2013 ENV
The Mojave Desert communities around Joshua Tree tend to be among the most pro-military in the 
state. Twenty-nine Palms, after all, is home to the world's largest US Marine base. No 4:51

10/15/2013 DIV
Results of a new UCLA study show that shows with a racially diverse cast and writers can lead to 
higher ratings. Darnell Hunt 5:46



10/15/2013 ENV

The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta was once a vast tidal marshland and inland estuary. Now 
thousands of miles of fragile levees surround artificial islands below sea level. More than 90 percent of 
wetlands have disappeared, and native fish are dying. No 5:09

10/15/2013 IMM
Hundreds marched in Phoenix on Monday to the Immigration and Customs Enforcement office to 
protest the Obama administration's deportation policies. No 3:56

10/15/2013 ART
The cooking competition show has become a well-worn format on TV, but a new program on the brand 
new Esquire network has something special for local audiences: local chefs. Ilan Hall 3:42

10/16/2013 LAW LAPD hold news conference on arrest of airport worker in dry ice bombs at LAX Fox 1:49

10/16/2013 POLI Shutdown impact on CA economy CC :08

10/16/2013 SPOR Dodgers beat Cardinals in Game 5 of the NLCS Bergman :22

10/16/2013 EDU Libraries are closing across the district because of tight budgets Gilbertson 1:22

10/16/2013 LAW LAPD reveal more about dry ice bomber CC :11

10/16/2013 HEAL Asian Americans face many hurdles to seeking mental health care Kim 4:02

10/16/2013 OC Anaheim draws maps for new city council districts Joyce 1:12

10/16/2013 SPOR Dodgers win Game 4 of NLCS Bergman 4:23

10/16/2013 SPOR Dodgers fans choose between work and a daytime NLCS game Bergman 1:19

10/16/2013 SPOR Dodgers need to win this afternoon for any hope at the World Series Bergman 1:29

10/16/2013 LAW Gov Brown lost another battle over prison overcrowding Orr :48

10/16/2013 EDU Libraries are closing across the district because of tight budgets Gilbertson 2:09

10/16/2013 POLI Federal employees face backlog of cases, delayed projects Watt 1:08

10/16/2013 SPOR Dodgers try to avoid playof elimination CC :07

10/16/2013 LAW Former San Diego Mayor pleaded guilty to charges CC :12

10/16/2013 LAW Former San Diego Mayor pleaded guilty to charges CC :17

10/16/2013 LAW Baggage handler at LAX arrested for dry ice bombings CC :03



10/16/2013 LAW Children's advocates try to remove toxic lead paint from older homes Weiss 4:08

10/16/2013 ENT Nominees are out for the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame CC :05

10/16/2013 ENT Nominees are out for the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame CC :07

10/16/2013 LAW Baggage handler at LAX arrested for dry ice bombings Moore 1:03

10/16/2013 ENV Wind advisory in effect for LA, Riverside and Orange Counties CC :07

10/16/2013 TRAN Passenger plane crashed in Laos Head :35

10/16/2013 ECON Homebuilders are less confident in the housing market this month compared to last month CC :15

10/16/2013 SPOR Mexican soccer team could still make the World Cup CC :13

10/16/2013 SPOR Dodgers in must-win game against the Cardinals CC :08

10/16/2013 DC What does Congress do to move on? Felde 1:12

10/16/2013 ENV Series on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Quinton 4:18

10/16/13 POLI

This morning Senate leaders announced they reached a deal to raise the nation's debt limit and end the 
government shutdown. The bipartisan proposal would lift the debt ceiling until February 7th and reopen 
the government through January 15th. White House spokesman, Jay Carney, says the proposal 
“achieves what’s necessary”. There is a strong possibility that both Senate and House could vote on the
deal by the end of the day. Jeanne Cummings, Da 13:00

10/16/13 POLI

It looks like the Senate reached a deal to reopen the government and lift the debt ceiling, but the fiscal 
crisis and its impact are far from over. Congress continues to get shellacked in public opinion polls. 46%
say Republicans are more to blame for the chaotic political standoff in D.C., while 37% say the Dems 
are more at fault. Jocelyn Kiley, Mark Bar 11:00

10/16/13 YOUT

Recently, California schools such as Occidental College and the University of Southern California have 
come under fire for their handling of sexual assault cases. Recently they acknowledged underreporting 
the number of incidents that took place on campus. This comes at a time where there is growing 
frustration over the handling of sexual assault on college campuses. Wendy Murphy, Daniell 23:00

10/16/13 EDU

A fraternity at the University of Southern California has been placed on probation by the university after 
a student from another school attending a party at USC’s Greek Row had to be hospitalized last week. 
She apparently fell from a table she had been dancing on. Joshua Sheffer, David S 24:00:00



10/16/13 SPOR

Last night was a tough loss for Dodger fans. The Dodgers now need to win three consecutive games in 
a row against the St. Louis Cardinals in order to make it to the World Series. If the Dodgers lose the 
game tonight (that starts at 1pm) it would send St. Louis to the World Series. Ben Bergman, 5:00

10/16/13 LIT

Johnny Carson was the late night king from 1962 until 1992 with his popular show, “The Tonight Show.” 
At his peak, he was one of America’s highest paid entertainers. But what was he really like behind 
closed doors? Henry Bushkin 18:00

10/16/2013 ECON

The Treasury department says come Friday, it will not have enough cash on hand to pay the nation's 
bills, putting in jeopardy everything from defense contract payments to veterans benefits and social 
security checks. Delia Fernandez 6:00

10/16/2013 HEAL
Asian Americans tend to seek mental health care less often than other groups, but that doesn't mean 
they're not suffering from mental illnesses No 4:27

10/16/2013 ENT

Last month, Robbie Robertson came out with a previously unheard concert performed by The Band with
Bob Dylan. Host Alex Cohen talks to him about the album, about being part of the most well-known rock 
groups in the world and where he finds his inspiration now. Robbie Robertson 8:27

10/16/2013 LGB
A new study shows that more people express anti-gay sentiment, such as not wanting a gay manager 
at work, when they're asked in an indirect way. Katie Coffman 6:28

10/16/2013 POLI
Former San Diego Mayor Bob Filner has been charged with one felony count of false imprisonment and 
two misdemeanor charges of battery. Host Alex Cohen checks in with KPBS reporter Mark Sauer Mark Sauer 4:50

10/16/2013 SPOR
The Dodgers have been pushed to the edge, it's Hollywood vs. Midwest values and is the game of 
baseball facing a critical crossroads?

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 10:11



10/16/2013 POLI
It's not just Americans that are concerned about the U.S. government defaulting on its debt. The rest of 
the world is worried, too. Damien Cave 5:57

10/16/2013 EDUC

The past few weeks has been filled with teachable moments for professors of political science and 
economics across the country. Dr. Raphael Bostic, professor at the Price School of Public Policy at 
USC, joins the show to talk about how he's teaching the shutdown.  Raphael Bostic 4:56

10/16/2013 TECH
This week on App Chat we profile apps that are good for the younger generation. Sharon Blumenfeld, 
who writes for the site Momfulential, joins host Alex Cohen to share some her favorite apps for kids  Sharon Blumenfeld 4:38

10/16/2013 TECH

There is a civil war going on inside the world of the Internet currency Bitcoin. Its backers are fighting 
over the future of the online cash after one of its biggest shopping sites was busted this month for 
selling illegal drugs and other goods. No 3:39

10/16/2013 ENV
California is the nation’s largest agricultural state. It would not be possible without water from the Delta. 
Farmers say the water is their lifeblood, but it’s been cut back year after year. No 4:45

10/16/2013 POLI

Three weeks in many federal services and agencies remain closed, but there are a few that have 
reopened. The federal government has said states who are willing to foot the bill can open up their 
National Parks.  Marina Koren 4:31

10/16/2013 SPOR
Last night Mexican soccer fans celebrated the victory of their rival U.S. team over Panama. That 
newfound enthusiasm for the U.S. team is not really a change of heart. Dave Denholm 5:42

10/16/2013 SPOR

Jaime Jarrín is the Spanish voice of the Dodgers, and like his colleague, Vin Scully, he's a Hall of Fame 
broadcaster who's been at it for a long time. Jarrín has been calling Dodger games on the radio for 55 
years No 5:12

10/17/2013 ECON Some economists say a prolonged federal shutdown could have affected the state budget CC :10

10/17/2013 POLI Rep. Gary Miller of Rancho Cucamonga says House Republicans shouldn't second-guess themselves CC :15

10/17/2013 DIS Statewide quake drill takes place Thursday Orr :54



10/17/2013 SPOR The Dodgers hit four home runs yesterday and beat the Cardinals 6-4 CC :17

10/17/2013 DIS Great shakeout earthquake drill on Thursday CC :19

10/17/2013 RELI
Racial tensions flared between Asian-Americans and the evangelical Christian community at 
Saddleback Church in Lake Forest Huang 2:38

10/17/2013 SPOR The Dodgers hit four home runs yesterday and beat the Cardinals 6-4 CC :15

10/17/2013 LAW Northridge kidnapping suspect doesn't get plea deal Aguilar 1:25

10/17/2013 HEAL Modest investment in outreach and marketing by parks can reverse trend of less activity. Kim 1:04

10/17/2013 SPOR Dodgers fans celebrate after Game 5 win over Cardinals in NLCS CC :22

10/17/2013 LAW LAX changes rules on disposing of dry ice after dry ice bombs CC :17

10/17/2013 HEAL
UCLA analysis suggests fewer kids drinking sugary drinks than in 2005, but percentage of teens  
drinking sugary drinks is up CC :19

10/17/2013 HEAL Medicare's annual open enrollment began this week and lasts through Dec. 7th O'Neill 2:18

10/17/2013 SPOR The Dodgers hit four home runs yesterday and beat the Cardinals 6-4 CC :15

10/17/2013 ECON
Some economists are taking stock of the shutdown's impact on California's still unsteady economic 
recovery Pringle :50

10/17/2013 HEAL A UCLA report suggests more than 40-percent of kids in Calfifornia have at least one sugary drink a dayBartolone :59

10/17/2013 ECON
Government contractors who have been out of work due to the federal government shutdown won't get 
the back pay promised federal employees Valot 2:11

10/17/2013 FOR Policeman who got lost as child has been reunited wtih family Joly 1:06

10/17/2013 ENV
The agricultural community of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta region may be affected by the Bay 
Delta Conservation Plan Quinton 4:50

10/17/2013 ECON Yosemite reopens with end of partial government shutdown CC :13

10/17/2013 DIS The Great Shakeout quake drill is over Moore 1:17

10/17/2013 POLI President Obama says the agenda should focus on a budget, immigration reform, and a farm bill CC :09

10/17/2013 LAW A faulty shell caused the fireworks explosion in Simi Valley injuring 28 people CC :12

10/17/2013 DIS 9-million Californians took part in today's (Thurs.) Great ShakeOut earthquake drill CC :11

10/17/2013 EDU Echo Park students take part in "great Shakeout" CC :11



10/17/2013 POLI L.A. City Councilman Herb Wesson creates elections reform commission Walton :50

10/17/2013 LAW A faulty shell caused the fireworks explosion in Simi Valley injuring 28 people CC :11

10/17/2013 SPOR Jarrin has been calling Dodger games on the radio for 55 years Rojas 4:47

10/17/2013 SCI LA County Natural History Museum studies rare beaked whale that washed ashore in Venice Beach CC :15

10/17/2013 DIS Statewide earthquake drill took place Wed morning Moore 1:06

10/17/2013 HEAL A key consumer tool on the Covered California website still isn't working O'Neill 2:17

10/17/2013 POLI So Cal business sales take a hit during shutdown  Lee 1:23

10/17/2013 LAW Two San Bernardino council members face charges in separate cases McNary :55

10/17/2013 POLI
Former employee files sexual harassment suit against LA City Councilman Jose Huizar; Huizar admits 
affair but not wrongdoing Walton 2:07

10/17/2013 LAW County officials ask questions about vacancies in LA County's probation department Palta 2:04

10/17/2013 HEAL
Cedars-sinai is giving out $3.3 million in grants. Charles R. Drew University will get biggest award - $1.5
million Kim 1:01

10/17/2013 POLI LA City Councilman Jose Huizar today (Thurs.) admitted to an affair with a former employee CC :10

10/17/2013 ENER
State PUC votes unanimously to make CA first state to require utilities to purchase energy storage 
capacity CC :11

10/17/2013 ENER
State PUC votes unanimously to make CA first state to require utilities to purchase energy storage 
capacity CC :08

10/17/2013 LAW
Civil trial in downtown LA involves allegations 28 sheriff's deputies used excessive force against 
inmates at Men's Central Jail Stoltze 2:44

10/17/2013 LAW Two Latino gang members plead guilty to hate crimes against black residents in Compton Aguilar 1:11

10/17/2013 DC Will vote on ending government shutdown help or hurt California GOP? Felde 2:51

10/17/2013 ECON Federal employees return to work after end of partial govt. shutdown Watt 1:02

10/17/2013 LAW Two San Bernardino council members face charges in separate cases McNary 1:12

10/17/13 POLI

Congress has passed a deal to reopen the partially shut-down government and raise the debt ceiling 
until mid-January, ending a two week-long impasse in the Capitol. The deal, hammered out by 
Republican Senator Mitch McConnell and Democratic Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, was quickly 
passed yesterday by the chamber. Before the end of the night, House members had voted the bill in 
285 to 144. President Obama signed it just after midnight Thursday. Carrie Budoff Brown, D 14:00



10/17/13 POLI

Leading a coalition of mayors from San Bernardino, Santa Ana, Anaheim, and Pacific Grove, San Jose 
Mayor Chuck Reed filed papers on Tuesday with the Attorney General’s office seeking to put a public 
pension measure on next year’s statewide ballot. If approved, the Pension Reform Act of 2014 would 
give state and local governments the power to lower current employees’ pension and retiree health 
benefits by changing the California constitution, even though they were determined through collective 
bargaining agreements. Chuck Reed, Terry Bre 19:00

10/17/13 ENV

In case of an earthquake we know the the drill: Drop.Cover.Hold On. But that’s only once we feel the 
earth start to tremble. What if we had a warning system that allows us to be ready to respond and find a 
safe place to hold on? California will be the first state to have an earthquake early warning system 
thanks to a bill signed by Governor Brown in late September. Elizabeth Cochran, Jam 15:00

10/17/13 IMM

President Obama is calling on Congress to tackle major legislations such as the farm bill and 
immigration reform now that the shutdown is over for now. An aide to House Agriculture Committee 
chairman Frank Lucas told Reuters that Congress could renew talks on the $500 billion farm bill as soon
as next week. The bill is more than a year past due and could cut funding for conservation programs in 
exchange for boosting the federally subsidized crop insurance program. Lisa Lerer, David Hawk 14:00

10/17/13 RELI

The documentary, God Loves Uganda, explores the American evangelical movement in Uganda that is 
focused on fundamental biblical teaching. Many of the evangelicals have been instrumental in providing 
schools, and hospitals in needed areas of the country. At the same time the movement has been noted 
to promote religious bigotry especially against homosexuals. Roger Ross Williams 19:00

10/17/13 POLI

Is it possible that people are actually predisposed to their political party affiliation? Social scientists John 
Hibbing, Kevin Smith, and John Alford in their book, “Predisposed: Liberals, Conservatives, and the 
Biology of Political Differences” present evidence that political affiliation is impacted by biological 
influence. Their evidence suggests it is more than just culture or where people grow up that impact their 
party affiliation, but how people identity has a more physical component. Kevin Smith 15:00

10/17/2013 ECON

A preliminary analysis by Standard and Poor's pegs the cost of the shutdown at $24 billion. That's just a 
tiny fraction of the nation's almost $15 trillion economy, but the political standoff had a powerful negative 
effect on many small businesses. Kathleen Miller 7:15

10/17/2013 ECON
With the shutdown over, National Parks are re-opening in California. Yosemite opened its gates last 
night after Congress reached a deal. Dori Jones 4:12

10/17/2013 HEAL
If you're a Medicare recipient and you're confused about whether the Affordable Care Act affects the 
choices you make this year, KPCC's Stephanie O'Neill says you can relax. Stephanie O'Neill 2:50

10/17/2013 HEAL
Turns out Emily has been so bombarded by questions of late, we thought it would be good to squeeze 
in an additional chat this week. Emily Bazar 4:45



10/17/2013 HEAL
Native Americans are one of just a few groups that won't be fined if they don't buy insurance, but the 
level of care they receive won't get any better either. No 3:49

10/17/2013 SPOR
The Mexican national basketball team is coming off an unlikely championship run at the FIBA Americas 
in Venezuela, beating out traditional regional power houses such as Argentina and Brazil. Marc Stein

10/17/2013 ENT

This reboot of "Carrie" was directed by Kimberly Peirce, who also directed the 1999 hit "Boys Don't 
Cry." Peirce joins Take Two to talk about "Carrie" and how she studied the original source material very 
carefully. Kimberly Peirce 10:07

10/17/2013 ART
When billboards do their job right, they get your attention. Rarely do they inspire you to say, “wow!” In 
downtown Los Angeles, though, there’s a great reason to look up. No 4:35

10/17/2013 POLI
Take Two's State of Affairs examined the Democratic governor's third term. You can listen to the full 
audio here.

Oscar Garza, Frank 
Stoltze, Dan Walters 14:54

10/17/2013 ART

Academics have long agreed that the detailed paintings of epic hunts and battles found on the inside of 
caves were mostly created by men. But a new analysis is raising some questions about the gender of 
the artists. Dean Snow 5:31

10/17/2013 ENV
The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta is home to a half million people. In the fourth part of our series, we 
examine the culture of the Delta and talk to residents about their concerns over its future. No 5:15

10/17/2013 REL

Racial tensions flared between some Asian-American Christians and the evangelical community 
recently in the wake of a pair of incidents involving the influential Southern California pastor Rick 
Warren and his Saddleback Church in Lake Forest. No 2:38

10/17/2013 ART
The partial government shutdown has now come to an end, but it has left behind some rather negative 
sentiment toward the Tea Party. Gary Eaton 4:25



10/17/2013 ENV
Yesterday a rare whale called the Stejneger's beaked whale was found in Venice beach. It's identified 
by saber-like teeth.  Nick Fash 5:01

10/17/2013 ENT
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 5:52

10/18/2013 POLI A look at the status of immigration reform after President Obama promises action Rojas 1:55

10/18/2013 POLI Republican legislative leaders want to try and ban strikes like the BART strike in the future Adler :47

10/18/2013 TRAN
The government shutdown forced the National Transportation Safety Board to suspend its investigation 
of the Santa Monica jet crash Fox :44

10/18/2013 ENV Series on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Quinton 5:05

10/18/2013 HOUS Summit addresses challenge of housing transit Watt 1:17

10/18/2013 POLI
Multiple calls for banning public transit strikes after Bay Area rapid transit workers went on strike this 
morning CC :13

10/18/2013 ART Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Lael Lowenstein review this week's releases Mantle 3:00

10/18/2013 LAW Federal jury finds LA County Sheriff Lee Baca liable in inmate abuse case CC :07

10/18/2013 TRAN Construction has yet to begin on California's bullet train Adler 1:32

10/18/2013 SPOR UCLA and Stanford football play each other CC :13

10/18/2013 TRAN BART workers walked off the job at midnight CC :05

10/18/2013 TRAN BART workers walked off the job at midnight CC :13

10/18/2013 FOR Saudi Arabia turns down seat on UN Security Council Marcus 45

10/18/2013 LAW LA County sheriff's department says it will appeal finding that Baca was liable in inmate abuse case CC :20

10/18/2013 FOR American nun who left a privileged life to work in Tijuana jail has died Replogle :57

10/18/2013 POLI A look at whether the city of L.A. will pay for Councilman Jose Huizar's legal defense Walton :41

10/18/2013 LAW Mexico has until the end of the month to certify thousands of police officers CC :21

10/18/2013 SPOR Dodgers need to win as play Cardinals in Game Six of the NLCS CC :15

10/18/2013 OC Trial to start next month for two ex-Fullerton police officers accused in beating death Joyce 1:21

10/18/2013 LAW
Legislative committee examines race relations across CA; holds community meeting at Cal-State 
Dominguez Hills Huang :50



10/18/2013 POLI San Bernardino Councilman resigned after pleading guilty to perjury charges Whatley 3:32

10/18/2013 EDU Parents protest LAUSD's newly enforced policy to separate kids by English proficiency Gilbertson 1:32

10/18/2013 ART Death Salon kicks off at the Bootleg Theater near Downtow nLA CC :17

10/18/13 POLI

Los Angeles Sheriff Lee Baca could be on the hook for $100,000 for failing to stop inmate abuse in 
Men's Central Jail. A federal jury has found Baca personally liable in a deputy use-of-force case, in 
which plaintiff Tyler Willis alleged that county deputies punched and kicked him in 2009 while he was an 
inmate. Last week, the jury returned a verdict in Willis' favor and fined the four defendants -- Deputies 
Anthony Vasquez, Mark Farino and Pedro Guerrero, Capt. Daniel Cruz and Sheriff Baca -- a total of 
$165,000 in damages. Baca will pay $100,000 of the amount, with the other three splitting the rest. 
Sheriff's officials told the LA Times that they will fight the verdict. Joanna Schwartz,  Har 15:00

10/18/13 ECON

The deadline for certifying hundreds of thousands of police nationwide in Mexico is October 29th and it 
is looking like they will be missing that deadline. Overhauling the police force has been one of the most 
important components for nearly a $2 billion U.S. aid package and one of the centerpiece issues for the 
government. Tracy Wilkinson, Christ 12:00

10/18/13 SPOR

After their monster win against the Cardinals in Game 5, the Dodgers are heading back to the Busch 
Stadium in St. Louis for another must-win ballgame. Ace pitcher Clayton Kershaw will take the mount. If 
that’s not enough, the Dodgers also have history on their side. The Cardinals have blown a 3-1 lead in a 
postseason series four times and the last time that happened was in 2012 when they played against the 
San Francisco Giants. Kevin Baxter, 7:00

10/18/13 EDU

hat if you could get a your BA at a community college? A 16-member panel composed of educators and 
administrators across various high education platforms in California is weighing that very issue. The 
panel is supposed to present a proposal at the end of the year. The move to granting 4-year degrees 
would require legislative change as well as additional accreditation for community colleges. Many critics 
state the adjustments would go against California’s Master Plan for Higher education that was put in 
place in the 1960s. William Scroggins, Nort 14:00

10/18/13 MEDI
Larry is joined by KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Lael Loewenstein to review this week's releases, 
including 12 Years a Slave, The Fifth Estate, Carrie and more! TGI-Filmweek! Henry Sheehan, Lael L 30:00:00

10/18/13 MEDI

 The new critically acclaimed film “12 Years a Slave” is the gripping true story of a man’s fight to survive 
after being sold into slavery. Set before the Civil War, Solomon Northup (Chiwetel Ejiofor) is a free black
man from New York. He is taken from his home and sold into slavery. He struggles to stay alive at the 
hand of his slave owner, played by Michael Fassbender. John Ridley, 17:00



10/18/2013 POLI

Weapons inspectors have been in Syria since the first of October. While they've inspected at least 11 
chemical weapons sites so far, there are a few sites that remain inaccessible because of security 
reasons. Jane Arraf 4:17

10/18/2013 LAW
The jury found his conduct, and that of four other jail officials, was "malicious, oppressive or in reckless 
disregard," of inmate Tyler Willis during a 2009 incident in which deputies severely beat him. Frank Stoltze 5:06

10/18/2013 FOR
For years now, the Southwestern United States has been crippled by drought. At the beginning of 
summer in New Mexico that meant dry, brittle landscapes. Several communities there ran out of water. No 4:13

10/18/2013 POLI
At the end of a week when Washington got just about as strange as it ever gets, it's time for our 
analysis of the news, The Friday Flashback

 Shane Goldmacher, 
Ken Rudin 15:34

10/18/2013 ENT

Zombies are all the rage now, but that wasn't always the case. In fact, we might never have known 
zombies as we do today were it not for a 1968 film directed by a college drop out, "Night of the Living 
Dead. Larry Fessenden 9:47

10/18/2013 SCIE
A new study out of Cologne, Germany shows that eating popcorn while sitting through in-theater 
commercials makes you immune to effects of advertising.  Sascha Topolinski 5:16

10/18/2013 LAW
Los Angeles County's probation department has nearly 1,200 vacant positions out of a total of 6,500 
employees. No 2:23



10/18/2013 ECON
The company FanTex Holdings will allow fans and Wall Street gurus alike to invest individual athletes 
as if they were stocks. Houston Texans running back Arian Foster is the first player to join this market  Peter Lattman 6:21

10/18/2013 SPOR
Every state in the union has its own flag. There are state birds, some even have their own song. So why
not a state sport? 6:07

10/18/2013 ENV

The rules require the big utility companies — including Southern California Edison — to invest big in 
storing energy for later use. That includes creating enough storage to power almost a million homes by 
2020 Dana Hull 6:41

10/18/2013 ENV
On Bolden Island in the central Delta, excavators are filling trucks with dirt for a levee improvement 
project. The Delta has 1,100 miles of levees. No 5:40

10/18/2013 EDUC

Governor Jerry Brown's new education funding formula sets aside additional money for districts serving 
large numbers of at-risk students. Now it's up to parents, teachers and principals to help figure out how 
to spend it. No 4:48

10/18/2013 ART
The latest album from the six-member outfit is called Let's Be Still. The music is complex and lush, and 
a big step up from where the band started out. Josiah Johnson 9:00

10/19/2013 SPOR Dodgers lose to the Cardinals in Game Six of the NLCS CC :05

10/19/2013 TRAN Day two of the BART strike CC :11

10/19/2013 IMM City of LA hosts a workshop to encourage young immigrants to apply for Deferred Action Huang 2:35

10/19/2013 ENV Regulators may shut down battery recycling plant after air pollution violations Peterson :57

10/19/2013 SPOR Dodgers fans feel the blues after Dodgers lose NLCS CC :13

10/19/2013 I

In his first public radio interview, Pepe Aguilar talks to John Rabe about his 24th album and the artist it 
pays tribute to, Vicente Fernandez. He also shares his favorite tribute songs in the form of a Spotify 
playlist.

John Rabe / Pepe 
Aguilar 15:14:00



10/19/2013 I
Jerry Gorrin speaks with Christopher Cerrone, the composer for the opera 'Invisible Cities.' Cerrone 
says that if you're just passing by, expect the unexpected. Jerry Gorrin 3:23:00

10/19/2013 I
Robert Garrova interviews James Bartlett about his new book, 'Gourmet Ghosts,' which takes a historic 
look at some of LA's best haunts.

Robert Garrova / 
James Bartlett 4:07:00

10/19/2013 I
Hank Rosenfeld visits Santa Catalina to see and hear the "Beamz," a new musical instrument. He 
checks out a performance by Craig Chaquico and talks with him about the "Beamz."

Hank Rosenfeld Craig 
Chaquico 3:49:00

10/19/2013 I
Avishay Arsty talks with Caitlin Doughty, a licensed mortician with a mission to make death a part of 
Americans'daily culture.

Avishay Artsy / Caitlin 
Doughty 5:22:00

10/20/2013 ENV
California Department of Fish and Wildlife holds meetings across the state on plan to preserve, protect 
CA's plant, animal species Quinton :51

10/20/2013 IMM City of LA hosts a workshop to encourage young immigrants to apply for Deferred Action Huang 1:02

10/20/2013 ENT Carrie remake hits theatres this weekend CC :19

10/20/2013 ENV Another sea serpent has washed up onshore CC :14

10/20/2013 TRAN BART unions suspend picketing out of respect for two workers killed by a train CC :14

10/20/2013 ENV LA Green Festival is underway downtown CC :17

10/20/2013 ENV Another sea serpent has washed up onshore CC :16

10/21/2013 LAW Newport Beach battles over surfing ban Moore 1:33

10/21/2013 HEAL Fun colored contacts especially popular around Halloween can cause serious eye problems O'Neill :44

10/21/2013 LAW Mayor will ask leaders at council meeting to consider contracting out fire, police services McNary :59

10/21/2013 LAW California given more time to address prison overcrowding Adler :48

10/21/2013 POLI Spending deal that ended the shutdown tweaked ACA CC :15



10/21/2013 ART Gravity still floating atop the box office for a third week Jahad :40

10/21/2013 Loh Life Kids 3 Loh 2:50

10/21/2013 SCI Oarfish mystery investigated by scientists CC :16

10/21/2013 ENT This month marks 10 years since Elliot Smith's passing CC :11

10/21/2013 POLI A Los Angeles city councilman wants the city to appeal a state decision on ridesharing apps Walton :38

10/21/2013 TRAN Two BART employees die by train CC :12

10/21/2013 HEAL Spending deal that ended the shutdown tweaked ACA Bartolone :57

10/21/2013 HEAL Brain scans capturing chronic pain-conditions to be collected by new UCLA network O'Neill :54

10/21/2013 HEAL Funding renewed for UCI study on those 90 and older O'Neill :57

10/21/2013 LAW
What jail problems in Tyler Willis' lawsuit filed four years ago and won this week are still problems in the 
county's jail today? Aguilar 1:19

10/21/2013 SCI Scientists dissected oarfish Huang 1:03

10/21/2013 TRAN BART strike goes a fourth day CC :15

10/21/2013 ENV What will California look like as climate change transforms the landscape? Sommer 4:28

10/21/2013 ENV Honeybee colonies are collapsing Berry 4:31

10/21/2013 MIL Elderly and disabled vets move into state-run facilities Khokha 1:23

10/21/2013 FOR
Construction begins in a cross-border terminal that will allow Tijuana airport arrivals to cross into San 
Diego Florido 4:11

10/21/2013 TRAN BART dispute enters its second week CC :13

10/21/2013 EDU LAUSD parents protest grouping students by language ability CC :18

10/21/2013 ENV Hurricane Raymond strengthened to a category 3 storm CC :13

10/21/2013 POLI President Obama says there is no excuse for tech glitches with the healthcare website CC :09

10/21/2013 EDU Middle Eastern Student Center opens at UC Riverside CC :21

10/21/2013 LAW Accused terrorist appared in federal court CC :11



10/21/2013 EDU The new plan for adult education calls for shared responsibility with city, chamber and education systemGilbertson 1:14

10/21/2013 ART Lou Scheimer, TV animator, passed away CC :22

10/21/2013 ART Lou Scheimer, TV animator, passed away CC :18

10/21/2013 LAW
City Councilman informed tour bus employees of ordinance prohibiting sale of sightseeing tours on 
public walkways CC :18

10/21/2013 LAW Gang leader sentenced to 25 years in prison Palta 1:10

10/21/2013 SPOR Will Don Mattingly return as Dodgers manager? Bergman 1:30

10/21/2013 ECON Business and labor leaxders analyze their year CC :07

10/21/2013 ECON Business and labor leaxders analyze their year CC :11

10/21/2013 ECON Business and labor leaxders analyze their year Pringle 1:02

10/21/2013 LAW California given more time to address prison overcrowding Orr :50

10/21/2013 LAW California given more time to address prison overcrowding CC :11

10/21/2013 LAW Second man arrested in the dry ice explosions at LAX has been officially charged by the LA CountyDA Aguilar :50

10/21/2013 HEAL LA County targets meals for younger students Fernandes 1:23

10/21/2013 SCI Scientists dissected oarfish Fox 1:04

10/21/2013 ENT ABC joins Univision to launch joint cable channel Watt 3:23

10/21/13 YOUT

The Los Angeles Unified School District is moving toward enforcing a policy of grouping students with 
similar language ability in the same classes. Last week parents got together in protest, asking that their 
English-learning students be taught in the same way as native English speakers. Proponents of the 
policy say it's too difficult to teach concepts to students who are also struggling to learn English. What 
do you think? Is grouping students based on their language abilities a good idea?

Cheryl Ortega, Patricia 22:00

10/21/13 SPOR

A 9-0 loss in Game 6 Friday night eliminated the Dodgers from the playoffs, meaning no World Series in
Los Angeles this year. But what do the Dodgers have to look forward to next year? The boys in blue will 
still have many of the stars who got them this far, but will injuries hamper their hopes for another run at 
the World Series? What lessons can they learn from their successes and failures in 2013? Kevin Baxter, Jon Weis 8:00



10/21/13 LAW

If the Oakland Police Department sends you a "Dear John" letter, it's not trying to break up with you. In 
an effort to dissuade johns who solicit sex workers, the Bay area city has been mailing letters to men 
suspected of cruising for prostitutes. The carefully crafted letters avoid accusations, simply saying their 
vehicle was spotted in a high-risk neighborhood. Because the letter is sent to whomever is the 
registered owner, it sometimes lands in the hands of an unsuspecting spouse. Now, word is that Los 
Angeles may try the same tactic. Erika Aguilar, Michael 16:00

10/21/13 POLI

President Barack Obama today said there is "no excuse" for technical glitches delaying some people 
from signing up for "Obamacare" on-line. After the website healthcare.gov went live three weeks ago, 
some users experienced crashes and slow service, which the president said are being fixed. In order to 
qualify for the earliest ACA start date of January 1, 2014, a patient would have to sign up by December 
15. Is that enough time to fix the website? Will enrollments by phone and in person be able to pick up 
the slack? What caused the hiccups in the first place?

Joseph Antos,  Sarah L 13:00

10/21/13 ECON

JPMorgan Chase & Co., the largest bank in the U.S., has tentatively agreed to pay $13 billion to settle 
Department of Justice allegations that it had sold bad home mortgages to investors in the run-up to the 
2008 financial crisis.

It would be the government's highest-profile enforcement action related to the financial meltdown, if the 
deal is approved. Chris Kotowski, Julia B 11:00

10/21/13 ECON

In the run-up to the debt ceiling deadline, stateside credit rating agency Fitch threatened downgrade US 
sovereign 
debt rating. Congress acted on time and that was that. But last week, we found out that US credit rating 
did get slashed, from an A to A-, by a credit rating agency in China by the name of Dadong, based in 
Beijing. At around the same time, an editorial writer for Xinhua, the China’s official news agency, wrote 
an op-ed piece calling for a “de-Americanized world” and the creation of a new world reserve currency 
to replace the U.S. dollar. Michael McDonough, 5:00

10/21/13 LIT

Scott Adams explores the benefits of failure in his new book, “How to Fail at Almost Everything and Still 
Win Big.” The creator and author of the popular comic series, Dilbert, Adams knows about failure. 
Adams has been a full time cartoonist since 1995, but prior to that career he worked in technology. He 
shares in this book his numerous failures in his corporate career, inventions that never took off, and 
failed restaurants. He shares his personal story, anecdotes, and tries to show how to advance despite 
failure. He makes some interesting arguments against the traditional notion that passion is everything, 
and the importance of goals. Instead he advocates for personal energy, and creating systems that work 
best for each individual. What are some of your failures in life? What have you learned from them? Scott Adams, 13:00

10/21/2013 TRANS
The two sides involved in the transit strike have mostly agreed on economic issues but have reached 
an impasse over work rules Dan Brekke 5:54

10/21/2013 HEAL

Since the healthcare exchanges opened up on October first, there have been a lot of complaints about 
the many glitches people have encountered trying to check out healthcare options on the government 
run website. The president acknowledged that the technical side of things hasn't exactly been up to 
snuff. Stephanie O'Neill 3:40



10/21/2013 SPOR
KPCC Business Reporter Ben Bergman talks about how the Dodgers did off the field this season, and 
their prospects for next season. Ben Bergman 4:47

10/21/2013 ENT

"12 Years A Slave" is the latest cinematic representation of one of the most shameful chapters in our 
nation's past. For more on the history of slavery in film and the effect it has on our cultural 
understanding of the subject, we're joined by Brenda Stevenson, professor of history at UCLA. Brenda Stevenson 15:51

10/21/2013 ENT
Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Nicole Sperling of the LA 
Times. Nicole Sperling 8:17

10/21/2013 ENT
Our state capitol is a town known for politics, but according to the King of Kitsch Charles Phoenix, 
there's plenty of fun to be had there, too. Charles Phoenix 6:44

10/21/2013 IMM
House Republicans decided to tackle smaller pieces of immigration legislation, and the House's so-
called "Gang of Eight" congresspeople working on legislation has dwindled to just five members. Mark Takano 10:03

10/21/2013 POLI
The website Politico recently pointed out that in 2000, Republican mayors governed half of the nation's 
dozen most populous cities. Today, the biggest city with a Republican mayor is Indianapolis. Mike Zapler 4:36

10/21/2013 SCIE
Commercial honeybee colonies around the world are collapsing, and scientists are trying to figure out 
why. The good news? Bees are thriving in urban areas. No 4:48

10/21/2013 TRANS Toyota has issued a recall that affects more than 870,000 cars on the road.
Megan Garber, Paul 
Meeker 5:31

10/21/2013 ENV
KQED Science reporter Lauren Sommer says scientists and land managers are grappling with how to 
plan for a Bay Area that one day could look more like Southern California. No 4:43

10/21/2013 ENT Ten years ago today, musician Elliott Smith died violently at his home in Echo Park. William Todd Schultz 15:02



10/22/2013 HOUS Homeowner Bill of Rights gets mixed reviews Pringle 1:02

10/22/2013 HIST 10 years ago this week, Walt Disney Concert Hall opened on Bunker Hill CC :10

10/22/2013 OC The Canyons in Orange County is under threat of development Joyce 3:43

10/22/2013 POLI Mayor Eric Garcetti talks about his goals with KPCC Walton 1:17

10/22/2013 ECON Bankrupt San Bernardino will not ask county or state agencies to take over firefighting duteis CC :10

10/22/2013 ECON Bankrupt San Bernardino will not ask county or state agencies to take over firefighting duteis CC :10

10/22/2013 POLI Supervisor Gonzales gave a scolding lecture at San Bernardino City Council meeting CC :14

10/22/2013 POLI
LA City Council asks the City Attorney to file appeal with the Public Utilities Commission over 
ridesharing CC :08

10/22/2013 POLI Four cities are at risk of having to disincorporate Schmidt 4:24

10/22/2013 POLI Latino residents threaten to sue water district serving Palm Springs Cuevas 1:16

10/22/2013 LAB BART strike is over, trains run again CC :06

10/22/2013 LAB BART strike is over, trains run again CC :12

10/22/2013 LAW Border Patrol dada shows apprehensions of unauthorized border crossers has flatlined Joffe-Block :42

10/22/2013 ENV Coachella Valley residents want to chagne the way water district leaders are elected CC :23

10/22/2013 ECON Retailers can expect a boost in holiday sales this year CC :13

10/22/2013 POLI Deadline approaches that will decrease funding for food stamp program CC :09

10/22/2013 POLI Texas Democrats hope to turn the state blue Palacios :53

10/22/2013 FOR Cuba announces an end to dual-currency system Rainsford :43

10/22/2013 TRAN Summit to discuss impact of more bike riders on California CC :15

10/22/2013 ECON Long Beach City Council approved new pension agreements McNary :52

10/22/2013 LAW Opening statements in Bell corruption trial begin tomorrow Moore 1:05

10/22/2013 HOUS Value of California homes continues to rise Milne :37



10/22/2013 SCI Mat Kaplan hosts science event in the CFF Kaplan 3:57

10/22/2013 HOUS Homeowner Bill of Rights gets mixed reviews CC :10

10/22/2013 HOUS Homeowner Bill of Rights gets mixed reviews CC :08

10/22/2013 HEAL West Nile kills 7 LA County residents, one San Bernardino resident O'Neill 1:00

10/22/2013 LAW LA City Council scheduled to vote on guidelines allowing residents to plant in parkways Fox :57

10/22/2013 FOR Mexico deals with its own immigration problem Replogle 1:18

10/22/2013 HEAL Alhambra police have identified suspect in theft of two laptops with info on 729,000 patients Kim 1:21

10/22/2013 EDU iPad project at LAUSD keeps making headlines Gilbertson 2:34

10/22/13 POLI
Human rights group, Amnesty International, is calling on the U.S. to disclose the breadth and 
consequences of its drone strikes on Pakistani soil. Stephen Vladeck,Geoff 14:00

10/22/13 POLI

Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti sat down with KPCC political reporter Frank Stoltze last night at the 
KPCC Crawford Family Forum to discuss future plans for the city. On the agenda is a restoration of the 
LA River. Garcetti said he supports a $1 billion plan to restore the river’s ecosystem. Alice Walton, 16:00

10/22/13 LAW

More Californians are giving the car the slip and hopping on bicycles for their daily commutes. Next 
month, a summit in the Bay area will explore the implications of the mainstreaming of cycling in 
California. What are the legal implications? What would it mean for urban planning? Charlie Gandy,Steven W 16:00

10/22/13 TECH

Apple is hosting a special event today in San Francisco. Folks in the know are expecting the Cupertino-
based company to debut its latest versions of the iPad and iPad mini. In the last couple years, though, 
the only truly new products out of Apple have been just iterations of the same old thing. Anand Srinivasan, 13:00

10/22/13 LAW
Since 1988, the anonymous Twitter feed of “@LAScanner” has been tracking police radios, and he 
offers up his list of observations about L.A. crime. Alex Thompson,Andrew 17:00

10/22/13 ENV

Monarch butterflies may be a common sight much of the year for those living in the U.S. and Canada, 
but where do they disappear to in the winter? That’s the question the late scientist Fred Urquhart spent 
much of his life trying to answer. Mike Slee, Catalina Agu 17:00



10/22/2013 ECON
A major deadline is looming next week that will strip $5 billion for the fiscal year from the nation's food 
stamp program. Michael Doyle 4:59

10/22/2013 HIST

Earlier this month, three Boy Scout leaders videotaped themselves destroying a 170-million-year-old 
rock formation in Goblin Valley State Park in Utah. It raises a question about the costs of these types of 
incidents, and what can be done to prevent them. David Lamfrom 4:34

10/22/2013 ECON

For the California Report, Alex Schmidt reports from Riverside County, four of California's youngest 
cities may die an early death because of changes to the state's funding formula that governs who gets 
what. No 4:50

10/22/2013 LIT

It's every parent's nightmare to hear that his or her child has a mental illness. But is a diagnosis from a 
doctor really a life-long sentence of drugs and therapy? Or might normal childhood behavior be 
mistaken for a mental disorder? Dr. Enrico Gnaulati 9:15

10/22/2013 HEAL
According to a study published in the Journal of Pediatrics, human breast milk bought online very often 
had high amounts of bad bacteria that can be harmful to babies. Sarah Keim 6:19

10/22/2013 ENT

Judging by what we've been seeing in the theaters lately, Americans like to be frightened, and that suits 
Hollywood just fine. Scary movies can be a lot cheaper to make and tend to do very well at the box 
office. Tatiana Siegel 4:51

10/22/2013 ENT
From jazz to pop, Take Two music critics review some of the best new songs out this month. Have a 
listen, and tell us: Will you be adding them to your playlist?

Oliver Wang, Morgan 
Rhodes 9:52

10/22/2013 ENV
Lawyers for the group say the Coachella Valley Water District is unfairly denying water and sewage 
services to the poorer, eastern side of the valley. Megan Beaman 5:43

10/22/2013 ENV
One of the last open spaces in Orange County is under development pressure. Residents of the 
county's "canyon lands" have banded together to preserve the rural character of the area. No 4:02

10/22/2013 DIV

On the Hopi Lands in Northern Arizona, an international group of health care workers gathered recently 
to honor the latest recipient of the Barbara Chester Award, given by the Hopi Foundation to those who 
work with torture victims No 4:36

10/22/2013 HIST

The mountain lion has many names, among them, puma, cougar and ghost cat. Mike Kessler followed 
the history of the large feline to present day for his story in Los Angeles Magazine and joins us to talk 
about it. Mike Kessler 7:04

10/22/2013 ENV
Lisa-Ann Gershwin, author of "Stung! On Jellyfish Blooms and the Future of the Ocean," joins the show 
to talk about the riding numbers of jellyfish and how they can affect human and sea life. Lisa-Ann Gershwin 4:41



10/22/2013 ENV
More people moving into downtown Los Angeles also means more dogs. But where are our canine 
friends welcome to do their business Blair Besten 3:34

10/22/2013 DIV
A new Pew study finds that online dating in the US has tripled in five years, and that people are 
increasingly viewing online dating as a good way to meet people. Jessica Carbino 8:13

10/23/2013 LAW
A female student from Lawndale High School is in custody after making threats via Twitter to shoot 
students at school CC :07

10/23/2013 HEAL
On National Drug Take-Back Day (SAT) you can drop off unwanted prescrption drugs at more than a 
dozen locations across the Southland Bartolone 4:09

10/23/2013 LAW Prominent attorney on trial in El Paso, accused of laundering millions for a Mexican drug cartel Uribe :33

10/23/2013 LAW
Spaccia's attorney Harland Braun argued that Rizzo went to another city staffer to draft five phony 
contracts CC :12

10/23/2013 RELI
A pastor from Southern California says an activist minister detained in Iran is expected home today 
(WED) CC :15

10/23/2013 RELI
A pastor from Southern California says an activist minister detained in Iran is expected home today 
(WED) CC :12

10/23/2013 LAW Rizzo-- former Bell City Manager-- has pleaded no contest to 69 felony corruption counts CC :15

10/23/2013 LAW
California's Attorney General Kamala Harris has filed a friend-of-the-court brief in the US Supreme 
Court over a case involving the Affordable Care Act Goebel 1:08

10/23/2013 TRAN
Caltrans is hosting a workshop tonight (WED) for Northeast L.A. and Pasadena residents to discuss the 
fate of more than 500 state-owned houses in the area Ferguson 1:20

10/23/2013 SCI
Scientists say particles of gold they've found in some plants indicates deposits of the metal are present 
far below the ground Morelle :31

10/23/2013 POLI LA City Council considers whether to ban elephants in public performances and a ban on "bullhooks" CC :09

10/23/2013 SCI
The skeleton of a baby dinosaur discovered in 2009 by a high school student is now on display in 
Claremont CC :04

10/23/2013 EDU Schools seek state urban greening funds, with various degrees of district support Guzman-Lopez 3:54

10/23/2013 SCI
The skeleton of a baby dinosaur discovered in 2009 by a high school student is now on display in 
Claremont CC :03

10/23/2013 POLI The Long Beach City Council tonight (TUE) approved new pension agreements with its employees McNary 1:03

10/23/2013 SPOR
Game One of the World Series is at Fenway Park tonight (WED) as the Red Sox host the first two 
games against the St. Louis Cardinals Dornhelm :59

10/23/2013 HEAL Covered CA Doctor search tool is up, though barely running O'Neill 1:57

10/23/2013 RACE
A new study suggests most Latinos in the U-S don't identify with any single high-profile Latino leader, 
but about three-fourths of Latinos say they need one CC :16

10/23/2013 MIL Online memorial created for Americans who died in Beirut bombing CC :20

10/23/2013 ECON A 35-day streak of falling gas prices came to an end today (WED) in Los Angeles County CC :11



10/23/2013 LAW
Opening statements began today (WED) in the public corruption trial of former Bell Assistant City 
Administrator Angela Spaccia Moore 1:20

10/23/2013 LAW Opening statements in Bell corruption trial begin today (WED) CC :12

10/23/2013 LAW A man is in custody after allegedly stealing two laptops from a hospital in Alhambra CC :09

10/23/2013 LAW LAPD released video of the suspect who shot a store clerk in South L.A. CC :11

10/23/2013 HEAL
California lawmakers are taking a close look at the massive state effort to move more than a million 
people into new Medi-Cal coverage CC :17

10/23/2013 IMM More aggressive approaches are emerging in immigration rights protests Rojas 2:30

10/23/2013 SAC
The federal government shutdown has caused a month-long delay in the release of California's Bay 
Delta Conservation Plan CC :14

10/23/2013 SAC The California DWR will delay the release of the Bay Delta Conservation Plan yet again Quinton :51

10/23/2013 POLI The L.A. City Council asks for a review of sexual harassment training for all employees Walton :43

10/23/2013 ENV The L.A. City Council voted to ban the use of bullhooks in wrangling elephants Bergman 1:10

10/23/2013 HEAL Advocates say transition into Medi-Cal managed care has been rough for some patients Bartolone 1:08

10/23/2013 LAW Public corruption trial for Angela Spaccia focusses on her salary and benefits Moore 1:18

10/23/2013 LAW Criminal justice experts met today (WED) in Sacramento to discuss realignment CC :12

10/23/2013 LAW Criminal justice experts met today (WED) in Sacramento to discuss realignment CC :05

10/23/2013 POLI The City Attorney's Office says the city of LA missed its chance to appeal rules on ride-sharing apps Walton 1:13

10/23/13 TRAN

Trains in San Francisco were once again in service after Bay Area Rapid Transit and union leaders 
reached a tentative deal on Monday to end the four-day strike. The work stoppage put some 400,000 
BART riders in a jam, diverting commuters to already crowded roads and other transport alternatives. 
The BART Board of Directors and members of the agency's two large unions still need to approve the 
tentative contract agreement. This is the second time BART workers had walked out of their jobs this 
year. In July, union workers went on strike for 4½ days. The two strikes have angered commuters, 
businesses and lawmakers, adding fuel to calls for the state to ban public transit workers from striking. 
California currently forbids strikes by police and firefighters from going on strike. States like New York 
and Oregon prohibits their public transit workers from striking. Should California do the same? Should 
public transit workers be banned from striking, like police and firefighters? Is public transit an essential 
service? Steve Glazer, John Log 20:00



10/23/13 LAW

A White House national security staffer was fired last week after having been outed as the publisher of 
insulting tweets about the Obama administration under the twitter handle @natsecwonk. Jofi Joseph 
had been running the twitter account for more than two years and tweeted comments like “I'm a fan of 
Obama, but his continuing reliance and dependence upon a vacuous cipher like Valerie Jarrett 
concerns me." Joseph J. Lazzarotti 11:00

10/23/13 MEDI

Earlier this month, editor of the Los Angeles Times’ letters section wrote an op-ed piece 
http://www.latimes.com/opinion/opinion-la/la-ol-climate-change-letters-
20131008,0,871615.story#axzz2iStcLwOc in which he explained why he’d decided to not publish letters 
from readers who say that there’s no scientific evidence supporting claims that humans have caused 
climate change. Patrick Pexton, Katie O 15:00

10/23/13 TRAN

The Transportation Security Administration will now be screening passengers before they even get to 
the airport. The administration is using data from other agencies such as car registrations.  The New 
York Times reported http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/22/business/security-check-now-starts-long-
before-you-fly.html?pagewanted=2&_r=0&smid=tw-nytimes&pagewanted=print  that the goal of this will 
be to streamline the security process. Some of this prescreening already takes place to a certain 
extending, but all of the details have yet to be released. Stewart Verdery, Edwa 19:00

10/23/13 YOUT

Couples at work in some cases can change the dynamics of a workplace. Robin Wilson recently wrote 
http://chronicle.com/article/Faculty-Couples-for-Better-or/142481/about this dynamic in the academic 
world where some schools hire couples as part of recruitment. She chronicles the strains this can 
sometimes place on their co-workers as well as their relationship. Having a couple in the workplace can 
bring more personal problems into the office. There is a risk of the relationship going south, and 
impacting the people around them. A recent survey by the Society for Human Resource Management 
http://www.shrm.org/Research/SurveyFindings/Articles/Pages/SHRM-Workplace-Romance-
Findings.aspx found that in 2013 twice as many organizations have a written or verbal policy that 
addresses work place romance than in 2005. What impact do couples have on other workers? What are
some of the pros and cons of working alongside Robin Wilson 11:00



10/23/13 LIT

The Pentagon’s deployment of Special Operations Forces in Afghanistan is the longest campaign for 
the SOF since Vietnam. Its role is a single but significant part of the counterinsurgency efforts that 
followed coalition forces’ invasion of Afghanistan after the attacks of September 11, 2001. To assess 
how SOF works apart from conventional force, but to the same ends, international policy analyst Linda 
Robinson spent time with Special Ops teams through the country. Linda Robinson, 16:00

10/24/2013 ENT
Janis Joplin will posthumously receive the two-thousand-510th star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame 
next month CC :07

10/24/2013 DIS
The city of L.A. today (THU) formally requested from UC Berkeley earthquake researchers their list of 
potentially unsafe buildigs in LA Stoltze :44

10/24/2013 ECON Home prices are rising at a faster pace in California than anywhere else in the nation Watt :39

10/24/2013 ECON Cal State Fullerton economists are optimistic about the Southern California economy Joyce :58

10/24/2013 LAW Criminal justice experts tore into California's realignment program yesterday (WED) Pringle :47

10/24/2013 LAW
In Calfornia the fight over civil rights and voting is over the structure of local elections and fair 
representation Cuevas 4:59

10/24/2013 TRAN California is among eight states banding together to get more people driving electric cars CC :11

10/24/2013 ENT
The L.A. City Council voted unanimously yesterday (WED) to ban the use of "bullhooks" to wrangle 
elephants CC :10



10/24/2013 ENT
The L.A. City Council voted unanimously yesterday (WED) to ban the use of "bullhooks" to wrangle 
elephants CC :07

10/24/2013 LAW
Federal agents arrested nine Romanian nationals yesterday (WED) in what it calls a million-dollar ATM 
theft ring CC :14

10/24/2013 SCI Vladimir Keilis-Borok, a pioneer in the field of earthquake prediction, has died Totten 1:15

10/24/2013 OBIT Prominent UCLA seismologist Vladimir Keilis-Borok has died CC :12

10/24/2013 IMM
President Obama is calling on Congress to re-energize efforts to pass comprehensive immigration 
reform O'Dowd :46

10/24/2013 POLI
California's political watchdog agency is levying its largest-ever fine for violations of campaign finance 
laws in last fall's state election McNary 1:09

10/24/2013 ENV Baby great white sharks have been spotted near the shore in the Santa Monica Bay Margolis 1:12

10/24/2013 LAW California's prisons are considering new rules for how to deal with mentally ill inmates CC :19

10/24/2013 IMM President Obama is urging Congress to bring the issue of immigration reform back to the table CC :07

10/24/2013 ARTS The Music Center launches new, digital arts education curriculum Plummer :53

10/24/2013 SCI Caltech names Thomas F Rosenbaum, an expert on condensed matter physics, as its 9th president Totten 1:03

10/24/2013 HEAL CDPH issues penalties against four Southland hospitals O'Neill :56

10/24/2013 TRAN
Eight states, including California, pledged today (THURS) to put three-point-three million zero emissions
vehicles on the road by 20-25 CC :17

10/24/2013 TRAN California has pledged to put three-point-three million Zero Emission Vehicles on the road by 2025 Quinton :53

10/24/2013 ENT Al Jazeera will be added to the Time Warner line-up sometime in the next six months Bergman 1:11

10/24/2013 ENV Authorities in Pasadena are responding to a bear sighting near the 2-10 freeway CC :05

10/24/2013 POLI
A group of California gun rights advocates have announced an effort to recall several Democratic state 
lawmakers who voted for gun control bills this year CC :14

10/24/2013 LAW Two Arizona-based non-profits must pay California's largest-ever election rules violation penalty CC :11

10/24/2013 LAW Two Arizona-based non-profits must pay California's largest-ever election rules violation penalty CC :06

10/24/2013 LAW Police Commission is holding workshops for valet workers and operators on the new city valet rules Aguilar 1:26

10/24/2013 POLI
Covered CA says it's been doing a pretty good job of rolling out the Affordable Care Act since open 
enrollment started October 1st CC :04

10/24/2013 IMM
Protesters, arrested for blocking buses carrying people to immigration court, are now seeking help in 
their own defense Marizco 1:26



10/24/2013 POLI
Covered CA says it's been doing a pretty good job of rolling out the Affordable Care Act since open 
enrollment started October 1st CC :12

10/24/2013 LAW A pair of out-of-state non-profits will pay the largest fine ever for violating California's election rules Pringle :56

10/24/2013 EDU The purchase committee names were just released - it's all technocrats Gilbertson 1:17

10/24/2013 DIV The Tet Festival in Garden Grove has been cancelled Huang :53

10/24/13 POLI

The rollout of the online health insurance exchanges that make up the backbone of the Affordable Care 
Act was anything but smooth. Consumers faced long waits, trouble logging in and wrong information 
about federal subsidies. Now, the key contractors behind the websites are being hauled in front of the 
House Energy and Commerce Committee today to explain what went wrong and how they plan to fix it. Shannon Pettypiece,Be 15:00

10/24/13 IMM

Shifting gears from the technical problems of the Affordable Care Act website, President Obama called 
on Congress to work on an immigration overhaul. The immigration plans of the President have been 
overshadowed by the government shutdown, and the launch of the new healthcare system. Some 
Republicans are already announcing their legislation plans. Re. Darrell Issa (R-Calif.) plans to release 
legislation sometime next week that would provide temporary legal status to undocumented immigrants. 
His legislation would provide undocumented immigrants six years of legal status in the country, 
according to a Politico interview. Seung Min Kim, David 15:00

10/24/13 OC

For years, Newport Beach surfers and skimboarders have dreaded a small yellow flag with a black spot 
in the middle. It’s known in the stretch of coast from Big Corona to River Jetties as the “blackball” and 
when lifeguards raise it every summer, it means no hard floatation devices are allowed in the lineup. 
The blackball flies all summer citywide between the hours of noon and 4:00 p.m.. Tim Burnham,Paulo Pr 16:00

10/24/13 FOR

The National Security Agency might have listened in on German Chancellor Angela Merkel's cellphone 
communications, according to the German government. The revelation prompted Merkel to call 
President Barack Obama for an immediate clarification. Merkel said such an action, if confirmed, would 
be "a serious breach of trust.”
The White House quickly denied the allegations. "The president assured the chancellor that the United 
States is not monitoring and will not monitor the communications of the chancellor," White House 
spokesman Jay Carney said. "The United States greatly values our close cooperation with Germany on 
a broad range of shared security challenges." Josh Keating, Gordon A 15:00

10/24/13 ART

Starbucks is opening its first “tea bar” in New York city today, selling traditional and novelty tea 
beverages like a Spiced Mandarin Oolong tea and carbonated teas along with pastries and other 
goodies. A cup of tea at Teavana Fine Teas + Tea Bar will set you back anywhere from $3 to $6. A 
second location is slated to open in Seattle in November. Jenny Zegler, Sasha St 16:00

10/24/13 LIT

Think you can’t live without FaceBook and your iPhone? You might be right, sort of. It’s definitely true 
that you can’t get very far in life without interacting with others. In fact, our brains have an intense need 
for social interaction, according to social neuroscientist Matthew Lieberman. In his new book, Social: 
Why Our Brains Are Wired to Connect, Lieberman delves into the biology behind our social abilities. 
Evolution has primed us to be social beings, Lieberman explains, for the overall success of our species.   Matthew Lieberman, 14:00



10/24/2013 IMM
As Congress remains stalled on immigration reform and deportations continue, some immigrant 
advocates are turning to more aggressive - and riskier - protest tactics. No 2:45

10/24/2013 HEAL
Prison officials had been accused of mistreating and neglecting those prisoners, who make up a third of 
the inmate population. Paige St. John 4:58

10/24/2013 HEAL
If you are a careful listener of Take Two, you'll know that every two weeks, we have a chat about 
questions that crop up in regards to the new healthcare law. Emily Bazar 5:02

10/24/2013 FORE

In June, New Mexico's behavioral health care system was thrown into chaos. The state abruptly froze
Medicaid payments to over a dozen mental health providers in the state after an audit allegedly found 
widespread fraud. No 4:22

10/24/2013 ENVI
While it may seem to be not the scariest of beasts, remember that the animals can weigh up to 1,500 
pounds and the males often have very sharp horns. Kelly Elliot 4:38

10/24/2013 LIT
Twenty years ago, chef Daniel Boulud opened up a restaurant in New York City called simply Daniel. 
Now you can make them in the comfort of your own home. Daniel Boulud 8:57

10/24/2013 SCIE
Astronomers at UC Riverside have recently discovered a new galaxy, a galaxy which they say is the 
most distant one ever discovered. Bahram Mobasher 4:14

10/24/2013 POLI

It's Thursday, which means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout 
California. To help us with that we're joined in studio now by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and 
Frank Stoltze.

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 15:07

10/24/2013 POLI

The fight over civil rights and voting continues to play out across the country. It has simply changed 
form. Here in California, the fight is over the structure of local elections, and whether they deliver fair 
representation to minority communities. No 5:35

10/24/2013 ENV

In a recent video posted by surfer Brad Coder, viewers are able to see a giant Great White shark 
underneath his surfboard. The video was shot close to shore, right off the coast of El Porto beach in 
Southern California.  Chris Lowe 9:42

10/24/2013 DIV
You've seen the picture of Winston Churchill with his bulldog. Two peas in a pod. But why do people 
look like their dogs? Scientists actually have some answers. Sarah Yager 7:14

10/24/2013 ENT
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 4:35

10/25/2013 SCI
Fire retardant is an important part of CA's fire fighting strategy, despite some environmental activists 
who argue it harms fish and does little good Totten 4:19

10/25/2013 ENT Larry and KPCC critics Peter Ranier and Alynda Wheat review this week's releases Mantle 2:59

10/25/2013 ENT Premiere Props is hosign Fangoria, an annual live auction event in El Segundo CC :14

10/25/2013 HIST Cedar Fire burned through San Diego 10 years ago today Fox 4:18

10/25/2013 POLI California's direct democracy process gets mixed reviews Adler 1:46



10/25/2013 ENV Oriental Fruit Fly is spreading around California CC :07

10/25/2013 ENV High Speed Rail Authority investigates archaeology in Fresno Khokha 2:53

10/25/2013 SPOR UCLA football up against Oregon this weekend CC :08

10/25/2013 POLI Two political action committees ordered to pay fines for reporting violations CC :17

10/25/2013 LAW Serial rapist is being released to live in LA County CC :15

10/25/2013 LAW Court determines where to send boy convicted of killing his neo-Nazi father Aguilar 1:35

10/25/2013 SCI
Fire retardant is an important part of CA's fire fighting strategy, despite some environmental activists 
who argue it harms fish and does little good CC :07

10/25/2013 LAW Court determines where to send boy convicted of killing his neo-Nazi father CC :10

10/25/2013 DIS Cedar Fire burned through San Diego 10 years ago today CC :07

10/25/2013 ECON Two neighbors in Orange County compete for screams on Halloween with rival haunted houses CC :11

10/25/2013 SPOR Former LA Laker head coach Bill Sharman died today CC :07

10/25/2013 LAW Serial rapist is being released to live in LA County Fox 1:00

10/25/2013 POLI California political action committee does not intend to pay penalty for illegal donations Adler :51

10/25/2013 LAW DEA sponsers national prescription drug take-back day CC :15

10/25/2013 LAW California begins transferring inmates from state prisons Orr :54

10/25/2013 SCI The first reported death from influenza in LA county was reported today Totten :41

10/25/2013 LAW California begins transferring inmates from state prisons CC :19

10/25/2013 LAW Court determines where to send boy convicted of killing his neo-Nazi father CC :11

10/25/2013 POLI California political action committee does not intend to pay penalty for illegal donations CC :15

10/25/2013 SPOR LA Laker legend Bill Sharman has died at age 87 Jahad :54

10/25/2013 POLI Former LA Mayor Villaraigosa joins USC faculty Bergman 1:29

10/25/2013 OC Judge delays opening statements in Kelly Thomas trial Joyce 1:04



10/25/2013 LAW Riverside County judge has to decide where to send pre-teen convicted of murdering his father Aguilar 1:58

10/25/13 EDU

esterday the Los Angeles Times and the Los Angeles Daily News reported that sources close to Los 
Angeles Unified School District Superintendent John Deasy said the controversial leader may be 
considering resigning his position. As head of the second largest school system in the United States, 
Deasy’s two years as superintendent have been anything but smooth sailing. “His major initiatives have 
included revamping teachers evaluations to include the use of students' standardized test scores,” 
writes Howard Blume at the L.A. Times. Warren Fletcher, Yolie 23:00

10/25/13 TECH

ahoo!'s Marissa Mayer and Facebook's Sheryl Sandberg have proven that women can rise to the top of 
the tech world but they may not find many young women are following in their footsteps. Even though 
women have overtaken men at the nation's colleges and universities - the tech industry remains a 
heavily male dominated culture. Fewer women are studying computer science and only a tiny fraction of 
the engineers - 2% to 4% in some cases - are women. Katharine Jarmul, Jenn 23:00

10/25/13 SPOR

Bill Sharman, the former Lakers coach who led the team to its first championship in Los Angeles, died 
Friday at his home in Redondo Beach. Sharman suffered a stroke last week. The Lakers hired Sharman
in 1971 and with an all-star team including Wilt Chamberlain, Jerry West and Gail Goodrich, the Lakers 
won 33 consecutive games, a U.S. professional sports record, during the 1971-72 season.  

Bill Dwyre, 1:00

10/25/13 MEDI

 Larry is joined by KPCC critics Peter Rainer and Alynda Wheat to review this week’s releases including 
The Counselor, American Promise, Blue Is the Warmest Color and more! TGI-FilmWeek!

Peter Rainer, Alynda W 31:00

10/25/13 LIT

Who can forget the iconic lunch scene in When Harry Met Sally when Meg Ryan delivers a fake 
orgasm. It was a moment that is memorable in the movie. Author and film critic David Thomson focuses 
on a series of moments in seventy-two films across a 100 year span. This fully illustrated book captures 
iconic scenes from movie classics to the unexpected films. This visual book shows photographs from 
scenes from films like Sunset Boulevard, The Red Shoes, and Burn After Reading. What are some of 
your favorite movie scenes? David Thomson, 15:00

10/25/2013 POLI
The Fair Political Practices Commission has ordered two groups to pay the state $15 million for failing to
accurately report the source of donor money in the 2012 election. Ann Ravel 5:54

10/25/2013 HEAL

This past year, the number of migrants that have been rescued trying to cross the border there has 
spiked. From the Fronteras Desk in Phoenix, Jude Joffe-Block has this report on what it's like to answer 
those 9-1-1 calls. No 4:21



10/25/2013 POLI
News emerged this week that the NSA monitored the phone calls of 35 world leaders. Apparently this 
surveillance produced little in the way of intelligence, but it certainly sparked a lot of outrage worldwide. Richard Betts 4:45

10/25/2013 POLI

It's time for our weekly analysis of the big stories making news, the Friday Flashback. Joining us to 
discuss healthcare.gov and other stories is Nancy Cook of National Journal, and James Rainey of the 
LA Times.

Nancy Cook, James 
Rainey 15:48

10/25/2013 FORE

Earlier this month, a federal judge in Mexico issued a ban on growing genetically modified corn. The 
decision came in response to a lawsuit filed last year by activists, but advocates say that the GMO corn 
is necessary for Mexico to feed its citizens. Erick de la Barrera 5:43

10/25/2013 ENT
Singer and songwriter Elizabeth Mitchell has always loved Christmas music. Her new album, "The 
Sounding Joy", is a collection of songs for the holiday, but it's definitely not your typical holiday record. Elizabeth Mitchell 9:39

10/25/2013 TECH
Our friends at The Atlantic gathered scientists, entrepreneurs, engineers, and historians of technology 
to rank the top 50 breakthroughs that have shaped modern times. James Fallows 7:42

10/25/2013 ENV

This week, there was a push to dramatically increase the number of zero-emission cars on the roads. 
California and New York are among eight states that have vowed to improve the infrastructure to power 
clean cars. Alan Ohnsman 5:50

10/25/2013 ART

Excuse the pun but, sriracha is totally hot right now. Now the spicy stuff is getting its own festival. The 
first annual Los Angeles Sriracha festival happens this Sunday. We talk to one of the cofounders, 
Randy Clemens. Randy Clemens 4:59

10/25/2013 ART
The November issue of LA Magazine explores LA's very international food scene. Dine Editor Lesley 
Bargar Suter joins the show with more.  Lesley Bargar Suter 5:51



10/25/2013 ART
In Lake Forest, two families spend thousands of dollars trying to outdo each other each Halloween, 
building over-the-top haunted house attractions. No 4:09

10/25/2013 ENV
California uses more fire retardant on average than any other state, but some environmental activists 
say the substance is ineffective and dangerous to wildlife. No 4:52

10/25/2013 LIT

In his last book, The World Without Us, author Alan Weisman imagined what the Earth would be like if 
humans suddenly disappeared. Now he explores a world with us. His new book "Countdown" explores 
the "optimum population" to make sure we can stick around on this planet. Alan Weisman 9:48

10/26/2013 ART The Page Museum offers free admission to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the La Brea Tar Pits CC :22

10/26/2013 EDU It's the largest clinic on the West Coast to help with immigration, criminal records Gilbertson 1:14

10/26/2013 ART Muslims invite non-Muslims to tour mosques CC :13

10/26/2013 EDU LA Law Library holds an event Gilbertson 2:15

10/26/2013 ENT Marcia Wallace, voice on The Simpsons, died this weekend CC :23

10/26/2013 ENT Marcia Wallace, voice on The Simpsons, died this weekend CC :19

10/26/2013 ENT Marcia Wallace, voice on The Simpsons, died this weekend CC :06

10/26/2013 HIST

A new KPCC radio documentary, "War of the Welles," by R.H. Greene, goes behind the scenes of the 
famous 1938 CBS radio broadcast of Orson Welles' and the Mercury Theatre's "War of the Worlds" on 
the night before Halloween — radio so realistic it panicked listeners who believed the Martians really 
were invading New Jersey.

John Rabe / R.H. 
Greene / Orson 
Welles / George Takei 
/ Tim Cogshill / 
Darroch Greer / Alana 
Rinicella 48:29:00

10/26/2013 HIST

Orson Welles' classic science fiction radio broadcast “The War of the Worlds” turns 75 this year, and to 
celebrate, KPCC will re-air the show and distribute it internationally along with a companion 
documentary, introduced by "Star Trek" actor and sci-fi icon George Takei, just before Halloween.

John Rabe / KPCC 
Staff / Orson Welles / 
R.H. Greene / George 
Takei

Pt 1: 38:06 / Pt 2: 
16:29

10/27/2013 POLI California State Senator reintroduces a bill on air and toy gun regulations CC :06

10/27/2013 POLI California State Senator reintroduces a bill on air and toy gun regulations CC :10

10/27/2013 POLI California State Senator reintroduces a bill on air and toy gun regulations Pringle :39

10/27/2013 EDU It's the largest clinic on the West Coast to help with immigration, criminal records CC :11

10/27/2013 LAW LA County Sheriff's deputies shot and killed a man outside an assisted living home in Bellflower CC :11

10/27/2013 LAW LA County Sheriff's deputies shot and killed a man outside an assisted living home in Bellflower CC :17



10/27/2013 ART Skirball Cultural Center inaugurates final expansion of a 30-year plan CC :16

10/27/2013 HIST Next week marks the 100th anniversary of the LA aqueduct CC :07

10/27/2013 ART LA's first annual Sriracha festival happens downtown CC :16

10/28/2013 POLI Mayor Eric Garcetti is off to Washington, DC to lobby for federal funds Walton :39

10/28/2013 YOUT Loh Life Kids Loh 2:38

10/28/2013 POLI BART strike may have hurt unions Detrow 3:08

10/28/2013 POLI Northern California's Siskiyou County hopes to secede Orr 3:53

10/28/2013 LAW LA County Sheriff's Deputies shoot and kill an "incoherent" man at an assisted living facility Jahad :53

10/28/2013 ART "Jackass Presents; Bad Grandpa" rises above "Gravity" at the box office Jahad :41

10/28/2013 EDU
KPCC put the software's trumpeted interactive features under a microscope with the help of a tech-whiz 
kid Gilbertson 3:30

10/28/2013 POLI Bicylist embarks on 700-mile ride to call attention to Mexican asylum seekers in the US Uribe 1:05

10/28/2013 ENT Lou Reed of Velvet Underground dies CC :22

10/28/2013 ENV Mosquito carrying dengue and yellow fever turns up in California Daniel 1:55

10/28/2013 LAW Dr Conrad Murray released from jail CC :06

10/28/2013 LAW Dr Conrad Murray released from jail CC :08

10/28/2013 TRAN CHP reopened all lanes of the 5 and 710 this morning CC :07

10/28/2013 LAW Special legislative session may legalize same-sex marriage in Hawaii CC :09

10/28/2013 HEAL Free medical clinic drew thousands of people CC :11

10/28/2013 SPOR Cardinals and Red Sox are tied going into Game 5 of the World Series CC :13

10/28/2013 ART Skirball Cultural Center celebrates completion of 30-year plan CC :25

10/28/2013 DC Fresno Republican signs on to Democratic immigration bill CC :12

10/28/2013 DC Fresno Republican signs on to Democratic immigration bill Felde 1:15



10/28/2013 OC OC residents asked to weigh in on 405 toll lanes Joyce :58

10/28/2013 EDU
Program seeks to expand Career Technical Education opportunities in CA high schools, community 
colleges CC :15

10/28/2013 HIST Scientists at The Page Museum celebrate 100 years of the Tar Pits CC :20

10/28/2013 ENV Gov Brown signs climate agreement with other western Governors CC :15

10/28/2013 MIL Service members who survived military sexual assualts ask for more support from state of CA CC :14

10/28/2013 EDU The superintendent of LAUSD is up for board review - a group with which he often disagrees Gilbertson 1:01

10/28/2013 MIL Service members who survived military sexual assualts ask for more support from state of CA Orr 1:15

10/28/2013 LAW
LAPD arrest two suspects who robbed and killed two people who were responding to a Craigslist cell 
phone ad CC :17

10/28/2013 EDU
Program seeks to expand Career Technical Education opportunities in CA high schools, community 
colleges Adler 1:00

10/28/2013 HEAL Obesity rate among Asian Americans may be misleading Huang 1:47

10/28/2013 LAW
LAPD arrest two suspects who robbed and killed two people who were responding to a Craigslist cell 
phone ad Aguilar 1:09

10/28/2013 LAW Prosecutors file more charges against LA County assessor John Noguez Stoltze :52

10/28/13 MEDI

The Spanish-language network Univision Communications is launching a channel today that it hopes 
will appeal to young Latinos. Fusion is the new channel created as a joint initiative between Disney and 
ABC Television that’s expected to get Latino millennials more interested in the news. Federico Subervi,  Alain 13:00

10/28/13 MEDI

ill Keller, for executive editor and current op-ed writer for the New York Times, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/28/opinion/a-conversation-in-lieu-of-a-
column.html?gwh=93D755E385A10180F84A25E6E43C6731 and Journalist Glenn Greenwald engaged 
in a lengthy debate in a New York Times piece on whether journalists can be impartial. Keller believes 
reporters should be objective, and not put their personal opinions into their reports. Rick Edmonds, 18:00



10/28/13 MEDI

Dating websites are so 2005. Today, more and more people looking for love, a date, or a no strings 
attached hook up are turning to their smartphones. One app that a lot of people are talking about is 
Tinder. Simplicity is at the heart of Tinder: A series of photos of potential mates in your vicinity pop up 
on your phone. Ann Friedman, Jessica 15:00

10/28/13 POLI

Prescription drugs account for about three-quarters of all overdose deaths in the United States and 
some experts say easy access to narcotics is contributing to the high number. On Thursday, the Food 
and Drug Administration announced new proposals to restrict access to some of the most commonly 
used narcotics. Doctors use these drugs - marketed as drugs like Vicodin or Lortab - to treat patients for
pain from injuries, surgeries and even arthritis. The changes would require patients to hand in a paper 
prescription at the pharmacy rather than accepting them over the phone and it would cut the number of 
refills a patient could have without going back to see a doctor.  The FDA's proposal will be submitted to 
the Drug Enforcement Agency in December for review. 

Dr. Andrew Kolodny, M 20:00

10/28/13 DIV

The Pasadena Symphony is set to open its 2013-14 season with its new music director. David 
Lockington, music director of the Grand Rapids Symphony in Michigan will serve as the Pasadena 
Symphony’s first music director since 2010. Lockington said he plans to continue with the Grand Rapids 
Symphony through the 2014-15 season. He said he hopes to get the symphony to perform a diverse 
range of music. The Pasadena Symphony will open November 2 with The Rite of Spring.  David Lockington 10:00

10/28/13 DIV

 The final expansion of the Skirball Cultural Center will be celebrated on October 19, 2013 marking the 
completion of a 30-year plan to update the Jewish cultural institution. The project’s vision was between 
Uri Hersche, President of Skirball, and Moshe Safdie, an architect. There will be two new adorning 
buildings Herscher Hall and Guerin Pavilion that will add to the 15 acre campus which includes 
classrooms, event facilities, gardens, and museum galleries. :Moshe Safdie, Uri Hers 16:00

10/28/2013 ECON

For several years now, some economists have been arguing that a little inflation is just what the 
economy needs. Here to explain, Binyamin Applebaum, finance and economics reporter for The New 
York Times.  Binyamin Applebaum 7:10



10/28/2013 POLI

California Congressman Jeff Denham became the first House Republican to join Democrats in co-
sponsoring a broad immigration overhaul bill that would provide a path to citizenship for millions of 
immigrants. Matea Gold 5:38

10/28/2013 ENV
UCLA historian Jon Christensen explains how crucial the LA Aqueduct was in building the city's identity, 
but that it was also done at a great cost to the Owens River Valley and its residents. Jon Christensen 5:22

10/28/2013 ENV
KPCC's Meghan McCarty travels to the Eastern Sierras to trace the origin of LA's water and to explain 
how it makes it from a natural spring to your tap. No 5:55

10/28/2013 LABOR
In many ways, organized labor is the most the powerful political force in deeply Democratic California. 
But the bitter Bay Area transit strike that ended last week revealed a few cracks in the armor. No 3:31

10/28/2013 ENT
Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Nicole Sperling of the LA 
Times. Nicole Sperling 7:14

10/28/2013 ENT

The horror prop house Dapper Cadaver supplies severed heads, fake blood and other less gory objects
to Hollywood. Hosts of Halloween shindigs -- including the White House -- also rely on the shop for all 
their fright fest needs. BJ Winslow 7:53

10/28/2013 EDUC
KPCC put the software's trumpeted interactive features under a microscope with the help of a tech-whiz 
kid. Will he love it — or get bored? No 3:44

10/28/2013 TECH
Since Apple sold more than 9 million new iPhones on the weekend of their release, you might think the 
Cupertino based company would be beloved by Wall Street. Philip Elmer-DeWitt 5:34



10/28/2013 EDUC

Las Vegas is part of the Clark County School District, one of the biggest and fastest growing in the 
country. The district added over 3,000 new students this year, as well as a new program to boost 
English Language Learners. No 3:56

10/28/2013 ART
Looking for something particularly horrifying to get in the Halloween spirit this year? You might wanna 
check out a film series hosted by the Cinefamily theater on Fairfax. Bret Berg 9:04

10/28/2013 HIST
While dates aren't native to the Coachella Valley, they've given this region an identity, and have also 
become a top moneymaking crop. For the California Report, Lisa Morehouse has more. No 5:45

10/28/2013 LIT

"Nubs, the True Story of a Mutt a Marine and a Miracle" is a children's book that shares the journey of a 
dog who finds himself in the company of compassionate Marine. The New York Times best seller is the 
winner of multiple awards, including most recently, the California Young Reader Medal. Mary Nethery 5:30

10/28/2013 LIT
Writer Terry McMillan made a name for herself in 1992 with the novel 'Waiting to Exhale,' which spent 
months on the New York Times Best seller list. Terry McMillan 8:11

10/29/2013 ECON Amazon opened the doors on its warehouse in San Bernardino Watt 1:37

10/29/2013 POLI The LA County Board of Supervisors voids an oil drilling lease in the Whittier Hills Walton 1:27

10/29/2013 ENV Authorities have captured a bear that was roaming Granada Hills CC :07

10/29/2013 LAW Irwindale sues to stop odors coming from Sriracha factory CC :08

10/29/2013 EDU LA Unified school board votes to keep superintendent Gilbertson 2:24

10/29/2013 POLI Auditors' report says courts failing to tell state when someone ruled mentally unfit to own firearm Pringle :54

10/29/2013 SCI
UC Santa Barbara scientists discover parasites in oarfish; gives them clues about what oarfish eat, 
what eats oarfish CC :15

10/29/2013 EDU LA Unified school board votes to keep superintendent CC :07

10/29/2013 EDU LA Unified school board votes to keep superintendent CC :16

10/29/2013 POLI Long Beach is the largest California city to implement pension reform McNary 4:07

10/29/2013 ECON Xmas items are already on sale at retail stores before Halloween Lee 2:19

10/29/2013 SPOR Lakers and Clippers open the season Watt 2:03

10/29/2013 ENV California and British Columbia join forces to combat climate change Quinton :53

10/29/2013 ECON Lacter on Christmas retail expectations Lacter ??



10/29/2013 ENV Rain and snow in the forecast through Tuesday afternoon CC :10

10/29/2013 ENV California and British Columbia join forces to combat climate change Samuel 1:20

10/29/2013 ENV Black bears frequently visit LA footthills Brenner 2:07

10/29/2013 ECON Cocoa price is at a historic high Gura 1:03

10/29/2013 ECON Consumer confidence drops in October to lowest level since April CC :12

10/29/2013 DC LA officials press feds on LA River plan CC :14

10/29/2013 SPOR Boston Red Sox are one win away from the World Series title CC :16

10/29/2013 TT City of Irwindale wants to temporarily halt production of sriracha hot sauce CC :20

10/29/2013 ENV Bear roams Granada hills neighborhoods CC :07

10/29/2013 LAW Human Relations Commission held public hearing on reporting suspicious activity CC :10

10/29/2013 ECON Amazon opened the doors on its warehouse in San Bernardino Watt :44

10/29/2013 ECON Sriracha faces lawsuit from Irwindale over smell from factory McNary 1:50

10/29/2013 DC LA mayor puts river front and center Felde 1:04

10/29/2013 POLI Auditors' report says courts failing to tell state when someone ruled mentally unfit to own firearm CC :06

10/29/2013 ECON State says internet sales tax is meeting budget expectations CC :13

10/29/2013 ECON CA internet sales tax brings in more than $260 million since it was implemented a year ago Orr :56

10/29/2013 LAW Irwindale sues to stop odors coming from Sriracha factory CC :14

10/29/2013 TRAN
LA area Congress Members and Senators send letter to the FAA to ask them to hurry up on helicopter 
noise relief Aguilar 1:00

10/29/2013 POLI Why is Haim Saban's support so crucial for top Dems? Bergman 4:07

10/29/13 POLI

Critics of Obamacare now have more ammunition. Along with the troublesome rollout of the Affordable 
Care Act Website, some people will lose their current health insurance plans. This is something that 
President Obama said would not happen. Louise Radnofsky, Julie 19:00



10/29/13 EDU

LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy is having a closed-door meeting with the seven-member Board of 
Education today and will get his annual review. Today’s meeting caps days of rumors surrounding 
Deasy’s future at the country’s second largest school district. It started with a Los Angeles Times article 
Thursday that reported Deasy’s intention to resign his post in February, citing unnamed sources. Adolfo Guzman-Lopez, 3:00

10/29/13 SPOR

Yesterday, Laker center Chris Kaman discussed the prospects that the Clippers (his former team for 
seven seasons) would become “L.A.’s team” with Times basketball reporter Mike Bresnahan: "I respect 
what they're doing and what they've done, but still, they're nothing like the Lakers. You look up here at 
all the championships. They're never going to have that. It's never going to happen. I don't see it.” Kevin Arnovitz,A. Martin 12:00

10/29/13 SPOR

The stats say they don’t exist, but do athletes who consistently deliver in clutch situations really belong 
in the same category as, say, unicorns? Dick Cramer's 1977 study found that statistically there really is 
no such thing as a clutch player in baseball, and subsequent studies of the stats haven’t been able to 
prove otherwise. Mark Otten, Ph.D, J.C. 30:00

10/29/13 FOR

The Los Angeles Times reports U.S. intelligence officials are angered by denials from the Obama 
Administration about spying on German Chancellor Angela Merkel. Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), 
chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee, also denied knowledge of "certain surveillance activities." Ken Dilanian, Kathleen 7:00

10/29/13 DIV

From Pershing Square to Beverly Center to Amazon.com, Christmas decor and holidays shopping tips 
are up and glowing even before All Hallow's Eve. If you think that's early, Kmart's holiday-shopping ads 
went into rotation on September 9, more than 100 days before Christmas. Why so early? Kit Yarrow, Marshal Co 16:00

10/29/2013 ENV

Monday afternoon, California joined Oregon, Washington and British Columbia in signing an agreement 
to battle climate change. This plan includes the support of research and permit initiatives for clean 
energy and preservation. Paul Rogers 4:46



10/29/2013 LAW

Residents in Irwindale have been complaining about the fumes from the production of the popular spicy 
sauce Sriracha. The city filed a lawsuit in LA Superior Court yesterday asking a judge to halt Sriracha 
production at the Huy Fong Foods factory. Fred Galante 4:40

10/29/2013 ECON
Workers will pay more into their pensions, and new hires will retire later with lower benefits. It's part of 
the city's plan to climb out of a billion dollar hole. No 4:29

10/29/2013 ENV

From the start, the people of Los Angeles celebrated their aqueduct, cheering by the thousands as 
water tumbled south. Where that water came from, in the Owens Valley, the response to LA's thirst was 
quite different. Molly Peterson 8:49

10/29/2013 HIST
100 years ago this week, the County of Los Angeles began digging up, researching and putting on 
display the fossils found inside the black, bubbly lake we now know as the La Brea Tar Pits No 6:00

10/29/2013 TECH
These days people are driving less and they're using more fuel-efficient cars. While that may be good 
for the environment, it's actually hurting many states and the federal government. Ryan Morrison 5:54

10/29/2013 ART
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our regular segment in which we talk about the best in new music. 
This week we're joined by music critic Steve Hochman. Steve Hochman 8:49

10/29/2013 POLI
For a look at the history of the river, and what could change for the people and wildlife along its route, 
we're joined by KPCC's Patt Morrison and our Washington correspondent Kitty Felde. Kitty Felde 12:56

10/29/2013 LIT

Candy is a source of pleasure and pain, if you consider the problems with obesity in this country. So in 
advance of Halloween we’ll take a look at the candy complex in the U.S. with Rutgers professor Samira 
Kawash, author of the book, "Candy: A Century of Panic and Pleasure." Samira Kawash 11:40

10/29/2013 DIV
Over the years, retailers keep moving their holiday promotions earlier, according to retail analysts, and 
this year price reductions and big sales will be crucial. No 2:35

10/29/2013 SPOR
Time Warner Cable Deportes calls itself the first and only Spanish Language regional sports network. 
An expanded team hopes to boost the passion behind its coverage. No 2:24

10/29/2013 DIV
It's always a challenge to get other people to do what you want them to do. You can turn to the old 
carrot-or-stick approach, or you could also try using games. Adam Penenberg 12:48

10/30/2013 LAW Marvin Gaye's estate sued Robin Thicke over song "Blurred Lines" ?? :54

10/30/2013 LAW Marvin Gaye's estate sued Robin Thicke over song "Blurred Lines" CC :19

10/30/2013 ART DC Comics moves to Southern California Watt 1:00



10/30/2013 HEAL Covered CA behind schedule training Certified Enrollment Councelors Kim 3:55

10/30/2013 ENV LA DWP has an uncomfortable relationship with Owens Valley residents Peterson 4:39

10/30/2013 HIST Steve Jobs' home makes list of historic properties in Palo Alto CC :11

10/30/2013 SPOR Lakers beat the Clippers in season opener CC :12

10/30/2013 ENT Jane's Addiction gets a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame CC :10

10/30/2013 HEAL
Report finds a gap between what we know about concussion risks for young athletes before they reach 
high school CC :15

10/30/2013 SPOR Red Sox, Cardinals face off in Game 6 of the World Series CC :12

10/30/2013 HEAL Lawmakers raise new concerns about healthcare website CC :06

10/30/2013 RELI Egyptian authorities detain a fugitive leader of the Muslim Brotherhood CC :26

10/30/2013 IMM Most of the "DREAM 30" group have been released Palacios 1:02

10/30/2013 TRAN 405 Freeway toll lane project gets a lot of heat CC :09

10/30/2013 POLI Possible 2016 presidential candidate Hillary Clinton makes series of appearances in Southern CaliforniaStoltze 1:47

10/30/2013 POLI Possible 2016 presidential candidate Hillary Clinton makes series of appearances in Southern CaliforniaCC :19

10/30/2013 HIST Today is the 75th anniversary of War of the Worlds' broadcast CC :14

10/30/2013 POLI Contract negotiations break down between Los Angeles County and a major labor union Walton :44

10/30/2013 HIST Today is the 75th anniversary of War of the Worlds' broadcast Roman 4:40

10/30/2013 DC Valadao second CA GOP to sign onto Democratic immigration bill Felde :59

10/30/2013 LAW Ballot initiative would require car dealers to fix safety recalls before selling or leasing used cars CC :13

10/30/2013 TECH Tech outsourcing company has paid record fines to governement to settle immigration violations CC :22

10/30/2013 HEAL
Online insurance broker wants to help low-income people buy health insurance through Covered 
California CC :10

10/30/2013 ECON Ballot initiative would require car dealers to fix safety recalls before selling or leasing used cars Orr :49

10/30/2013 ENV Puente Hills landfill is closing after end of business on Thursday. It's close to capacity. Kim 1:35



10/30/2013 HEAL CA lawmakers want health exchange to work with Silicon Valley tech Pringle :53

10/30/2013 LAW Marvin Gaye's estate sued Robin Thicke over song "Blurred Lines" CC :33

10/30/2013 LAW Marvin Gaye's estate sued Robin Thicke over song "Blurred Lines" CC :37

10/30/2013 EDU Parents have seen the headlines, they just don't really care Gilbertson 1:38

10/30/2013 EDU LAUSD voted to keep superintendent for another year Gilbertson 2:25

10/30/2013 POLI Hillary Clinton attends Hollywood events hosted by wealthy Hollywood figures Stoltze :55

10/30/2013 EDU New UC president announces funding for undocumented students, post docs Guzman 1:12

10/30/13 EDU

After a tense few days, yesterday the L.A. Unified school board emerged from a closed-door session 
with the announcement that Dr. John Deasy will stay on as superintendent. The votes of the seven-
person board are unknown still, but it gave Deasy satisfactory approval- an annual condition of 
continuing his contract. "I thank the board for a good and robust evaluation, and I particularly thank you 
for a really excellent and honest conversation, building the rapport to work together to continue to lift 
students out of poverty," Deasy told reporters yesterday evening. Warren Fletcher,  Evely 14:00

10/30/13 TRAN

 Orange County residents got a chance to speak out against proposed toll roads on I-405 last night at a 
forum at Westminster’s Civic Center. Residents and a panel of city council members from Costa Mesa, 
Huntington Beach, Seal Beach and a few other cities attended to voice their opposition to the $1.5 
billion project. Representatives from the Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) also attended 
but didn’t speak. Ed Joyce, Nick Gerda, 16:00

10/30/13 OC

Orange County has been in the news lately with the sacking of Orange County Fire Marshal Laura 
Blaul, the postponing of the trial of the cops who killed Kelly Thomas, a proposed desalination plant in 
Huntington Beach, the district attorney’s investigation of a firm accused of trying to change police 
pensions by targeting city officials, and a debate over whether surfers should get more water time at the 
iconic Newport Beach surf spot the Wedge.

Ed Joyce, Nick Gerda,A 16:00

10/30/13 LAW

n Santa Rosa, Calif., sheriff deputies shot and killed a 13-year old boy who was carrying a toy assault 
rifle. The police believed the replica was the real thing. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/24/us/boy-13-
carrying-toy-guns-is-shot-dead-by-deputies.html?_r=0&pagewanted=print The officers saw the young 
boy with the gun and ordered him to put it down several times. Several rounds were fired at the 
teenager and it was only after the victim fell to the ground did the officers realize it was a fake weapon. David Klinger, Chuck D 24:00

10/30/13 DIV

Now that same-sex couples can legally take on the terms “husband” and “wife,” at least in some states, 
there’s another conundrum left to solve. What should unmarried couples, in long-term relationships 
(LTR) call each other? To the uninitiated, it might seem like a trivial question. Elizabeth Weil, 7:00



10/30/13 YOUT

It’s not uncommon during Halloween for people to dress up like a Geisha, a Mexican in a mariachi suit, 
or like a redneck. But for some people, these costumes are just promoting stereotypes and are 
offensive. Students from the Ohio University have started a campaign: “We’re a culture, not a costume.” John Lin, Ruth Hopkins 15:00

10/30/2013 HEAL
Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius testified about the problems with the federal 
government's healthcare website. Chris Lehane 7:44

10/30/2013 POLI
For a look at how lawmakers are changing their views on the limits of surveillance, we're joined by Todd 
Zwillich, Washington correspondent for PRI's "The Takeaway." Todd Zwillic 7:10

10/30/2013 HEAL
In August, Covered California projected that it would have 16,000 enrollment counselors ready by the 
end of the year. So far, there are only about 600. No N/A

10/30/2013 HIST
William Mulholland was the chief engineer of the L.A. water department, a self-taught man who rose 
from ditch-digger to be one of the most powerful men in Los Angeles.

 Margaret Leslie 
Davis 9:43

10/30/2013 HIST

While folks here greeted the LA Aqueduct as an engineering marvel in 1913, ranchers and farmers in 
the Owens Valley called it a water grab. KPCC's Molly Peterson takes a look at how locals are 
reconciling that sometimes uncomfortable bond. No 5:02

10/30/2013 SPOR

The basketball battle of Los Angeles goes to an LA team and what's the most you'd shell out to have a 
front row seat to history? To help us answer these questions we're joined by Andy and Brian 
Kamenetzky, they've covered sports for ESPN and the L.A. Times.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 10:07



10/30/2013 ENT
This week off the coast of Portugal, big wave surfer Carlos Burle seems to have broken the record for 
riding the biggest wave, more than 100 feet Chris Dixon 4:36

10/30/2013 ENV
A new report from Morgan Stanley has stoked fears of an impending global wine shortage. But before 
you rush out to clean out the shelves of your local BevMo, we want to get a sober opinion on the matter.Lewis Perdue 5:28

10/30/2013 ENV
As vineyards proliferate around this farm town halfway between Los Angeles and San Francisco, 
residential wells are starting to go dry. No 6:12

10/30/2013 ENT

Tonight the Red Sox have a chance to win the World Series at home in Fenway Park, right in front of 
their loyal fans for the first time in nearly 100 years. Now if you've ever thrown one back in the Boston 
area, you might know the name Paul Barry. Paul Barry 2:45

10/30/2013 TECH
Joining me this week is Take Two producer Jacob Margolis. This week we're talking about car apps that
make you a better driver. Jacob Margolis 5:29

10/30/2013 LIT Today is the 75th anniversary of Orson Welles' "War of the Worlds" broadcast. R.H. Greene 8:57

10/30/2013 DIV

People constantly cite quotes that aren't quite right. For more on misquoting, we're joined by Fred 
Shapiro, editor of "The Yale Book of Quotations." He has spent years researching thousands of famous 
quotes throughout history, politics and pop culture. Fred Shapiro 5:38

10/30/2013  LIT

There have been a number of documentaries about Jimi Hendrix's career, but a new PBS film looks 
back at his early life, and reveals a Hendrix that could be as shy offstage as he was flamboyant in front 
of a crowd.

Bob Smeaton, Janie 
Hendrix 9:47



10/31/2013 ENV Huntington Beach has banned plastic bags Joyce :55

10/31/2013 EDU Is increased academics in preschool pushing out play? Fernandes 4:04

10/31/2013 ENER LA DWP has an uncomfortable relationship with Owens Valley residents Peterson 4:20

10/31/2013 ENV Judge ruled against Irwindale in Sriracha case McNary 3:07

10/31/2013 HEAL A look at how Affordable Care Act is affecting current policy holders Bartolone :58

10/31/2013 HEAL California health insurers tell people with cancelled plans to expect more extensive coverage next year CC :15

10/31/2013 EDU New UC president announces funding for undocumented students, post docs CC :12

10/31/2013 LAB Female farm workers gather to talk about their lives and health challenges Khokha 1:24

10/31/2013 LAW Judge sends serial rapist to LA County Cuevas 1:26

10/31/2013 EDU New UC president announces funding for undocumented students, post docs Tintocalis 1:37

10/31/2013 LAW Woman ticketed for driving while wearing Google Glass CC :06

10/31/2013 HEAL Four thousand people receive free medical care at free clinic Moore 1:49

10/31/2013 LAW Judge refuses Irwindale's request to shut down Sriracha production McNary :49

10/31/2013 HEAL Four thousand people receive free medical care at free clinic CC :16

10/31/2013 HEAL Four thousand people receive free medical care at free clinic CC :08

10/31/2013 SPOR Boston Red Sox will hold parade on Saturday for World Series victory CC :11

10/31/2013 HEAL Hundreds receive free care at medical and dental clinic Moore :46

10/31/2013 POLI A media outlet releases a sealed affidavit about an FBI sting against a state senator Walton :48

10/31/2013 TRAV FAA announced new rules for electronic devices CC :07

10/31/2013 ECON Time Warner's subscribers left in droves after CBS battle Bergman 1:01

10/31/2013 ART Half a million people expected to attend West Hollywood Costume Carnival CC :20

10/31/2013 POLI A media outlet releases a sealed affidavit about an FBI sting against a state senator Walton :55



10/31/2013 LAW Conrad Murray fights to practice medicine again in Texas CC :15

10/31/2013 EDU Fed govt may withold money from CA if it doesn't reverse course on standardized testing CC :17

10/31/2013 LAW
Judge decides to send 13-year-old boy who killed neo-Nazi father to a state-run juvenile detention 
center for at least 10 years CC :14

10/31/2013 HEAL Care Harbor opens fourth annual free clinic at LA Sports Arena Moore 2:34

10/31/2013 POLI A media outlet releases a sealed affidavit about an FBI sting against a state senator Walton 3:17

10/31/2013 ENV CA Coastal Commisson recommends approval of proposed desalination plant in Huntington Beach Joyce 1:51

10/31/2013 POLI Looking back at other famous FBI stings against politicians McNary 1:27

10/31/2013 ENV State recycling centers will only pay for refunds on certain containers, come Friday Pringle :54

10/31/2013 ENV State recycling centers will only pay for refunds on certain containers, come Friday CC :06

10/31/2013 ENV State recycling centers will only pay for refunds on certain containers, come Friday CC :10

10/31/2013 HEAL Two major LA medical centers will no longer distribute free infant formula to new mothers Fernandes 1:10

10/31/2013 ENV CA has a five-year plan to manage water Quinton :58

10/31/2013 EDU California education leader downplays federal threat to yank funds Guzman :58

10/31/2013 LAW State Senate Dem leader Steinberg reacts to Calderon affidavit CC :16

10/31/2013 LAW Three people arrested in connection with cross-border tunnel Murphy :41

10/31/2013 ECON
Activists protest Chinese-owned electric vehicle manufacturer claiming company failed to keep promise 
to provide local jobs Watt 1:41

10/31/2013 LAW
Judge decides to send 13-year-old boy who killed neo-Nazi father to a state-run juvenile detention 
center for at least 10 years Aguilar 1:48

10/31/13 LAW

Get your iPad and get ready for take off! The Federal Aviation Administration announced Thursday that 
passengers will now be able to read, play games and watch movies on their approved electronic 
devices from gate-to-gate, without turning them off for takeoff and landing. Julie Frederick, 7:00

10/31/13 LAW

They may look just like a pair of glasses but driving while wearing Google Glass may actually get you a 
traffic ticket. An early adopter of Glass in San Diego found this out when she was pulled over for 
speeding and the officer cited her for wearing the tiny computer. Mitchell Mehdy, 24:00:00



10/31/13 ART

Oh Halloween – a night of dress up, fun and unleashed imagination. But as anyone who has perused a 
Halloween costume website can attest, costumes for women and girls are getting sexier and baring 
more skin than ever. Not only can you now be a sexy nurse, a sexy police woman, a sexy princess. You
can also be a variety of sexy food items if you so choose. Adele Saidy, 17:00

10/31/13 SPOR

We know playing contact sports like football and ice hockey can increase the risks of concussions and 
brain injury, especially in young athletes. But a report out Wednesday from the Institute of Medicine and 
National Research Council found that helmets and protective gear don’t necessarily reduce that risk of 
injury. Fred Rivara, 25:00:00

10/31/13 HEAL

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month (BCAM), in case all the pink ribbons everywhere aren’t 
enough of a reminder. BCAM was started in 1985 by Astra Zeneca, a pharmaceutical company that 
sells cancer drugs. In the 18 years since, BCAM has ballooned into one of the most successful 
awareness-raising campaigns the country has seen. Samantha King, Kimmy 6:00

10/31/13 HIST

The story of Matthew Shepard’s brutal murder in Laramie Wyoming 15 years ago caught the world’s 
attention and brought about a national conversation about gay hatred in the U.S. Stephen Jimenez’s 
book, “The Book of Matt: Hidden Truths About the Murder of Matthew Shepard” tells a bit of a different 
story about the circumstances surrounding Shepard’s murder. Stephen Jimenez, 17:00

10/31/2013 HEAL

All the media attention being paid to the technical glitches on Healthcare.gov, the federally run website 
to enroll for the Affordable Care Act, is confusing residents of states that have their own locally-run 
health care exchanges. Peter Lee 7:57

10/31/2013 FORE
Officials announced Wednesday that they had discovered a newly finished tunnel between San Diego 
and Tijuana, Mexico. Elliot Spagat 4:25

10/31/2013 EDUC
University of California president Janet Napolitano has announced she'll spend $5 million to help 
undocumented students succeed in the UC system. That's despite the lack of federal financial aid. No 2:00

10/31/2013 ART
The iconic 1974 film "Chinatown" is a fictionalized version of the story of L.A. water, but one that's so 
ingrained in popular consciousness it's almost hard to separate from the truth.  William Deverell 10:18

10/31/2013 HIST
Owens Valley residents fear a DWP-proposed solar ranch will open new ways to drain resources from 
the valley. No 4:45



10/31/2013 ART Tess Vigeland introduces us to the female chief executive of this heavily "fanboy" event. No 5:55

10/31/2013 ART

If you'd like to avoid the traditional Halloween music tonight, you can head to the Commonwealth 
Lounge in Fullerton. There you'll be able to listen to funk band Myron and E as well as the Boogaloo 
Assassins, who play a style of music called Boogaloo.

Bill Purdy, Charles 
Farrar 9:03

10/31/2013 POLI

It's Thursday and that means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout
California. To help us with that we're joined in studio now by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and 
Frank Stoltze.

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 15:06

10/31/2013 DIV
The question of how people of Latin American descent choose to be identified surfaced again this week 
after the Pew Research Center put out a brief report. Leslie Berestein Rojas 4:11

10/31/2013 ART

Underwood Farms here in California has a humongous pumpkin patch, which happens to grow some 
pretty big pumpkins. Their largest was about 625 pounds, but that's nothing compared to the pumpkin 
grown by Tim Mathison, the current World Champion of pumpkin growers. Tim Mathison 5:01

10/31/2013 EDUC
Increased learning standards mean less play - even for the littlest kids. And some are worried about 
what children are losing in the process. No 4:26

10/31/2013 LIT

A new experimental technology called BrainGate at Brown University hopes to allow immobilized 
patients to control robotic limbs with their thoughts. Jessica Benko writes about Cathy Hutchinson in the 
most recent issue of The Atavist. Jessica Benko 8:29

10/31/2013 ENT
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 5:51

11/1/2013 LAW Passenger traveling through LAX during the shooting ?? 3:38



11/1/2013 LAW Recent policy change at LAX resulted in officers no longer being stationed at podiums CC :16

11/1/2013 LAW Passenger traveling through LAX during the shooting ?? 1:44

11/1/2013 LAW Gunman opened fire at LAX terminal 3 Bergman 2:31

11/1/2013 POLI Federal stimulus boost to food stamp program expires Pringle :51

11/1/2013 POLI Federal stimulus boost to food stamp program expires CC :04

11/1/2013 POLI Federal stimulus boost to food stamp program expires CC :08

11/1/2013 LAW Teenager was traveling through LAX during the shooting CC :08

11/1/2013 LAW Passenger traveling through LAX during the shooting CC :26

11/1/2013 LAW A look at alleged LAX gunman's family in NJ CC :16

11/1/2013 TRAN Aviation security consultant Jeff Price commends LAX security CC :16

11/1/2013 ENV Non-profit helps African schoolchildren safely watch solar eclipse ?? 2:46

11/1/2013 DC TSA doesn't want to carry a gun Felde 1:01

11/1/2013 DC Pressure mounts on CA GOP on immigration Felde 4:21

11/1/2013 LAW
Riverside Superior Court judge sentences teen who killed NeoNazi dad to state juvenile dentention 
center CC :16

11/1/2013 LAW FBI agent posed as Hollywood executive to bribe state senator Adler 1:44

11/1/2013 ENV CA agencies released a five-year plan to move towards more sustainable water management CC :18

11/1/2013 LAW ICE officers arrested three people after finding a drug smuggling tunnel CC :21

11/1/2013 LAW Shooter kills one and injures several at LAX Terminal 3 CC :29

11/1/2013 LAW LAX remained largely closed after shooting CC :16

11/1/2013 LAW LAX shooter believed to have acted alone CC :09

11/1/2013 LAW Recent training exercise was critical to response during LAX shooting CC :13

11/1/2013 LAW FBI working with multiple agencies on LAX shooting CC :13



11/1/2013 TRAN Weekend traffic report Moore :43

11/1/2013 LAW Gunman opened fire at LAX terminal 3 CC :07

11/1/2013 LAW Passenger stuck on the tarmac during LAX shooting CC :15

11/1/13 LAW
Flights have been grounded at the Los Angeles International Airport after a gunman officials said was 
armed with a high-powered rifle fired shots. Ben Bergman, Brian Watt, Mark Duell,Corey

11/1/2013 POLI

What if the film "Argo" and the TV show "House of Cards" had a baby? The plot might look something 
like the reports surrounding an FBI affidavit about alleged criminal behavior by California state senator 
Ron Calderon. John Myers 6:06

11/1/2013 IMM
Usual allies from law enforcement, religion and agriculture are giving California Republican lawmakers a
blunt message: pass immigration reform. Now. No N/A

11/1/2013 POLI

Fasten your seatbelt, power up your electronic devices, because it's time for our weekly analysis of the 
news, the Friday Flashback. Joining the show today is James Rainey of the LA Times and Alex Seitz 
Wald of National Journal.

James Rainey, Alex 
Seitz Wald 15:44

11/1/2013 ENV
The completion of the L.A. Aqueduct in 1913 was hardly the end of our city's quest for water. It now 
provides only a third of the supply for LA. Jon Christensen 7:02

11/1/2013 LIT
The new film "Nosotros los Nobles" has no high speed chases, no explosions and not a single high tech 
special effect. But the film has become a blockbuster hit in its home country of Mexico.  Gary Alazraki 7:31

11/1/2013 EDUC
Here in LA we've got our own version of high school gridiron iconography: the East LA Classic. It's a 
huge rivalry game between Roosevelt and Garfield high schools. Chris Campos 5:34

11/1/2013 DIV
Evonne Gallardo, executive director of Self Help Graphics in Boyle Heights joins the show to talk about 
how to celebrate Dia de Los Muertos. Evonne Gallardo 5:01

11/2/2013 LAW LAX tries to get back to normal Joyce 1:38

11/2/2013 LAW LAX tries to get back to normal Joyce 1:48

11/2/2013 LAW Passenger traveling through LAX during the shooting CC :22

11/2/2013 LAW Passenger traveling through LAX during the shooting CC :22

11/2/2013 LAW Friend of TSA agent killed in LAX shooting remembers the victim CC :15

11/2/2013 LAW LAX tries to get back to normal Joyce 1:54

11/2/2013 LAW Former roommate of LAX shooter speaks out CC :08

11/2/2013 LAW LAX tries to get back to normal CC :20



11/2/2013 HIST

A new exhibit at the Getty Villa tries to show a more nuanced view of Roman general/emperor Tiberius. 
John Rabe spoke with Erik Risser, assistant conservator of antiquities, and David Saunders, assistant 
curator in the Department of Antiquities, both stationed at the Villa. I learned that Tiberius probably got 
somewhat of a bum rap.

John Rabe / Erik 
Risser / David 
Saunders 5:18:00

11/2/2013 MEDI

For KPCC's new iPad app, Off-Ramp host John Rabe sat down with screenwriter and director John 
Ridley ("Undercover Brother," "Three Kings") to talk about his two new films - "12 Years a Slave" and 
"All Is by My Side."

John Rabe / John 
Ridley 10:19:00

11/2/2013 HIST
KPCC's Kevin Ferguson goes to the tar pits' celebration and talks with one of the tar pits' most beloved 
performers as well as a tar pits' researcher.

Kevin Ferguson / 
Charlie Cox / Shelly 
Cox 6:00:00

11/2/2013 ART

When Rob Verdi is off the clock from his job at Disneyland, he visits shops all over the country in search
of one thing: rare and unusual saxophones. He now has more than 75 in his collection. Some of the 
instruments don’t sound much like saxophones at all.

Ashley Bailey / Rob 
Verdi 6:15:00

11/2/2013 HIST

Off=Ramp's Robert Garrova talks with screenwriter/producer Mar Zicree and original "Twilight Zone" 
screenwriter Earl Hamner to learn just what made "The Twilight Zone" such a grounbreaking show -- 
and why it's still revered today.

Robert Garrova / Earl 
Hamner, Jr. / Mar 
Zicree 5:07:00

11/2/2013 HIST

Off-Ramp commentator David Kipen takes a look at LA's first movie, “South Spring Street, Los Angeles,
Cal.” The first thing anybody ever filmed in Los Angeles was oncoming traffic. In the first images of Los 
Angeles ever recorded, you’ve been watching a vision of the city as it once was -- and as it’s 
occasionally starting to look again. David Kipen 3:53:00

11/2/2013 HIST
Kevin Ferguson talks with KPCC photographer Mae Ryan about her DWP helicopter ridealong over the 
LA Aqueduct.

Kevin Ferguson / Mae 
Ryan 2:20:00

11/2/2013 HIST
Off-Ramp's Kevin Ferguson talks with Kristallnacht survivor Elie Wax about his experience hiding in his 
Vienna home during the night of violent antisemitism.

Kevin Ferguson / Ilie 
Wacs 5:55:00

11/3/2013 LAW Federal prosecutors charge LAX shooter with murder CC :14

11/3/2013 LAW Federal prosecutors charge LAX shooter with murder CC :11

11/3/2013 ECON Political action committees accused of accepting dark money contributions refuse to pay fines Adler 1:39

11/3/2013 ECON Political action committees accused of accepting dark money contributions refuse to pay fines CC :07

11/3/2013 LAW Federal prosecutors charge LAX shooter with murder CC :08

11/3/2013 LAW Teacher was shot in the leg during LAX shooting CC :09



11/3/2013 LAW Teacher was shot in the leg during LAX shooting CC :05

11/3/2013 LAW Congresswoman Sanchez says LAX officials got it right during the shooting CC :20

11/3/2013 LAW Sanchez on TSA CC :13

11/3/2013 POLI Texas Congressman spoke about LAX shooter on CNN's State of the Union CC :18

11/3/2013 ENT
Diwali - also known as the festival of lights - will be celebrated this weekend at various local temples, 
gurdwaras and outdoor festivals CC :15

11/3/2013 LAW Wife of TSA worker killed in LAX shooting remembers him CC :12

11/3/2013 LAW Wife of TSA worker killed in LAX shooting remembers him CC :11

11/4/2013 HIST Third floor of CA governor's mansion will be open to the public tonight for the first time CC :18

11/4/2013 LAW GOP Congressman Ed Royce holding hearings on human trafficking CC :27

11/4/2013 ENV Dept of Toxic Substances Control tries to improve waste management Orr 1:32

11/4/2013 ENV Dept of Toxic Substances Control tries to improve waste management CC :14

11/4/2013 ENT Janis Joplin gets star on Hollywood Walk of Fame CC :14

11/4/2013 POLI A profile of LA City Councilwoman Nury Martinez Walton 3:17

11/4/2013 LAW GOP Congressman Ed Royce holding hearings on human trafficking Jahad 1:03

11/4/2013 LAW LAX shooter remains in critical condition Jahad :42

11/4/2013 LAW LAX shooter lived in Florida before moving to California Joyce 1:17

11/4/2013 EDU English teachers try to keep up slang Huang 3:52

11/4/2013 POLI Sec of State Kerry is meeting with Saudi leaders to ease tensions Ghattas :35

11/4/2013 DC CA nominee for appeals court has Legally Blonde connection Felde 1:02

11/4/2013 LAW Invesigators interview LAX shooter's roommates CC :10

11/4/2013 SPOR Chargers lost a heartbreaker to the Redskins CC :08

11/4/2013 LAW DoC Secretary Jeffrey Beard has faced a lot of controversial issues Detrow 5:46



11/4/2013 EDU ESL teachers try to keep up with slang CC :07

11/4/2013 LAW Cal Dept of Corrections defends isolation units but understands anger CC :07]

11/4/2013 LAW LAX tries to get back to normal Moore :59

11/4/2013 LAW More developments in LAX shooting Bergman 3:57

11/4/2013 LAW Family of LAX shooter have been cooperating with law enforcement CC :20

11/4/2013 LAW TSA officials review airport security procedures CC :10

11/4/2013 LAW TSA officials review airport security procedures CC :17

11/4/2013 LAW Teacher was shot in the leg during LAX shooting ?? 4:22

11/4/2013 LAW Calabasas high teacher could have long recovery after shooting at LAX CC :13

11/4/2013 LAW TSA agent injured in LAX shooting gives statement Kim 1:45

11/4/2013 TRAN Congressional hearing examines region's transportation goals Moore 1:08

11/4/2013 LAW Investigation continues into LAX shooting CC :23

11/4/2013 LAW TSA agent says he was shot while trying to get elderly man to safety CC :08

11/4/2013 ENV Report says CA will have tough time reaching 2050 emissions goals Pringle :44

11/4/2013 EDU The cost of LAUS iPad program inches up again, this time for staffing needs Gilbertson :56

11/4/2013 LAW One of TSA officers injured in LAX shooting speaks for first time Kim :52

11/4/2013 LAW LAX police continue explanations on how security is handled in wake of Nov. 1 shooting rampage Bergman 4:30

11/4/2013 LAW
State Department announced reward for information leading to arrest of man convicted in murder of 
DEA agent Matalon :39

11/4/2013 LAW FBI back to the condo unit where the alleged LAX shooter happened to meet with roommates Aguilar 2:18

11/4/2013 TECH California state superintendent urges schools to fill out tech survey Guzman 1:11

11/4/2013 ENV Starfish dying of "sea star wasting disease" CC :12



11/4/13 LAW

The shooting at LAX on Friday has renewed questions on airport saftey. Over the weekend, the union 
representing TSA workers--the American Federation of Government Employees--called for screeners to 
have the power of arrest and wanted to see armed security guards at every airport checkpoint. David Borer, Marshall M 23:00

11/4/13 HEAL

A ballot measure cleared for circulation last week would subject doctors to drug and alcohol testing but 
a separate provision of the measure would have a much greater impact on the medical community. The 
ballot initiative would raise a cap on noneconomic medical malpractice damages that was set at 
$250,000 in 1975 by adjusting it for inflation. Dr. Paul Phinney, Jami 25:00:00

11/4/13 LAW

The U.S. Supreme Court takes up two interesting cases this week. Today, the question is whether 
steelworkers should get paid to get dressed. In the case, Sandifer versus United States Steel 
Corporation, steelworkers in Gary, Indiana are up against the country’s largest steel company. Lisa McElroy 13:00

11/4/13 LAW

Looks like the lines are blurred when it comes to copyright infringement of the popular summer hit, 
“Blurred Lines.” Marvin Gaye’s family is suing Robin Thicke and producer Pharrell Williams claiming 
they stole the musical composition of Marvin Gaye to make the song, “Blurred Lines.” Robert Fink 17:00

11/4/13 LIT

Who can forget Kermit the Frog, Bert and Ernie, Miss Piggy, and The Muppets? These creations that 
have become a childhood staple are from the creative mind of Jim Henson. In a detailed biography by 
author Brian Jay Jones, the book gives the first complete look at the iconic figure that created some of 
the most memorable characters on television. Brian Jay Jones 17:00

11/4/2013 POLI
Flights have returned to normal at LAX, but there's an increased security presence. Friday's incident 
has raised questions about just how secure airports actually are.  Ralph Basham 6:10

11/4/2013 IMM

Juárez was the epicenter of a vicious drug war that resulted in the death of more than 10,000 people. 
Now things are improving, but echoes of the violence remain, particularly in the most marginalized 
communities No 4:35

11/4/2013 POLI
The City Councilwoman from the San Fernando Valley is the newest — and the sole female — member 
of the Los Angeles City Council. No 3:32

11/4/2013 DIV
Global companies are using Maasai imagery to design cars, pens, and purses. Now the Maasai are 
looking to get a cut from those who are taking cues from their culture. Stephan Faris 5:36



11/4/2013 ART

Photographer Michael Forster Rothbart documented the lives of people who still leave near sites of 
nuclear disaster: Chernobyl and Fukushima. But what prompted these people stay in their homes, 
rather than move far from danger?

Michael Forster 
Rothbart 9:36

11/4/2013 ENT
Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Rebecca Keegan of the LA 
Times. Rebecca Keegan 8:57

11/4/2013 ENT
The California Endowment recently provided a $500,000 dollar grant to help TV writers and producers 
work plot lines about health care reform into their programming. Alex Ben Block 5:50

11/4/2013 POLI
A program that shifted thousands of low-level offenders from state prisons to local jails was supposed to
dramatically impact women in prison, but advocates say nothing has changed. No 4:26

11/4/2013 POLI
In 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a lower court’s order to reduce overcrowding in California’s 
prisons, leading to significant changes in the state's criminal justice system. No 3:33

11/4/2013 LAW

Corrections Secretary Jeffrey Beard has faced many controversial issues, from a widespread hunger 
strike to a never-ending battle with federal judges over control of California’s prisons. For the California 
Report, Scott Detrow has the story. No 6:00

11/4/2013 EDUC
When Americans talk about a movie, it could be a "bomb" or a "smash hit"... not to mention "da bomb." 
These are the kind of things English learners want to know. No 4:05

11/4/2013 ENV
"Sea star wasting disease" is affecting large numbers of starfish up and down the west coast. The 
illness begins with a skin lesion which quickly turns these beautiful beings into goo. Pete Raimondi 5:43

11/4/2013 TECH

The Federal Communications Commission is now taking applications for small stations, with a 
broadcast range of less than ten miles in most cases. Advocates and applicants for Low Power FM 
Radio —or LPFM, as it's know — are hoping to create dozens of hyperlocal stations across California. No 5:04

11/4/2013 DIV
The three-story, 30-room victorian home was built in Sacramento in 1877. Tonight, the mansion opens 
its doors and, for the first time in decades, welcomes visitors to its third floor. Al Howenstein 6:29

11/4/2013 ART

The actress Rita Wilson is mostly known for playing supporting roles in the films like "Sleepless In 
Seattle", "It's Complicated" and on TV’s "The Good Wife". But ever since she was a young girl, she's 
had aspirations to sing. Rita Wilson 8:56

11/5/2013 EDU Study finds few Latinos finish college Orr :50

11/5/2013 LAW Lacter on the LAX shooting Lacter 4:10

11/5/2013 HOUS Northern Arizona University expands off-campus housing, creating trouble for low-income families Morales 3:43



11/5/2013 LAW Vigil for TSA officer killed in LAX shooting CC :14

11/5/2013 LAW Burglar chased out of a home by a tomahawk throwing champion CC :05

11/5/2013 TRAN High speed rail advocates begin annual meeting in LA Kent :55

11/5/2013 LAW Parents of teen shot by police are suing the county CC :14

11/5/2013 ENV Dry conditions raise wildfire risk CC :10

11/5/2013 POLI Workplace discrimination bill covering LGBT rights faces a tough fight in the House CC :16

11/5/2013 OC Orange County considers plan to create online map of dangerous dogs CC :12

11/5/2013 OC Orange County considers plan to create online map of dangerous dogs CC :15

11/5/2013 LAW Attorneys for boy convicted of killing Neo-Nazi father are urging leniency CC :12

11/5/2013 POLI Toronto Mayor admits smoking crack CC :12

11/5/2013 LAW Ex-police chief will testify in Bell corruption trial Moore :54

11/5/2013 HEAL Blue Shield delays cancellation date for more than 100-thousand policyholders CC :14

11/5/2013 LAW Former Moreno Valley City Councilman pleaded guilty to bribery charges CC :16

11/5/2013 POLI Former Moreno Valley City Councilman pleaded guilty to bribery charges CC :17

11/5/2013 LAW Teacher injured in LAX shooting tells his story CC :12

11/5/2013 LAW Students at Calabasas High held a rally for teacher shot in LAX shooting CC :14

11/5/2013 TRAN New leadership in place at California DMV Orr :33

11/5/2013 POLI Cal State Dominguez Hills hosts a public form on President Obama's College Affordability Initiative CC :15

11/5/2013 LAW Politicians, attorneys call for leniancy for boy who killed Neo-Nazi father Palta 1:22

11/5/2013 POLI Former Moreno Valley City Councilman pleaded guilty to bribery charges Stoltze 2:33

11/5/2013 EDU The LA Unified school board is wondering if it's too late to switch to laptops Gilbertson 1:03

11/5/2013 LAW Ex-police chief will testify in Bell corruption trial CC :15



11/5/2013 HEAL Blue Shield delays cancellation date for more than 100-thousand policyholders Adler :48

11/5/2013 IMM Second immigrant activist who took part in protest at Texas border has been deported back to Mexico Joffe-Block :58

11/5/2013 LAW Amber alert remains in effect for man who kidnapped baby son CC :14

11/5/2013 SCI
KPCC's Nick Roman and Mat Kaplan host of the Crawford Family Forum science series "Nexts: People,
Science, Tomorrow." Roman 3:53

11/5/13 LAW
Orange County is considering creating a map that shows where dogs considered to be dangerous or 
vicious are being kept. Ryan Drabek, Blythe W 15:00

11/5/13 SPOR

When you think of someone who’s being bullied, the stereotypical image that comes to mind is that of a 
young, defenseless, and perhaps nerdy kid. Even with a broader understanding, few would imagine a 
300-pound NFL football player, which is part of what makes the story of Jonathan Martin and Richie 
Incognito so surprising. Emily Bazelon, Chester 17:00

11/5/13 HEAL

In the latest research from Cornell University’s Food & Brand Lab, we learn how buffets can be healthy 
(veggies first, fried chicken last), clear wine glasses lead to heavier pours of Pinot Grigio, and 
extroverted kids’ food servings are more influenced by environmental cues. Brian Wansink 15:00

11/5/13 ENV

One hundred years ago today, the California Aqueduct was completed, and that imported water became
the foundation that Southern California was built on. That water sustained the creation of countless jobs
new industries, massive-scale farming, and a population boom that made Los Angeles one of the 
world’s great cities. Conner Everts, Shawn 17:00

11/5/13 TECH

With advances in technology, Robots are beginning to move, look and act more like humans. They are 
also creating robots that are good at performing tasks like human do. Many of the latest robots are 
operated from a distance, but now many can operate without any human control at all. Ayse Saygin, David Ha 15:00

11/5/13 ENT
Mick and Keith versus John and Paul? “Satisfaction” versus “A Hard Day’s Night”? “Gimme Shelter” 
versus “Hey Jude”? “Ruby Tuesday” versus “Love Me Do”? Call and make your case. John McMillian, 16:00



11/5/2013 POLI
Suspected LAX shooter Paul Ciancia believed in a conspiracy theory about a global government 
takeover called the New World Order. Freelance journalist Alex Zaitchik joins the show with more  Alex Zaitchik 7:49

11/5/2013 LGB

Last night, the Senate ended debate on a bill prohibiting workplace discrimination based on sexual 
orientation or gender identity. A full vote on the measure is expected to take place later this week, and 
most observers believe it will pass. Brad Sears 6:38

11/5/2013 ENV

Governor Jerry Brown has been pushing a plan to make water supply both more reliable and more 
environmentally sound: The water tunnels. Here to tell us more is Lauren Sommer, environment 
reporter for KQED public radio in San Francisco. Lauren Sommer 6:28

11/5/2013 ART

In 1913, the LA Aqueduct opened and the La Brea Tar Pits were discovered. Charlie Chaplin signed on 
with his first Hollywood studio and World War I was just on the horizon. Take Two takes a look at a 
formative year in Los Angeles history. Nathan Masters 6:39

11/5/2013 LIT
In 2006, writer Anna Holmes was tapped to start the feminist blog, Jezebel. By the time she left in 2010, 
she had built one of the most successful sites in the world garnering 32 million page views a month. Anna Holmes 7:53

11/5/2013 ENT
Now it's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our weekly new music segment. Joining us this week are Shirley
Halperin, music editor at The Hollywood Reporter, and Chris Martins, senior writer at spin magazine.

Shirley Halperin, Chris 
Martins 7:43

11/5/2013 SCIE
There's a collection at LA County's Natural History Museum that most don't get to see: The Marine 
Mammal Laboratory, otherwise known as the whale warehouse. Jim Dines 6:18

11/5/2013 EDUC

In a growing college town like Flagstaff it’s often a struggle to find both low income housing and student 
housing. A new project for off campus housing at Northern Arizona University may result in the eviction 
of more than 50 families at a nearby trailer park. No 4:12



11/5/2013 SCIE

A 52.2-million-year-old tomatillo was discovered in Laguna del Hunco, Argentina. Paleobotanist and 
Penn State professor Peter Wilf presented the findings recently at the annual meeting of the Geological 
Society of America. Peter Wilf 3:55

11/5/2013 SPOR

Last week, Miami Dolphins lineman Jonathan Martin abruptly left the team for what was then termed as 
a non-football related illness. Since then, reports have surfaced that his teammate Richie Incognito was 
the ringleader of years of intimidation and harassment. Billy Davis 8:32

11/5/2013 SPOR

Recently the issue of head injuries and sports has become a heated topic. Researchers are learning 
that even seemingly moderate impacts to the head can have far more lasting effects than previously 
thought. Dave Marks 7:20

11/5/2013 ART

Johnny Cash wrote more than a thousand songs during the span of his 50-year career. The new book, 
"Johnny Cash: The Life," by former LA Times music critic Robert Hilburn takes a new, intimate look at 
the Man in Black. Robert Hilburn 15:54

11/6/2013 LAW Some big Hollywood names kick in to fund on-body cameras for LAPD officers Jahad :46

11/6/2013 DC 9th Circuit on its way to full; not so the rest of the federal courts Felde 1:01

11/6/2013 POLI
Enployment Development Departmetn explains at a hearing why unemployment checks were delayed 
this fall Orr :52

11/6/2013 EDU CSU forwards lower budget request to governor's office Guzman :54

11/6/2013 ECON Poverty is no longer restricted to inner cities Sheehy 3:57

11/6/2013 POLI Steinberg moves to strip Senator Ron Calderon of his committee posts Adler :46

11/6/2013 POLI San Bernardino voters recall City Attorney, two councilmembers Roman 3:21

11/6/2013 LAW LA City Councilman calls for review of LAX emergency procedures Bergman 2:29

11/6/2013 LAW Bell's former police chief testifies in Angela Spaccia corruption trial Moore 1:09

11/6/2013 LAW Mexican authorities found baby kidnapped by his father CC :12

11/6/2013 IMM Same sex married couple has solidified immigration status Berestein-Rojas :40

11/6/2013 POLI In interview tih NPR, Brown says Proposition 30 will provide stability to state finances CC :21

11/6/2013 LAW LA councilmembers want to regulate street vendors Fox :51



11/6/2013 LAW LAPD to install video cameras on officers Jahad :57

11/6/2013 ENT Notebook belonging to Jim Morrison will go up for auction next month CC :18

11/6/2013 LAW Santa Monica sued the FAA for control of the airport Watt 3:32

11/6/2013 POLI Event in the Forum explored the dearth of women elected to leadership positions in Los Angeles McNary 3:30

11/6/2013 LAW Ex-police chief will testify in Bell corruption trial Cuevas 1:59

11/6/2013 LAW LA County sent jail inmates to firefighting camp CC :07

11/6/2013 POLI San Bernardino voters recall City Attorney, two councilmembers McNary 1:04

11/6/2013 HEAL Workers continue repairing healthcare website CC :08

11/6/2013 SPOR Olympic Torch makes history as it blasts into space Sandford :44

11/6/2013 ECON Planned layoffs rose slightly in October CC :11

11/6/2013 POLI New mayor of NYC meets with current mayor Michael Bloomberg CC :13

11/6/2013 LAW Ex-police chief will testify in Bell corruption trial CC :13

11/6/2013 POLI LA City Councilmember calls for regulation of street vendors CC :13

11/6/2013 EDU Online petition calls for high school to ditch Arab mascot CC :12

11/6/2013 EDU Online petition calls for high school to ditch Arab mascot CC :24

11/6/2013 ENT Entertainment reporter Nikki Finke leaves website she founded Watt :46

11/6/13 POLI

A lot of ink has been spilled on how the Republican Party can take back the hearts and minds of 
Americans and recapture the White House in 2016. Some say that the party has to be able to win the 
Latino vote, others say it leads to appeal to younger voters. Ron Elving, Sean Sulliv 23:00

11/6/13 ENV

In a state in which water is truly a precious resource, millions of Californians rely on the water of the
Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta. “The Delta, where the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers join 
just south of Sacramento, provides nearly one-fifth of California’s water supply,” wrote deputy secretary 
of the California Natural Resources Agency Jerry Meral in a recent Sacramento Bee op-ed. “It is more 
than 40 percent of the water supply for Silicon Valley, 100 percent for the industries of northern Contra 
Costa County, 25 to 80 percent of the water for much of the agricultural heartland of the San Joaquin 
Valley, and one-third of the water for urban Southern California.” Jerry Meral, Bruce Rez 24:00:00



11/6/13 LAW

Over the weekend, an Indianapolis man fell 16 feet from a tree while he was out deer hunting. Tim 
Bowers had suffered a spinal injury that paralyzed him from the shoulders down and doctors said he 
would likely never breathe on his own again. His family requested that he be taken out of sedation and 
asked whether he wanted to live on after hearing his diagnosis. Gregory Stock, Alex Ca 16:00

11/6/13 TECH

Technology is supposed to be an enabling force, the thing that makes us freer, more organized, less 
stressed out. But it is also making us forget about how to do a lot of things we used to know how to do 
by heart. When was the last time you consulted a map, for example? Nicholas Carr 15:00

11/6/13 LIT
In his latest book, "Swingland," author Daniel Stern gives readers an insight into the lifestyle of 
swingers, pushing back the curtain of one of the most secretive communities. Daniel Stern 16:00

11/6/2013 POLI
Here in California, problems with our own state rollout persist, where close to one million Californians 
have learned their policies will be cancelled because they don't meet basic requirements. Dave Jones 6:05

11/6/2013 HEAL
More than 10 million uninsured Latinos is this country stand to benefit from the the ACA and could get 
access to healthcare next year, according to the HHS. But what if they can't sign up? Fernando Guerra 4:49

11/6/2013 ECON
In part 2 of the Fronteras Desk's series on hidden pockets of poverty, reporter Kate Sheehy took a look 
at this hard to find population. No 4:22

11/6/2013 LIT
Historian Doris Kearns Goodwin has written her sixth book, which looks at how President Teddy 
Roosevelt shaped the bully pulpit. Doris Kearns Goodwin 15:44

11/6/2013 SPOR

Bullying culture in the NFL might be more deeply entrenched than we thought, there are some strange 
ways to get injured and if you can believe it marriage and tasers might not be a good mix. For more on 
all this we're joined by Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, who have covered sports for ESPN and the 
L.A.Times.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 9:05

11/6/2013 DIV
To help us navigate the people in our lives who lack some important social graces is Slate's Emily 
Yoffe, best known for her Dear Prudence advice column. Emily Yoffe 5:44

11/6/2013 POLI
To label or not to label genetically modified foods, that is the question Washington state voters were 
asked to decide in yesterday's election. Amy Harmon 6:05



11/6/2013 POLI

Both Greuel and Martinez were here at KPCC last night as part of a panel about why there are so few 
women in politics in this town. KPCC political reporter Alice Walton, who moderated the event, joins the 
show to talk about the event. Alice Walton 4:29

11/6/2013 POLI
While most any citizen can become a candidate, it's a challenge to recruit supporters and raise the 
money to run a winning campaign. But help is available to get a leg up on the political ladder. No 3:40

11/6/2013 IMM
The U.S. Border Patrol recently reviewed its use of force policies, and concluded that agents will still be 
able to use deadly force against people throwing rocks. No 2:16

11/6/2013 DIV
Yesterday in the Northern California town of Rohnert Park , the Graton Resort and Casino opened its 
doors for the very first time. The $800 million Vegas-style casino was soon packed to the gills. Jeremy Hay 6:03

11/6/2013 LAW
The city of Santa Monica's lawsuit against the FAA is the latest shot in a long-standing battle over the 
airport's future. Local businesspeople are watching closely. No 3:51

11/6/2013 ART
Music supervisor Randall Poster doesn't just work on movie music, he also keeps busy producing 
records, the latest is a tribute to Donna Summer called "Love to Love You Donna". Randall Poster 9:48

11/7/2013 SCI
The California Geological Survey is tasked with mappin a fault in Hollywood that will impact developers 
in the area Totten 3:58

11/7/2013 HIST
Preservationists, Latino activists try to stop demolition of San Antonio building that was the birthplace of 
Spanish language television in the US Palacios 4:07

11/7/2013 HEAL
This is the time of year that those with employer-sponsered health insurance can make changes to their 
plan O'Neill 2:03

11/7/2013 SCI West coast reports of a fireball CC :05

11/7/2013 SCI West coast reports of a fireball CC :05

11/7/2013 EDU Advocates for at-risk students say new funding forumula won't help neediest kids Tintocalis 1:06

11/7/2013 POLI
Supreme Court considers whether prayers before public meetings need to appeal to more than one 
religion CC :13

11/7/2013 SCI Fireball that streaked through the SoCal sky last night likely came from the comet Encke Whatley 3:47

11/7/2013 HEAL FDA to require food industry to phase out trans fats CC :12

11/7/2013 HOUS Luxury homebuilder Toll Brothers acquires homebuilding business of Shapell Homes Watt :44

11/7/2013 FOR Pakistani Taliban have a new leader Galpin :50

11/7/2013 LGB European Cout of Justice has ruled that gay people at risk o fpersecution can claim asylum in the EU Price :50

11/7/2013 SCI Meteor sighting reported in Southern California CC :18

11/7/2013 POLI Mayor of Toronto keeps digging himself a hole CC :14



11/7/2013 LAW Former Bell city councilmember testified in corruption trial Moore :52

11/7/2013 LAW Former Bell city councilmember testified in corruption trial CC :20

11/7/2013 LAW Chief Beck discussed changes to LAX security Palta :58

11/7/2013 TRAN Wilshire on-ramp to 405 finally reopened CC :20

11/7/2013 ENT Fiftieth anniversary of the Cinerama Dome CC :10

11/7/2013 ENT Fiftieth anniversary of the Cinerama Dome CC :13

11/7/2013 SCI Fireball that streaked through the SoCal sky last night likely came from the comet Encke Totten 1:17

11/7/2013 TRAN Board overseeing high speed rail projects adopts alternate route through Kings County CC :10

11/7/2013 LAW National Transportation Safety Board concluded tour bus crash investigation CC :22

11/7/2013 EDU
National assessment shows CA schools improve slightly but still below national average on most 
subjects CC :13

11/7/2013 ENT Disney/Netflix make deal for four new live-action series based on Marvel characters Watt :57

11/7/2013 LAW Former Bell assistant city manager takes stand in her public corruption trial Moore 1:21

11/7/2013 TRAN High Speed Rail authority pushes forward with plans for Fresno to Bakersfield segment Orr :50

11/7/2013 POLI Activists push for immigration reform, hold sit-in in Bakersfield Berestein-Rojas :44

11/7/2013 LAW
LA jury awarded 840-thousand dollars to inmates who accused the Sheriff's Department of physical 
abuse Palta 1:10

11/7/2013 ECON Poor students make up majority of kids in public schools in the West Morales 4:07

11/7/13 HEAL

While food industry biggies like McDonald's, Walmart and others have tapered off use of trans fats, 
today the Food and Drug Administration said all food manufacturers gradually ought to eliminate the 
ingredient. Commissioner Margaret Hamburg said an all-out ban could prevent 7,000 deaths a year and 
20,000 heart attacks. Fred Kummerow, John 19:00

11/7/13 SCI

Residents of Southern California were treated to a rare sight last light, when a bright streak of light 
flashed across the sky. Witnesses began reporting the sighting about 8 p.m. -- some as far away as 
San Diego -- and took to Twitter with their questions and testimonies. Ed Krupp 6:00



11/7/13 SCI

The European satellite, called the Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer (or 
GOCE), has been out of fuel since late October and will fall back to Earth sometime in the next several 
days. Stephen Clark 6:00

11/7/13 HEAL

Some therapists are now advocating the concept that affairs can save and strengthen a marriage. The 
idea is that the affair can be a wake-up-call for the couple, and be used as an opportunity to directly 
confront issues in the relationship. In other words, the affair can be the catalyst that can save their 
marriage. Emily Brown 17:00

11/7/13 POLI

Los Angeles County is the most populous county in the United States. More than a quarter of 
Californians live there and most of its residents, some 60 percent, are Latino. But only one of the five LA
County Board of Supervisors is Latino – Gloria Molina. Supervisor Molina was elected to the board over 
two decades ago, after the U.S. Justice Department got involved in redistricting and said that not 
creating a Latino seat would violate the Voting Rights Act. Gloria Molina, Jessica L 13:00

11/7/13 ENV

California is the only state other than Texas that doesn’t regulate its groundwater. The California 
Constitution says that an owner of a property that lies above an aquifer can pump “reasonable amounts”
from it if it’s put to good use—like drinking or watering crops. Jay Famiglietti, Chris S 18:00

11/7/13 YOUT

Want to find a place to eat? Read the news? Talk to you friends? Do you need a flashlight? Well there’s 
an app for all of that. But how does having everything you need at your fingertips (literally) affect 
creativity? Katie Davis, 17:00

11/7/2013 TECH
Twitter's initial public offering went live today on the New York Stock Exchange. Before trading began it 
was valued at $26 a share, but it quickly shot up to $45 a share as soon as trading started. Kevin Roose 4:39

11/7/2013 ECON
A new report out this week shows home prices in San Francisco are skyrocketing, as are evictions. For 
more on this, we're joined by Marisa Lagos of the San Francisco Chronicle Marisa Lagos 6:52

11/7/2013 FORE
If you are a fan and consumer of Mexican Coca Cola, that uber-sweet bottled version of Coke made 
with cane sugar, we've got two words for you: don't panic. Ricardo Lopez 2:44

11/7/2013 ENV

Wildlife preservationists are alarmed by news that a young, male mountain lion was killed while trying to 
cross the 101 freeway near Agora Hills. The busy freeway creates a barrier between two large areas of 
open space, and scientists say it's limiting the big cats' genetic pool. Seth Riley 5:11

11/7/2013 HEAL
It's time now for our regular health care explainer, which we call Ask Emily with Emily Bazar, senior 
writer with the California Health Care Foundation Center for Health Reporting. Emily Bazar 5:10



11/7/2013 EDUC
According to a recent study from the Southern Education Foundation, poor students now make up a 
majority of kids in public schools in the West. No 4:28

11/7/2013 ENV
How do you map something you can't see? That's the question geologists are facing as they try to pin-
point the location of a major earthquake fault in Hollywood. No 5:48

11/7/2013 ART
Fifty years ago today, a unique movie theater opened at 6360 Sunset Boulevard, ushering in a new era 
of film entertainment. Chris Nichols 7:06

11/7/2013 POLI
It's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout California. To help us with 
that we're joined in studio now by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 14:41

11/7/2013 LIT
What if Captain Kirk and Spock hooked up? Writers of male-male fiction (or m/m) construct romance 
novels, comics, and stories. And it's primarily written by heterosexual women, for heterosexual women.

Jan Suzukawa, Zach 
Pincus-Roth 10:44

11/7/2013 DIV Time now to dip into the comment box, our opportunity to hear from you about the work we're doing. No 3:07

11/7/2013 ART
Casting is often overlooked, but choosing which actors fill what roles is perhaps one of the most crucial 
jobs of all. Documentary filmmaker Tom Donohue shares their stories in, "Casting By." Tom Donahue 8:41

11/7/2013 ENT
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show, 
join Take Two with this week's conversation starters.

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 5:25

11/8/2013 LAW Former Bell Asst City Manager Angela Spaccia testifies for a second day Moore 1:08

11/8/2013 DIS SoCal Filipinos react to the typhoon Berestein-Rojas 1:19

11/8/2013 LAW Man wrongfully convicted in 1979 murder released from prison CC :09

11/8/2013 ENV LA Zoo clinic treats sick condors for lead poisoning Kim 3:12

11/8/2013 ENV Mapping earthquake faults has slowed due to budget cuts Stoltze 4:11

11/8/2013 ENT Larry and KPCC critics Tim Cogshell, Claudia Puig and Charles Solomon review this week's releases Mantle 3:01

11/8/2013 EDU California schools still trail other states in test scores Pringle :20

11/8/2013 LAW 54 people arrested while protesting opening of Chinatown Walmart CC :15

11/8/2013 POLI Gov Brown confronted by anti-fracking protestors Miller :59



11/8/2013 HEAL Valley Fever is largely a mystery Khokha 1:15

11/8/2013 DIS Typhoon wreaks havoc in the Philippines CC :20

11/8/2013 LAW Testimony continues today in the Angela Spaccia public corruption trial CC :14

11/8/2013 LAW Some people busted for DUI in Orange County may be off the hook Whatley :43

11/8/2013 LAW Wrongfully convicted man released after 34 years in prison CC :16

11/8/2013 LAW LAPD identified man who killed a mother of five working at a store in South LA CC :15

11/8/2013 LAW Co-founder of Pinkberry convicted of attacking a transient with a tire iron Stoltze :38

11/8/2013 LAW Federal judge appoints attorney for man accused of shooting spree at LAX Palta 1:10

11/8/2013 LAW Man wrongfully convicted in 1979 murder released from prison CC :14

11/8/2013 LAW Former Bell Asst City Manager Angela Spaccia testifies for a second day Moore 1:00

11/8/2013 LAW LAPD identified man who killed a mother of five working at a store in South LA Fox :47

11/8/2013 ECON Job growth exceeded expectations in October Watt 1:03

11/8/2013 POLI Former Bell Asst City Manager Angela Spaccia testifies for a second day CC :12

11/8/2013 ENV Sen Boxer calls on oil company to cease operations during investigation into fumes CC :16

11/8/2013 TRAN Orange County delays vote on 405 toll lanes CC :26

11/8/2013 SPOR Magic Johnson hosts an Obama fundraiser Bergman :55

11/8/2013 TRAN Orange County delays vote on 405 toll lanes Joyce 1:04

11/8/2013 POLI State Sen Ron Calderon responds to a call for his resignation Walton :49

11/8/2013 LAW Man who spent more than three decades in prison after being wrongfully convicted is free Stoltze 1:30

11/8/2013 ENV Sen Boxer calls on oil company to cease operations during investigation into fumes Kim 1:14

11/8/2013 ENT Blizz Con brings gamers to Anaheim Roman 3:12



11/8/13 POLI

Secretary of State John Kerry is in Geneva today to hammer out an interim nuclear agreement with Iran
Kerry’s presence is spurring speculation that a deal was imminent, but he told reporters that there are 
still many obstacles that need to be resolved before an agreement could be reached. Patrick McDonnell, Siam 17:00

11/8/13 POLI
President Obama apologized yesterday to Americans who are being dropped from their current 
insurance plans because the plans don’t meet the standard for the new health care law. Edward- Isaac Dovere, 12:00

11/8/13 HIST

In 2003, radio producer Dave Isay founded StoryCorps to capture the American voice. He wanted to 
give all Americans the chance to preserve and share their stories with others. Since its inceptions, two 
trailers have traveled all across the country listening, and gathering stories from people. So far the team 
has collected over 45,000 stories. Our Airtalk host, Larry Mantle shared in a conversation with David 
about the power of the human bond and the connection in these stories. 19:00

11/8/13 ENT

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Tim Cogshell, Claudia Puig and Charles Solomon to review this 
week’s releases, including Thor: The Dark World, The Book Thief, The Wind Rises and more! TGI-
FilmWeek! Tim Cogshell, Claudia P 33:00:00

11/8/13 ENT

It’s two months away from the new year, but Hollywood is already gearing up for what’s going to happen 
in 2014. The Golden Globes is taking place in January and the Oscars follows a couple months later. In 
the next couple of months, movie studios big and small will roll out with their award hopefuls. Tim Cogshell, Claudia P 15:00

11/8/2013 POLI
Yesterday was a big day for testimony in the public corruption trial of former assistant Bell city manager 
Angela Spaccia (SPA- chuh). Spaccia. Corey Moore 5:08

11/8/2013 HEAL
Closing arguments were heard yesterday in a trial about whether the heavy use of pepper spray on 
mentally ill inmates by guards is a violation of civil rights. Paige St. John 5:41

11/8/2013 POLI
The President's sorry. Chris Christie lands on the cover of Time. And, is the Tea Party on the ropes? All 
dissected on The Flashback.

David Gura, Nancy 
Cook 15:55

11/8/2013 ENT
Tyler the Creator is founder of the hip hop, collective group, Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All. He's a 
controversial figure — and at the age of 22, he's built a movement. Tyler The Creator 10:41

11/8/2013 ART If you're a fan of mid-century architecture, we've got just the thing for you. Charles Phoenix 5:06

11/8/2013 IMM
Did angry anti-immigrant rhetoric lead to the killing of a 37-year-old Ecuadorian immigrant in Patchogue, 
N.Y., in 2008? A new book looks at the case. Mirta Ojito 10:03



11/8/2013 HIST

1913 was a big year for Los Angeles. The LA Aqueduct opened The La Brea Tar Pits were first 
excavated. It got us wondering what else was happening a century ago. It turns out, a lot. For more on 
this formative year, Take Two spoke with Bill Deverell. He's a history professor at USC and Director of 
the Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West at the Huntington Library. Bill Deverell 11:42

11/8/2013 ART

Mexican filmmakers have come to prominence over the last decade with daring and exciting movies like
Amores Perros, Y Tu Mama Tambien, Pan's Labyrinth and Children of Men.But now, mainstream 
Mexican movies are making it big at the box office too. Daniel Morales 8:01

11/8/2013 ART
Actor Emile Hirsch has made a name for himself with riveting performances in films like "Into the Wild" 
and "Milk." His latest film is "The Motel Life." Emile Hirsch 6:23

11/9/2013 MIL Dodgers choose 100 military members to take batting practice on Veterans Day Roman 2:34

11/9/2013 ENT Thousands attend World of Warcraft convention in Anaheim CC :16

11/9/2013 ENT Thousands attend World of Warcraft convention in Anaheim CC :12

11/9/2013 ENT Asian-American protesters gathered outside ABC, call for suspension of Jimmy Kimmel CC :15

11/9/2013 HIST

This week, Amazon chose Leon Leyson's memoir, "The Boy on the Wooden Box: How the Impossible 
Became Possible," one of its best books of 2013. In 2011, journalist Camille Hahn interviewed Leyson 
for Off-Ramp. He was her father-in-law. We've posted a condensed version of her piece.

Camille Hahn / Leon 
Leyson 7:26:00

11/9/2013 HIST

Legendary rock singer Janis Joplin got her star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame Monday, 43 years after 
her death from a heroin overdose at the Landmark Motor Hotel in Hollywood. John Rabe went to the 
Hollywood Walk ceremony for Joplin's induction and heard from record executive Clive Davis. Kris 
Kristofferson was there to perform a version of "Me and Bobby McGee."

John Rabe / Clive 
Davis / Kris 
Kristofferson 4:21:00

11/9/2013 ART

Jaime Hernandez, born in Oxnard, is a giant of the comics world, and is beloved by Pulitzer Prize 
winning novelist Junot Diaz. That's why when Diaz released a special edition of "This Is How You Lose 
Her," his latest collection of stories about the semi-autobiographical Yunior, he asked Jaime Hernandez 
to do the illustrations. Hernandez talked with Off-Ramp Producer Kevin Ferguson.

Kevin Ferguson / 
Jaime Hernandez 4:21:00

11/9/2013 MEDI Dylan Brody's comedic commentary on an interaction he had with a neighboor. Dylan Brody 4:02:00



11/9/2013 ART

Jerry Gorin talks with Ann Philbin, director of the Hammer Museum about a new pop-up village called 
Arts ReStore, that includes 18 different vendors spread out in various temporarily re-claimed 
storefronts, including Iko Iko, Loyal Dean, and Iron Curtain Press. The three-week event also includes a 
series of workshops and performances.

Jerry Gorin / Ann 
Philbin / Bridgid 
Coulter 3:53:00

11/9/2013 ART

John Rabe goes to Samuel Freeman Gallery to see actor/painter Martin Mull's new collection of works. 
The big paintings and small pencil drawings at first look like slightly hazy photos of suburbia. But look 
closer and the quintessential Valley dad has a grimacing clown's face, nudes saunter around fetchingly 
and acrobats appear out of nowhere.

John Rabe / David 
Steinberg / Seth 
Green / Martin Short / 
Bob Odenkirk / Allen 
Rucker 6:18:00

11/9/2013 ART

John Rabe talks with filmmaker Agnès Varda about her installation "Agnès Varda in Californialand," on 
view through June 22 at the Broad Contemporary Art Museum at LACMA. The exhibition considers "the 
place of film within a museum context.

John Rabe / Agnès 
Varda 3:14:00

11/10/2013 POLI Cal State Senate leader errs on the sdie of protecting the public during the FBI probe of Ron Calderon CC :15

11/10/2013 HEAL CA's largest healthcare workers union files pair of ballot initiatives CC :12

11/10/2013 MIL Dodgers choose 100 military members to take batting practice on Veterans Day CC :07

11/10/2013 ENV Typhoon relief efforts underway in Southern California Stoltze 2:32

11/10/2013 LAW Officials try to determine cause of hot air balloon explosion CC :11

11/10/2013 DIS SoCal Filipinos react to the typhoon CC :18

11/10/2013 LAW Officials try to determine cause of hot air balloon explosion CC :04

11/10/2013 DIS SoCal Filipinos react to the typhoon CC :13

11/10/2013 DIS Philippines struck by a powerful typhoon CC :09

11/10/2013 ENV Glen Canyon Dam opens floodgates tomorrow, tries to restore beaches and habitats in Grand Canyon Morales 1:28

11/10/2013 POLI Initiative would cap medical malpractice damages Adler 1:29

11/10/2013 POLI Initiative would cap medical malpractice damages CC :11

11/10/2013 POLI Initiative would cap medical malpractice damages CC :11

11/10/2013 POLI UC Berkeley Bancroft Library organizes Pat Brown archive CC :15



11/11/2013 Loh Life Sad Loh 2:31

11/11/2013 POLI Cal State Senate leader errs on the sdie of protecting the public during the FBI probe of Ron Calderon CC :18

11/11/2013 DC Annual fight over Armenian genocide focused on a rug this year Felde 1:01

11/11/2013 HEAL Covered CA to unveil first data on health insurance enrollment Tuesday Jahad :47

11/11/2013 EDU Community College board votes Tuesday on tying fee waivers to grades Jahad :56

11/11/2013 ART Traveling art teachers provide most of LAUSD's art instruction for elementary students Plummer 4:05

11/11/2013 MIL OC labor unions host Veterans Day celebration CC :11

11/11/2013 MIL Corporate America is on a mission to hire unemployed vets Huang 4:29

11/11/2013 RELI Sunday Assembly for athiests attracted several hundred non-belivers CC :06

11/11/2013 RELI Sunday Assembly for athiests attracted several hundred non-belivers CC :10

11/11/2013 SPOR Chargers lose to the Broncos CC :14

11/11/2013 HEAL People buying health coverage should expect a different set of doctors in 2014 CC :18

11/11/2013 DIS Typhoon survivors try to escape the Philippines on any flight they can CC :15

11/11/2013 DIS Rock slide blocks all lanes of Las Virgenes in Malibu CC :07

11/11/2013 HEAL The VA has been working to reduce backlog in providing health care for vets Glantz 4:21

11/11/2013 MIL LA Mayor Garcetti commemorates Veterans Day Moore 1:00

11/11/2013 DIS Typhoon is discussed at UN climate talks CC :09

11/11/2013 DIS Southern California Filipinos report difficulty getting in touch with relatives in homeland CC :18

11/11/2013 ENV California turns to cloud seeding during the second year of drought CC :14

11/11/2013 MIL Report shows there is limited data to track how well states find jobs for vets CC :13

11/11/2013 LAW Open service tomorrow morning at Sports Arena for TSA shooting victim Hurtes :50

11/11/2013 POLI Desert Hot Springs is latest CA city to face insolvency McNary :42



11/11/2013 DIS Philippines struck by a powerful typhoon Stoltze 2:42

11/11/2013 MIL California joins national mentoring effort intended to help women vets, military spouses CC :17

11/11/2013 DIS Philippines struck by a powerful typhoon CC :16

11/11/2013 ECON Amazon and USPS strike a deal for Sunday delivery CC :22

11/11/2013 EDU Study: California has most foreign college students of any state Guzman :55

11/11/2013 DC Why's Congress working so little? Felde 4:06

11/11/2013 SCI
Haiyan was a big storm that develoed at just the right moment to become massive, but is not 
unprecedented Totten 1:04

11/11/2013 LAW Opponents try to repeal law extending rights of transgender students Orr :56

11/11/2013 LAW Opponents try to repeal law extending rights of transgender students CC :14

11/11/2013 MIL Job-mentoring program for female vets and military spouses is up and running Adler :49

11/11/2013 ECON Relief efforts are underway for Typhoon Haiyan Lee 1:29

11/11/2013 POLI State Senate Rules Committee considers stripping Calderon of committee assignments CC :14

11/11/2013 ENT Independent film world descends on Santa Monica Watt 1:35

11/11/2013 DIS Communication is still down in the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan Berestein-Rojas 2:25

11/11/2013 IMM 3-part report on small rural towns trying to provide social services for their diverse population Swanson 4:24

11/11/2013 POLI Initiative would cap medical malpractice damages CC :11

11/11/2013 POLI Initiative would cap medical malpractice damages CC :11

11/11/2013 HIST UC Berkeley Bancroft Library organizes Pat Brown archive CC :15

11/11/2013 ART "Thor" thunders to the top of the box office Jahad :46

11/11/13 FOR

Typhoon-ravaged Philippine islands faced a daunting relief effort that had barely begun Monday, as 
bloated bodies lay uncollected and uncounted in the streets and survivors pleaded for food, water and 
medicine. Tony Lagman, Joy Prim 14:00



11/11/13 ENV

Last week another Tesla Motors Model S sedan caught fire after a traffic accident. The vehicle was the 
the third in six weeks for Tesla. Federal vehicle safety regulators are looking into the incident and 
according to reports Tesla is in touch with the person injured in the most recent Tennessee incident. David Baker, Joseph B 10:00

11/11/13 TECH
Among his advice for earthlings: Don't visualize success, care what others think, and always sweat the 
small stuff. Col. Hadfield joins AirTalk for a live, in-studio interview. Col. Chris Hadfield 22:00

11/11/13 FOR

The U.S. has lost its voting rights at Unesco, two years after withholding financial dues to the 
organization after Palestine was admitted as member. US contribution accounts for some 22 percent of 
Unesco’s budget and the Paris-based organization felt the financial impact right away. Esther Brimmer,Jonath 13:00

11/11/13 ECON

A report released by a California State Auditor found that the state’s Employment Development 
Department (EDD) has failed to help jobless veterans find jobs. Furthermore, the report found that 
personal data of veterans are vulnerable to being hacked. Elaine Howle,Paul Free 9:00

11/11/13 FOR

A trial happening right now in London dragged two former editors of the now defunct News of the World 
into the spotlight over a telephone-hacking scandal that rocked the media establishment. At its core is 
one of the most fascinating and influential media tycoons of the modern era - Rupert Murdoch. David Folkenflik, 24:00:00

11/11/2013 FORE

Five months ago, Jeffrey Ilegan left his home in the Philippines to pursue ministry opportunities in the 
United States. He left his wife and three kids in the hopes of creating a better life not only for himself, bu
for those he hoped to serve.  Jeffrey Ilegan 6:48

11/11/2013 ART
Ben Patrick Johnson is a major voiceover artists in Hollywood, one of fewer than a dozen of his kind. 
Part of Take Two's series on weird jobs in the Industry. Ben Patrick Johnson 7:59

11/11/2013 EDUC
Linda Mouradian is a 'traveling music teacher' who drives to different elementary schools in the valley 
where she teaches strings, woodwind and brass. No 5:42

11/11/2013 MIL
In March, the Center for Investigative Reporting revealed serious delays in providing health care to 
more than 250,000 veterans No 5:11

11/11/2013 ENT
Time for On the Lot, our weekly summary of news from the movie business with LA Times reporter 
Rebecca Keegan. Rebecca Keegan 6:33

11/11/2013 IMM
Thanks in part to the meat-packing industry, small, rural towns have become a key frontier. But these 
small towns struggle to provide the social services needed by such a diverse population. No 5:32



11/11/2013 TECH

The issue of net neutrality has popped up in a U.S. Court of Appeals in the D.C. Circuit Court and a 
judge will decide soon whether net neutrality is a viable law. And depending on the decision - it could 
completely change the way that you browse websites. Brooks Boliek 6:45

11/11/2013 MIL
It's hard to understand what life on the battlefield is like if you've never been there, but you can get a 
glimpse of that life through the letters written by those who have been to war.  Andrew Carroll 8:51

11/11/2013 MIL Corporate America has been on a mission to hire unemployed veterans. No 5:11

11/11/2013 ENV
In the central Philippines, stunned survivors have been picking through the remains of their homes and 
pleading for food and medicine as Typhoon Haiyan makes its way No 3:02

11/11/2013 SPOR Football great Fresno State is 9-0, so what's preventing fans from celebrating? Joe Moore 9:02

11/11/2013 LIT
Spirituality can come in all forms, but for one man, facing some incredibly huge challenges, faith came 
in the form of a daily email. Joshua Dubois 8:26

11/12/2013 OC
The Irvine city council tonight (TUE) is considering a proposal that would scale back original plans for 
Great Park Joyce 3:34

11/12/2013 POLI CA State Senator Calderon accused of taking bribes stripped of committee assignments CC :16

11/12/2013 ECON Several dozen CA counties say the Dept. of Fish and Wildlife owes them millions in fees Moffit :47

11/12/2013 ECON Several dozen CA counties say the Dept. of Fish and Wildlife owes them millions in fees CC :18

11/12/2013 LAW Memorial for TSA officer Gerardo Hernandez killed in LAX shooting Aguilar 1:42

11/12/2013 POLI Desert Hot Springs is latest CA city to face insolvency Nash 3:57

11/12/2013 LAW Stanford Law study examines how CA counties spending realignment money Palta 1:12

11/12/2013 DIS Tacloban So Cal transplants help typhoon victims Huang 1:01

11/12/2013 ENT
The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce helt its second "State of the Entertainment Industry Conference" 
today (TUE) Watt 2:00

11/12/2013 LAW Testimony continues today in the Angela Spaccia public corruption trial Moore 1:04

11/12/2013 SAC
Democrat Ron Calderon has been removed from his committee assignments pending the outcome of 
the FBI's investigation Adler 1:18

11/12/2013 IMM 3-part report on small rural towns trying to provide social services for their diverse population Lowe 4:44

11/12/2013 POLI Reaction to Republican State Senator Bill Emmerson announcing resignation McNary 1:16

11/12/2013 ECON
The California Coastal Commission is expected to decide tomorrow (WED) whether to green-light a 
desalination plant in Huntington Beach Joyce 3:50

11/12/2013 EDU UC president's $5 million pledge sheds light on plight of graduate students Guzman 3:44



11/12/2013 LAW A profile of the Los Angeles Airport Police after a shooting at LAX Aguilar 4:12

11/12/2013 TRAN LA continues to be the most clogged-up city in the US according to the TomTom Traffic Index Lacter 4:02

11/12/2013 DIS
Aid workers are trying to deliver medical supplies, water, and food to victims of Typhoon Haiyan in the 
Philippines CC :08

11/12/2013 RELI
The Vatican ambassador to the US says American bishops should make Roman Catholics feel more at 
home in church CC :08

11/12/2013 ECON Relief efforts continue for Typhoon Haiyan CC :14

11/12/2013 SCI
The head of the Philippines delegation says he believes there is  direct link between Typhoon Haiyan 
and climate change CC :13

11/12/2013 ENT
Movie moguls and local lawmakers are gathered (MON) in LA for a conference on the region's 
entertainment industry Watt :24

11/12/2013 POLI US Treasury Secretary Jack Lew has begun (TUE) a 5-country tour of Asia Mullen :57

11/12/2013 LAW Spaccia is set to continue testifying this afternoon (TUES) Moore :45

11/12/2013 LAW A public memorial is underway to honor TSA officer Gerardo Hernandez CC :15

11/12/2013 LAW A public memorial is underway to honor TSA officer Gerardo Hernandez CC :04

11/12/2013 LAW Friends and family remember TSA officer Gerardo Hernandez CC :13

11/12/2013 ART The new World Trade Center will be the tallest building in the US when it's finished CC :13

11/12/2013 IMM
The ACLU is challenging how the "show me your papers" provision of Arizona's immigration law is 
enforced Joffe-Block :41

11/12/2013 EDU LA Unified school board to decide future of iPad program CC :13

11/12/2013 DC Democraphic changes not slam dunk for Democrats Felde 1:01

11/12/2013 OC
The Irvine city council tonight (TUE) is considering a proposal that would scale back original plans for 
Great Park CC :08

11/12/2013 EDU Bill to be introduced in DC would be first step in President Obama's campaign for universal preschool Fernandes 1:09

11/12/13 FOR

More than 190 countries are represented in Warsaw today, as the debate over how to deal with climate 
change beyond 2020 continues. The 19th session of the Conference of the Parties to the U.N. 
Framework Convention on Climate Change is set to run through November 22. John Abraham, Dr. Pet 23:00

11/12/13 EDU
When you take into account the history of migration, economics, religions and political opinion, the 
internal divides in America are less intuitive and much more stark. Colin Woodard 16:00

11/12/13 EDU
A new study from the Max Planack Institute for Psycholinguistics in the Netherlands found that the word
“Huh” could be a universal understood word. Timothy Stowell 7:00



11/12/13 TRAN
More and more people want to be connected at all times and that impulse extends to those who are 
flying thousands of feet above ground on an airplane. Rick Baldridge, Patrick 16:00

11/12/13 ART
What is the etiquette of ending relationships online and over social? Should that ever be done? Have 
you tried it? Jessica Carbino 11:00

11/12/13 ART
What’s behind the phenomenal success of entertainment businesses such as Warner Bros., Marvel 
Entertainment, and the NFL—along with such stars as Jay-Z, Lady Gaga, and LeBron James? Anita Elberse, 17:00

11/12/2013 FORE
Several organizations here in the U.S. are assisting in the relief efforts and gearing up to aid victims of 
Supertyphoon Haiyan any way they can. One of these groups is called Team Rubicon. Mike Lee 7:47

11/12/2013 FORE

For many, this aid money comes on top of regular remittances that they send back to their family 
members in The Philippines. All this cash may be a major force in what rebuilds the country and 
people's homes. Jay Gonzalez 6:30

11/12/2013 ECON

The Coachella Valley town of Desert Hot Springs is running a deficit of more than $3 million, or about 20
percent of its total revenue. Among the solutions are to declare municipal bankruptcy, or dis-incorporate 
the town, which is home to about 25,000 people. Dave Nyczepir 4:27

11/12/2013 ENV

Birds are having a tough time trying to fly through the heat given off by solar thermal projects that have 
sprung up all over the California desert. With more of these projects looking to get green lit, what will 
that mean for the birds that are just trying to fly on through? K Kaufman 6:04

11/12/2013 SECU
After the Nov. 1 shooting at LAX, many wondered, "What is the L.A. Airport Police Division? Where 
does it patrol? How long has it been operating?" We provide some answers. No 4:34

11/12/2013 LAW
Several salads and sandwiches sold at Trader Joe's and Whole Foods have been recalled over fears of 
E. Coli contamination.  Amy Westervelt 5:56

11/12/2013 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday, our regular segment in which we talk about the best in new music. 
This week we're joined by Oliver Wang of Soul-Sides.com and music supervisor Morgan Rhodes.

Oliver Wang, Morgan 
Rhodes 10:02

11/12/2013 ENV
Back in 1946, the idea of making rain was shrouded in magic and often fraud. Now, more than half a 
century later, cloud-seeding has been proven to work and be cost-effective. Dudley McFadden 5:05



11/12/2013 FORE

In The Philippines, communications are still down, days after Typhoon Haiyan slammed into the island 
nation. KPCC's Leslie Berestein-Rojas says families there, and abroad, are becoming desperate for 
news about loved ones. No 2:50

11/12/2013 ENV
As the Philippines tries to recover from Typhoon Haiyan, scientists are looking more closely at the 
storm. Quirin Schiermeier 5:12

11/12/2013 FORE
Authorities in the Mexican border city of Juárez are finalizing their investigation into the cause of a 
deadly explosion at a candy factory last month. No 10:10

11/12/2013 EDUC
Smartphones, laptops and tablets are ubiquitous today, but it wasn't always that way. It used to be that 
most learned to communicate via the typewriter. No 4:35

11/12/2013 POLI

Senator Ron Calderon has been a huge booster of TV and film production in L.A. as a member of the 
California Film Commission's board, but he was removed from that position due to an ongoing FBI 
investigation involving bribes. Brian Watt 6:15

11/12/2013 ECON
Peggy Lowe of Harvest Public Media reports from Garden City, Kansas. City leaders there are 
embracing the town's cultural change, which is driven by its newest citizens. No 5:19

11/12/2013 ART
Photographer Tyler Shields has made a name for himself with celebrity photographs that are definitely 
NOT your standard TMZ fare. Tyler Shields 9:24

11/13/2013 HEAL Covered California says almost 60-thousand people have enrolled ni health exchange CC :09

11/13/2013 POLI Local politicians call for the resignation of state Sen Ron Calderon Walton 1:31

11/13/2013 ART Group calls for more access and restoration of LA's Southwest Museum Fox 1:23

11/13/2013 ECON Joint haring on what fast food jobs cost taxpayers CC :09

11/13/2013 ECON State regulators impose fines on LA foster care agency for delays in finding homes for children Palta 1:00

11/13/2013 EDU LA Unified is producing videos to promote its iPad program Gilbertson 2:19

11/13/2013 POLI Bell's former assistant city manager spends fourth day on witness stand in corruption trial Moore 1:05

11/13/2013 HEAL Covered California says almost 60-thousand people have enrolled ni health exchange Roman 3:37

11/13/2013 SPOR Dodgers pitcher Clayton Kerhsaw wins National League Cy Young award CC :11

11/13/2013 LAW Bones found in makeshift graves in the Mojave Desert CC :09

11/13/2013 HEAL
City of Compton opens farmers market, tries to address health problems through the younger 
generation Fernandes 4:04

11/13/2013 TRAN New company rents your car while you're on vacation Bergman 3:19

11/13/2013 DIS Reporters return from Philippines, tell their stories CC :12



11/13/2013 POLI State Senate Rules Committee votes to strip Calderon of committee assignments CC :15

11/13/2013 POLI 2014 ballot is a hot topic in Sacramento Detrow 2:29

11/13/2013 FOR Curfew in place in hardest hit area of Philippines CC :16

11/13/2013 HOUS CA legislature discusses homeless problem Orr :46

11/13/2013 EDU UC president handles possible strike Pringle :58

11/13/2013 EDU LAUSD voted to continue iPad rollout Gilbertson 2:47

11/13/2013 POLI Irvine City Council delayed decision to scale back plans for OC Great Park Julian 3:36

11/13/2013 POLI Irvine City Council delayed decision to scale back plans for OC Great Park CC :09

11/13/2013 ECON Old gold mining town for sale in CA CC :10

11/13/2013 EDU UC President proposes tuition freeze CC :17

11/13/2013 HEAL Delay in aid puts public health at risk in post-typhooon Philappines CC :17

11/13/2013 POLI Local elected officials call on State Sen Ron Calderon to resign Stoltze 1:15

11/13/2013 HIST Demolition continues on the building that housed the first Spanish language television station Palacios 1:14

11/13/2013 LAW Bones found in makeshift graves in the Mojave Desert CC :11

11/13/2013 POLI Group of local elected officials call on State Sen Ron Calderon to resign CC :09

11/13/2013 HEAL Darrell Issa pushes for repeal of health care law CC :13

11/13/2013 ART Bruce Reed to become president of Broad Foundation Plummer :47

11/13/2013 POLI Toronto mayor admits to buying illegal drugs in last two years CC :17

11/13/2013 DC Mostly Democrats unveil early education bill Felde 1:02

11/13/2013 MIL Four marines killed in a training accident at Camp Pendleton CC :11

11/13/2013 EDU New UC president announces tution, research, energy, student transfer plans Guzman 2:00

11/13/2013 ENV Cal Costal Commission hears arguments for and against new desalination plant CC :22



11/13/13 HEAL

The American Heart Association and American College of Cardiology--two of the leading cardiovascular
associations in the country-- have released new guidelines on heart disease prevention. The new 
recommendations drastically increase the number of people that could be put on statins to reduce the 
risk of heart attacks and stroke. Dr. Nathan Wong, Dr. R 13:00

11/13/13 POLI

Public meetings are being held this week to determine the fate of the Devil’s Gate Dam in Hahamungna 
Watershed Park. The County Board of Supervisors will be deciding on a new plan to remove part of the 
natural ecosystem that developed in the watershed after the 2008 Station Fire and return it back into a 
dam. Mark Pestrella, Edel Viz 18:00

11/13/13 MEDI
What do a Singer sewing machine, the Declaration of Independence and Dorothy’s ruby slippers have 
in common? These three objects (and 98 others) are a vital part of the history of our country. Richard Kurin, 15:00

11/13/13 POLI
If you liked your health insurance, and didn’t get to keep it, you might still get to keep it. Later this week 
the House will vote on a bill called the Keep Your Health Plan Act. Josh Gerstein, Nancy M 21:00

11/13/13 MEDI

Veteran political reporters Mark Halperin and John Heilemann gave us all of the juicy details of Barack 
Obama's win over Hillary Clinton and John McCain in 2008 with their political bestseller Game Change. 
Now the reporter duo are back with a sequel that airs all of the dirty laundry from the 2012 presidential 
election. Mark Halperin,John He 26:00:00

11/13/2013 HEAL

Many Americans who bought their own plans in the private market are finding that some insurance 
plans are being cancelled because they don't meet the minimum requirements under the law. There are 
proposals in Congress, from both Republicans and Democrats to fix this, but some worry they may do 
more harm than good. Sam Baker 7:10

11/13/2013 ENV
Basic needs like food, clean water, and shelter are still hard to come by, and, if not addressed soon, this
natural health disaster could evolve into a public health threat. Jesse Bliss 6:59

11/13/2013 ENV

Tonight, Filipino-Americans will hold a special mass at the St. Philomena Church in Carson for the 
survivors of Typhoon Haiyan. The organizers of the event are a tight-knit community of immigrants from 
Tacloban, the coastal city hardest-hit by the typhoon. No 3:33

11/13/2013 SCIE
While hunting for fossils in the Himalayas, a team of researchers found the skull of a cat. A big and very 
old cat. 4.4 million years old, to be precise. Jack Tseng 6:03

11/13/2013 ENV
The sanctuary housing Meatball the Bear is trying to wrest control of the Twitter account and its 
associated copyrighted name from bear advocate Sarah Aujero. Brittany Levine 5:39



11/13/2013 SPOR
The Dolphins can't swim away from controversy, when going for a run is a punishable offense and how 
a full, flowing head of hair can be charitable as well as beautiful.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 9:09

11/13/2013 ENT
An ad recently posted on Craigslist offers the chance for a modern-day pioneer to purchase the small 
gold mining town of Seneca for the low cost of $225,000. Jeff Potter 6:33

11/13/2013 SPOR
According to Daniel Kaplan of Sports Business Journal, the National Football League has told teams 
that the league owns the L.A. market. Daniel Kaplan 4:53

11/13/2013 POLI
The ballot for November of 2014 already's a hot topic in Sacramento, particularly the propositions, as 
The California Report's Scott Detrow explains. No 2:47

11/13/2013 ENV
In Newport Beach, a crowd has gathered for a California Coastal Commission meeting about a 
proposed desalination plant in Huntington Beach. Ed Joyce 3:38

11/13/2013 TECH
Capturing memories with your phone can be a disorganized, disjointed process. Host A Martinez 
speaks with Jacqui Cheng about apps that help you capture your most unique moments in unique ways.Jacqui Cheng 4:03

11/13/2013 EDUC
The City of Compton recently opened a farmer's market, and some are trying to address healthy eating 
problems by focusing on the city's youngest residents. KPCC's Deepa Fernandes reports. No 4:51

11/13/2013 HEAL
Ever since the large meatpacking plants moved from places like Kansas City and Chicago, rural 
Midwestern towns have been dealing with a huge influx of immigrants. No 5:24

11/13/2013 ECON
For decades, Americans have started their day with one of the easier dishes to prepare: cereal. Lately, 
however, cereal companies have been looking at some soggy sales. Topher Ellis 7:25

11/13/2013 ECON What if instead of paying to park your car at the airport, someone paid you to leave it there? No 3:35

11/13/2013 SCIE

Many people have thrown around the idea of creating a base on the moon, but there are some major 
issues. New Yorker writer Kate Greene joins the show to discuss her article about the dangers of moon 
dust. Kate Greene 4:18

11/14/2013 TRAN Taxis lose business to rideshare companies Bergman 3:58

11/14/2013 ENV Dead hiker identified Kim 3:07

11/14/2013 LAW LAPD continues to investigate death of father of Assemblyman Mike Gatto CC :14

11/14/2013 LAW LAPD continues to investigate death of father of Assemblyman Mike Gatto CC :13

11/14/2013 POLI California Costal Commission delayed vote on desalination plant Joyce 3:20

11/14/2013 LAW State Senator Calderon accused FBI of retaliating against him Detrow :45

11/14/2013 EDU UC President proposes tuition freeze Tintocalis 1:18

11/14/2013 LAW LAPD continues to investigate death of father of Assemblyman Mike Gatto CC :16

11/14/2013 LAW LAPD continues to investigate death of father of Assemblyman Mike Gatto CC :10



11/14/2013 RELI Southern California Filipino-Americans turn to church for support after Typhoon Haiyan CC :10

11/14/2013 LAW LAPD continues to investigate death of father of Assemblyman Mike Gatto CC :15

11/14/2013 ENV Project to build desalination plant in Huntington Beach put on hold Joyce 1:13

11/14/2013 FOR International aid efforts pick up in the Philippines CC :16

11/14/2013 HOUS Home foreclosures in Riverside continued a steady decline this month CC :17

11/14/2013 DIS Dozens of unidentified bodies lowered into mass grave in the Philippines CC :18

11/14/2013 SPOR Major League Baseball moves ahead with wider use of instant replay CC :11

11/14/2013 LAW Cross-examination begins in Bell corruption trial Moore 1:01

11/14/2013 LAW LAPD continues to investigate death of father of Assemblyman Mike Gatto Fox 1:16

11/14/2013 POLI State Senate Dem leader Steinberg refutes claims he is under FBI investigation CC :06

11/14/2013 POLI State Senate Dem leader Steinberg refutes claims he is under FBI investigation CC :06

11/14/2013 LAW CA Attorney General shuts down illigitimate health insurance exchange websites CC :08

11/14/2013 LAW New details emerged in LAX shooting investigation CC :08

11/14/2013 LAW CA Attorney General shuts down illigitimate health insurance exchange websites CC :09

11/14/2013 POLI Ron Calderon claims FBI retaliated against him Stoltze :54

11/14/2013 DC New details about LAX shooting at Congressional hearing Felde 2:42

11/14/2013 LAW
Federal judge orders federal government to investigate Calderon's charges that FBI retaliated against 
him Stoltze :50

11/14/2013 OBIT Long time business analyst Mark Lacter has died CC :22

11/14/2013 TRAN 60 Fwy is closed after tanker truck fire CC :10

11/14/2013 LAW Sacramento judge rejects challenge to CA's cap and trade program Quinton :47

11/14/2013 LAW
Assembly member Mike Gatto's father is killed in a home invasion in Silver Lake where violent crime is 
not often seen CC :23

11/14/2013 DIS Southern California Filipino-Americans turn to church for support after Typhoon Haiyan Huang 2:05



11/14/2013 HEAL
California Association of Health Plans wants CA to continue moving towards federal compliance with 
the health care law, despite setbacks CC :12

11/14/2013 LAW Prosecutors cross-examine for Bell assistant city manager in corruption trial Moore 1:16

11/14/2013 POLI State Senate Dem leader Steinberg refutes claims he is under FBI investigation Orr :56

11/14/2013 LAW
Assembly member Mike Gatto's father is killed in a home invasion in Silver Lake where violent crime is 
not often seen CC :20

11/14/2013 LAW
Assembly member Mike Gatto's father is killed in a home invasion in Silver Lake where violent crime is 
not often seen Aguilar 1:38

11/14/13 POLI

President Obama allows old health plans for one more year: President Barack Obama announced today
that insurance companies will be allowed to extend for one year the health plans for those consumers 
who received cancellation notices about their policies. Reid Epstein, Denise L 14:00

11/14/13 ENV

The Environmental Protection Agency could announce as early as this week how much ethanol must be
blended into gasoline and diesel fuel in 2014. A draft of the proposal, leaked in October, points to a 
reduction of the so-called ethanol mandate by the EPA to 2012 levels, to 15.21 billion gallons. Geoff Cooper, Frank O 17:00

11/14/13 HEAL

Does an 'all natural' label make you more likely to buy a product? Many consumers think a 'natural' or 
'all natural' label means those products are less processed but that's not always true. Unlike the 
"organic" designation, there are no federal guidelines for which food products can be labeled as natural. Steve Gardner, Baylen 11:00

11/14/13 TECH

Snapchat, a popular photo messaging app, recently turned down a $3 billion offer from Facebook to buy 
the company. The application lets users take and send pictures to friends that expire within 10 seconds 
or less. Charlie Warzel, 13;00

11/14/13 DIV

A new Gallup poll reveals that Americans still prefer a male boss. Thirty-five percent of respondents 
preferred a male boss, while only 23% preferred a female boss. The poll survey over two thousand 
adults. Frank Newport,  BJ Ga 16:00



11/14/13 LIT

American political history is filled with famous brothers. The Kennedys. The Bushes. The Kochs. In “The
Brothers,” author and veteran New York Times reporter Stephen Kinzer casts the spotlight on John 
Foster Dulles and Allen Dulles, the secretary of state and the director of the Central Intelligence Agency
respectively, under the Eisenhower Administration. Stephen Kinzer 16:00

11/14/2013 POLI
The on-going problems with the healthcare.gov site might have one positive effect. They're creating a 
new push to overhaul the governments often kludgy IT processes. Jessica Myers 6:09

11/14/2013 SCIE
Maps of satellite imagery could be used to determine what structures had been destroyed in a disaster, 
and what areas and infrastructure are still intact. Frank Webb 4:52

11/14/2013 LIT

In Joshua Greene's new book, "Moral Tribes: Emotion, Reason and the Gap Between Us and Them," 
he elaborates on our genetic hardwiring that creates "morality," and the cultural aspects that shape it 
further. Joshua Greene 8:45

11/14/2013 ENV
The US Fish and Wildlife Service has obtained 6 tons of ivory from those involved in the illegal ivory 
trade. They plan to decimate the stockpile. Edward Grace1 5:29

11/14/2013 HEAL
Nearly 300 million cases of diabetes have been reported worldwide. It seems fair to call it an epidemic. 
Would you agree? Anne Peters 4:03

11/14/2013 ENV
In 2008, California voters passed a law requiring that farm animals have space to move around in their 
cages. Now, a proposed measure would bar states from passing stricter regulations. Michael Doyle 5:50

11/14/2013 ENV
We turn now to the Philippines, where more emergency aid is starting to trickle in to the areas hit by 
Typhoon Haiyan. No 3:55

11/14/2013 POLI
It's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout California. To help us with 
that, we're joined in studio now by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and Frank Stoltze.

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 15:20

11/14/2013 ART
In recent years, food trucks have become as integral a part of Southern California's DNA as sunshine 
and palm trees. Roy Choi 15:18

11/15/2013 EDU Meeting tonight about controversial high school mascot in Coachella Valley Huang 1:33

11/15/2013 LAW Cororner rules death of Assemblyman Gatto's father a homicide Fox :30



11/15/2013 EDU LAUSD teacher gets 25 years for student sexual abuse, parents say kids now safe Guzman 1:26

11/15/2013 HEAL We ride along with DCFS social workers on the night shift Foshay 4:50

11/15/2013 ART Larry and KPCC critics Wade Major and Lael Lowenstein review this week's releases Mantle 3:00

11/15/2013 ENV Public meeting on proposal to put up large array of solar panels on floor of Owens Valley Peterson :57

11/15/2013 POLI LA City Hall considers new approach to public testimony Walton 2:45

11/15/2013 ENT Sony releases new Playstation 4 CC :15

11/15/2013 HEAL CA Insurance Commissioner pushes insurance companies to respond to President Obama's lead Bartolone 1:08

11/15/2013 HEAL CA Attorney General shuts down illigitimate health insurance exchange websites Pringle :46

11/15/2013 ENV California releases new rules for fracking Sommer 1:27

11/15/2013 LAW Former LAUSD teacher pleads no contest to 23 acts of lewd acts on children CC :14

11/15/2013 LAW LAPD continues to investigate death of father of Assemblyman Mike Gatto CC :14

11/15/2013 LAW Former LAUSD teacher pleads no contest to 23 acts of lewd acts on children CC :15

11/15/2013 LAW San Bernardino County sheriff says remains near Victorville are missing San Diego area couple CC :07

11/15/2013 EDU Deasy apologizes for pain caused by LAUSD teacher sentenced for student abuse Guzman :57

11/15/2013 EDU UC Regents approved a proposed budget CC :12

11/15/2013 LAW San Bernardino County sheriff says remains near Victorville are missing San Diego area couple CC :15

11/15/2013 HEAL CA Insurance Commissioner pushes insurance companies to respond to President Obama's lead CC :21

11/15/2013 HEAL
Republican-controlled House approves bill to let insurance companies sell policies that were expiring 
under health care law CC :12

11/15/2013 DC Boehner says no immigration vote; now what? Felde :56

11/15/2013 ENV Sen Boxer renews call for oil plant to suspend operations pending results of a safety investigation Kim :44

11/15/2013 EDU Former LAUSD teacher pleads no contest to 23 acts of lewd acts on children Aguilar 1:37

11/15/2013 POLI Brown administration releases new fracking regulations CC :18



11/15/2013 POLI Redlands State Senator Bill Emmerson speaks out after announcing he's resigning CC :10

11/15/2013 POLI Redlands State Senator Bill Emmerson speaks out after announcing he's resigning CC :08

11/15/2013 POLI Redlands State Senator Bill Emmerson speaks out after announcing he's resigning Adler 1:04

11/15/2013 ECON Long Beach officials hoping to get another shot at keeping Boeing jobs in town Lee 1:05

11/15/2013 HEAL San Francisco tranformed into Gotham City today Roman 3:26

11/15/2013 SCI NASA's latest mission to Mars is designed to study the red planet's atmosphere Totten 2:10

11/15/2013 LAW Testimony continues today in the Angela Spaccia public corruption trial Moore 1:11

11/15/13 LAW

California Insurance Commissioner Dave Jones said he's asked Covered California, the state's health 
insurance exchange, to look into restoring health coverage to more than 1 million Californians who have 
had their health insurance plans cancelled under the Affordable Care Act. Dave Jones, Patrick Jo 21:00

11/15/13 FOR

China has relaxed the country's one-child policy -- another step in the gradual loosening of the one of 
the world’s most famous family planning rule. The Chinese Communist Party introduced the population-
control measure in 1979 and the latest change would allow couples to have a second child if either of 
the parents is an only child. Currently, the state lets couples to have a second child only if both of the 
parents are only children. Ethnic minorities and some couples living in some rural areas are also 
exempt. Mei Fong, 8:00

11/15/13 POLI

After a federal court ordered California to reduce its prison population, the state enacted “realignment.” 
The law shifted responsibility for tens of thousands of felons to counties. Now, two years after 
implementation, a new study gives the massive policy change mixed reviews. Wade Major, Lael Loew 16:00

11/15/13 MEDI
Larry is joined by KPCC critics Wade Major and Lael Loewenstein to review this week’s releases, 
including Nebraska, Charlie Countryman, Go For Sisters and more! TGI-FilmWeek! Wade Major, Lael Loew 31:00:00

11/15/13 MEDI

The level of gun violence in the top-grossing PG-13 images is on the rise and now rivals that of the 
most popular R-rated movies, according to the report “Gun Violence Trends in Movies,” published in the 
December issue of Pediatrics. Dan Romer, Wade Maj 16:00

11/15/2013 ENV

Christina Dunham, a resident of Northern California, has been trying to contact family members in some 
of the worst hit regions this past week. She joins Take Two to tell about her struggle to connect with 
family in the Philippines. Christina Dunham 3:39



11/15/2013 POLI
It's Friday Flashback, a time to look back at some of the big stories and headlines in news this week. 
Joining us today are James Rainey and Elahe Izadi.

James Rainey, Elahe 
Izadi 15:39

11/15/2013 ART
While many criticized the idea early on, many have warmed to the idea after the announcement that 
noted artist and satirist Lalo Alcaraz would be one of the writers. Lalo Alcaraz 4:59

11/15/2013 ENT
Every Friday on Take Two we profile a different musical act that's doing something notable. This week 
it's all about the love with the LA based indie band Grouplove and their new album "Spreading Rumors".

 Hannah Hooper, 
Christian Zucconi 8:27

11/15/2013 EDUC
Coachella Valley Unified will be holding a special meeting tonight to discuss the recent controversy 
surrounding its mascot. Carol Spindel 6:03

11/15/2013 ART

The new documentary, "Mortified Nation," showcases stage shows around the country where adults 
read from the diaries and journals they kept as kids in front of a live audience. It's sometimes 
embarrassing, but always funny. Dave Nadelberg 9:07

11/15/2013 LAW
KPCC's Karen Foshay was granted rare access to some of DCFS's frontline workers, getting a glimpse 
of the challenges facing the troubled agency. She joins us on Take Two. Karen Foshay N/A

11/15/2013 TECH
Gamers are gearing up for the much-anticipated release of Playstation 4 today. Sony has sold more 
than 80 million PS 3s since its release in 2006. Jeff Bakalar 5:22

11/15/2013 ART
A new production of the play, "12 Angry Men," twists the formula of the classic drama by dividing the 
racial make-up of the jury between black and white.

Sheldon Epps, Jason 
George 15:13

11/15/2013 ART
How do you take a photo of an animal you'll never see? That was wildlife photographer Steve Winter's 
conundrum when he set out to capture the cougars that roam the hills of Griffith Park. Steve Winter 6:47

11/16/2013 ECON US Trade Rep visits California Watt 1:05

11/16/2013 ENT New exhibit at Cal State LA looks at Latino influence on pop music CC :18

11/16/2013 ENT New exhibit at Cal State LA looks at Latino influence on pop music CC :10

11/16/2013 ENER LA DWP meets to discuss solar ranch in Owens Valley Fox 1:12

11/16/2013 ART

Joel Allen Schroeder’s documentary “Dear Mr. Watterson” explores how "Calvin and Hobbes" continues
to influence comic strip artists and comic strip fans almost two decades after the duo tobogganed out of 
our lives. Off-Ramp animation commentator Charles Solomon provides a review. Charles Solomon 4:41:00



11/16/2013 EDU

John Rabe speaks with Robert Eggers. For decades, Egger ran DC Central Kitchen in Washington, a 
job training program that used donated food from food service companies and farms. Now, he's bringing
the concept to Los Angeles and calling it L.A. Kitchen.

John Rabe / Robert 
Eggers 6:02:00

11/16/2013 HIST

Michael Holland is the Los Angeles City Archivist and a passionate historian. He was only 2 years old 
on Nov. 22, 1963, too young for a memory of the day. So he turned to Los Angeles' archives to see how
L.A. handled and processed that weekend 50 years ago. Holland's piece first appeared in the city of L.A
employee newspaper Alive. Michael Holland 4:34:00

11/16/2013 HIST

John Rabe talks with Rosalind Wyman. In 1960, LA City Councilwoman Rosalind Wyman was not yet 
30. She'd already helped bring the Dodgers to L.A. and convinced the Kennedy campaign to let JFK 
give his acceptance speech, as the Democratic nominee for President, at the Los Angeles Coliseum.

John Rabe / Rosalin 
Wyman 4:34:00

11/16/2013 LIT

Off-Ramp commentator Marc Haefele on Volume 2 of Mark Twain's autobiography. Haefele says the 
chunky Volume 1 contained just 250 pages of actual Twain, entombed among many more pages of 
notes, introductions, etc. It was like the heart of an artichoke, surrounded by hundreds of gnarly leaves. 
But now we have Volume 2 of what looks to be a 3-volume UC Press project. It’s not likely to sell nearly 
as well, but it's a far more rewarding book. Marc Haefele 3:55:00

11/16/2013 ART

With Thanksgiving just a couple weeks away, Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson talks with LA Times 
food editor Russ Parsons. Parsons champions an uncommon method that's getting more and more 
acceptance: Dry brining. 5:33:00

11/16/2013 HOUS
Alex Cohen talks with Jeff Potter. He's the nephew of one of the owners of a desrted gold mining town 
and he's trying to sell it -- for $225,000.

Alex Cohen / Jeff 
Potter 6:33:00

11/17/2013 POLI Cuts to state child care and early education have hurt low income Californians Pringle :52

11/17/2013 POLI Cuts to state child care and early education have hurt low income Californians CC :09

11/17/2013 POLI Cuts to state child care and early education have hurt low income Californians CC :08

11/17/2013 ENT New exhibit at Cal State LA looks at Latino influence on pop music CC :18

11/17/2013 DC Boehner says no immigration vote; now what? CC :16

11/17/2013 SPOR Several people were injured when fans stormed the field after Trojan victory on Saturday CC :09

11/17/2013 HEAL One in ten people will have diabetes by 2035 CC :21

11/18/2013 ART Thor beats Best Man to top the box office Jahad :52



11/18/2013 ENV City builds new reservoir to comply with federal rules Peterson 1:29

11/18/2013 POLI Legislative caucuses hold a lot of power at the state Capitol Orr :59

11/18/2013 LAW Lawyers return to court to pick jurors in Kelly Thomas trial Joyce 1:38

11/18/2013 TRAN Competition to design new TAP cards Fox :53

11/18/2013 ECON Great Recession lowered amount migrants send to their home countries Sheehy :43

11/18/2013 ECON More than a hundred truck drivers at LA and Long Beach ports expected to strike Jahad 1:17

11/18/2013 DIS Aid flows into the Philippines after Typhoon Haiyan CC :15

11/18/2013 POLI San Diego could elect a new mayor tomorrow Dirks 1:10

11/18/2013 ENV Poor unincorporated town in the Central Valley finds it hard to get clean drinking water Daniel 4:22

11/18/2013 POLI San Diego could elect a new mayor tomorrow Dirks 2:17

11/18/2013 POLI San Diego could elect a new mayor tomorrow CC :10

11/18/2013 ECON Independent truck drivers strike at Port of Los Angeles CC :09

11/18/2013 LAW CHP to recognize officer who died during a traffic stop 44 years ago CC :20

11/18/2013 SCI NASA successfully launched a satellite toward Mars today CC :15

11/18/2013 DIS El Segundo group that hires military veterans assists in Philippines CC :09

11/18/2013 FOR Sec of State John Kerry says US welcomes changes taking place in Cuba, but more needs to be done CC :09

11/18/2013 HEAL California sends letter incorrectly telling pending Medi-Cal enrolees they may have to change doctors Florido 1:04

11/18/2013 DIV New report finds first signs of majority minority America Fernandes :52

11/18/2013 SCI NASA successfully launched a satellite toward Mars today Totten :57

11/18/2013 ENV UC Riverside unveiling new biomass energy system on Tuesday Kim 1:05

11/18/2013 LAW CHP to recognize officer who died during a traffic stop 44 years ago CC 2:29

11/18/2013 LAW CHP to recognize officer who died during a traffic stop 44 years ago CC :23



11/18/2013 ECON Truck drivers for three companies that move cargo at ports stage 36-hour strikes Watt 1:33

11/18/2013 LAW Angela Spaccia wraps up more than a week of testimony in her public corruption trial Moore 1:11

11/18/2013 LAW Man accused of driving car into pedestrians on Venice boardwalk to be in court Tuesday Palta 1:44

11/18/2013 FOR Mass murder in Mexican border city of Juarez raises questions about whether city is getting safer Uribe :39

11/18/2013 EDU Educators look at how to expand science, engineering programs in CA schools CC :17

11/18/2013 IMM Group of activists shifts immigration reform focus to Orange County Huang 2:00

11/18/2013 LAW Man accused of driving car into pedestrians on Venice boardwalk to be in court Tuesday CC :16

11/18/2013 Loh Life Sad Loh 2:39

11/18/13 ENV

The proposed regulations, released Friday, would require that oil companies apply for permission to 
extract oil through the controversial practice known as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking. The petroleum 
industry operating in the state is also required would be groundwater monitoring and oil well testing, as 
well as notify the public on the chemicals that would be used. Jason Marshall, Kassie 28:00:00

11/18/13 ENV

Severe weather hit the Midwest this weekend, creating dozens of tornadoes, flash floods and even hair. 
Washington, IL, a town of 10,000 people was amongst the hardest hit. The entire neighborhood was 
virtually flattened, and at least one person died in the area. Across the entire state six people were killed
from the storms. Denise Molina, Doyle R 6:00

11/18/13 HEAL

Doctors usually ask you to disclose any herbs or supplements you may be taking because certain ones 
can interact negatively with traditional medicine. Now, the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia is taking 
an extra step by banning the use of herbs and supplements by their patients over concerns that they 
may interact negatively with treatment. Dr. Michael Carome, C 13:00

11/18/13 HEAL

Last week, the nation’s leading heart organizations announced new cholesterol-lowering guidelines. 
Central to the recommendations is a new online calculator meant to measure the risk of heart attack 
and stroke, as well as treatment options. Now, that calculator appears to greatly overestimate risk. “So 
much so,” reports the New York Times, “that it could mistakenly suggest that millions more people are 
candidates for statin drugs.” Gina Kolata, Arthur Cap 14:00

11/18/13 HEAL

The first thing you're supposed to do when diagnosed with an STI — besides seeking treatment, of 
course — is to inform any past partners you think may have also been exposed. It's such an 
uncomfortable conversation that people often don't bother suffering through the awkward phone calls. Karl Eastlund 17:00



11/18/13 SCI

Do you feel disgusted when you a cockroach scurrying across the floor? What is your reaction when 
you hear someone says the word, “bed bugs?” Seeing and talking about insects usually evokes a strong
reaction, often fear, from many people. Jeffrey A. Lockwood, 17:00

11/18/2013 IMM
Recently, two California Republicans in the House broke ranks and joined 185 Democrats to support an 
immigration bill — HR 15 — that could give millions of undocumented people a pathway to citizenship. David Valadao 4:58

11/18/2013 IMM
Today, the campus community at Fuller Theological Seminary will host a prayer and walk to Pasadena's
City Hall. Juan Martinez 4:09

11/18/2013 IMM

The children of migrant farmworkers sometimes face a life on the move that means their education is 
continually interrupted. The federal government helps them catch up and keep up through the Migrant 
Education Program. No 4:40

11/18/2013 SPOR

USC won an improbable victory against Stanford on Saturday, 20-17, leading to its first appearance in 
the BCS poll since last season. The team is now 5-and-1 since interim coach Ed Orgeron took over 
after Lane Kiffin was fired five games into the season. Chris DuFresne 5:54

11/18/2013 TECH
A group of young, tech-savvy San Franciscans flaunched a website to help Americans sort through 
insurance options.

George 
Kalogeropoulos 4:55

11/18/2013 HEAL
It's open enrollment season! We're making decisions about our future health, and there's a lot of 
psychology that goes into these decision. Peter Ubel 4:29

11/18/2013 ENT
Time for On the Lot, our weekly summary of news from the movie business with LA Times reporter 
Rebecca Keegan. Rebecca Keegan 7:44

11/18/2013 ART
Millions of people all over the world are fans of the "Star Wars" franchise. Some might even go a little 
further and call themselves Star Wars fanatics. Ben Svetky 7:23

11/18/2013 ENV
UCLA is kicking off a project to study how the city can adapt to climate change, through such things as 
reliance on solar power, capturing urban runoff and desalinating ocean water. Mark Gold 5:50



11/18/2013 FORE
Team Rubicon has worked in the hardest hit areas of the disaster, providing assistance in search and 
rescue efforts, as well as medical attention to survivors. William McNulty 5:08

11/18/2013 ENT Time now to dip into the Comment Box to find out what you think about the work we're doing. No 3:48

11/18/2013 POLI
Tomorrow, voters will head to the polls in San Diego to elect a new mayor. Democratic mayor Bob 
Filner resigned from his post in August amidst allegations of sexual harassment. Sandihya Dirks 5:28

11/18/2013 ENT
The Indian National Finals Rodeo wrapped up earlier this month in Las Vegas. During the event, 
spectators enjoyed the usual rodeo competitions: barrel racing, steer wrestling and bull riding. No 4:08

11/18/2013 ENV
Faux coyotes have been placed there by Orange County park officials to try to fend off the hordes of 
seagulls which gather there and pollute the water with their droppings. Kevin Estrada 4:49

11/18/2013 SCIE
NASA just can't seem to get Mars off its mind. Minutes ago, the space agency successfully launched 
another spacecraft bound for the red planet. No 5:09

11/18/2013 ART
Fresh out of Yale's prestigious school of Drama, Lupita Nyong'o landed a role in the new film by 
acclaimed director Steve McQueen, 12 years a Slave. Lupita Nyong'o 9:46

11/19/2013 ECON SoCal utility customers may see refunds in January Joyce 1:01

11/19/2013 TRAN Proposed ballot measure would hike vehicle license fee to pay for road repairs Stoltze :50

11/19/2013 ECON California played big role in JP Morgan settlement Orr :59

11/19/2013 LAW
Tourists who witnessed auto rampage in Venice Beach testify in preliminary  hearing for Nathan 
Campbell CC :07

11/19/2013 ART
10 years in the making - Culver City Unified has an arts plan that gives even kindergarteners arts ed 
access Plummer 4:03

11/19/2013 LAW Human rights groups declare holding cells in Border Patrol stations unsafe O'Dowd 4:13

11/19/2013 ECON Hyundai plans to market first mass-produced fuel-cell vehicle in the USA CC :12

11/19/2013 LAW CHP dedicates freeway stretch to officer who died 44 years ago CC :09

11/19/2013 LAW NRA attorney plans to sue city of Sunnydale for gun control laws CC :08

11/19/2013 LAW NRA attorney plans to sue city of Sunnydale for gun control laws CC :15

11/19/2013 LAW Long Beach police shot and killed a man this morning CC :16

11/19/2013 ECON Truckers face deadline to replace vehicles or install new filters Richard 5:14

11/19/2013 LAW LAX shooting prompts possible new law about guns in airports CC :26

11/19/2013 HIST Gettysburg Address remembered 150 years later CC :09

11/19/2013 ART "Selfie" is declared word of the year CC :16



11/19/2013 ECON Desert Hot Springs decides whether or not to declare fiscal emergency CC :19

11/19/2013 HEAL
CDC says Native Americans smoke more than any other ethnic group in the nation before, during and 
after pregnancy Ahtone :43

11/19/2013 MEDI LA Daily News to start charging for digital content Lee 1:12

11/19/2013 LAW LAX shooting suspect Paul Ciancia is released from the hospital and in federal custody Aguilar :58

11/19/2013 EDU State court in Sacramento upholds planned strike by UC health care workers CC :07

11/19/2013 ECON State court in Sacramento upholds planned strike by UC health care workers CC :07

11/19/2013 HEAL Gov Brown discusses the healthcare law and prison overcrowding CC :08

11/19/2013 POLI LA DWP ratchets up scrutiny of twon nonprofits that have received millions paid by DWP ratepayers McNary 1:26

11/19/2013 HEAL Gov Brown discusses the healthcare law and prison overcrowding CC :08

11/19/2013 DC House considers fix to flood insurance program Felde :57

11/19/2013 ECON CalPERS pension fund gets money back from feds, states settlement with JP Morgan Chase CC :11

11/19/2013 LAW Man who allegedly drove car into crowd on Venice boardwalk appears in court Palta 1:30

11/19/2013 ECON LA Auto Show preview showcase of technologies that are tranforming the car Watt 1:37

11/19/2013 LAW Closing arguments expected to begin in Bell corruption trial Moore 1:15

11/19/2013 POLI Gov Brown discusses the healthcare law and prison overcrowding Adler :50

11/19/2013 ART USC Is taking over management of the Pacific Asia Museum Huang 1:19

11/19/2013 DIS
Earthquake scientists from UC Berkeley are meeting with building, safety officials to discuss potentially 
unsafe structures in LA Stoltze :41

11/19/13 MEDI Readers who need their daily dose of the Los Angeles Daily News will soon have to pay up. That goes foKen Doctor 17:00

11/19/13 HOUS
Evictions, under the state’s Ellis Act, are also on the rise. According to a recent report from the San 
Francisco budget analyst, they’re up 170 percent since 2010. David Campos, Debra C 16:00

11/19/13 TRAN

The 2013 Los Angeles Auto Show opens to the public this Friday at the LA Convention Center. Big 
debuts at this year’s event include a revamped MINI Cooper, Chevrolet Colorado and Subaru 
WRX—and Porsche’s new Macan compact crossover. Jessica Caldwell, Ron M 15:00



11/19/13 MIL
Military suicides have dropped significantly—more than 22 percent this year. That’s great news, but 
what has puzzled military officials is why. Kristina Kaufman, Ian S 33:00:00

11/19/13 TECH

New York comedian Kyle Ayers was relaxing on the rooftop of his Brooklyn apartment building when he 
heard a couple in the midst of a break up. Instead of leaving or trying to ignore them, Ayers live tweeted 
the breakup. Kyle Ayers, David Ryan 14:00

11/19/2013 HEAL
Millions of taxpayer dollars are being spent to pay for expensive and often unnecessary brand-name 
drugs.  Charlie Ornstein 8:46

11/19/2013 IMM

A detention cell is not designed to be comfortable. But human rights groups and migrants who've 
crossed illegally into the US say the conditions inside some American Border Patrol stations have 
become unsafe. No 4:42

11/19/2013 ART
If you are frequent user of social media you've probably seen 'em, or maybe even taken one. It's a 
photo of yourself, by yourself or with a friend, family or maybe with an inanimate object. Katherine Martin 4:37

11/19/2013 DIV Families empty their pockets to throw a party, sometimes bigger than a wedding, for their little girls. No 4:32

11/19/2013 TECH The heist resulted in the theft of $45 million from ATM’s around the world. Kim Zetter 6:05

11/19/2013 EDUC
Culver City Unified has been refining its arts plan for a decade. Now, the district even offers specialized 
music instruction to its kindergarteners. No 4:20



11/19/2013 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're going to be talking 
about rock with Justino Aguila from Billboard Magazine and music critic Steve Hochman.

Justino Aguila, Steve 
Hochman 9:05

11/19/2013 HIST
A Polish pianist built the rare instrument — a combination of a piano and a viola — based on the 
Renaissance master's original design and played it: We have video! No 1:58

11/19/2013 ENV

The Los Angeles Times published an investigative piece this week that highlights enormous flaws in 
how the state tracks toxic waste. This is how big the problem is: 174,000 tons of waste has gone 
missing over the last five years. Jessica Garrison 7:12

11/19/2013 IMM
After two years of hopes of an economic injection to a poverty-plagued part of the border, a Texas silver 
mine is shutting down at least until next year. No 4:35

11/19/2013 SCIE
Researchers may lose access to this important artifact because its finders may sell it to a private 
collection, limiting the amount that scientists can study and publish about it. Brian Switek 6:41

11/19/2013 LIT
A hundred and fifty years ago President Abraham Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg Address. Now a new
book has a completely different take on the speech and what it meant at the time. Jonathan Hennessey 5:46

11/19/2013 ART
Chris Nichols is editor at Los Angeles magazine, and he's also quite the collector of things from eras 
gone by. From time to time, he brings some of his treasures into the studio for a little show and tell. Chris Nichols 2:28

11/19/2013 ENV

Truckers in the Port of Oakland grabbed headlines last week when they demanded an extension — and
extra funding — to a January 1st deadline. That's when they're supposed to upgrade their engines to 
meet California pollution standards. No 5:51

11/19/2013 FORE

According to the Associated Press, at least 30 journalists have been kidnapped or have gone missing
during the Syrian civil war. That's an unprecedented number, and it's almost eliminated news coverage 
in the country. David Rohde 8:25

11/20/2013 EDU The last of the iPads in LAUSD's pilot are delivered Gilbertson 3:06

11/20/2013 SCI
Earthquake scientists from UC Berkeley are meeting with building, safety officials to discuss potentially 
unsafe structures in LA Stoltze :45

11/20/2013 ENV
State officials expect another dry winter; SoCal water agencies to get five percent of requested 
allotment Peterson :56

11/20/2013 HEAL Despite reported outrage over insurance cancellation notices, many in CA are finding relief O'Neill 4:02

11/20/2013 ECON UC healthcare workers strike with permission from a state court Pringle :53

11/20/2013 ECON JP Morgan Chase settlement includes cash for CA homeowners CC :07

11/20/2013 ECON LA Auto Show preview showcase of technologies that are tranforming the car CC :12

11/20/2013 OBIT Walt Disney's daughter Diane Disney Miller has died CC :14



11/20/2013 TRAN Proposed ballot measure would hike vehicle license fee to pay for road repairs CC :13

11/20/2013 ENT President George W. Bush appeared on The Tonight Show CC :16

11/20/2013 ENT President George W. Bush appeared on The Tonight Show CC :16

11/20/2013 TECH Samsung has proposed making a kill switch for lost/stolen phones, rejected by major carriers CC :13

11/20/2013 LAW LAPD releases sketch of possible Joseph Gatto killing suspect CC :17

11/20/2013 ENV Mountains in Southern California could see snow Wednesday night CC :10

11/20/2013 POLI San Diego mayor's race goes to a runoff CC :04

11/20/2013 POLI San Diego mayor's race goes to a runoff CC :09

11/20/2013 POLI Tight race in special election to fill open Assembly seat in NW San Fernando Valley McNary :56

11/20/2013 POLI
President Obama bestowed Presidential Medal of Freedom on more than a dozen prominent 
Americans, including the late Sally Ride CC :13

11/20/2013 LAW Attorney General Kamala Harris announced new initiative aimed at lowering recidivism rate CC :24

11/20/2013 SPOR Mexico makes World Cup CC :12

11/20/2013 SCI Scientist QA Roman 4:27

11/20/2013 DC House Democrats willing ot work piecemeal on immigration Felde :50

11/20/2013 LAW
Several gang members in Oxnard arrested in operation targeting street gangs with ties to Mexican 
Mafia CC :15

11/20/2013 LAW Attorney General Kamala Harris announced new initiative aimed at lowering recidivism rate Palta 1:17

11/20/2013 ECON California's non-partisan budget analyst says state's structural deficit gone; replaced by surplus Adler :44

11/20/2013 ECON California Legislative Analyst's Office projects budget surplus this year CC :13

11/20/2013 SCI
Climatologists say we are entering a weather pattern known as La Nada which means seasonal 
patterns will be hard to predict Totten 1:13

11/20/2013 POLI The DWP explains problems with a new customer service program Walton 1:45

11/20/2013 ECON Sony meets with investors to discuss entertainment division's performance Bergman :59

11/20/2013 HEAL Harvard study ties eating nuts to lower risk of death CC :17



11/20/2013 LAW Initial coroner report says TSA officer Gerardo Hernandez died within two to five minutes of being shot Aguilar 1:03

11/20/2013 LAW Closing arguments began in Bell corruption trial Moore 1:16

11/20/2013 HIST Maine Auction house puts rare recording up for sale CC :17

11/20/13 YOUT

How reliable are the Justice Department’s stats on rape and sexual assault? According to a new report 
from the National Research Council (NRC), not very. The survey, released Tuesday, reveals that rape 
is vastly undercounted in America and suggests ways to improve the measurement tools. Emily Bazelon, Christop 25:00:00

11/20/13 LAW
Los Angeles Police Chief Charlie Beck has voiced support for an increase in surveillance at LAX 
following the shooting early this month that killed a TSA agent and injured several others. Charlie Beck 22:00

11/20/13 FOR

Nuclear negotiations between Iran and six countries have resumed in Geneva. It’s the third time they’ve 
come together in a month to try to hammer out a deal that would curtail Iran’s nuclear program in 
exchange for reduced economic sanctions. Patrick McDonnell, Joh 15:00

11/20/13 MIL
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid hopes the Senate will finish work on the National Defense 
Authorization Act—a sweeping annual bill that sets Pentagon policy—before the Thanksgiving holiday. Philip Ewing 8:00

11/20/13 LIT
In his new book "Lying," author and neuroscientist Sam Harris argues that white lies are the only kinds 
of lies good people tell while imagining they are being good in the process. Sam Harris 26:00:00



11/20/2013 IMM
Yesterday, in front of business executives at a conference sponsored The Wall Street Journal, the 
president said he'd be OK with "piecemeal" legislation.

 Colleen McCain 
Nelson 6:51

11/20/2013 IMM
Politicians seem to have reached an impasse when it comes to immigration reform, so some young 
tech types are moving ahead without them. Justino Mora 4:19

11/20/2013 EDUC
L.A. Unified School District's iPad program has many skeptics. It also has diehard enthusiasts, like the 
second graders at Baldwin Heights Elementary. No 3:30

11/20/2013 FORE
A standoff between a rag tag group of townspeople in Mexico's Michoacan state and the violent drug 
cartels that wield power there. Tim Johnson 6:29

11/20/2013 TECH
Bitcoin, the anonymous cyber currency, has gone from less than $300 per coin to more than $900 just a 
few days ago back down to just over $600 today. Ashlee Vance 7:02

11/20/2013 SPOR

The Black Mamba returns to the court, a Jacksonville man courts a new quarterback, and Richie 
Incognito in the court of public opinion. It's time for our weekly sport segment. We're joined by Andy 
Kamenetzky for all the latest.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 9:36



11/20/2013 LAW
One of the big winners is California's public employee and teacher pension fund, commonly known as 
CalPers, who'll receive nearly $300 million. Don Thompson 5:53

11/20/2013 HEAL
Much of the recent public debate over the Affordable Care Act has focused on the millions of people 
seeing their health insurance policies cancelled because they don't comply with the federal law. No 4:25

11/20/2013 DIV
In the wake of Typhoon Haiyan, the U.S. is leading the international relief effort in the Philippines, but 
the American public seems to be already tuning it out. Carol Doherty 5:19

11/20/2013 HEAL
Researchers from UC Berkeley and the University of San Francisco recently published a study on the 
long-term effects of such natural disasters.  Jesse Anttila-Hughes 5:10

11/20/2013 TECH

Hanukkah kicks off the holiday season next week. If you dread the idea of poring through catalogs or 
braving the mall, we've got just the thing for you -- shopping with your smart phone. Yes, ladies and 
gentlemen, it's Wednesday which means it's time for App Chat. Devindra Hardawar 5:04

11/20/2013 ART

Writer Gore Vidal died more than a year ago, but his family says he wrote his last will when he wasn't of 
sound mind. We look at the case with an estate planner to examine the law and the options when this 
happens in your own family. Tim Teeman 7:14

11/20/2013 SPOR
The national Mexican soccer team, known as El Tri, has played its final match to qualify for the World 
Cup. Dave Denholm N/A

11/20/2013 TECH
Auto manufacturers are packing more digital electronics into their vehicles, but experts don't expect it to 
mean the death of AM and FM. No 5:26

11/20/2013 ART
We end the hour with a remembrance of Diane Disney Miller. She passed away yesterday at her home 
in the Napa Valley. Deborah Borda 4:40

11/21/2013 TRAN
Drivers will be able to park on certain LA city streets without fear of tickets if street-sweepers don't stick 
to cleaning schedules CC :16

11/21/2013 HEAL CDC issues own report card ?? :12

11/21/2013 ENT
Columbian singer Carlos Vives is a top contender at tonight's 14th Annual Latin Grammy Awards in Las 
Vegas CC :21



11/21/2013 FOR Effort underway to convince US officials to grant special protections to Philippine nationals Rojas 1:17

11/21/2013 ENT
Natalie Cole with perform a virtual duet with her late father, Nat King Cole,at tonight's (THU) Latin 
Grammy Awards ?? :37

11/21/2013 DC California's Senate Democrats react to vote on gutting filibuster rule Felde :59

11/21/2013 ART QA with ballet choreographer Matthew Bourne about "Sleeping Beauty" Rabe 1:17

11/21/2013 HEAL Covered California rejects Obama's call to extend individual health plans Florido 4:31

11/21/2013 EDU State education officials move to give both new tests, as feds had asked Guzman-Lopez 1:28

11/21/2013 LAW
Spaccia's lawyer delivered closing arguments this afternoon (THURS) in the public corruption case 
against her Moore 1:55

11/21/2013 TRAN The government is looking at the possibility of allowing cellphone calls on plane CC :23

11/21/2013 ENT Sony executives say they plan to stash a quarter million for company's entertainment division Bergman 1:24

11/21/2013 HEAL Covered California rejects Obama's call to extend individual policies slated to be cancelled Florido :54

11/21/2013 ENV Canceled plans for a kayak tour of the LA river highlight the role of the river as flood control

11/21/2013 ENV
Heavy downpours in Moreno Valley today (THU) triggered flash floods that affected roads and some 
homes CC :25

11/21/2013 ECON New state standards will protect upholstered furniture from fires CC :10

11/21/2013 ENV Popular hiking trail off Runyon Canyon closed by landowner. Hikers annoyed Fox 1:10

11/21/2013 HEAL The benefits of breast feeding are the same even if the baby drinks someone else's milk Fernandes 3:59

11/21/2013 MIL
Now military spouses and children who are in the country illegally can stay without fear of deportation, 
and work towards permanent legal status Joffe-Block 4:00

11/21/2013 HEAL LA County launches anti-smoking campaign in LGBT community Florido 1:02

11/21/2013 TRAN
More rain is expected tonight (THU) and tomorrow (FRI) across the Southland. The wet weather this 
morning made roads slippery and caused some traffic headaches CC :19

11/21/13 POLI

It’s third time’s the charm when it comes to Senate Democrats’ threats to exercise the so-called 
“nuclear option.” Led by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.), the Democratically controlled 
Senate threw out the filibuster rules that have been in place for over two centuries for most presidential 
confirmations. Lisa Mascaro, Julian Ze 21:00

11/21/13 LAW
Under current regulations, pet owners in Los Angeles are only allowed to care for three cats in their 
home at any one time. But a motion submitted by Councilman Paul Koretz would raise that limit to five. Councilman Paul Koret 13:00



11/21/13 LAW

The National Music Publishers’ Association, a trade group for music publishers and songwriters, has 
recently sent out takedown notices to some 50 sites that post song lyrics online for copyright 
infringement. Illan Zechory, David Isr 12:00

11/21/13 ECON

Only one out of every three child support dollars is being paid, according to new figures from the U.S. 
Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey. While millions of parents are entitled to financial support 
for their kids, less than half are receiving the full amount owed; a quarter receive none. Paul Nathan, Alan-Mich 18:00

11/21/13 DIV

Angelenos are lucky to live in a top-shelf destination city, so there is no excuse for not drafting a 
dazzling itinerary for your holiday guests. Not only has KPCC mapped top destinations and widgets, but 
the Los Angeles Tourism board has a life-saver of a web site for all things L.A. Susan Lomax 14:00

11/21/13 POLI

Before John F. Kennedy became one of the most famous residents of the White House he spent his 
formative political years as the senator from Massachusetts. Connections Kennedy made on a special 
Senate panel to identify the five greatest senators in American history helped seal his path to the 
presidency. John T. Shaw 15:00

11/21/2013 ECON

The latest report from the legislative analyst's office says we are recovering more quickly than expected 
from the deficit plague of just two and three years ago. The Golden State's treasury is now befitting of its
name. John Myers 7:13

11/21/2013 RACE
The Alabama Board of Pardons and Paroles voted unanimously this morning to posthumously pardon 
the men in the "Scottsboro Boys" rape case. Lecia Brooks 6:58

11/21/2013 HEAL
Emily Bazar, senior writer for the California Healthcare Foundation Center for Health Reporting, joins 
Take Two for her regular explainer on the Affordable Care Act, better known as Obamacare. Emily Bazar 5:52

11/21/2013 IMM
Now military spouses and children who are in the country illegally can stay here without fear of 
deportation and work towards permanent legal status. No 4:26

11/21/2013 ECON
This week the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau announced a $19 million settlement with payday 
lending company Cash America. Danielle Douglas 5:03



11/21/2013 POLI

The terms PRISM, FISA and metadata have become familiar in the debate over NSA surveillance of 
global communications. But there is another cryptic-sounding expression to add to the list: twelve-triple-
three, or 12333. Ali Watkins 5:44

11/21/2013 ENT
Las Vegas hosts the the 14th annual Latin Grammys tonight, airing on the Univision network, and it will 
include a diverse field of artists from around the world. No 9:56

11/21/2013 POLI

It's Thursday and that means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout
California. To help us with that we're joined in studio by KPCC political reporter Alice Walton and Frank 
Stoltze.

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 14:59

11/21/2013 LIT
Our lives have become more tricky with new technology, and a new book explores that relationship: 
"Dot Complicated," by the sister of Mark Zuckerberg, Randi Zuckerberg. Randi Zuckerberg 8:53

11/21/2013 ART Phoenix is pumped up about a town he loves that's less than 100 miles north of LA: Bakersfield. Charles Phoenix 5:01

11/21/2013 HEAL
The investigation dubbed Rehab Racket found centers were being run by operators with criminal pasts 
and allegations of criminality separate from the treatment centers. Will Evans 4:17

11/21/2013 POLI
As the nation remembers the last tragic day of John F. Kennedy's presidency - many Latino voters of 
that era reflect on what the 35th president meant to their emerging political bloc. No 3:57

11/21/2013  ENT
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 6:25

11/22/2013 ART
Larry and KPCC critics review this week's releases, including The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, 
Philomena, Frozen and more Mantle 3:01

11/22/2013 TRAN Caltrans has owned hundreds of houses in Pasadena, South Pasadena, and El Sereno Ferguson 4:27

11/22/2013 TRAN The doors swing open to the public today (FRI) at the Los Angeles Auto Show Watt 3:46

11/22/2013 ENV
A new study shows sinking land in California's Central Valley is affecting flood control, water deliveries, 
and high speed rail Quinton 3:58

11/22/2013 HEAL
The Covered California board of directors has voted (THU) not to allow health insurers to renew 
canceled policies that don't meet new standards under the Affordable Care Act CC :21

11/22/2013 ENV A winter storm warning is in effect for the San Gabriel Mountains through noon tomorrow (SAT) CC :19

11/22/2013 TECH A UCLA student and his team won a prize this week at an immigration hackathon in Northern California CC :13

11/22/2013 ART
Tomorrow (SAT) in LA's Koreatown, the Art Show Benefit for the Philippines will help raise money for 
typhoon survivors CC :21

11/22/2013 ECON CA unemployment rate fell slightly in October CC :16

11/22/2013 LAW The son of a powerful Mexican drug kingpin has been arrested trying to enter the U-S through Arizona Marizco :49



11/22/2013 ART The annual Sikh Arts and Film Festival is underway this weekend in Orange County CC :18

11/22/2013 FOR North Korean authorities confirm they have detained an American citizen CC :12

11/22/2013 ECON The state lost jobs in September - but posted decent gains in August and October Adler :51

11/22/2013 DC LA Mentor program honored by White House Felde :54

11/22/2013 POLI
Democrat Matt Dababneh wins special election to represent the 45th Assembly District in the northwest 
San Fernando Valley McNary :37

11/22/2013 ENV Environmentalists say they are pleased with results of CA's latest carbon auction Quinton :50

11/22/2013 TRAV Online travel agency "Orbitz" will be busiest airport in nation during the Thanksgiving holiday Lee :51

11/22/2013 LAW The latest case in the Bell corruption scandal has gone to the jury Moore 1:12

11/22/2013 RELI A bronze statue of a slain Salvadoran archbishop will be unveiled tomorrow (SAT) at MacArthur Park CC :13

11/22/2013 ECON
California's employers added 39,800 jobs last month, bringing down the state's unemployment rate to 
8.7 percent Watt :59

11/22/2013 LAW Autopsy shows TSA officer died of 12 gunshot wounds Aguilar :53

11/22/2013 HEAL
An oil company at the heart of an investigation into noxious fumes wafting through a South Los Angeles 
neighborhood has agreed to suspend operations CC :14

11/22/2013 IMMIG Hackathon coding competition winners from UCLA Huang 1:28

11/22/2013 ECON Profile of business that caters to small men Garrova 3:32

11/22/13 HIST
Fifty years ago today, America sat in stunned disbelief as news emerged of President John F. 
Kennedy’s death. Professor Leo Braudy, 27:00:00

11/22/13 ENV Should the bigger polluters be responsible for paying more of the share of climate aid? Brandon Wu, Pat Micha 14:00

11/22/13 LAW
For those who lost their health insurance plans in the wake of healthcare reform, California has just one 
word for you: "sorry." Sarah Varney, 7:00

11/22/13 ENT
Larry is joined by KPCC critics Claudia Puig and Alynda Wheat to review this week’s releases, including
The Hunger Games, Philomena, Delivery Man and more! TGI-FilmWeek! Claudia Puig, Alynda W 31:00:00

11/22/13 ENT

Bettie Page was described by many as the girl next door. She was always smiling and went to church 
every Sunday. She was also one of America’s best and most popular pinup models of the 1950’s and a 
pioneer of feminism and sexual freedom. Mark Mori 17:00

11/22/2013 MIL
Three women graduated from the Marines' military boot camp Camp Geiger in North Carolina for the 
first time in history.

Major Mary Jennings 
Hegar 5:49



11/22/2013 ENT

Sony Entertainment made a dramatic announcement yesterday that they would make a significant shift 
from movies and move to TV. They also announced that they would be looking to cut more than $200 
million over the next few years Andy Fixmer 4:58

11/22/2013 IMM
Politicians seem to have reached an impasse when it comes to immigration reform, so some young 
tech types are moving ahead without them. Justino Mora 4:19

11/22/2013 POLI
It's time for our weekly analysis of the news, the Friday Flashback. Joining us today is Nancy Cook of 
National Journal and James Rainey of the Los Angeles Times.

Nancy Cook, James 
Rainey 15:27

11/22/2013 ENV
A new study shows sinking land in California's Central Valley is affecting flood control, water deliveries, 
and high speed rail. No 4:22

11/22/2013 ENT

Though her voice might be recognizable, she plays Lois Griffin on "Family Guy", you will soon be able to
see her face regularly on HBO's Americanization of the British comedy "Getting On" with Laurie Metcalf 
and Niecy Nash. Alex Borstein 10:55

11/22/2013 TECH
The LA Auto Show opens to the public today, and the belle of the ball may be BMW's first designed-
from-the-ground-up, all electric i3. No 4:57

11/22/2013 ART

Just around the corner from designer brand shops like Hugo Boss and Gucci, there's a specialty store 
that's survived two recessions and the ever-increasing popularity of online shopping. It's called Jimmy 
Au's for Men 5'8" and Under and only caters to one type of customer: short men. No 3:32

11/22/2013 ENV

For two weeks, international delegates have been in Warsaw discussing climate change. Today is the 
last day of the conference, but these meetings — known formally as the 19th session of the Conference 
of the Parties — haven't produced all that much in terms of results. Michael Dorsey 5:53

11/22/2013 ENV
As relief efforts continue in the Philippines following Typhoon Haiyan, some here in Los Angeles are 
finding new ways to support victims of the disaster. Andrew Im 3:48

11/22/2013 ENV
According to a report in the Los Angeles Times, the massive Blvd 6200 development may be being built 
right above an earthquake fault. Ron Lin 5:06

11/22/2013 ART

A new documentary, "Gahan Wilson: Born Dead, Still Weird", looks at the life and work of this lovely 
man with a very demented sense of humor. Host Alex Cohen talks with its director Steven Charles 
Jaffe.  Steven Charles Jaffe 6:46



11/22/2013 ENT

Tim Heidecker is one-half of the popular Cartoon Network show, "Tim and Eric Awesome Show, Great 
Job!" but he's also the other half in a band, Heidecker and Wood. Heidecker joins Take Two's Alex 
Cohen to talk about his new album, "Some Things Never Stay The Same." Tim Heidecker 8:07

11/23/2013 TRAN
LAX is getting back to normal this morning (SAT) after a car crash caused delays and evacuations last 
night (FRI) outside Terminal 5 CC :11

11/23/2013 TRAN
LAX is getting back to normal this morning (SAT) after a car crash caused delays last night (FRI) 
outside Terminal 5 CC :12

11/23/2013 LAW
In a speech Compton new mayor Aja Brown gave at the Pat Brown Institute of Public Affairs, a non-
partisan public policy center, she outlined her focus for Compton. Aja Brown 5:19:00

11/23/2013 ART

Charles Solomon remembers Diane Disney, who died Nov. 19, 2013. Diane lives on in her two great 
achievements, the Walt Disney Concert Hall and the Disney Family Museum, and in the hearts of her 
family and friends. Charles Solomon 3:54:00

11/23/2013 ECON
Off-Ramp's Robert Garrova goes to Jimmy Au's in Beverly Hills to learn about their 5-year-old business 
selling suits to short men.

Robert Garrova / Alan 
Au / Aaron Para 3:32:00

11/23/2013 ART

Matthew Bourne is not only a world famous ballet choreographer; he's probably the only world famous 
ballet choreographer, probably because the 53-year old Londoner purposely works to make ballet 
accessible and exciting. For his new production, which opens tonight in Los Angeles at the Ahmanson 
Theater and runs through the end of the month, you might say he wakes up "Sleeping Beauty."

John Rabe / Matthew 
Bourne 7:01:00

11/23/2013 SCI
Mythbusters co-hosts Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage are starting a 29-city tour of their stage show 
called "Mythbusters: Behind the Myths." It's at Segerstrom Hall in Costa Mesa Saturday night.

John Rabe / Adam 
Savage 14:39:00

11/23/2013 RELI

Off-Ramp commentator Rabbi Marv Gross runs Union Station Homeless Services in Pasadena and 
provides commentary: We all know that ever since President Abraham Lincoln set the date, 
Thanksgiving falls on the fourth Thursday of November; Nov. 28 this year, late for Thanksgiving. 
Hanukkah usually comes in December, but this year it’s early. For once in many lifetimes, Nov. 28 
marks Thanksgiving and the start of Hanukkah. Rabbi Marv Gross 3:46:00



11/23/2013 ART

Dylan Brody is not a fan of Thanksgiving. "Thanksgiving is always a difficult time for me because I am, 
by nature and by habit, an ingrate. For years I avoided Thanksgiving get-togethers and I believed it was 
because I did not like turkey." Dylan Brody 3:29:00

11/23/2013 OBIT

Diane Disney Miller passed away Nov. 19, 2013 at her home in the Napa Valley. Diane was Walt 
Disney's eldest daughter who was born here in Los Angeles. Miller was integral in getting the Walt 
Disney Music Hall built.

Alex Cohen / Deborah 
Borda / Tom Hanks 4:40:00

11/24/2013 TRAV Online travel agency "Orbitz" will be busiest airport in nation during the Thanksgiving holiday Lee :50

11/24/2013 TRAN Caltrans workers to climb hillsides of PCH to remove loose rock on Monday CC :12

11/24/2013 RELI
City officials in LA yesterday (SAT) unveiled a statue honoring the Salvadoran religious leader Oscar 
Romero Rojas 2:08

11/24/2013 RELI
City officials in LA yesterday (SAT) unveiled a statue honoring the Salvadoran religious leader Oscar 
Romero Rojas 1:33

11/24/2013 ENV
An oil company at the heart of an investigation into noxious fumes wafting through a South Los Angeles 
neighborhood has agreed to suspend operations CC :15

11/24/2013 POLI
Republicans in Congress are skeptical about the Iran nuclear deal hammered out by six world powers 
including the US CC :24

11/25/2013 ART "Hunger Games" is number one and swallows most of the box office ticket sales. Jahad :48

11/25/2013 EDU Part Three: College essay on the Loh Life Loh 2:58

11/25/2013 ENV An oil facility tied to noxious fumes near USC suspended operations last week (FRI) CC :17

11/25/2013 TRAN
Caltrans is closing a stretch of Pacific Coast Highway near Malibu on and off today (MON) and 
tomorrow CC :07

11/25/2013 ART Artists remember Joseph Gatto - he was murdered in Silver Lake at 78 Plummer 3:33

11/25/2013 TRAN The days of tossing quarters into the cash bucket are about over in Orange County Joyce 1:15

11/25/2013 TRAN The Sunset Boulevard offramp construction project wrapped up a week early Bailey :52

11/25/2013 ART
Today (MON) friends and family will gather for the funeral of Joseph Gatto - the father of Assemblyman 
Mike Gatto CC :06

11/25/2013 POLI
CA GOP Congressman Ed Royce, Foreign Relations Committee Chair, has concerns about Iran 
nuclear deal Jahad :55

11/25/2013 IMM
One diverse group of evangelicals in Orange County is putting into practice the concept of a nation of 
immigrants Rojas 1:53



11/25/2013 HEAL
Recent cases of abuse and neglect at some assisted living facilities in California have prompted about 
two-million dollars in fines Pringle :51

11/25/2013 ENT
Taylor Swift was the big winner at last night's (SUN) 41st annual American Music Awards at Nokia 
Theater in downtown LA CC :14

11/25/2013 ENT
Taylor Swift was the big winner at last night's (SUN) 41st annual American Music Awards at Nokia 
Theater in downtown LA CC :06

11/25/2013 ECON Gasoline prices are back up after more than two months of steady declines CC :07

11/25/2013 IMM
Immigration detainees do have access to a range of legal resources while in custody. But critics say it's 
not nearly enough to mount a reasonable defense against deportation Cuevas 5:53

11/25/2013 ART More and more Californians are participating in the early morning "turkey trot" Detrow 1:55

11/25/2013 SPOR The San Diego Chargers eked out a win against the Kansas City Chiefs on the road yesterday (SUN) CC :12

11/25/2013 SPOR
Police say a woman jumped from the third level deck of the Oakland Raiders' stadium during 
yesterday's (SUN) game CC :09

11/25/2013 SPOR The Clippers beat the Chicago Bulls yesterday (SUN) at Staples Center CC :14

11/25/2013 OBIT LA improv comedian Jay Leggett died after a day of hunting in Wisconsin CC :21

11/25/2013 MIL
Reports that U-S citizens with dependents living in the U-S illegally can be barred from joining the 
military has prompted some in Congress to ask for a clarification of enlistment policies Joffe-Block :48

11/25/2013 ECON About 8-thousand Navajo families may finally see some money to rebuild their homes next month Morales 1:23

11/25/2013 LAW California State Senator Kevin de Leon is looking to expand restrictions on toy gun CC :26

11/25/2013 SPOR Kobe Bryant signed a two-year contract extension with the L.A. Lakers today (MON) CC :18

11/25/2013 TRAN California's High Speed Rail project may have stalled out in court CC :17

11/25/2013 TRAN California's multi-billion dollar high speed rail project may be in trouble following legal setbacks Orr :57

11/25/2013 HEAL Latino enrollment in the online health exchange has been dismal Goldberg 1:29

11/25/2013 TRAV Triple-A says a sluggish economy is putting a damper on Thanksgiving travel this year CC :14

11/25/2013 TRAV
Fewer Californians will be leaving home over the Thanksgiving holiday this year, according to a survey 
from Triple-A Milne :44

11/25/2013 LGB
This year's Vietnamese lunar year parade stirred controversy when organizers refused to allow gays 
and lesbians to openly participate in the march Huang 1:14

11/25/2013 LAW A LA Superior Court judge has filed a complaint against the UCLA Police Department CC :18

11/25/2013 POLI President Obama is back in Los Angeles tonight for a series of fundraising events Stoltze 4:16



11/25/2013 LAW A judge claims two UCLA PD cops roughed him up during a traffic stop for not wearing his seatbelt Aguilar 1:22

11/25/2013 EDU New learning standards leading school districts to re-write, redesign report cards Guzman-Lopez 3:37

11/25/2013 POLI President Obama flies into LAX (MON) for a series of fundraisers Stoltze :53

11/25/13 FOR

The U.S., along with five other members of the United Nations, have reached an interim agreement with
Iran over the country's nuclear development program. Certain economic sanctions against Iran will be 
lifted in exchange for a six-month stoppage in Iran's nuclear enrichment program. Rebecca Sinderbrand, 23:00

11/25/13 TRAN

No one knows better than an Angeleno the soul-sucking nature of the daily commute. Battling the 
freeway maze can leave you exhausted at the end of the day, and according to a recent study, it might 
also leave you politically apathetic -- especially if you’re poor. Patrick Lown, 16:00

11/25/13 SCI

It's all eyes to the sky this evening as the widely-anticipated Falcon 9 rocket blasts off from Cape 
Canaveral, Florida. If successful, the mission would put a SES communications satellite into orbit, but 
the implications extend far beyond the expected increase in television and cable services in Asian 
markets. Joel Achenbach 8:00

11/25/13 LAW
California State Senator, Kevin de Leon has announced plans to re-introduce a bill to modify replica 
guns. Kevin de León, 9:00

11/25/13 SPOR

The Black Mamba has signed a two-year contract extension with the Lakers, which pretty much ensures
that he will finish his gilded career with the team. The deal was announced today by General Manager 
Mitch Kupchak. Eric Pincus, 9:00

11/25/13 HEAL
“No animals were harmed during the making of this film.” Those words from the American Humane 
Association (AHA) are a relief for audiences to see at the end of movies that feature animals. Gary Baum, Karen Ros 13:00

11/25/13 ART

Twenty years ago, the Food network was a scrappy TV startup with a newfangled plan to broadcast 
cooking shows around the clock. In "From Scratch: Inside the Food Network," writer Allen Salkin shows 
readers how the network has tweaked its recipe over the years to become a billion-dollar media 
monolith. Allen Salkin 14:00



11/25/13 LAW
A Sacramento County Superior Court judge is blocking the sale of bonds to build California's bullet train 
and has rejected the state's funding plan, jeopardizing the future of the project. Ralph Vartabedian 3:00

11/25/2013 ENV
While this may be a big deal for people in Tehran, it's also a big deal for plenty of people here in L.A., 
home to one of the largest Iranian populations in the world. Siamak Kalhor 5:29

11/25/2013 POLI
The results of a hotly contested election in Honduras are taking shape. This violence-plagued country is 
still reeling from a 2009 coup, and now both leading candidates are claiming victory. Carrie Cahn 4:22

11/25/2013 ECON

It's been five years since the Navajo Nation opened its first casino. For two decades the tribe resisted 
the lure of the quick money maker. They feared the social ills that tend to come with gaming -- 
compulsive gambling, alcoholism, crime and loss of culture. No 4:13

11/25/2013 DIV
Today, researchers are able to document how even the presence of a woman in a man's life can shape 
how he views women at work as well as at home. Sarah Yager 6:05

11/25/2013 TECH
Clearly, we are doing the ad companies' work for them. Passing around the surprising, the clever, the 
funny, the inspiring. But does all that sharing lead to caring about the brand and buying it? Thales Texeira 9:23

11/25/2013 ENT
Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Rebecca Keegan of the LA 
Times. Rebecca Keegan 7:44

11/25/2013 ENT

When films include a lot of action, and really big stunts, sometimes, people get hurt. That's why you 
need a set medic. Medic Tony Whitmore has worked on films ranging from "The Hangover" and the 
"Amazing Spiderman" to "Bad Teacher" and "War of the Worlds." Tony Whitmore 7:06



11/25/2013 FORE

North Korea is known to be one of the most reclusive countries in the world. But a recent federal case is
shining some light on how the country seems to be a growing market for manufacturing 
methamphetamine. Isaac Stone Fish 5:42

11/25/2013 IMM
Next to tax law, immigration law is arguably the most complex realm of our legal system. Yet very few 
people being held in immigration detention have a lawyer, usually because they can't afford one. No 5:56

11/25/2013 DIV

Thanksgiving is a day of traditions. There s turkey, of course, along with football, apple pie and parades.
And for more and more Californians, there’s the early morning turkey trot. For the California Report, 
Scott Detrow has the story. No 2:14

11/25/2013 SCIE

Scientists discovered Highly Superior Autobiographical Memory, or HSAM, in 2006, but new research is 
throwing a little cold water on the HSAMs. They've proven that even those with superior memories can 
still be susceptible to fake memories. Lawrence Patihis 5:47

11/25/2013 ART The word "because" has jumped the sentence diagram, from subordinating conjunction to preposition. Megan Garber 4:45

11/25/2013 POLI
The artist, who was shot to death Nov. 13, will be buried Monday. His daughter said the outpouring of 
support from former students has been comforting. No 4:04

11/25/2013 OBIT Poet Wanda Coleman passed away Friday of natural causes at the age of 67 Tom Lutz 5:58

11/26/2013 HEAL
Toy recalls for excessive lead and other hazards are down this year, but consumer advocates warn 
potential dangers to children remain on store shelves CC :15

11/26/2013 TRAV LAX officials predict a near-seven-percent increase over the same time last year Moore 1:09

11/26/2013 ECON
Computer chip-maker Intel will open a "pop-up" store today (TUE) in Venice for the holiday shopping 
season Watt 1:29

11/26/2013 SPOR
"Redzone" is a TV channel that offers the most exciting moments of almost every NFL game broadcast 
on Sundays Bergman 4:14

11/26/2013 TRAN
Some 900-thousand people are expected to visit the LA Auto Show by the time it rolls up the carpets on 
Sunday CC 3:53

11/26/2013 HEAL
The injured man authorities say saved a woman's life after she jumped from the third level of the 
Oakland Raiders' stadium says he would do it again CC :18

11/26/2013 OBIT Los Angeles born jazz master Chico Hamilton died today at the age of ninety-two CC :30

11/26/2013 LAW
A Los Angeles Superior Court jury has deliberated for a third day (TUES) in the Bell public corruption 
trial of Angela Spaccia Moore 1:04

11/26/2013 IMM
Labor, religious and civic leaders came together in downtown Los Angeles today (TUES) to announce a 
fast to show support for immigration reform CC :10



11/26/2013 ART A Baroque masterpiece looted by the Nazis during World War II has been donated to LACMA CC :22

11/26/2013 DC Battle escalates between Senator Boxer and nuclear agency Felde :59

11/26/2013 POLI President Barack Obama delivered a speech in Glendale today (TUE) on the economy CC :21

11/26/2013 ART California Arts Council funds populist new programs with infusing of cash Guzman :53

11/26/2013 HEAL
The California Public Interest Research Group has released its annual study of potentially hazardous 
toys CC :07

11/26/2013 SCI The recent construction of the 405 reveals the ancient history of the Santa Monica mountains Totten 4:08

11/26/2013 POLI Mayor Eric Garcetti talks about renovations to Getty House CC :15

11/26/2013 HEAL
Pasadena homeless services won't be able to serve home-cooked, donated food this Thanksgiving 
because of public health restrictions Kim 1:20



11/26/2013 POLI
President Barack Obama toured Dreamworks Animation studios in Glendale today - then gave a 
speech on the economy Watt 1:32

11/26/2013 LAW
The LA Board of Supervisors today (TUES) approved a 722-thousand dollar settlement for a former 
inmate who was housed in Men's Central Jail Palta 1:08

11/26/2013 POLI
A group of high-profile labor, faith and civic leaders from Los Angeles are trying to press the issue of 
immigration reform, by participating in a 24-hour fast Huang 1:53

11/26/13 POLI

Despite a new call by the president for immigration reform, all signs are pointing to a strategic shift by 
the White House on the divisive issue. After lengthy stalls by the Republican-controlled House of 
Representatives, President Obama has essentially endorsed a piecemeal approach to achieving 
comprehensive immigration overhaul. Alan Gomez, Manu Raj 14:00

11/26/13 LAW

The Supreme Court today agreed to hear two legal challenges to the Affordable Care Act dealing with 
whether companies can refuse to pay for coverage of contraceptive drugs that violate the religious 
beliefs of the companies' owners. Greg Stohr, 10:00

11/26/13 YOUT

Walk down just about any toy aisle and you’ll see two colors – blue for boys and pink for girls. The boy’s 
side has the building blocks, erector sets and tool belts. The girl’s section is dominated by ponies and 
princesses. Now, there’s a new toy company on the horizon that aims to “disrupt the pink aisles.” Andrew Rohm, Lisa Wa 24:00:00

11/26/13 HEAL

How to deal with a late-stage illness is a sensitive topics for most patients and families. According to 
new data from the Pew Research Center, a growing number of Americans are choosing to be far more 
aggressive in treating end-of-life illnesses. Cary Funk, Dr. Paul Sc 24:00:00

11/26/13 POLI

Yesterday, USA Today became the latest major media outlet to boycott photos officially issued by the 
White House. The paper joins the White House Correspondents Association (WHCA) and 37 other 
media outlets, including The Associated Press, Reuters, The New York Times, The Washington Post, 
CNN, ABC, CBS, and Fox News, in protest. Jeremy Mayer, 11:00

11/26/13 TECH
An American University study found in 2007 that college students use sentence-ending punctuation 
marks only 39 percent of the time in texts and 45 percent of the time during instant messaging. Geoffrey Nunberg, 15:00



11/26/2013  ECON
Jerry Nickelsburg, senior economist for UCLA's Anderson Forecast, joins the show to give us an better 
view of the employment picture now and in the coming months. Jerry Nickelsburg 6:11

11/26/2013 TECH
Some companies are using a new emerging trend called "People Analytics," gathering all sorts of data 
information to hire, assess, and maybe even fire workers Don Peck 7:09

11/26/2013 ART

Lawsuits and settlements have returned much of that art to its rightful owners, but a recent recovery 
story has an unusual twist to it. A twist that will bring a previously plundered piece to the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art. Christopher Knight 7:54

11/26/2013 LABOR
She's been called the most powerful person in Los Angeles. Not the mayor, not the police chief, not any 
city official, but Maria Elena Durazo, head of the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor. Hillel Aron 7:18

11/26/2013 SCIE
The project to expand the 405 through the Sepulveda Pass may be a headache, but it's also a rare 
chance to see the insides of a mountain range. No 4:33

11/26/2013 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're going to be talking 
about rock with Shirley Halperin from The Hollywood Reporter and Chris Martins from Spin Magazine.

Shirley Halperin, Chris 
Martins 10:29

11/26/2013 ART

If you eat at a gourmet restaurant in LA or the Bay Area, there's a good chance your meal with include 
some high-end produce from the Central Valley. But ironically, even though small farms near Fresno 
nourish the state's farm-to-fork movement, few restaurants there serve food grown nearby. No 4:19

11/26/2013 EDUC
Locavorism means more fruits and veggies on school lunch menus. And that, in turn, means not only 
healthier students, but also a boom in business for local food product companies Teresa Watanabe 5:12



11/26/2013 ART
Check out holiday recipes from Mo-Chica's Ricardo Zarate, AOC's Suzanne Goin and The Roof's Eric 
Greenspan. What's on your plate? No 16:35

11/26/2013 TRANS
On Monday, a judge in Sacramento blocked the sale of billions of dollars worth of bonds for California's 
high-speed rail project. Tim Sheehan 4:23

11/26/2013 LIT
Here to give us her picks for the best new children's books of the season is Mara Alpert, a children's 
librarian with the Los Angeles Public Library. Mara Alpert 8:37

11/27/2013 FOR Tijuana squatter settlements have come to define the city Replogle 4:15

11/27/2013 ENT Oscar race begins as Spirit Award nominations are announced CC :14

11/27/2013 IMM
The union representing US border patrol agents claims more than 100 people illegally crossed into the 
US on Sunday and got into a scuffle with agents CC :11

11/27/2013 ECON Lenders make offers to skip a payment over the holidays Mullen :56

11/27/2013 HEAL
David Levinson of the non-profit group "Big Sunday" says hunger is a key issue for those in need during 
the holidays CC :17

11/27/2013 LAW
A superior court judge in LA has agreed to allow a second case brought by parents at Miramonte 
Elementary School to move forward CC :14



11/27/2013 SCI
Thanksgiving and Hannukah fall on the same day this year - a coincidence that has to do with how the 
lunar and solar calendars are calculated Totten 3:53

11/27/2013 OC
It took until 1:30 this morning (WED) for the Irvine City Council to approve a controversial development 
plan for the long-delayed Great Park Joyce 2:05

11/27/2013 POLI DWP suspends most collection activities for remainder of 2013 Walton 1:15

11/27/2013 ENV The LA Bureau of Sanitation says it will take your used oil from deep frying your turkey and recycle it Moore :40

11/27/2013 LAW
An LA County Superior Court judge has sided with the city of Irwindale and ordered Huy Fong Foods to 
put a stop to the pungent smells coming from the factory Huang 1:14

11/27/2013 LAW SWAT team remains at a home in Inglewood CC :22

11/27/2013 LAW
Crisis negotiators are on the scene in Inglewood as a suspect who shot at police remains barricaded 
inside his home CC :12

11/27/2013 IMM Construction has begun on one of the final phases of the border fence in El Pasa, Texas Uribe 1:12

11/27/2013 LAW
A man who shot at police today (WED) remains barricaded inside his home in Inglewood. Authorities 
says he's holding at least two hostages CC :19



11/27/2013 RELI
A church in San Francisco is trying to bring together low-income people who live in small hotel rooms 
where there is no communal dining experience Dornhelm 4:31

11/27/2013 SPOR Kobe Bryant signed a two-year contract extension with the L.A. Lakers today (MON) CC :23

11/27/2013 SPOR
Why watch one football game when you can watch eight... all at the same time?  That's the premise of 
the NFL-owned and operated RedZone channel, based in Culver City Bergman 4:08

11/27/2013 EDU
From preschools to high schools, lesson plans this time of the year inevitably get around to giving 
thanks Fernandes 3:42

11/27/2013 ECON List of dangerous toys is released Pringle :57

11/27/2013 TRAN
California's vehicle registration fees are relatively small, but Katie Orr says they can make or break a 
political career Orr 1:18

11/27/2013 TRAN
A group headed by a former CalTrans director is now considering whether to try to get the vehicle 
license fee raised CC :22

11/27/13 RELI

Pope Francis continues to surprise Catholics and non-Catholics alike with his frank and unconventional 
ways. On Tuesday, the Pope released his theological manifesto, criticizing the “tyranny” of unchecked 
capitalism and calling for big changes in the Roman Catholic Church. Juan Martinez, Jeff Die 13:00

11/27/13 ECON

As if a death in the family weren't already enough to deal with, cases of unexpected inheritance can 
often lead loved ones into fights, fallouts, and even lawsuits. To prevent such familial discord, some 
personal finance experts are advising their clients to take a different path when it comes to inheritance: 
In short, leave out the surprise part. Robert Powell 17:00

11/27/13 YOUT

A Florida grandfather living in the age-restricted community of Vero Beach looked out his window one 
recent morning and saw that he and his wife’s two vehicles had been vandalized with yellow spray 
paint. The vandal’s message: “No Kids.” Andrew Scharlach, 17:00



11/27/13 LAW

At-home genetic testing is about to get a little more difficult if the Food and Drug Administration has its 
way. The FDA issued a warning letter this week to the company 23andMe, a genetic test maker, to stop 
sales of its DNA testing kits consumers can order through the mail. Dr. Maren Scheuner, N 22:00

11/27/13 YOUT
Thanksgiving is a time for families to come together — but for many, it’s also extremely fraught with 
unresolved family issues. Amy Alkon 25:00:00

11/27/2013 POLI
Pope Francis has spent less than a year as head of the Catholic Church, but in that time a series of his 
pronouncements have gained a lot of attention. Christopher Kaczor 7:01

11/27/2013 POLI
The Associated Press broke a story this week about a secret CIA program at Guantanamo Bay prison 
that attempted to turn inmates into double agents. Matt Apuzzo 6:54

11/27/2013 EDUC
At the East Los Angeles College Child Development Center, teachers use stories and role playing to 
teach gratitude year-round. Here's how they do it. No 4:00

11/27/2013 DIV

This time of year can be particularly tough for those in need, facing abuse or missing loved ones far 
away. It's also a season where many take out time to help those who need it the most. Enter Big 
Sunday, a non-profit organization that's served as a one-stop shop for those looking for a way to give 
back to their community for 15 years. David Levinson 4:51

11/27/2013 ENT
If you are looking for some music to mark Thanksgivukkah, we've got the perfect thing for you. It's a 
new two disc set called "It's a Scream How Levine Does the Rhumba the Latin Jewish Music Story." Josh Kun 6:54

11/27/2013 SPOR

It's Thanksgiving, Hanukkah and Rivalry Week all at once, baseball owners don't seem to care about 
PED's and the Black Mamba will be forever draped in Purple and Gold. This all means it's time for 
sports with Andy and Brian Kamenetzky.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 8:02

11/27/2013 POLI
When you sit down with family and friends, you can bet that along with all the "pass the cranberry 
sauce" and the "mmm, these mashed potatoes are perfect," someone will bring up Obamacare. Sarah Kliff 6:34



11/27/2013  GOV
Recently two city councilmen proposed a ban on feeding homeless people in public spaces, only 
allowing it in areas like homeless shelters and soup kitchens. Jerry Jones 4:47

11/27/2013 POLI
The Affordable Care Act will expand Medicaid to individuals well under the poverty line, 138 percent 
below, and it’s expected to include several homeless men and women. Annie Lowrey 4:53

11/27/2013 FORE Tijuana's rapid growth has kept urban planners on the run in an effort to keep the city livable. No 4:41

11/27/2013 ENV
As we approach the 20th anniversary of the Northridge Earthquake early next year, we've been looking 
into how prepared we are for the next big one. Ron Lin 5:32

11/27/2013 SCIE A group called The Lazarus Project has succeeded in raising from the dead an extinct species of frog. Mike Archer 8:59

11/27/2013 ART Lemonade founder and chef Alan Jackson has some ideas for the day after Thanksgiving Alan Jackson 8:31

11/27/2013 ART
Take Two visits Litty Matthews of local craft distillery, Greenbar Collective, and mixes up some 
Thanksgiving cocktails. Litty Mathew 2:58

11/28/2013 LAW Judge blocked access to bond money for high speed rail, project continues but future is doubtful Detrow 1:50

11/28/2013 ART StoryCorps interview about Thanksgiving CC 1:58

11/28/2013 ECON Highway Patrol prepares for holiday weekend traffic CC :08



11/28/2013 MIL Sheriff's deputy takes care of military families Palta 1:25

11/28/2013 ART LA leaders hope Downtown will become a cultural center Fox 1:13

11/28/2013 EDU Federal officials haven't accepted California change in state testing Guzman 1:04

11/28/2013 LAW Thanksgiving is a busy day for firefighters CC :10

11/28/2013 SCI Astronauts enjoy Thanksgiving in space CC :13

11/28/2013 TRAN South Africa introduces toll roads Padmore 1:31

11/28/2013 SPOR The Clippers beat the Knicks CC :11

11/28/2013 SPOR Downtown LA hosts first Turkey Trot in memory McNary 2:00

11/28/2013 ECON US Airways and American merger has big impact on the airline industry Gardner :59

11/28/2013 ECON Baja has put itself on the map as a producer of quality wine Replogle 1:10

11/28/2013 POLI
ACLU says state's health care exchange violating federal state law by failing to provide enrolees with 
voter registration opportunities Pringle :50

11/28/2013 POLI
ACLU says state's health care exchange violating federal state law by failing to provide enrolees with 
voter registration opportunities CC :15

11/28/2013 SPOR Tens of thousands jam downtown LA for first Turkey Trot event CC :07



11/28/2013 ECON Union Station Homeless Services hosted annual Thanksgiving-in-the-Park CC :15

11/28/2013 ECON State, retailers appear poised for economic boost this holiday season Adler :51

11/28/2013 ECON California could see bump in retail sales this holiday season CC :16

11/28/2013 SCI Comet ISON may not have survived its flyby of the sun CC :11

11/28/2013 SPOR Downtown LA hosts first Turkey Trot in memory McNary 2:04

11/28/2013 LAW
Man accused of murdering four homeless men, women and her son in Yorba Linda dies while awaiting 
trial CC :11

11/28/2013 ECON Mo-Chica chef shows off a Thanksgiving dish CC :14

11/28/2013 SCI New communications satellite failed two launch attempts CC :11

11/28/2013 ECON AOC chef shows off a Thanksgiving dish CC :17

11/28/2013 DIV Take Two heads to Union Station Homeless Services' Thanksgiving in Central Park. Guy Conigliaro 12:38

11/28/2013 ECON

There is a lot of eating on Thanksgiving. There's turkey, mashed potatoes, stuffing and pie. There's 
vegetables and maybe some quinoa or tofu for your vegan cousin. Whatever's on the table you will no 
doubt be stuffed to the gills. Marshall Cohen 5:34

11/28/2013 DIV This may surprise some of you, but Thanksgiving isn't only celebrated in the U.S. Mark Johanson 4:59



11/28/2013 LIT
If you think fighting the crowds at the grocery store over the holidays is tough, our next guest's story 
might make you reconsider. Bill Heavey 7:04

11/28/2013 ENT
A new HBO documentary explores how and why sports hold such an important place in our country's 
heart and our national consciousness. James Stern 8:06

11/29/2013 ENT Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Peter Ranier review this week's releases Mantle 3:02

11/29/2013 ECON Lemonade restaurant founder gives the dish on leftovers CC :16

11/29/2013 ECON Black Friday sales are in full force Lee 1:25

11/29/2013 EDU State legislators opposed to giving school districts more freedom to use funds Guzman 1:04

11/29/2013 LAW Kelly Thomas trial scheduled to begin Joyce 4:52

11/29/2013 SPOR USC and UCLA play tomorrow Bergman 1:25

11/29/2013 DC Riverside GOP member shares a dog Felde 1:00

11/29/2013 ENV New website gives information about air quality Quinton :53

11/29/2013 ECON Profile of LA street vendor Fox 3:47

11/29/2013 LAW Father of Kelly Thomas gears up for the trial CC :08



11/29/2013 ECON Protests at Walmarts across the country CC :14

11/29/2013 ENV Black Friday brings rain in Southern California CC :13

11/29/2013 TECH California offers plenty of e-waste options for electronic gadgets Pringle :47

11/29/2013 RELI Crystal Cathedral to undergo lengthy renovation; reopen in 2016 CC :14

11/29/2013 LAW
Man accused of murdering four homeless men, women and her son in Yorba Linda dies while awaiting 
trial Totten 3:56

11/29/2013 ECON Black Friday retailers try to translate viral videos into sales CC :13

11/29/2013 LAW Attorney for accused murderer Itzcoatl Ocampo says client died from ingesting Ajax cleaner CC :17

11/29/2013 ENV New study published on coral reefs Peterson :56

11/29/13 YOUT
Wal-Mart, Macy’s, and Best Buy were just some of the retailers that decided to open their doors on 
Thanksgiving and deal-conscious shoppers apparently responded overwhelmingly. Sanden Totten, 16:00

11/29/13 LAW
The Obama administration this week unveiled a proposed rule that would limit the role tax-exempt, 
nonprofit groups play in politics and election campaigns. Jessica Levinson, Brad 17:00

11/29/13 YOUT

Those who fear aging might find some inspiration from a new study out of the London School of 
Economics and Political Science. After analyzing data from 13,000 respondents, researchers found that 
Americans ages 65 and older reported being less tired than those ages 15 to 24. Laura Kudrna, 15:00

11/29/13 ENT
Larry is joined by KPCC critics Henry Sheehan and Peter Rainer to discuss this week’s releases, 
including Homefront, Oldboy, Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom and more! TGI-FilmWeek! Henry Sheehan, Peter 30:00:00



11/29/13 LIT

She made eighty-eight movies in a career that spanned four decades and worked with some of 
Hollywood's most esteemed filmmakers: Cecil B. DeMille, Preston Sturges, King Vidor. Director Frank 
Capra called her the "greatest emotional actress the screen has yet know. Victoria Wilson 17:00

11/30/2013 YOUT Researchers find parents are feeding kids a lot of fast food Florido :48

11/30/2013 DC Linda Sanchez has a rescue dog in her office Felde 1:01

11/30/2013 HEAL LeVar Burton is MC of concert commemorating World AIDS Day Trujillo :51

11/30/2013 LAW Gunman in La Crescenta robbery shot himself CC :09

11/30/2013 LAW Gunman in La Crescenta robbery shot himself CC :07

11/30/2013 LAW One man dead after being swept away by a rogue wave CC :09

11/30/2013 SPOR USC and UCLA play tonight Totten 2:00

11/30/2013 HIST
Nov. 17, 2013, weather permitting, adventurer Tim Jarvis will lead a team of six on what would be the 
first authentic re-enactment of Shackleton's historical journey across the stormy Southern Ocean.

Tess Vigeland / Tim 
Jarvis 7:14:00

11/30/2013 HIST

This retelling of the Shackleton story originally aired in 1999 on NPR, and was a Minnesota Public 
Radio/AmericanRadioWorks/NPR production. It's always seemed the perfect radio listening the 
weekend after Thanksgiving ... when you're safe and warm, and mindful of your blessings. John Rabe 49:24:00

12/1/2013 ECON Non-profit Big Sunday provides visits to the needy CC :17

12/1/2013 HOUS Emergency homeless shelters open for the winter months Palta 1:50

12/1/2013 DC Congressmen let houds run riot on House floor Felde :56

12/1/2013 HIST Today is World AIDS Day CC :12



12/1/2013 OBIT
Paul Crouch, who turned an obscure Orange County TV station into the world's largest Christian TV 
network died at the age of 79 Totten 1:02

12/1/2013 OBIT Founder of world wide Trinity Broadcasting Network Paul Crouch passed away at age 79 CC :16

12/1/2013 OBIT Actor Paul Walker died in a car crash CC :13

12/1/2013 OBIT Actor Paul Walker died in a car crash CC :09

12/1/2013 SPOR UCLA wins against USC CC :06

12/1/2013 ART Hollywood Arts Council participates in Christmas Parade CC :15

12/1/2013 ENT Paul Walker's death is a blow to the Fast and Furious franchise CC :19

12/1/2013 OBIT Actor Paul Walker died in a car crash Totten 4:16

12/2/2013 POLI Culver City and West LA voters head to the polls McNary 1:11

12/2/2013 ENV Program helps economically disadvantaged students become conservationists Peterson 4:04

12/2/2013 EDU New staffing number show many more libraries closed than originally documented Gilbertson 1:21

12/2/2013 ART Hunger Games is number one again in a big weekend at the box office Jahad :39

12/2/2013 Loh Life Breaking Loh 2:43

12/2/2013 LAW Opening statements in trial of Fullerton officers accused of beating Kelly Thomas CC :22



12/2/2013 SPOR Hollywood Park closes down Valot 4:25

12/2/2013 LAW
LA County Board of Supervisors has chosen a new inspector general to oversee the LA Sheriff's 
Department's jail system Aguilar 1:09

12/2/2013 ENT Paul Walker's death is a blow to the Fast and the Furious franchise CC :19

12/2/2013 LAW
LA County Board of Supervisors has chosen a new inspector general to oversee the LA Sheriff's 
Department's jail system CC :15

12/2/2013 LAW Autopsy performed on man accused of killing six people CC :09

12/2/2013 POLI Referendum could kill proposed Indian casino near Yosemite Orr 1:42

12/2/2013 SPOR University of Washington head football coach Steve Sarkisian will become new head coach of USC Bergman 1:00

12/2/2013 POLI Referendum could kill proposed Indian casino near Yosemite CC :05

12/2/2013 SPOR University of Washington head football coach Steve Sarkisian will become new head coach of USC Roman 4:00

12/2/2013 POLI Referendum could kill proposed Indian casino near Yosemite CC :08

12/2/2013 LAW Opening statements in trial of Fullerton officers accused of beating Kelly Thomas Joyce 3:24



12/2/2013 POLI CA State lawmakers get a more than 5 percent raise starting Monday Jahad :39

12/2/2013 ECON
Bipartisan group of CA lawmakers asks Congressional leaders to remove an amendment to the federal 
Farm Bill CC :13

12/2/2013 POLI Democrats want to reinvest surplus money in programs cut during recession Adler 1:18

12/2/2013 SPOR Foundation encourages youth football programs to take steps to limit head injuries CC :18

12/2/2013 POLI Democrats want to reinvest surplus money in programs cut during recession CC :18

12/2/2013 POLI
New ruling requires Palmdale to hold City Council election in June and select members from newly-
formed districts McNary 1:22

12/2/2013 RELI Crystal Cahtedral to undergo lengthy renovation; reopen in 2016 CC :14



12/2/2013 ECON Gov Brown at groundbreaking for redevelopment of Hawaiian Gardens Casino Watt 1:40

12/2/2013 OBIT
Actor Paul Walker and business owner Roger Rodas died Saturday in Valencia in a crash near a charity
event the two participated in Totten :58

12/2/2013 OBIT Fans gathered at the site where actor Paul Walker was killed in a car crash on Saturday CC :14

12/2/2013 ENV Teen girl spreads love of urban ecology through song CC :11

12/2/2013 POLI Amendment to House version of federal Farm Bill upsets bipartisan group of CA lawmakers Quinton :52

12/2/2013 SPOR Clippers ended 4-game winning streak, lost to the Pacers CC :12

12/2/2013 ECON Speaking to residents who still like living in San Bernardino McNary 4:42



12/2/2013 POLI CA State lawmakers get a more than 5 percent raise starting Monday Detrow 1:12

12/2/2013 HEAL
As many as 600-thousand people who receive food stamps could be fast-tracked into Medi-Cal next 
year Bartolone :54

12/2/2013 LAW Investigation underway into derailed train in NYC CC :13

12/2/2013 LAW Opening arguments begin in Kelly Thomas trial Joyce 1:00

12/2/2013 ECON Amazon tests drones for delivery service Clark :59

12/2/2013 LAW Opening statements in trial of Fullerton officers accused of beating Kelly Thomas CC :16

12/2/2013 ECON Amazon tests drones for delivery service CC :22



12/2/13 ECON

California's growing surplus could lead to Democrat-on-Democrat budget battle in the coming months. 
Governor Jerry Brown has made cautious estimates about the state's finances, but the bean-counter-in-
chief, Legislative Analyst Mac Taylor, projects year-over-year increases up to a nearly $10-billion 
surplus by July 2018. Mac Taylor, Chris Hoen 24:00:00

12/2/13 DIV

Street food vs. fine dining: Mexican chefs argue food critics are biased against high quality meals in 
favor of small, humble, places or hole-in-the-wall, street-cart-style fare. Those are seen as authentic, 
while higher end Mexican places are dismissed as “inauthentic. Ricardo Cervantes, Jon 23:00

12/2/13 EDU Mistrust growing among Americans, poll finds Martin Gallegos, Asma 17:00

12/2/13 FOR

America has had it rough over the past decade. The nation is over $17 trillion in debt, the middle class 
is shrinking, and the country’s dysfunctional political system is getting in the way of solving the myriad of
economic crises at hand. What’s a country to do? Merge, says geopolitics expert and author Diane 
Francis. Diane Francis 15:00

12/2/13 DIV
You might try to live by the old adage, "love thy neighbor," but do you trust him? According to a new AP-
GfK poll, trust among Americans is waning to record low levels. Jennifer Agiesta 16:00

12/2/2013 POLI
Dozens of hires by the LA County Sheriff's Department in 2010 were made despite evidence of serious 
misconduct on or off duty. The LA Times reveals all in a new report.  Robert Faturechi 7:13

12/2/2013 TECH
Amazon revealed last night on CBS' "60 Minutes" that they want to deliver packages to people in 30 
minutes using drones. Gregory McNeil 7:13



12/2/2013 ENT
Each week we profile a different musician - and this week we have Irene Diaz with her debut album "I 
Love You Madly." Irene Diaz 9:08

12/2/2013 ECON

All weekend -- starting Thursday night -- people pounded that pavement at shopping malls all over the 
country in search of the uber holiday deal. But while foot traffic was up, you all didn't spend as much as 
retailers may have hoped. Shelly Banjo 4:01

12/2/2013 ENV

The line between wildlife habitat and human housing is becoming increasingly blurred, so how should 
we deal with bears digging through the neighborhood garbage cans? Or an alligator taking a dip in the 
pool?  David von Drehle 5:35

12/2/2013 ENV
Wildlife collisions cause a $1 billion a year in damage nationwide. Some states are taking steps to help 
animals get across highways safely No 5:09

12/2/2013 ENT
Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Rebecca Keegan of the LA 
Times. Rebecca Keegan 10:21

12/2/2013 ART

In Washington, D.C. a photo exhibition of nearly 100 images has opened at the National Geographic 
Museum. The exhibit, "Women of Vision," showcases work by 11 of the world's top women 
photographers who have shot photos from the battlefields of Iraq to the inner workings of the brain. No 5:16

12/2/2013 TECH

The Obama administration had promised they'd fix most of the problems with the troubled 
healthcare.gov by the end of November. Yesterday, officials at Health and Human Services, the 
department in charge of the site, essentially declared victory. Sam Baker 7:15



12/2/2013 ENV
The city's youth and poverty often define it in the public consciousness, but some see opportunity in the 
community's civic and social chaos. No N/A

12/2/2013 FORE
On Saturday the conservative party candidate Juan Orlando Hernandez was declared the winner. But 
rival Xiomara Castro and the supporters of her Libre party have rejected those results.  Nicholas Phillips 4:08

12/2/2013 POLI

Since the end of Prohibition, states have grappled with how to regulate the sale of alcohol. Some retain 
laws that haven't changed much in the last 80 years. Take New Mexico. It has some of the most 
expensive liquor licenses in the country. No 4:50

12/2/2013 EDUC

What would you do with a gift of $2.7 million dollars? That was the question faced by San Francisco 
Middle Schools after Salesforce.com CEO Marc Benioff donated the amount to the district. He asked 
that the money go towards innovation, so the district will use half the money to beef up its tech 
infrastructure. No 4:14

12/3/2013 DC UCI law dean argues case before Supreme Court Felde 1:05

12/3/2013 LAW Jury has reached verdicts on three counts in the Bell corruption trial Moore :42

12/3/2013 LAW Testimony underway in Kelly Thomas trial CC :14



12/3/2013 SPOR USC introduced new head coach to the media CC :07

12/3/2013 TECH DMV releases regulations for driverless cars CC :10

12/3/2013 LAW Testimony underway in Kelly Thomas trial Roman 3:13

12/3/2013 SPOR USC introduced new head coach to the media Bergman 1:43

12/3/2013 TECH CA releases regulations for the testing of driverless cars Orr :56

12/3/2013 LAW Kelly Thomas' mother speaks to the media about the trial CC :10

12/3/2013 LAW Alleged gunman Paul Ciancia will make his final court appearance since the shooting at LAX on Nov 1 Aguilar :58



12/3/2013 LAB Social workers rally outside LA County administration building calling for smaller caseloads Palta 1:54

12/3/2013 LAB Social workers rally outside LA County administration building calling for smaller caseloads CC :12

12/3/2013 EDU
The district is required to consult parents on the new budget, but how do you talk to hundreds of 
thousands of people Gilbertson 3:50

12/3/2013 ECON Speaking with a "coin washer" Marcus 2:55

12/3/2013 LAW Testimony underway in Kelly Thomas trial CC :07

12/3/2013 LAW Testimony underway in Kelly Thomas trial CC :16

12/3/2013 HEAL California pushes non-English speakers to sign up with health care exchange Florido 3:26



12/3/2013 ENV Volunteer divers clean up potentially harmful gear fishermen leave behind Kim 4:17

12/3/2013 OBIT Vin Diesel led memorial for Paul Walker CC :09

12/3/2013 TRAV Legal challenge to no-fly list continues in San Francisco CC :11

12/3/2013 HEAL Mental health experts focus on depression in the elderly Dembosky 1:29

12/3/2013 ENV Drizzle and light showers expected in Southern California CCC :15

12/3/2013 ENV Drizzle and light showers expected in Southern California CC :10

12/3/2013 TECH Cyber Monday shopping was up 21 percent from last year CC :10



12/3/2013 POLI President Obama congratulated the leader of Colombia on taking steps towards peace CC :22

12/3/2013 DIS Science experiment caused an explosion at a high school in Watts CC :13

12/3/2013 POLI LA City Council votes to allow murals on single-family homes in three districts Walton :55

12/3/13 TRAV

Can an airline boot you from its frequent flyer program for complaining too much? What sort of rights do 
frequent flyers have when it comes to disputes about club membership? These questions are before the
Supreme Court today, as it hears the case of a Minnesota Rabbi who sued Northwest Airlines for 
terminating his frequent flyer status and confiscating his miles. Lisa McElroy, Jamie Co 17:00:00

12/3/13 POLI

Fights in the U.S. Senate over filibusters exploded into the nuclear option last month - when Democrats 
voted to change the threshold for passing political appointments from 60 votes to a simple majority. It 
was only the latest dispute in a hundreds-year old debate over the power and composition of the 
Senate. Jeffrey Toobin 19:00

12/3/13 SPOR

One thing that’s certain is that college sports are never lacking in drama. USC's announcement Monday 
that Washington Huskies coach Steve Sarkisian was hired to lead the school's beloved football team 
was met with shock for some, and with lukewarm excitement for others. Gary Klein, Andrew Zim 11:00

12/3/13 SCI
According to a new study published this week in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, gender plays a big role in how the brain is hard-wired. Ragini Verma 15:00



12/3/13 SCI

When the boss is away, the workers will play, as the old saying goes, more or less. But new research 
out of Harvard Business School finds that productivity is actually increased when workers aren’t being 
closely monitored by managers. Ethan Bernstein, 18:00

12/3/13 LIT
A new book singles out an English translation of the Muslim holy book acquired by Jefferson more than 
a decade before he wrote the Declaration of Independence. Denise A. Spellberg, 14:00

12/3/2013 LIT

When you drop a piece of paper or a used plastic bottle into that recycle bin, where does it actually go? 
The answer: It depends. Our trash, whether it's an old car, Christmas lights or newspaper, may travel 
the world before it becomes something new.  Adam Minter 7:16

12/3/2013 TECH

Cyber Monday — as we're wont to call it — broke all time records, becoming the biggest online 
shopping day in history. Online sales were up 21 percent from 2012 according to IBM reports, and 
mobile traffic accounted for about 1 in 3 of those visits. John Talbott 7:15

12/3/2013 POLI
The White House welcomes the Colombian president, Juan Miguel Santos, to his second official visit to 
the U.S. Jeremy McDermott 8:13

12/3/2013 ENT

For decades, The Hollywood Reporter and Variety were Tinsel Town's go-to sources for film news. But 
times have changed, and ow there are four competing entertainment rags. Lately, that competition has 
become very, very nasty. Patrick Goldstein 7:06

12/3/2013  ENT
In our weekly feature, our reviewers pick their favorite new music. Take a listen and view videos by their
recommended bands.

Oliver Wang, Morgan 
Rhodes 9:43



12/3/2013  LAW
The Hells Angels Motorcycle Club has a reputation as one of the nation's oldest and toughest biker 
gangs. Turns out, they're also quite litigious Serge Kovaleski 5:54

12/3/2013 IMM
That sort of arrangement would entail compromises, but just what sort of compromise are the millions of
immigrants living in this country willing to make? Leslie Berestein Rojas 4:32

12/3/2013 LAW

Earlier this year, a L.A. County judge found that Palmdale's at-large elections — where the whole city 
votes on each district's representative — was in violation of the California Voting Rights Act and 
therefore illegal. Richard Hasen 6:52

12/3/2013 LAW
We look at the trial of two Fullerton police officers, accused of beating homeless man Kelly Thomas to 
death. Ed Joyce 3:12

12/3/2013 ENV Now we head north, where the San Francisco Bay finally recovering from 150 years of mining pollution. Paul Rogers 5:06

12/3/2013 LIT
Thirteen Chinese merchant sailors, killed execution style in Asia's Golden Triangle. That's the subject of 
a new investigative report, published by the Atavist and written by Jeff Howe. Jeff Hower 5:46

12/3/2013 DIV
"Where's the beef?" and "Wassup?" aren't just questions, but famous catch phrases that once captured 
the American cultural psyche Grant Barrett 5:43



12/4/2013 TRAN Urban Californians are leaving their cars at home Pringle :40

12/4/2013 TRAN Urban Californians are leaving their cars at home CC :10

12/4/2013 HEAL Defining basic insurance terms: premium, deductible, co-pay and more O'Neill 3:58

12/4/2013 ENV Researcher puzzle over fate of "missing DDT" off the coasts of Palos Verdes Peterson 4:17

12/4/2013 ENV Farmers are worried colder temps will affect their crops CC :13

12/4/2013 ENV Environmental groups turn attention to waste produced by drilling wells Khokha 1:35

12/4/2013 ENV Cold temperatures create hazardous driving conditions CC :14



12/4/2013 SPOR USC introduced new head coach to the media CC :15

12/4/2013 MIL Wife of detained veteran speaks out CC :11

12/4/2013 DC Supreme Court skeptical of first amendment claims CC :14

12/4/2013 TRAN Eleven people injured in crash on the 405 CC :09

12/4/2013 LAW Newtown releases 911 recordings from Sandy Hook Elementary School CC :16

12/4/2013 LAW Prosecutors in Kelly Thomas trial played audio tape to one of the defendants in court today CC :19

12/4/2013 LAW Man charged with killing TSA agent at LAX makes first appearance CC :14



12/4/2013 POLI Democrat Ridley-Thomas won the Culver City Assembly seat McNary :39

12/4/2013 LAW Day three in the Kelly Thomas trial Joyce 1:02

12/4/2013 LAW Michigan bankruptcy judge makes far-reaching decision Bergman 1:43

12/4/2013 HEAL Democrats upset about ACA website up by CA Republicans CC :08

12/4/2013 ENT Only 14-percent of silent films still exist in original format CC :20

12/4/2013 DC UCI legal team gets rocky reception at Supreme Court Felde 1:28

12/4/2013 ENV CA Parks system celebrates 150th anniversary, tries to move on from scandal Orr :59



12/4/2013 LAB Fast food employees call for a strike Watt 1:32

12/4/2013 ENV CA Parks system celebrates 150th anniversary, tries to move on from scandal CC :08

12/4/2013 ECON No tax penalties for homeowners who sell properties for less than full value Pringle :42

12/4/2013 ECON No tax penalties for homeowners who sell properties for less than full value CC :12

12/4/2013 LAW Man charged with killing TSA agent at LAX makes first appearance CC :16

12/4/2013 ECON Coffee Bean names new CEO Lee 1:07

12/4/2013 TRAN Do passengers treat TSA officers nicer or with more respect because of LAX shooting? Aguilar 1:36



12/4/2013 LAB Social workers who staff county's foster system may strike Thursday Palta :52

12/4/13 ECON
A federal judge today ruled that Detroit could proceed with its bankruptcy filing. More significantly, the 
court also ruled that Detroit could roll back on its pension obligations for retired city workers. Karol Denniston, Marcia 26:00:00

12/4/13 TRAN

The train engineer at the helm of the weekend's NYC commuter rail crash made troubling admissions 
yesterday. According the lawyer of William Rockefeller, the engineer was in a "daze" and nodded at 
controls before realizing something was wrong - the train was travelling 80 mph into a 30-mph zone. Charles Banks 9:00

12/4/13 LIT

It’s a well-known fact that most magazines and newspapers, including The New York Times, the so-
called “Paper of Record,” is written to a 9th or 10th grade level. This preference for simpler words 
applies to radio writing as well. Geoff Nunberg, Stephe 12:00

12/4/13 ENV
The Environmental Protection Agency is trying to figure out what’s happened to tons of chemicals that 
were dumped into the Palos Verdes Peninsula from decades of industrial waste. Molly Peterson, James 21:00

12/4/13 POLI

If you’ve heard of the Affordable Care Act, you’ve heard about the many problems with its rollout both 
nationwide and here in California. Now, there’s concern that Republican members of the California State
Assembly are intentionally trying to mislead constituents about the health care law. Sabrina Lockhart, Dr. P 9:00

12/4/13 LIT

Before Jess Jackson became the billionaire who transformed the landscape of California wine 
production, he was a police officer. And a prosecutor. And a real-estate lawyer. “A Man and His 
Mountain” delves into the life of Jackson and his quest to make Americans appreciate good wine. Edward Humes 16:00



12/4/2013 HEAL
The Affordable Care Act is forcing millions of Americans to confront the daunting challenge of picking 
health insurance. No 4:15

12/4/2013 POLI

As if people weren't confused enough about health care, Republicans here in California aren't making 
things any easier. State assembly members have been sending their constituents to the website, 
CoveringHeathCareCA.com. John Feehery 5:04

12/4/2013 ECON

A judge presiding over that city's bankruptcy case ruled yesterday that public employee pensions are 
not protected from cuts, as officials there try to rebalance budgets and regain some economic footing. 
This goes against what most state officials in California have always believed, that pensions are 
sacrosanct under the law and can't be touched. Dan Walters 4:56

12/4/2013 ENT
The El Mandril Show, hosted by Ricardo "El Mandril" Sanchez, heard in dozens of cities around the 
country, has been off the air in LA and other cities. Veronica Villafane 5:18

12/4/2013 FORE
Members of the religious community in Mexico have been increasingly targeted by powerful gangs for 
extortion, threats and even murder. Richard Fausset 5:35

12/4/2013 FORE

There are signs that officials in Arizona and Mexico are getting along better. That's after Arizona's 
immigration enforcement law provoked deep tensions a few years ago. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Phoenix, Jude Joffe-Block reports local leaders are making an effort to boost trade and tourism. No 3:51

12/4/2013 SPOR
USC and UCLA have settled their football coach situations, the Mamba is slithering closer to a return 
and what stadium would you like for your final resting place?

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 8:57



12/4/2013 ART
Here to helps us make these holidays as stress free as possible is Slate's Emily Yoffe, best known for 
her Dear Prudence advice column. Emily Yoffe 6:34

12/4/2013 ENV
Only 10 percent of the amount of DDT expected to be in ocean sediment off Palos Verdes was found in 
the last round of testing. No 4:45

12/4/2013 ENV
The debate over fracking to extract oil and gas has focused largely on the chemicals injected 
underground, and their potential effect on public health. No 1:53

12/4/2013 TECH
There are many traditional board games finding new life online. Devindra Hardawar, national editor for 
Venture Beat, joins Take Two to tell us about his favorites Devindra Hardawar 5:16

12/4/2013 EDUC

The use of iPads and other technology in schools has been up for debate, even though technology has 
been in schools for some time. The latest move has ignited a growing debate as to whether some high 
tech tools are really necessary or as useful as they're held up to be. Evelyn Larrubia 6:28

12/4/2013 ART
Movies in Afghanistan were banned under Taliban rule, so when photographer Jonathan Saruk started 
seeing people going back to the movies he pulled out his camera. Jonathan Saruk 3:40

12/4/2013 ART
what happens in the show will come as little surprise to those who have been following @MobCityTNT. 
Ever since Monday, the screenplay for the first episode has been released in small chunks on Twitter. John August 5:25



12/4/2013 ENT

The San Fernando Valley based band Run River North originally came to fame after they released a 
music video for one of their songs completely recorded in one of their cars. They continued to play and 
sing about their lives — including the Korean-American immigrant experience — regularly at Hotel Cafe 
in Hollywood.

Alex Wong, Daniel 
Chae 9:25

12/5/2013 POLI Chris Dodd remembers Mandela CC :18

12/5/2013 RELI 1st AME pastor speaks about Mandela's visit CC 1:13

12/5/2013 TRAN High Speed Rail Authority moving forward with construction on project's opening phase CC :15

12/5/2013 LAW NY mayor hires former LAPD Chief Stoltze 1:18

12/5/2013 ECON 3 million SoCal residents live in poverty; business leader discuss how to improve local economy Fox 1:00

12/5/2013 LAW Coroner's pathologist testified in Kelly Thomas trial Joyce 4:16



12/5/2013 LAW Folo on accidental trigger of emergency message system by Monterey Park Fire Dept McNary 2:04

12/5/2013 POLI Patt Morrison remembers Mandel'as visit in 1990 CC :12

12/5/2013 SCI Acidic ocean water may cause fish to act strangely, adversely affecting the ocean ecosystem Totten 1:15

12/5/2013 LAB Social workers go on strike around the county CC :12

12/5/2013 LAB Social workers go on strike around the county Palta 1:45

12/5/2013 LAW Coroner's pathologist testified in Kelly Thomas trial CC :18

12/5/2013 ECON First report on how arts and culture contribute to economic growth Watt 1:28



12/5/2013 POLI Democrats are upset about Republican-posted ACA website Bartolone :56

12/5/2013 YOUT LA City Council votes to halt sale of electronic cigarettes to minors CC :13

12/5/2013 YOUT LA City Council votes to halt sale of electronic cigarettes to minors CC :12

12/5/2013 DC Santa Clarita Republican won't say if he's running CC :18

12/5/2013 ECON US economy continues to grow CC :20

12/5/2013 LAW Former LA Police Chief takes over NYPD CC :11

12/5/2013 ECON US economy continues to grow CC :23



12/5/2013 LAW Day four in the Kelly Thomas trial Joyce 1:08

12/5/2013 ENT Time Warner offers big discounts to new customers Bergman 1:30

12/5/2013 EDU LA Unified School Board member Marguerite LaMotte dies unexpectedly Guzman 2:37

12/5/2013 EDU LA Unified School Board member Marguerite LaMotte dies unexpectedly Guzman :58

12/5/13 POLI

In the world of U.S. politics, 2013 will go down as a year of marathon filibusters, a government 
shutdown, heated debates over Obamacare and 12 months of near record-low productivity for 
Congress. Legislators have passed just 55 public laws since January - an average of less than one per 
week. Fingers of blame are now being pointed across the aisle. House Speaker John Boehner says the 
House has approved 150 bills this year but many have been blocked by the Senate due to a lack of 
‘common ground’. Meanwhile Senate Majority leader, Harry Reid says the glacial pace of change in 
Congress is down to conservative Senate Republicans who 'don't believe in government'. How does 
this lack of productivity impact the way you think about Congress? Do you think there should be 
penalties for lawmakers who fail to enact laws? Who do you blame for the low level of laws passed this 
year?

Matt Rodriguez, Jonath 15:00



12/5/13 HEAL

According to IMS Health, the use of ADHD meds is up -- way up. In 2007, 5 and a half million monthly 
prescriptions for ADHD medications were written for people between 20 and 39. By 2011, that number 
went up to 14 million, and that's not counting unsanctioned use. It’s hard to know how many people are 
taking them without prescriptions, but it’s safe to say those numbers are going up too. Some of the 
increase can be attributed to people of all ages feeling more and more overloaded with information and 
expectations in school and at in the workplace. So, the thinking goes, if there’s a little pill that can 
increase productivity and creativity, why not take it? But do these meds really make us smarter? If so, at
what cost? What are the risks and long term health and cultural implications of this kind of “cosmetic 
neurology?” Dr. Karen Miotto 19:00

12/5/13 ART

Based on the young adult novel by Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson, Peter and the Starcatcher tells the 
story of how Peter Pan became the beloved boy who would never grow up.  The play which was 
adapted for the stage by Rick Elice, follows Peter as he joins forces with Molly in order to keep the 
powerful and magical "starstuff" away from the pirates who would use it for evil.  Instead of elaborate 
scenery and countless props Peter and the Starcatcher relies on imagination and wit to tell the 
captivating adventures of Peter.  Peter and the Starcatcher opened December 3 at the Ahmanson 
Theatre in Los Angeles and will run until January 14, 2013.  Roger Rees, Rick Elice 13:00

12/5/13 POLI

Low-wage workers in 100 American cities are walking off their jobs today to push for a $15/hr living 
wage, the latest demonstration of strength in a grassroot movement that has been steadily gaining 
steam nationally since 2012. The protests are backed by organizations like Fast Food Forward and 
Fight for 15, along with the Service Employees Union. The collective effort has grown from its initial 
focus on fast-food employees to include low wage workers in other industries, particularly those who 
work for big box retailers like Walmart.
In Los Angeles, the protest is taking place at McDonald's at the corner of Melrose Avenue and Vermont 
Avenue. While workers say that it is impossible for them to live on their current wages, the National 
Restaurant Association and some economists have argued that raising the hourly rate  would actually 
have the opposite effect, leading to layoffs and higher unemployment. Adding to the debate is a newly-
released study from UC Berkeley that finds that taxpayers are essentially subsidizing low-wage bank 
tellers to the tune of nearly $900 million a year in social benefits including food stamps and Medicaid. Ken Jacobs, David Neu 22:00

12/5/13 HEAL

New research is taking aim at the idea that you can be both overweight and healthy at the same time. A 
small number of recent studies have indicated that overweight or obese people that don't have high 
blood pressure, diabetes or and normal cholesterol levels can be just as healthy as their normal weight 
counterparts. But not so fast say researchers from Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto, Canada. According 
to new research published in the Annals of Internal Medicine, people with a higher than normal BMI still 
had a higher risk of dying early or having heart related problems even without high cholesterol or 
abnormal blood pressure.  The researchers concluded that there's no such thing as "benign obesity", or 
obesity that doesn't affect a person's health. Can you be overweight and still physically healthy? Why is 
there such a discrepancy among studies about the link between weight and health? Does a person's 
physical fitness level factor into discussions about health?

Dr. Caroline Kramer 9:00



12/5/13 LIT

Amazon.com started out as an online bookseller and it has come a long way from its humble and 
focused beginnings. Now, you can find pretty much anything you want to buy on the site, often at a 
steep discount. The online retailer is the vision of one man--its founder and CEO Jeff Bezos, who is as 
spotlight-shy as his company’s corporate culture is secretive. In writing “The Everything Store,” 
Bloomberg Businessweek senior reporter Brad Stone gained unprecedented access to current and 
former Amazon employees as well as members of the Bezos family to present a view of the one of the 
world’s most famous companies from the inside. Brad Stone 16:00

12/5/2013 ENV The L.A. City Council voted to regulate the sale of e-cigarettes and other so-called vaping devices. Paul Koretz 9:18

12/5/2013 LAW
Michael Stoops, Director of Community Organizing for The National Coalition for the Homeless, 
addresses the challenges of dealing with the mentally ill homeless. Michael Stoops 5:07

12/5/2013 POLI

Emily Bazar of the California Healthcare Foundation Center for Health Reporting joins host A Martinez 
to answer consumers’ questions about the Affordable Health Act. This week she addresses questions of
coverage for immigrants, both legal and not. Emily Bazar 5:27

12/5/2013 ENV
The low temperatures could potentially ruin citrus crops and cause a financial disaster for some of these
growers. Bob Knight 4:34

12/5/2013 FORE
Like many businesses in the violence-plagued Mexican state of Michoacan, the avocado growing 
industry has become intertwined with powerful drug cartels. Sylvia Longmire 4:58



12/5/2013 LIT
In the first part of her new two-part memoir, "A Story Lately Told: Coming of Age in Ireland, London and 
New York," Huston says growing up with this pedigree can be a blessing and a curse Anjelica Houston 8:56

12/5/2013 POLI

It's Thursday, which means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout 
California. To help us with that we're joined in studio by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and Frank
Stoltze. Andrea Bernstein 14:51

12/5/2013 EDUC
People, whether they're kids, teens or adults, post a lot of dumb stuff online: selfies from funerals, 
snapshots of teens drinking alcohol tagged with screen names. No 4:04

12/5/2013 TECH

In recent weeks, there's been all sorts of rumors swirling around a mysterious barge being built near 
Treasure Island in San Francisco. Google is the company behind the barge, but they're not saying too 
much about it. Alexei Oreskovic 5:53

12/5/2013 ENT
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 5:29

12/5/2013 ART This weekend Susan Feniger is opening her own joint called Mud Hen Tavern. Susan Feniger 9:32

12/6/2013 HIST Plans to knock down Atomic and Troy Cafes in Little Tokyo Huang 4:30



12/6/2013 HIST Those involved in fight to free Mandela from prison speak about their struggle CC :14

12/6/2013 ENV Cold weather continues in Southern California CC :09

12/6/2013 OBIT Steven Van Zandt remembers Mandela CC :07

12/6/2013 LAB Unemployment rate is lowest in five years CC :11

12/6/2013 OBIT Steven Van Zandt remembers Mandela CC :06

12/6/2013 SPOR World Cup draw comes to a close Capstick :59

12/6/2013 SPOR World Cup draw comes to a close CC :17

12/6/2013 LAW French judge allows sale of sacred Hopi artifacts Morales :40

12/6/2013 SPOR Stanford and Arizona State play for the Pac 12 championship CC :10

12/6/2013 SPOR Stanford and Arizona State play for the Pac 12 championship CC :11



12/6/2013 ENV National Weather Service issues winter weather advisory CC :10

12/6/2013 MIL 72nd anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor CC :18

12/6/2013 TRAN Uber is delivering Christmas trees Bergman 1:45

12/6/2013 HIST Guitar played by Dylan at Newport Folk Festival sets record at auction CC :13

12/6/2013 POLI Prison reform advocates want state officials to look at alternatives to incarceration CC :10

12/6/2013 ENV Storm warning in the mountains CC :10

12/6/2013 HEAL Unprecedented surge in enrollment efforts causes delays in signups O'Neill :59

12/6/2013 LAW Former Long Beach police officer arrested for aiding a street gang CC :11

12/6/2013 EDU We talk to students about Nelson Mandela's death Plummer 2:35

12/6/2013 HEAL Covered California head Peter lee says agency will be able to handle surge of applicants CC :15

12/6/2013 ART Larry and KPCC critics review this week's releases Mantle 3:02

12/6/13 DIV

After a lifetime of activism, Nelson Mandela, South Africa's first black, democratically elected president, 
will be laid to rest on December 15 in his native home of Qunu.  As the once divided Rainbow Nation 
mourns the loss of the man known affectionately by his clan name, Madiba, the impact of Mandela's life 
is being felt worldwide. 

In a tribute to the 95 year old statesman, President Obama described him as "one of the most Steven Van Zandt, Rev 47:00:00



12/6/13 DIV

Larry is joined by KPCC critics Peter Rainer, Lael Loewenstein and Charles Solomon to review this 
week’s releases, including Out of the Furnace, Inside Llewyn Davis, Narco Cultura and more! TGI-
FilmWeek!

Peter Rainer, Lael Loe 30:00:00

12/6/13 ENT

Once again, Hollywood is gearing up for  awards season.  Last year, The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences  introduced a new rule into the Documentary Feature Category aimed at limiting the 
number of qualifying documentaries. Now, a documentary is required to be reviewed by the New York 
Times or Los Angeles Times in order to be included in the category. Instead of narrowing the field, a 
record-breaking 149 films are eligible this year.  Should there be different qualifying rules for the 
Documentary Feature Category? What are the quality of the documentaries that are eligible? How Peter Rainer, Lael Loe 17:00

12/6/2013 OBIT

Mandela began his fight against injustice at a young age and became a symbol for the anti-apartheid 
movement when he was put on trial for treason in 1963. Mandela was sentenced to life in prison and the
Apartheid government did everything it could to make Mandela invisible. Michael Parks 6:23

12/6/2013 POLI

Given Mandela's incredibly compelling life story, it's no surprise that a slew of films have been made 
about him. More than a dozen actors, including Morgan Freeman, Sidney Poitier and Danny Glover 
have taken on the role. Brenda Stevenson 8:40

12/6/2013 POLI

We've made it to the end of another working week, which means it's time for our review and analysis of 
the news, The Friday Flashback. Joining the show is James Rainey of the LA Times, and Nancy Cook 
of National Journal.

Nancy Cook, James 
Rainey 15:05

12/6/2013 POLI
Selwyn Gerber grew up under apartheid in the Cape Town suburb of Sea Point. He joins the show to 
talk about his experiences growing up during this tumultuous time. Selwyn Gerber 3:59

12/6/2013 ART Ken Burns's latest documentary focuses on California's most famous National Park, Yosemite. Ken Burns 4:53

12/6/2013 ENV
Though there are various hands-off methods farmers can use to protect their crops - traps, fencing... 
etc. — sometimes hunting is a necessity. No 5:32

12/6/2013 EDUC

Here in Southern California, at Occidental College, a young Barack Obama was one of those students 
who spoke out. The speech he made in 1981 to protest Oxy's investments in companies doing business
South Africa is considered Obama's first ever political action. Eric Newhall 4:40

12/6/2013 EDUC

This afternoon a group of elected officials, journalists, policy wonks and young people will gather at Cal 
State University, Los Angeles to talk about how the Millennial generation is faring, and how they might 
shape the future. Ron Brownstein 9:55



12/6/2013 ART

Starting today, art fans in Southern California will get a chance to see a rare site: a portrait of Don 
Pedro, Duque de Osuna, by Spanish artist Francisco de Goya y Lucientes. It's the first time this work 
will be publicly displayed on the West Coast.  Susan Grace Galassi 5:33

12/6/2013 ART

In France, a judge will decide tomorrow whether 32 Hopi artifacts can go up for sale at an art auction. 
However, the Hopi tribe say those objects contain the spirits of their ancestors, and selling them as 
commercial art is illegal. Laurel Morales 3:28

12/6/2013 EDUC
LaMotte was perhaps the strongest ally for teachers on the school board - and a vocal critic of the 
superintendent. The cause of death was not immediately known. No 2:56

12/6/2013 ART
1913 was a big year for film, and to mark the occasion, the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and 
Sciences is hosting a screening of 1913 movies this weekend. Randy Haberkamp 5:40

12/6/2013 SPOR
Earlier this morning, the 32 competing countries were sorted into groups and each now knows what 
their path is like to bring the cup home. Dave Denholm 4:20

12/6/2013 ART

One of the founding members of the Wu-Tang Clan was Gary Grice, better known as GZA. Now he's 
turning from rapping about New York, crime and martial arts films to rapping about black holes and the 
universe. GZA 5:31

12/7/2013 HEAL Covered California head Peter lee says agency will be able to handle surge of applicants CC :12

12/7/2013 ART Town-hall meeting on proposed National Museum of American Latinos Huang 1:16

12/7/2013 MIL American detained in North Korea has been released CC :11

12/7/2013 ENT Jay Z leads the Grammy nominations with nine nods CC :27



12/7/2013 TECH Hackers have taken over Boys and Girls Club to make useful apps Margolis 1:17

12/7/2013 ENV Grapevine closes due to snow CC :19

12/7/2013 ENV Cold weather could hurt citrus growers Fernandes :51

12/7/2013 ART Wig Wam Motel holds a wig wam lighting CC :18

12/7/2013 ENV Filmmaker Ken Burns has a new documentary in honor of Yosemite's 150th anniversary CC :17

12/7/2013 HIST

King Taco founder Raul Martinez Sr. — who died 12/3/2013 at the age of 71 — didn't invent better tacos
— but he did bring them to the masses, according to Pulitzer-winning Los Angeles Times food critic 
Jonathan Gold. John Rabe goes to the original King Taco in Cypress Park to talk with Jonathan Gold 
about Martinez' legacy. John Rabe also hears from some happy customers.

John Rabe / Jonathan 
Gold 5:39:00

12/7/2013 ART

There are probably hundreds of pop-up Christmas tree lots in Southern California, but few of them flock 
trees anymore. One of those is Cougar Mountain Christmas Trees in Eagle Rock (next to the Target), 
where Bruce Morrison works. He's been flocking for more than 20 years. "It's an art," he says. "Anybody 
can paint a wall, but to do the tree, you need a little bit of technique. Once you do a couple hundred of 
them, you get the hang of it."

John Rabe / Bruce 
Morrison / Sam 
Nassar 4:53:00

12/7/2013 ART

On Sunday, Dec. 8, 2013 television stars told Christmas stories at Hollywood United Methodist Church 
in a program called "Once Upon a Christmas." It's an annual event, and this year Pauley Perrette 
(“NCIS”), Geri Jewell (“The Facts of Life,” “Deadwood”), Rondi Reed (“Mike & Molly,” Tony winner 
“August: Osage County”), Beth Grant (“The Mindy Project,” “Sordid Lives”), Bill Brochtrup (“NYPD 
Blue”) and David Dean Bottrell (“Boston Legal”) are scheduled to appear. David Dean Bottrell 6:13:00

12/7/2013 OBIT

John Rabe talks with Rev. Cecil Murray about when he met Nelson Mandela. For Murray, Mandela is a 
symbol of perseverance that will not fade, even after death. Mandela visited LA soon after he was 
released from prison in 1990.

Rev. Cecil Murray / 
Nelson Mandela 6:00:00

12/7/2013 ART

Josie Huang tells us about the late great Atomic Cafe in Little Tokyo. The punk rock hangout was visted 
by the likes of Sid Vicious. When the Atomic went out of business, The Troy Cafe moved in and even 
hosted performances from a young Beck. Now the space is set for demolition -- it will become a Metro 
station.

Josie Huang / Rick 
Jager / Remy De La 
Peza / Nancy 
Sekizawa / Paul 
Roessler / Sean 
Carrillo 4:15:00



12/7/2013 ART

Off-Ramp film commentator RH Greene says 'Santa Claus is Comin' to Town' is actaully a great 
allegory for Jewish history. Greene says: "Arthur Rankin and Jules Bass' 1970 masterwork Santa Claus 
is Comin' to Town: an origin myth for Santa, and almost as Jewish thematically as the annual Chabad 
telethon." RH Greene 6:49:00

12/7/2013 HIST

John Rabe talks with David Davis about his Kindle book "Marathon Crasher." The book is about Merry 
Lepper, who, in 1963 became the first woman to run a marathon. Prior to Lepper, woman were not 
allowed to participate in marathons.

John Rabe / David 
Davis / Merry Lepper / 
Lyn Carman 6:47:00

12/8/2013 LAW Sentencing for Bob Filner scheduled tomorrow CC :21

12/8/2013 ENT Kennedy Center Honors presented tonight CC :05

12/8/2013 ENER Cold temperatures put pressure on gas providers Fernandes :52

12/8/2013 SPOR Clippers lost to the Cavaliers CC :08

12/8/2013 SPOR Stanford beat Arizona in Pac 12 championship CC :07

12/8/2013 RELI Church in South LA dedicates service to Mandela CC :13

12/8/2013 ENV Cold temperatures may damage farm crops Fernandes 1:15

12/8/2013 TRAN Grassroots effort to boost bike commuting in LA Schmidt 3:53



12/9/2013 SPOR Kobe Bryant debuted in 18th season with the Lakers CC :15

12/9/2013 ENT Jay Z leads the Grammy nominations with nine nods CC :06

12/9/2013 LAW Trial continues for two ex-cops accused of beating Kelly Thomas to death Joyce 1:58

12/9/2013 ENT Kennedy Center Honors presented last night in Washington, DC CC :11

12/9/2013 LAW
Federal authorities charge 18 current and former LA County Sheriff's department employees as part of 
investigation into county's jail system CC :15

12/9/2013 HIST Next months marks 20 years since the Northridge Earthquake CC :12

12/9/2013 ENV National Weather Service issues a high wind warning CC :16

12/9/2013 LAW
Federal appeals court decides whether it's constitutional for CA to collect mandatory DNA samples from
arrested persons CC :15

12/9/2013 LAW
Federal appeals court decides whether it's constitutional for CA to collect mandatory DNA samples from
arrested persons CC :16

12/9/2013 LAW
Federal authorities charge 18 current and former LA County Sheriff's department employees as part of 
investigation into county's jail system CC :17



12/9/2013 LAW Former San Diego mayor sentenced in sexual harrassment trial CC :12

12/9/2013 LAW
Federal authorities charge 18 current and former LA County Sheriff's department employees as part of 
investigation into county's jail system CC :22

12/9/2013 ECON More than half of americans spend more than recommended amount on rent Bergman 1:02

12/9/2013 HEAL
Coverd CA shared names and contact info of people who went on its website with independent 
insurance agents Roman 3:44

12/9/2013 LAW US Att's office annoucned criminal charges against 18 current, former LA County Sheriff's deputies Palta 4:46

12/9/2013 EDU The district wants to triple the number of iPads even as an oversight committee says slow down Gilbertson 1:12

12/9/2013 POLI The Los Angeles City Council prepares to approve a contract for DWP workers Walton 1:04

12/9/2013 LAW Trial continues for two ex-cops accused of beating Kelly Thomas to death Roman 2:39

12/9/2013 LAW New information emerges in death of singer Jenni Rivera CC :21

12/9/2013 LAW
An annual report shows only slight improvement in the number of female corporate executives in the 
state Pringle :56



12/9/2013 LAW San Diego City Council decides how to pay Filner's legal fees CC :08

12/9/2013 HEAL Covered California head Peter lee says call centers will be open 24/7 through Dec. 23 CC :18

12/9/2013 ECON Malls not always happy about parents snapping pics of Santa Watt 1:50

12/9/2013 Loh Life Sad Loh 2:51

12/9/2013 POLI Brown administration plans release of environmental documents for Bay Delta plan Quinton :50

12/9/2013 LAW LA County Sheriff's department watchdog spoke about his idea of justice CC :18

12/9/2013 LAW Trial continues for two ex-cops accused of beating Kelly Thomas to death Joyce :49

12/9/2013 HOUS Downtown LA condo building sells for $4-million per unit Lee 3:31

12/9/2013 YOUT Study looks at content of PG-13 movies and influence on children Fernandes 1:24

12/9/2013 OBIT Thousands gather to remember Paul Walker CC :10

12/9/2013 OBIT Thousands gather to remember Paul Walker CC :03



12/9/2013 HEAL California braces for a last-minute wave of health insurance applications Dembosky 1:19

12/9/2013 ECON Gas prices are going up CC :06

12/9/2013 ART Disney's Frozen beats the heat of Hunger Games: Catching Fire to win the box office Jahad :54

12/9/2013 POLI LA County Sheriff holds a fundraiser for reelection Stoltze :57

12/9/13 LAW

Today, an 11-judge panel of the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco will hear oral arguments 
on a controversial California law that requires police to collect DNA samples from every arrestee.
Voters passed the law in 2004 and the law went into effect in 2009. Law enforcement officials say that 
the mandatory requirement would make it easier to solve old cold cases. Both California Attorney 
General Kamala Harris and President Obama are supportive of the bill. Opponents argue the law is too 
broad and DNA collection should be limited to those who are arrested for violent and serious offenses.
The American Civil Liberties Union filed a lawsuit against Proposition 69 charging that it’s 
unconstitutional.  

Roberta Schwartz, Pete 17:00

12/9/13 TECH

The nation's biggest tech companies including Google, Microsoft, AOL and Yahoo have teamed up to 
call on the US government to fight harder against online spying. Usually rivals, the companies want one 
thing - less government surveillance. Together they published an open letter in several newspapers 
including the New York Times asking Congress and the Obama administration to enact reforms of the 
National Security Agency surveillance practices that went public after former contractor Edward 
Snowden leaked some of them to the press. The companies claim they're "keeping users' data secure" 
by using the "latest encryption technology to prevent unauthorized surveillance". Many Americans share
the same concerns about expansive government spying. Will this unlikely tech alliance be able to 
convince Congress to take action? Are their concerns and demands reasonable? Many of these tech 
companies including Google are also criticized for collecting and using too much user data. Is this 
request hypocritical? Are you comfortable with the level of NSA surveillance if it helps thwart terrorism 
concerns? Kim Zetter 15:00

12/9/13 TECH

New tech gadgets seem like the perfect stocking stuffers, but not for a small sector of neo-luddites 
whose loyalty for whatever outdated technology they own is unshakable. You know those people, those 
with old flip phones from the early 2000s that aren’t connected to the internet or prefer to watch Monday 
Night Football on their non-plasmas, non-HD television sets. To be fair, they aren’t just your 
technophobic grandparents. According to a recent Financial Times article, some of wealthiest and most 
powerful people in the European business world have hung on to their old gadgets. 
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/c6700998-5ce5-11e3-81bd-00144feabdc0.html Why? “It works, never 
breaks, has a long battery life,” Julian Dunkerton, CEO of SuperGroup, the international clothing brand, 
told the newspaper. Even President Obama is a tech holdout when it comes to his mobile 
communication needs, he is  apparently stuck with his Blackberry for security reasons. 

Evan Koblentz 15:00



12/9/13 POLI

There has been a lot of speculation about when 80-year-old Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg should retire. The oldest member of the court is probably taking a lot of things into 
consideration when deciding when to leave the bench but politics may not be one of them. Some court 
watchers are now calling for Justice Ginsberg and 75-year-old Stephen Breyer to step aside in the 
name of politics. Democrats are hoping to clear some space on the bench before the 2014 midterm 
elections puts control of the Senate in jeopardy. The best chance that President Obama would have of 
nominating a liberal-leaning justice would be while the White House and the Senate are both controlled 
by Democrats. Jonathan Bernstein, Ly 19:00

12/9/13 LAW

Modern-day peeping Toms use smartphones to sneak videos of unsuspecting women in change rooms,
restrooms, even women wearing skirts as they walk up stairs and escalators. Last week, a Kansas 
woman discovered a man video-recording her as she tried on bras in a Kohl's dressing room. In the 
shocking moment, while she was still topless, she ran after him shouting for help. He was arrested.
From upskirt videos to aggressive catcalls to groping in crowded public places and transit, how should 
victims respond? What's the risk in confronting the perpetrator or in letting it go?

Ilse Knecht 17:00

12/9/13 LIT

The creator of those iconic Saturday Evening Post covers exalting an idealized America was no main 
street simpleton. In her latest biography, Deborah Solomon reveals the man behind the picturesque 
facades—Norman Rockwell the high-school dropout, the twice-divorced alcoholic, the Vietnam war 
opponent and tortured artist.
Rockwell’s life was utterly dissimilar from his homespun illustrations. Inadequacy and self doubt? 
Repressed homosexuality? Certainly not the essence of Rockwell’s mass appeal magazine covers and 
Boy Scouts visuals. In “American Mirror,” Solomon seeks to illuminate Rockwell’s art by reexamining his
persona.

Deborah Solomon 12:00

12/9/2013 ENV
According to Dr. Lucy Jones, a science advisor for risk reduction with the U.S. Geological Survey, 
organizing an earthquake kit isn't enough. Lucy Jones 7:57

12/9/2013 EDUC The school is facing a new set of allegations of covering up sexual assault reports. Jason Felch 8:09

12/9/2013 LIT
Book critic and founder of the Libros Schmibros lending library, David Kipen, gives us his picks for 
holiday presents, including beautiful coffee table books. David Kipen 6:45

12/9/2013 ENT
The Los Angeles Times' Rebecca Keegan joins the show for our regular discussion of the film business,
On the Lot. Rebecca Keegan 8:13

12/9/2013 ENV The low temperatures continue to threaten citrus crops all around California. Bob Knight 3:53

12/9/2013 DIV UCLA women's soccer has competed for the College Cup three times since 2000. Amanda Cromwell 5:53



12/9/2013 ENV
Mexican officials say they are suspects in the theft of radioactive material - called cobalt-60 - stolen on 
December 2. No` 4:09

12/9/2013 TRANS Bike Trains organizes work routes so riders can bike in groups. Alex Schmidt 4:14

12/9/2013 ART

When you play a game like World of Warcraft, you're not only playing with dwarf paladins and goblin 
mages, but human spies, too. The New York Times and ProPublica report on how spy agencies have 
been monitoring communications on MMORPGs. Justin Elliott 6:50

12/9/2013 ART
Art critic Ben Lerner explores the world of art vandalism - people who physically attack works of art - in 
a new piece for Harper's magazine. Ben Lerner 10:25

12/9/2013 LIT
Throughout our history, the American meat industry has been both a source of American pride and 
suspicion. A new book looks at how meat came to define part of what it is to be American. Maureen Ogle 11:37

12/10/2013 LAW Boy found near the Mexican border Uribe :35

12/10/2013 LAW Study suggests link between realignment and car theft CC :06

12/10/2013 SCI Scientists find clues as to why a massive glacier in east Antarctica is melting faster than its neighbors Totten 3:35

12/10/2013 LAW
Federal authorities charge 18 current and former LA County Sheriff's department employees as part of 
investigation into county's jail system Palta 1:35

12/10/2013 LAW Angela Spaccia convicted on 11 of 13 charges CC :10

12/10/2013 LAW Study suggests link between realignment and car theft Orr 1:07

12/10/2013 ENV National Weather Service issues a high wind warning CC :14



12/10/2013 ENV Washington DC expects five inches of snow CC :24

12/10/2013 OBIT Congresswoman and thousands of others gathered at service for Mandela CC :18

12/10/2013 LAB About 12 hundred social workers with the Department of Children and Family Services remain on strike CC :13

12/10/2013 DC Activists push immigration during last week of Congress Felde :55

12/10/2013 LAW Trial continues for two ex-cops accused of beating Kelly Thomas to death Joyce :58

12/10/2013 IMM Neighborhoods are being reshaped by adult children of immigrants Berestein-Rojas 3:40

12/10/2013 ECON LA City Council signed off on a contract between DWP and its largest union CC :10

12/10/2013 POLI LA City Council approved ordinance to allow murals on single family homes CC :12

12/10/2013 SPOR Tickets for Pasadena bowl games have different demand in resale markets Bergman 1:10

12/10/2013 LAB Social worker strike called off CC :23

12/10/2013 ECON Timing of Black Friday puts dent in CA's November revenues Orr :38

12/10/2013 HEAL CA gets 100 million dollars in new mental health funding CC :10



12/10/2013 HEAL CA gets 100 million dollars in new mental health funding CC :07

12/10/2013 LAW FBI arrested 13 members and associates of MS-13 gang CC :15

12/10/2013 ENV Gov Brown's administration releases draft plan on climate change Pringle :48

12/10/2013 LAW Kelly Thomas trauma doctor testified today Joyce :44

12/10/2013 LAW Folo to charges against LA County Sheriff's deputies Palta 1:58

12/10/2013 POLI Lee Baca held a reelection campaign fundraiser last night Stoltze 1:27

12/10/13 LAW 

The Justice Department indicted 18 L.A. County Sheriff's deputies yesterday in connection with 
separate instances of alleged misconduct, including inmate abuse, false arrests and obstruction of 
justice. Sixteen of the deputy sheriffs were taken into custody rather than given an opportunity to 
surrender voluntarily. United States Attorney André Birotte, Jr. said, “Our investigation also found that 
these incidents did not take place in a vacuum – in fact, they demonstrated behavior that had become 
institutionalized. The pattern of activity alleged in the obstruction of justice case shows how some 
members of the Sheriff’s Department considered themselves to be above the law."  In turn, L.A. Sheriff 
Lee Baca countered that there is no institutional problem at the department. In a press conference Baca 
said, "While the indictments were not unexpected, it is nevertheless, a sad day for this department. We 
do not tolerate misconduct by any deputies." Are these indictments just the first of more to come? What 
oversight is needed at the Sheriff's Department?

Brian Moriguchi,  André 17:00

12/10/13 ENV

Drafts of the Environmental Impact Statement for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan were released 
Monday and renewed the debate on the $24.7 billion plan.. The goal of the BDCP is to improve the 
condition and conservation of the diverse ecosystem that exists in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River 
Delta while creating an efficient water delivery system. The plan, which is supported by Governor Jerry 
Brown, proposes to build a tunnel system to bypass the Delta while providing water to other areas in the
state. 

How will the Bay Delta Conservation Plan impact the ecology of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River 
Delta?  What are the benefits of the plan? Will you be providing comment on the EIS? 

The public comment period on the Environmental Impact Statement for the Bay Delta Conservation 
Plan will begin on Friday, December 14, and will run until April 14, 2014. 

Barbara Barrigan-Parril 15:00



12/10/13 EDU

Under a new state law this year, school districts with a high percentage of low-income and English-as-a-
second-language students are eligible for extra funding. In order to qualify for that money, the California 
Department of Education is asking districts to provide family income verification to ensure that the 
money is distributed fairly. School district officials, including LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy, want 
the new requirement waived, arguing that the step is redundant given that they already verify family 
income of students every four years for the federally subsidized meal program.

John Deasy 8:00

12/10/13 LAW

The Los Angeles Police Department is having a tough time finding qualified candidates that want to join 
the force, despite hitting its long-stated goal of hiring 10,000 officers less than a year before.
The Los Angeles Times reports that the decline started several months ago, resulting in a staff shortfall 
of some 100 officers at the LAPD. Attrition accounts for about 350 vacant positions every year and 
officials warn that  the effects of understaffing could be felt for years to come if the trend persists. As a 
result of under-recruitment fewer women and blacks are making it into the the training academy, 
causing the department to miss its diversity targets.
Several factors contribute the problem. Less people are interested in joining the LAPD, firstly, and top 
candidates are being lured away by other law enforcement agencies that offer higher pay. Budget cuts 
also figure into the equation, taking away the money needed to put up recruitment ads on billboards, 
radio and television.

LAPD Assistant Chief S 7:00

12/10/13 ECON

General Motors has named product development chief Mary Barra as the company’s new 
CEO—making her the first woman to head a major U.S. car company.
Barra, 51, has a long history with GM, beginning with the company as an electrical engineering co-op 
student in 1980. She rose steadily through the GM ranks since, working as a plant manager, an 
executive director of engineering, head of the GM’s human resources operations and other posts.
The announcement of Barra’s new role comes one day after the U.S. Treasury Department announced 
it has sold the last of its remaining 31.1 million GM shares. It started with 500 million shares in 2010.
Barra is the daughter of a GM tool-and-die maker who earned her MBA from Stanford University. She 
was one of a handful of internal candidates considered to take over for CEO Dan Akerson.
What do you think of Barra’s rise within GM’s ranks? What will the first woman running a major 
automaker do differently? 

Jim Tankersley 13:00

12/10/13 LAW

Drug offenders are waiving their right to trial due to fears over tough minimum sentences, according to a
new Human Rights Watch report.Ninety-seven percent of federal drug defendants agree to plea 
bargains with an average prison sentence of 5 years. The penalty for similar offenses that go to trial 
carry prison terms of 16 years. In 1990, 84% of federal cases resulted in a plea bargain. Prosecutors 
often charge drug defendants with crimes that carry high mandatory sentences, leaving judges with little 
choice than to mete out harsh punishments to defendants found guilty.
Attorney General, Eric Holder has called on prosecutors to stop charging defendants in a manner that 
triggers these mandatory minimums.Critics of the high number of plea bargains say the extremely harsh
sentences that result from going to trial could pressure the innocent into pleading guilty. 
Should drug and other offenders be offered plea bargains? If you've been the victim of a crime, would 
you prefer the criminal to face a public trial? If you've been a defendant in a case, did you feel pressure 
to plead guilty? And do you now wish you'd face a trial?

Jackie Lacey, Judge Na 19:00



12/10/13 DIV

TIME Magazine has released its top 10 finalists for the publication’s “Person of the Year” awards. The 
2013 shortlist includes N.S.A. leaker Edward Snowden, pop star Miley Cyrus, Jesuit pontiff Pope 
Francis and Syrian President Bashar Assad. .
The winner will be announced Wednesday. The prestigious title is given to “the person who’s had the 
most impact on events this year for better or for worse,” according to TIME Managing Editor Nancy 
Gibbs.
President Barack Obama made this year’s list—after earning to top honor in 2012 and 2008. Also on the
list: DOMA plaintiff Edith Windsor, Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, Secretary of Health and Human 
Services Kathleen Sebelius, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani and Texas Senator Ted Cruz.

15:00

12/10/2013 POLI
Yesterday federal officials indicted 18 current and former Sheriff's Deputies for charges including 
conspiracy, obstruction of justice, and giving false statements. Frank Stoltze 7:17

12/10/2013 TRANS
Yesterday, protesters blocked a Google bus filled with tech workers to bring attention to the widening 
income discrepancy. Ellen Huet 7:09

12/10/2013 ENV
If you have a particular passion for all things cannabis, you might want to run off to Denver and start 
applying at The Denver Post. Ricardo Baca 8:00

12/10/2013 POLI
Along with the President, 23 members of Congress (many of those being members of the 
Congressional Black Caucus) travelled to South Africa to honor Nelson Mandela. John Lewis 6:11

12/10/2013 SPOR
How many soccer fans are out there in the U.S.? NFL games still pull in 80 times more viewers than pro
soccer matches. Ira Boudway 6:24

12/10/2013 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're going to be talking 
about rock with Justino Aguila from Billboard Magazine and music critic Steve Hochman.

Justino Aguila, Steve 
Hochman 9:29

12/10/2013 ECON
Today is the deadline for cities to submit proposals to build the new Boeing 777X airliner on their turf. 
More than a dozen sites have been chosen as the potential recipient for the billion-dollar contract. Brian Watt 10:09

12/10/2013 ENT
Figuring out what causes glaciers to shrink is important because melting glaciers are one of the factors 
behind rising sea levels. No 4:01

12/10/2013 IMM
Neighborhoods across Southern California are being reshaped by the adult children of immigrants. 
KPCC's Leslie Berestein Rojas reports on the Latino experience within one storied Los Angeles suburb. No 3:51



12/10/2013 DIV
General Motors, the nation's largest automaker, announced that Mary Barra will replace retiring Daniel 
Akerson as the company's chief executive. Jean Jennings 5:07

12/10/2013 ENT
Winter break is quickly approaching, and one option many parents have to keep their kids preoccupied 
is taking them to the movies. Shawn Levy 11:35

12/10/2013 ENT
Kurt Sutter talks about where he stands on creating the show, the importance it's had in his life and the 
real outlaws that help him keep the show accurate. Kurt Sutter 10:11

12/11/2013 RELI Pope Francis is chosen as Time's person of the year CC :14

12/11/2013 ENV Previewing a town hall meeting on air quality investigation Kim :55

12/11/2013 ART Anaheim City School District starts an orchestra Plummer 3:38

12/11/2013 ENV US Bureau of Land Management hosts public meetings on solar development in Palm Springs Cuevas 1:20

12/11/2013 SPOR Kobe and the Lakers have lost two in a row CC :11

12/11/2013 POLI Congress reaches a budget deal CC :16

12/11/2013 POLI Congress reaches a budget deal, Issa reacts CC :14

12/11/2013 HEAL Investigation revealed rampant over-billing in Medi-Cal system CC :23

12/11/2013 ENT 12 Years a Slave led SAG award nominations CC :08



12/11/2013 LAW LA City Council approves settlements in lawsuits filed by LAPD officers CC :07

12/11/2013 HOUS LA County Metro has a new policy to address complaints about homeless people CC :12

12/11/2013 HEAL Covered California enrollment numbers continue to increase at a faster rate Florido :48

12/11/2013 TRAN Gates have been latched at Blue line stations, now need TAP card to pass CC :14

12/11/2013 ENV People pay big money to swim with sharks Shafer 3:56

12/11/2013 TRAV Pilot of Asiana crash was worried about manual landing CC :10

12/11/2013 LAW Prosecutors rest in Kelly Thomas trial Joyce 1:17

12/11/2013 POLI City Hall prepares to regulate boarding homes Walton :42

12/11/2013 DC Congress is expected to vote Thursday on budget deal Felde 1:01

12/11/2013 YOUT Pediatricians raise concerns over new Fisher Price bouncy chair that utilizes an iPad Bergman 1:25

12/11/2013 HEAL Meningitis outbreak at UC Riverside Trujillo 4:12

12/11/2013 POLI City Councilman wants to put duck boats on the LA River McNary 1:29



12/11/2013 LAW LA police arrest man who allegedly killed sister, wife in suspected "mercy killings" CC :10

12/11/2013 ART NEA announces first round of FY 2014 grant funding Plummer :48

12/11/2013 POLI Rialto City Councilman rescued after driving car into ditch off 15 freeway in San Bernardino County CC :10

12/11/2013 POLI
Coalition of business, environmental groups wants Gov Brown to repay $500 million dollar loan from 
cap and trade carbon auction programs CC :11

12/11/2013 POLI Assembly Democrats put out initial budget proposal CC :10

12/11/13 POLI

It's finally happened - a Republican and a Democrat have come together and agreed on a 2-year budget
agreement. It still needs to get through a contentious House vote but so far its prospects are promising. 
The agreement was the brainchild of House Budget Chairman Paul Ryan and Democratic Sen. Patty 
Murray. The budget has a little something for each side but no one was a clear winner here. It cuts the 
deficit by $23 billion but also sets new higher spending levels for the next two years. That'll replace the 
automatic spending cuts set to take effect in the new year. After years of fighting across the aisle it's a 
major accomplishment that Ryan and Murray were even able to come up with an agreement. So how 
did it happen? What is it about Ryan and Murray that made them work well together? Will each side 
have the political power to convince their respective parties to actually vote for the bill? Is this a sign of 
a political thaw between Republicans and Democrats? Rachel Van Dongen, Ji 13:00

12/11/13 LAW

Eleven LAPD officers who claim they were forced to meet a quota of traffic citations each shift have 
been awarded nearly $6 million in a settlement that was approved by the city council on Tuesday. The 
officers allege their superiors imposed a secret quota system to boost the number of tickets even 
though those quotas violate state law. Two lawsuits claim Capt. Nancy Lauer required officers in a 
Westside motorcycle unit to write at least 18 tickets each shift with at least 80 percent of them being for 
major violations. The settlement brings the total of taxpayer money spent on payouts and legal fees 
from the case to $10 million. The LAPD denies it used quotas and Chief Charlie Beck described them 
as "goals" to reduce traffic accidents. Should taxpayers be on the hook for the LAPD's mistakes? 
Should issues like this be handled inside the LAPD without going to court? Does this confirm many 
Angeleno's suspicions that officers write more tickets because of quotas? Dennis Zine 18:00



12/11/13 POLI

It was an emotional memorial service for Nelson Mandela in Johannesburg yesterday - from the 
inspiring to the sour. South Africans booed their president, Jacob Zuma, who has presided over state 
corruption scandals. The rowdiness in the stadium crowd, prompted loud pleading from retired 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu:  “I want to show the world we can come out here and celebrate the life of an
icon. You must show the world that we are disciplined. I want to hear a pin drop." The world is watching 
South Africa this week, as the memorial continues and looking for signs of whether Mandela's passing 
was a catalyst - and if so, for good or bad. His death reminds South Africans of the promises made after
apartheid, and promises unfulfilled. What has become of the post-Apartheid slogan for "Peace, jobs, 
justice?" 

Edward (Ned) Alpers, F 17:00

12/11/13 POLI

An eligible unemployed worker could typically receive up to 26 weeks of unemployment insurance
benefits. Congress put in place the Emergency Unemployment Compensation program in 2008 that 
extended jobless benefits to long-term unemployed workers for up to 99 weeks. The program has been 
renewed multiple times since. 
 

The deadline for this year’s extension is December 28 and 1.3 million Americans would be affected if 
the program expires. President Obama has called on Congress to push through the extension, which 
has become a sticking point in the latest budget deal negotiations between the two parties to avoid 
another government shutdown. Democrats vowing to vote down any budget proposal without a jobless 
benefits extension, but many Republicans are resistant to the idea. Their rationale could best be 
summed up by senator Rand Paul’s characterization of an extension as being a “disservice” to workers. 

Gary Burtless, Casey M 18:00

12/11/13 SCI

Ours has become a culture that frames all experiences through the rectangle of a camera viewfinder. 
How many times have you seen someone holding up a phone to take a picture at a concert, an event, a 
tourist spot instead of just being there and taking things in? Our impulse to record every moment of our 
lives is not only making us less present, a new study published in the journal Psychological Science 
finds that it also makes us less likely to remember the very thing, the very experience, we are trying to 
capture. Linda Henkel 15:00

12/11/13 SCI 

When was the last time you heard that distinctive clunk of a pay phone hanging up? Or the screech of a 
modem coming to life? They're the sounds we lived with for decades and once represented cutting edge
technology. But as our world gets more connected and our technology gets quieter - these sounds may 
soon be lost forever. Technology makers are increasingly trying to make silent products that don't annoy
consumers (remember that Nokia ringtone, anyone?) but what will be lost without the audible reminders 
that our products are doing their jobs? That thunk of a cassette tape sliding into a VCR or the shutter 
click of a manual camera were comforting because we knew our technology was working. What sounds 
of technology past do you miss hearing? Will they be replaced with the 'bleep' of an iPhone keypad? 
Gmail chat notifications? Roberto Baldwin 14:00

12/11/2013 POLI

Yesterday, the House Budget Committee chairman, Republican Paul Ryan, and Democratic Senator 
Patty Murray announced a compromise on the budget. They did it a whole 35 days before the January 
15th deadline.  Todd Zwillich 7:59



12/11/2013 FORE
On Tuesday, President Obama made waves when he shook the hands of Cuban leader, Raul Castro, at
the memorial of Nelson Mandela. Jorge Duany 7:01

12/11/2013 POLI
Unemployment rates are continuing to drop, but joblessness is still a major reason Americans are 
homeless, according to the 31st Annual Assessment of Hunger and Homelessness. Helene Schneider 5:23

12/11/2013 HEAL
San Francisco's Board of Supervisors are putting together a ballot measure that would tax sodas and 
other sugary drinks. Heather Knight 3:59

12/11/2013 SPOR
Kobe Bryant has anchored the Lakers for 17 seasons now he may really be holding them down, NFL 
could be short for No Fun League and for some, winter in L.A. just doesn't quite feel right.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 10:23

12/11/2013 ENV
Most people stay away from shark infested waters, but others pay big bucks to take a dip in the Pacific 
near some of the most feared sharks in the world, the great white. No 5:00

12/11/2013 LAW

Yesterday, a federal judge ordered the state to come up with a plan to provide long term psychiatric 
care to mentally ill prisoners on death row. U.S. District Judge Lawrence Karlton called the current level 
of care inadequate. Paige St. John 6:02

12/11/2013 RACE

San Diego celebrates its Hispanic roots through food, music and tourist attractions like Old Town, the 
city's original settlement, when this was still Mexico. But a recent survey commissioned by KPBS and 
San Diego Magazine finds that the people who gave us this cultural legacy face discrimination today. No 4:34

12/11/2013 IMM

A new survey finds that many migrants have experienced some kind of mistreatment at the hands of 
U.S. border agents. The survey asked more than 1,000 recently repatriated migrants from six Mexican 
cities. Leslie Berestein Rojas 3:18

12/11/2013 TECH
One startup has decided to help out the medical industry by creating a photo sharing service for 
surgeons. Joshua Landy 4:51

12/11/2013 EDUC
City school district hasn't had instrumental music classes for its 19,000 k-sixth graders. School leaders 
are trying to give students an orchestra. No 3:55

12/11/2013 FORE
The senate there voted to approve a bill that would — ideally — boost energy production by allowing 
foreign companies to drill in Mexico for the first time in more than 70 years. Adam Williams 3:32

12/11/2013  SPOR

For years now, the Oakland As have wanted to move to nearby San Jose. The baseball team wants to 
abandon their current stadium, the fourth oldest ballpark in Major League Baseball. But Commissioner 
Bud Selig has said no way, San Jose. Steve Tavares 4:25



12/11/2013 ENT The founders of the Cowgirl Creamery give tips on how the best ways to plan a cheese course.
Sue Conley and 
Peggy Smith 10:10

12/12/2013 YOUT Budget deal could restore preeschool funding Fernandes :48

12/12/2013 ENV Wildfire season was not as bad as expected CC :19

12/12/2013 LAW FBI arrested 12 gang members involved in drug trafficking CC :12

12/12/2013 IMM Number of people seeking asylum in the US more than doubled in 2013 Uribe 1:10

12/12/2013 LAW
Defense attorneys begin cross-examination in trial of two former Fullerton officers accused of killing 
homeless men Joyce 1:10

12/12/2013 DC Immigratoin activists end fast Felde 1:27

12/12/2013 LAW Former Bell City Manager agreed to plead guilty to federal tax evasion Roman 4:37

12/12/2013 LAW
Coalition of district attorneys, law enforcement and victims rights groups file initiative to streamline 
death penalty process CC :10

12/12/2013 ENV Wildlife fencing along the 241 toll road got approved by transportation board Kim :53

12/12/2013 HEAL Two new trauma centers approved, paid for by criminals Palta 1:12

12/12/2013 POLI Coalition submitted ballot initiative to state attorney general to overhaul death row process Pringle :55



12/12/2013 HEAL More than 150,000 people have enrolled through Covered California CC :15

12/12/2013 LAW Pasadena PD and FBI, DEA, etc bust drug trafficking street gang Aguilar 1:09

12/12/2013 HEAL Covered CA releases new enrollment data for Oct and Nov, some numbers raise questions Florido 1:13

12/12/2013 POLI California's population is growing faster than it has in the last decade Jahad 1:08

12/12/2013 ENT Saving Mr Banks hits theatres tomorrow CC :17

12/12/2013 LAW One-of-a-kind jail allows mothers to keep their newborn babies Fernandes 3:53

12/12/2013 ENT Golden Globe nominees are announced CC :16

12/12/2013 ENV SoCal could be on the hook for plans to remake Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta Peterson 3:30

12/12/2013 POLI Korean-American leaders gather and fundraise for their own Huang 3:59

12/12/2013 ENV AQMD reveals results of 2-month investigation into oil plant Kim 2:04

12/12/2013 POLI Congress comes to a budget agreement CC :07

12/12/2013 POLI Congress comes to a budget agreement CC :10



12/12/2013 POLI Congress works on budget agreement Pringle :56

12/12/2013 POLI Environmental and business groups want Gov Brown to repay cap and trade loan Quinton :53

12/12/2013 HOUS Foreclosures on the decline in California Milne :53

12/12/2013 LAW Two people found dead after Echo Park apartment fire CC :12

12/12/2013 LAW Teens arrested after breaking into a mansion to throw a party CC :10

12/12/2013 EDU Tentative ruling helps clear way for lawsuit challenging teacher protections Guzman :55

12/12/13 POLI

Los Angeles County Supervisor, Mark Ridley-Thomas has joined the chorus of voices calling for 
improved oversight of the L.A County Sheriff's Department. It follows the arrests of 18 current and 
former deputies on charges of abusing inmates and jail visitors. 
"This should not be taken lightly because of the need to make sure that we are building a culture where 
no one operates under the impression they are above the law", said Ridley-Thomas. 
The federal investigation uncovered a series of civil rights violations, including excessive force and 
unlawful arrests. 
Speaking in response to the case, U.S. Attorney, Andre Birotte, Jr. said "These incidents did not take 
place in a vacuum. In fact, they demonstrated behavior that had become institutionalized."
Ridley-Thomas acknowledged that Sheriff Lee Baca, an elected official, would have to consent to 
increased oversight but argued that it is in his "best interest" given the controversy surrounding the 
scandal. Should civilians have more oversight over law enforcement entities? Should greater scrutiny 
be built into public entities? 

Michael Gennaco, Brian 14:00

12/12/13 ENVI

The 2013 wildfire season was the deadliest in 20 years for firefighters across the country after the tragic 
Yarnell fire that killed 19 people in Arizona. In California, the large, fast-moving Rim Fire caught the 
nation's attention as it scorched through 402 square miles across the Yosemite and Stanislaus National 
forests.Despite the huge habitat and wildland loss from that single fire, the overall amount of land 
burned in the state was actually below average. Dire warnings about dry weather and fierce winds never
materialized and the amount of land burned this year was less than the 10-year average. The Santa 
Ana winds did not blow with their usual strength keeping smaller fires from spreading. Why was this 
wildfire season better than expected? Is it possible to predict how bad a fire season will be? How are 
state fire officials preparing for next year?

Julie Hutchinson 9:00



12/12/13 LAW

Have you ever been convicted of a crime? San Francisco Supervisor Jane Kim is proposing to 
eliminate this question of virtually all job applications in San Francisco.  Kim would like to amend the 
city’s current ban by expanding it to include most private employers, publicly funded housing providers 
and city contractors.  Already, 10 states and over 50 cities have adopted a version of “ban the box” and 
more private employers support the ban.   Is disclosure of a criminal history necessary or is it preventing
otherwise qualified and competent applicants from earning employment?  How would eliminating this 
question from the job application process impact those convicted of crimes?  

Jane Kim, Elizabeth Mi 16:00

12/12/13 LAW

 The US intelligence community has been under scrutiny this year like never before. Leaks from former 
NSA contractor Edward Snowden have shed light on the wide expanse of power the country's top spy 
agencies have both abroad and over their own citizens. One Democratic Senator, Ron Wyden, has 
been fighting for years to get the NSA to open up about their domestic spying programs and he’s 
starting to gain momentum. Wyden has put forth a bill to put limits on the NSA's surveillance programs 
and to reform the court that oversees them. California Democrat Dianne Feinstein has proposed her 
own competing bill that allows the programs and says the risks of terrorism outweigh privacy concerns. 
President Obama could be the deciding vote in this contentious issue about how widespread the NSA's 
powers should be. But will he pick a side? Will the Snowden leaks provide the momentum to make 
changes in domestic spying laws? Do terrorism concerns take precedence over the right to privacy?

Ryan Lizza, Cedric Leig 12:00

12/12/13 DIV

Journalism is dead, long live journalism. The Arab Spring and Occupy Wall Street have taught the world
that “news” needs no longer be something “gathered” by foreign journalists from prestigious 
international news operations, that it is often most engaging and effective when stories are told by 
people from the inside—by those who live it, breathe it and know it like no one else.
For the past 7 years, The Tiziano Project, a Los Angeles-based nonprofit, has assembled a team of 
multimedia journalists and dispatched them to places as far away as East Jerusalem, Kabul, Latvia  and
as close by as South Los Angeles to train folks living in those communities on using social media--
photography, video, Facebook, Twitter--to tell their stories and their struggles.
 KPCC’s very own visual journalist Grant Slater has been involved in The Tiziano Project since the 
beginning. He talks to guest host Frank Stoltz about the group’s latest training project in Sri Lanka.

Grant Slater 6:00

12/12/13 DIV

The holiday season is in full swing, and with it a slew of tipping opportunities and obligations. But, how 
much should you tip on that restaurant bill? What should the nanny get?  This week, Zagat released its 
Holiday Tipping Survey which shed light on some tipping habits.  The survey revealed that 57% of 
diners calculate the tip based on the post-tax amount and that the average American will tip the 
babysitter $69 during the holidays.  What is proper tipping etiquette this holiday season?  How much do 
you tip at a resturaunt?  Who will you be tipping this season? Diane Gottsman 14:00



12/12/2013 RACE
A report released Wednesday by the NTSB points to two factors that caused the Asiana Airlines flight 
214 crash: inexperience and Korean culture. Barry Posner 5:38

12/12/2013 DIV
There's good news for women in the workplace. A new study by the Pew Research Center finds that the
pay gap is closing between men and women, especially for millennials. Kim Parker 5:53

12/12/2013 FORE
On Tuesday, federal authorities announced the arrest of 19 suspects associated with the Mara 
Salvatrucha-13, or MS-13, the street gang that has roots both in Los Angeles and El Salvador. Robert Clark 6:03

12/12/2013 LAW

Pregnant women make up less than 1 percent of female prisoners – 188 California inmates gave birth in
2011 and 45 in 2012, when officials began moving prisoners to county jails to comply with a federal 
judge’s order to reduce prison overcrowding. No 9:10

12/12/2013 EDUC

Newtown is thousands of miles away from southern California, but last year's shooting hit hard with the 
students at High Tech High in Chula Vista. A group of 45 students there are holding a Kickstarter 
campaign to film a documentary about gun violence. They have already raised more than $27,000. Carlo Gomez 4:49

12/12/2013 ART
LA photographer Greg Cohen grew up near Newtown, Connecticut. His exhibit of kids and guns 
portraits, Farewell to Arms is his effort to call for gun control. No 4:13

12/12/2013 DIV
Scores of "Into the Wild" imitators follow in Christopher McCandless footsteps each year, despite the 
obvious dangers. Eva Holland 6:22

12/12/2013 POLI
It's Thursday and that means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout
California with KPCC political reporter Alice Walton and politics editor Oscar Garza.

Alice Walton, Oscar 
Garza N/A

12/12/2013 HEAL

Cryptococcus gattii as it was named, was once limited to the tropics and sub-tropics, but it suddenly 
jumped ship around 2000 and started appearing in a new and deadly form. Since then it's spread to 
mainland British Columbia, Washington and Oregon, and it shows no sign of stopping. Jennifer Frazer 6:29

12/12/2013  ENV
The California Department of Water Resources wants to restore the ecosystem of the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Bay Delta, while replumbing how Southern California gets much of its water. No 3:57

12/12/2013 HEAL
Every morning, many of us hear our alarm clock blaring and hit the snooze button for that extra five 
minutes of rest. It never seems like enough, and there's a reason for that. Maria Konnikova 10:05

12/12/2013 ENT
Every week we get your weekend conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the 
hosts of the Dinner Party Download podcast and radio show.

Rico Gagliano, 
Brendan Newnam 4:54



12/13/2013 HEAL Covered CA still lags well behind original goal of enrolling 16k enrollment councelors Florido 3:30

12/13/2013 LAW Alhambra Police Department started using Weibo, Chinese microblogging site Huang 1:47

12/13/2013 POLI First day for Californians to weigh in on the Bay Delta Conservation Plan Peterson 4:16

12/13/2013 LAW
Board that gives money to violent crime victims repeals a rule that blames victims for crimes committed 
against them Detrow 1:09

12/13/2013 LAW LA holds gun buyback Shahani 4:16

12/13/2013 SPOR Lakers security guard charged with stealing two championship rings CC :09

12/13/2013 POLI
Proposed bill would require Customs and Boarder Protection to set standards for holding people in 
custody Replogle :58

12/13/2013 SCI Astronaut Rick Mastracchio may finally get to walk in space CC :17

12/13/2013 DC Mayor Garcetti pitching LA issues at White House CC :19

12/13/2013 HIST 50th anniversary of Baldwin Hills reservoir break Rabe 3:24

12/13/2013 HIST 50th anniversary of Baldwin Hills reservoir break CC :11

12/13/2013 POLI Mayor Eric Garcetti talks about search for new fire chief Walton 1:01



12/13/2013 LAW Man arrested in Anaheim for assaulting a woman outside a church CC :16

12/13/2013 DC Mayor Garcetti pitching LA issues at White House Felde :44

12/13/2013 LAW
FBI once again asks for public's help in finding animal rights activist charged with planting two bombs in 
Northern CA in 2003 CC :10

12/13/2013 ECON Register Expansion QA Roman 4:15

12/13/2013 LAW LA County prosecutors formally drop case against man wrongfully convicted of murder CC :07

12/13/2013 ECON Copmany that sold gun used in Newtown shooting still on auction block a year later Watt 1:35

12/13/2013 LAW 60-year-old man charged with murdering wife, sister in what have been described as "mercy killings" CC :11

12/13/2013 HEAL CA's stem cell agency releases more than $60 million in grants CC :14

12/13/2013 HEAL
Covered California and analyst not concerned that so few subsidy ineligible people have bought 
insurance Florido 1:32

12/13/2013 ART Guest host Patt Morrison and KPCC critics discuss this week's releases Morrison 2:58

12/13/2013 EDU Three leaders of CA's public higher education system discussed concerns and challenges Pringle :53

12/13/2013 LAB Union representing LA County social workers announces tentative contract agreement CC :19



12/13/2013 ENV Air quality regulators hold public hearing on battery recycling plant Peterson 1:01

12/13/13 POLI

An LA Superior Court judge has put the brakes on a development project that would allow taller 
buildings and denser building projects in Hollywood. The tentative ruling found that the zoning blueprint 
was "fundamentally flawed, and fatally so," essentially killing off the plan to allow larger developments in 
Hollywood. The judge ruled that the plan, which is an update to the Hollywood Community Plan that was
approved by city leaders, failed to comply with the state's environmental laws and ordered the city to 
rescind all building permits that have been issued. The ruling claimed that the proposal was based on 
outdated population numbers that don't reflect the city's current need for services. Neighborhood groups
have been going to court to fight the development plan to keep high rise towers out of Hollywood. City 
leaders, including Mayor Eric Garcetti who represented the district for 12 years, lamented the judge's 
decision, calling the development plan "smart growth" that will bring much needed revenue to the city 
and clean up some high crime areas. 

Beverly Palmer, Mitch O 13:00

12/13/13 HOUS

Finding an affordable apartment can be a challenge.  The task can be especially difficult in Los Angeles 
where over 52 percent of residents are renters. While most financial planners would recommend that an
individual spend no more than 30 percent of his or her income on rent a new study released Monday by 
the Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard University found that more than half of americans living 
in rentals now spend more than the recommended percentage.  27 percent of renters actually spend 
more than half of their income on rent.  As people devote more money to rent, they have less 
disposable income to spend elsewhere, which ends up harming the economy as a whole. Nationally, 
between 2000 and 2012 rents increased 6 percent while renter’s income fell by 13 percent. Is there any 
sign that rental prices will stop increasing?  Are there any proposed solutions to amend the rental cost 
situation?  How are you dealing with the cost of rent in Southern California? 

Ben Bergman, Chris He 17:00

12/13/13 DIV

Everyone can be grumpy from time to time but do you take it out people in the service industry? 
Angelenos might like to think they're nicer than New Yorkers but not everyone agrees. Travel & Leisure 
magazine ranked LA the "rudest" city in America three years in a row. So how can we get Angelenos to 
be nicer when ordering a coffee or checking out at the grocery store? One café in France got the idea to 
charge their customers based on their attitude when ordering. Simply asking for "a coffee" at the Le 
Petite Syrah cafe will cost you about $9.50 but add "please" and the price drops to 6 bucks. Throw in a 
friendly "hello" and you're down to a $2 bill. The cafe's owner said he hasn't had to enforce the rule yet 
but just having it written on the menu got people thinking about their attitude and people started smiling 
more. As the holidays approach and the stress starts mounting, do you still make an effort to be friendly 
to strangers? If you work in the service industry, how do you deal with rude customers? Do you wish 
you could charge them more for being cranky?

Daryl Twerdahl 17:00



12/13/13 ENT

Patt Morrison and KPCC film critics Alynda Wheat and Andy Klein review this week’s releases, 
including American Hustle, Saving Mr. Banks, The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug and more. TGI-
Filmweek!

Alynda Wheat, Andy K 30:00:00

12/13/13 ENT

2013 has been great for women in big budget movies, with men taking a back seat. This could result in 
one of the toughest Best Actress Academy Award races in years.  Sandra Bullock leads the charge in 
the space adventure, Gravity, while Emma Thompson holds the screen in Saving Mr. Banks. And the 
list goes on, with Meryl Streep and Julia Roberts  in August: Osage County, Dame Judi Dench in 
Philomena and Cate Blanchett in Blue Jasmine.  With an uptick in the number of meaty parts for 
women, there are increased calls to scrap the Best Actor and Best Actress Academy Awards in favor of 
one gender neutral 'Best Performance' category. Supporters of the move say acting is acting and 
awards shouldn't be divided by sex. Yet, fans of the status quo argue that until leading ladies are 
consistently being offered strong roles, one 'Best Performance' category would discriminate against 
women. What have been your favorite films with women taking the lead in 2013? Should the Best 
Actor/Actress categories be combined? Or should they be left alone to add glamor and suspense to 
Academy Awards night? Janelle Riley 17:00

12/13/2013 LAW
Tomorrow is the 1-year anniversary of the fatal shootings at Sandy Hook Elementary School in 
Newtown Connecticut. That day, 20 children were killed, the youngest, just 6 years old. Josh Richman 6:23

12/13/2013 POLI

Tomorrow four California cities are conducting gun buybacks, a voluntary exchange where people sell 
guns for cash, and the guns are then destroyed. Corporate sponsors are paying for the event in Los 
Angeles. In San Francisco, San Jose and Oakland, most of the money is coming from crowdfunding. No

12/13/2013 POLI

Gun violence is a terrifying threat, especially to kids. It's a theme that a young artist from the San 
Fernando Valley has addressed in his work, which he calls 3D Gun Art. 11-year-old Charles Gitnick 
joins us in the studio.  Charles Gitnick 3:42

12/13/2013 POLI
It's time for another Friday Flashback, our look a the week in news. To help us with that this week we're 
joined in studio by James Rainey of the LA Times, and by Nancy Cook of National Journal.

Nancy Cook, James 
Rainey 15:48

12/13/2013 ENT
Alex Cohen recently sat down with Tom Hanks for a talk about his career and what it was like to play 
Walt Disney in his new movie 'Saving Mr. Banks'. Tom Hanks 11:37



12/13/2013 ENT
Beyonce released a new, unexpected album at midnight eastern time last night, only available on 
iTunes. The move is generating a lot of buzz among her fans. Gerrick Kennedy 4:16

12/13/2013 DIV
California has seen its largest population boost in almost ten years; a full one percent increase. That 
number comes from data pulled from the IRS, the DMV and the Pew Research Center. Steve Levy 5:40

12/13/2013  POLI

The final count for the vote in the House yesterday on the bipartisan budget bill was 332 to 94. The 
modest pact was designed to ease the effect of the next round of spending cuts which will hit next 
month. Kitty Felde 3:25

12/13/2013 ENV
The Bay Delta Conservation Plan would build tunnels to bring water to the thirsty south. How much is 
uncertain, so the LA DWP is shoring up local supplies too. No 4:43

12/13/2013 DIV

Like lots of people, Audrey Shulman had trouble finding a date, but unlike lots of people, her solution 
involved cake. Sitting in bars with cake, in fact. For one year, Audrey baked 50 cakes, gave each one 
away at a different bar, and wrote a blog about it. She called it cakebarring and Take Two's Lauren 
Osen went along on one adventurous night. No 5:13

12/13/2013 DIV
Tonya Mosley, of public radio station KUOW, reports on being black, female and single in Seattle, 
where, like Los Angeles, African Americans make up less than 10 percent of the total population. No 6:07

12/13/2013 ART

Back in 1963, the song "Da Doo Ron Ron" was a huge hit. The track, produced by Phil Specter, was 
recorded by The Crystals, featuring our guest LaLa Brooks. Fifty years later, Brooks is back at it with a 
new solo album called "All Or Nothing." La La Brooks 16:03

12/13/2013 ENT
Watts is still in the early stages of change. KPCC's Mae Ryan followed two young musicians in Watts 
who took advantage of some of the resources in the community and now are trying to get out. No 4:47

12/14/2013 LAW Four people dead after car chase ends in crash CC :15

12/14/2013 ENV Air quality regulators hold public hearing on battery recycling plant Aguilar 2:24

12/14/2013 ENV Air quality regulators hold public hearing on battery recycling plant CC :06

12/14/2013 ENT Tom Hanks plays Walt Disney in "Saving Mr Banks" CC :22



12/14/2013 DIV Lorde caught flak over dating an Asian man Huang 1:33

12/14/2013 SPOR Clippers beat the Wizards CC :11

12/14/2013 LAW Crash in Palmdale kills two people CC :08

12/14/2013 SPOR
Merry Lepper, now 71, accepts a commendation from Culver City for breaking distance running's glass 
ceiling in 1963.

John Rabe / Merry 
Lepper 5:32:00

12/14/2013 DIS
On December 14, 1963 the dam in front of the Baldwin Hills reservoir broke. Rhea Coskey lost her 
home in the flood, and for the first time in 50 years, she's ready to talk about it.

John Rabe / Kevin 
Ferguson / Rhea 
Coskey 6:43:00

12/14/2013 ART

John Rabe talks to Pamela Wilson and Stephen Seemayer at Al's bar about their new/old documentary, 
'Young Turks.' The film follows their friends, artists and art-associated people who lived and worked 
downtown c. 1980.

John Rabe / Pamela 
Wilson / Stephen 
Seemayer 8:20:00

12/14/2013 ART

Charlie Haden, the bass player and composer, has worked with musicians such as Keith Jarrett, 
Ornette Coleman and his own Liberation Music Orchestra. Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson went to 
REDCAT in Downtown L.A. recently for a rare performance by Haden as he conducted his Liberation 
Music Orchestra, composed entirely of CalArts  students

Kevin Ferguson / 
Charlie Haden / Josh 
Haden / Rick 
Gruzinsky / Erin Pulan 
/ Clifford Gilmore / 5:50:00

12/14/2013 ART
Off-Ramp's Robert Garrova goes to Whistle Stop model trains in East Pasadena. The Whistle Stop 
been selling model trains since 1951.

Robert Garrova / Fred 
Hill / Alex Baez / Dave 
Musikoff 4:00:00

12/14/2013 LAW
LA City Archivist Michael Holland has some advice for TV writers who want to write about crime in LA: 
Come to the LA Archives for plenty of true story material. Michael Holland 6:00:00

12/14/2013 ART

Animation critic Charles Solomon says the holiday favorite "A Charlie Brown Christmas" almost didn't 
get aired. Studio execs only aired Charles Schulz's holiday "Peanuts" special because they had nothing 
else to put on. Charles Solomon 8:24:00

12/14/2013 LAB
KPCC's Sharon McNary found residents who want to be in San Bernardino and have high hopes for the 
city's future.

Sharon McNary / Alex 
Ortiz / Beth Ulmer 4:42:00

12/15/2013 ENV Colorado River water met in Las Vegas to discuss low water levels CC :29



12/15/2013 ENV Windy and warm in Southern California CC :08

12/15/2013 ENT Actor Peter O'Toole has died CC :20

12/16/2013 DIS Wildfire near Big Sur has forced evacuations CC :15

12/16/2013 Loh Life Sad Loh 2:54

12/16/2013 ENV Beach hazard warning in effect today CC :07

12/16/2013 EDU The board will decide whether to run an election or appoint someone to fill open seat Gilbertson :56

12/16/2013 LAW
Seven LA County Sheriff's deputies charged with obstruction of justice in FBI investigation plead not 
guilty Stoltze 3:31

12/16/2013 TRAN More people are taking LA Expo Light Rail Line, says new study Moore 1:09

12/16/2013 LAW Former members LA Sheriff's Dept appear in court, charged with obstructing justice in FBI investigation Stoltze :51

12/16/2013 ECON Sriracha delays shipping thanks to manufacturing change by the maker McNary 1:29

12/16/2013 POLI The Budget and Finance Committee gets an update on the FY13-14 budget Walton :37

12/16/2013 ECON Umami Burger is set on expansion Bergman 3:46



12/16/2013 SPOR Clippers beat the Wizards CC :11

12/16/2013 OBIT Actor Peter O'Toole died this weekend CC :20

12/16/2013 ECON USPS expects busiest day of the year CC :15

12/16/2013 ECON USPS expects busiest day of the year CC :11

12/16/2013 POLI Gov Brown grants pardons to reformed criminals Detrow 3:28

12/16/2013 POLI Gov Brown grants pardons to reformed criminals CC :08

12/16/2013 LAW 6 people died this weekend in crashes involving LA Sherfiff's deputies Aguilar 1:26

12/16/2013 LAW 6 people died this weekend in crashes involving LA Sherfiff's deputies CC :16

12/16/2013 LAW 6 people died this weekend in crashes involving LA Sherfiff's deputies CC :05

12/16/2013 ART Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug tops the box office Jahad :53

12/16/2013 OBIT Actor Peter O'Toole died this weekend CC :12

12/16/2013 ENV LA is on track for driest year on record CC :14



12/16/2013 LAW ER physician took the stand in Kelly Thomas trial CC :22

12/16/2013 LAW People turn in more than 800 firearms during citywide gun buyback event CC :16

12/16/2013 HEAL Governor Brown says CA's rollout of health care law on "solid ground" CC :17

12/16/2013 DIS Wildfire near Big Sur has forced evacuations CC :14

12/16/2013 ENV
Superior court judge temporarily stops state regulators from approving demolition, disposal of debris 
from a former nuclear research lab Woodruff :49

12/16/2013 HEAL LA Public Library will have information about Covered California and ACA at all 73 branches Florido :38

12/16/2013 SPOR
State of California considers new rules that could allow transgender athletes to compete in boxing, 
mixed martial arts events Orr :46

12/16/2013 LAW Police pursuit in Granada Hills ends in a crash CC :24

12/16/2013 SCI The LA Country NHM removed a controversial quote from its Nature Lab amidst controversy Totten 1:15

12/16/2013 LAW
Seven LA County Sheriff's deputies charged with obstruction of justice in FBI investigation plead not 
guilty Stoltze 2:15

12/16/2013 SPOR
State of California considers new rules that could allow transgender athletes to compete in boxing, 
mixed martial arts events CC :14

12/16/2013 IMM Effort to recognize site of WWII Japanese detention site Huang 1:30



12/16/2013 ENV Navy got a 5-year permit to do training exercises. It may hurt marine mammals. Kim 1:05

12/16/2013 LAW Trial continues for two ex-cops accused of beating Kelly Thomas to death Moore 1:09

12/16/2013 LAW Trial continues for two ex-cops accused of beating Kelly Thomas to death Moore 1:26

12/16/13 LAW

The bipartisan budget deal hammered out by Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI) and Senator Patty 
Murray (D-WA) that easily passed the House last week, appears to have the votes necessary to clear 
the Senate. But it’s not there yet. Unlike in the House, significantly more Senate Republicans are likely 
to oppose the legislation than vote for it, highlighting the ongoing rift in the GOP. House Speaker John 
Boehner (R-OH) was instrumental in pushing the deal through the House, showing a new willingness to 
sacrifice party unity in the process. Boehner called out the big conservative action groups that have 
crippled earlier efforts and compromise. Was Boehner's rebuke of the conservative groups largely 
delivered to provide cover and draw fire away from other Republicans?  How will the groups respond 
now?  Will this stay an issue for many Republican voters, or fade by next year's elections?

Doyle McManus, Reed 15:00

12/16/13 LAW

Richard Ledgett, who runs a U.S. National Security Agency task force responding to information leaks, 
told 60 Minutes in an interview that he believes that the National Security Agency should consider 
whether it makes sense to offer former contractor Edward Snowden amnesty in exchange for the return 
of the vast amount of secret data he downloaded.
 
"My personal view is, yes, it's worth having a conversation about," Ledgett said. "I would need 
assurances that the remainder of the data could be secured and my bar for those assurances would be 
very high. It would be more than just an assertion on his part."

Snowden is currently living in Russia under temporary asylum.  Robert Turner, Marc T 19:00

12/16/13 ENT

The pressure has been mounting on Saturday Night Live to diversify its mostly-white cast this season 
and it seems they've done something about it. SNL executive producer Lorne Michaels told The New 
York Times that the show is now holding mid-season auditions for a female black cast member to add to
the show. A special audition was held last Monday night and a new cast member or two will start on the 
show in January. The move is extremely unusual and speaks to the strength of the public outcry when 
the season premiered. Many fans and media critics were outraged after SNL announced their new 
season lineup over the summer and there was a stunning lack of diversity. The show hasn't had a black 
female cast member since Maya Rudolph left in 2007. Cast member Kenan Thompson made headlines 
when he said he would no longer dress in drag to play black women on the show leaving the cast with 
few options. Should SNL be adding a new mid-season cast member? Is it important for the cast to 
always include a specific range of diversity? Should SNL consider cast members of other ethnicities?

Eric Deggans, Tracy “T 14:00



12/16/13 LAW Jef Steini, Geneve Ove 17:00

12/16/13 POLI

Ten million people call Los Angeles county home, according to new population figures released by 
California's Department of Finance. Population growth in the Southland has been slow since the 
recession, with annual increases of less than one percent. But demographers say reaching the 10 
million mark is significant and reinforces the economic and political impact of the region. Statewide, 
California's population has grown by over 300 thousand in the past year, to just over 38 million. 
Alameda and Santa Clara counties in the Bay Area expanded the most. Immigrants and an uptick in 
childbirths across the state account for much of the increase.  2012 marked the fastest rate of 
population  growth in the states since 2003. Why do you call California home? Have you moved to other 
parts of  the country by moved back? If you live in L.A. County, are you concerned that public services 
will find it difficult in the long-run to support such a large number of people?

Bill Schooling, Chris Th 8:00

12/16/13 ENT 

Hollywood lost some bright stars over the weekend.  Peter O’Toole, star of ‘Lawrence of Arabia,’ 
passed away on Saturday at the age of 81.  Joan Fontaine, known for her Academy Award winning role 
in Alfred Hitchcock’s ‘Suspicion,’ was 96 when she died on Sunday.   Actress Audrey Totter well known 
for her roles in  film noir titles such as ‘Lady in the Lake’ and ‘The Set Up” passed away last Thursday.  
O’Toole, Fontaine, and Totter take an important place in cinema history.  Do you have any memories of 
O’Toole, Fontaine or Totter? 

Peter Rainer, 10:00

12/16/13 ENT

For businesses across the country the holiday season brings the time honored tradition of the office 
holiday party.  While some embrace the tradition with open arms, the obligation of spending a night with 
co-workers is welcomed with a grimace. Not only can office holiday parties be uncomfortable, they are 
often costly. This is why some companies are opting to eliminate the holiday party tradition for other 
rewards. LA based, Konnect Public Relations is rewarding its employees with a four day cruise to 
Mexico instead of a traditional holiday party. In previous years, the company has sent its employees to 
Lake Tahoe. Spouses must stay home from the trip, but are invited to a dinner.  Is the office holiday 
party worth the money? Are there better alternatives to reward employees for a year of hard work? 
Would you rather go to an office holiday party or have an alternative reward? Do you have any office 
holiday party stories to share? 

Leslie Yerkes 13:00

12/16/2013 HEAL
The U.S. needs 7 million people to enroll in health insurance by the end of the first open enrollment 
period that ends on March 31. Kavita Patel 9:10

12/16/2013 POLI
Once in office, will her leadership be more of the same, following in Ben Bernanke's footsteps? Or will 
she put her own stamp on the job? Michael Hirsh 5:33

12/16/2013 HEAL

A Norwegian fitness trainer recently stirred up lots of controversy by posting a selfie taken four days 
after she gave birth. Some call these photos inspirational, while others saying the pictures put 
tremendous and unfair pressure on new mothers who aren't able to achieve six pack abs Jessica Zucker 7:39



12/16/2013 HEAL
After photographer Ashlee Wells Jackson had her first child, she bounced back pretty quickly. But the 
second time she got pregnant, it was a very different story. Ashlee Wells Jackson 7:44

12/16/2013 ENT

This weekend, "The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug" was number one at the box office, bringing in 
more than $73 million. Movie moguls Harvey and Bob Weinstein believe that some of that money 
should go to them. Rebecca Keegan 9:11

12/16/2013 ART
“It wasn’t designed to be a small brand,” said Umami founder and CEO Adam Fleischman. “It was 
designed to be global brand from the outset." No 4:08

12/16/2013 TRANS
As the busiest travel season approaches, your local airport may be flying in a few new changes in 
security, fees and phones. Barbara Peterson 8:29

12/16/2013 TECH

Not everyone is excited by the FCC's proposal to lift the ban on cell calls mid-flight. Though it might be 
convenient for some, the thought of a plane full of people gabbing relentlessly is creating some criticism 
of the plan. Levi Felix 5:53

12/16/2013 ECON

Late last week, Los Angeles mayor Eric Garcetti confirmed with KPCC that his office is conducting a 
nationwide search for the next chief of the Los Angeles Fire Department. This will be the first time since 
the 1950s that a new LAFD head will not be hired from within the ranks. Frank Stoltze 4:52

12/16/2013 HEAL
While reports circulate about the poor eating habits of professional athletes, their schools often feed 
collegiate sports stars. But how much is invested into their diet by dietitians and school budgets? Becci Twombley 7:47

12/16/2013 IMM
Detentions along the U.S.-Mexico border are down and spending on border security is on the rise, but 
it's not clear that all that money is making a difference. Greg Moran 6:15

12/16/2013 SEC
Recently NSA director Keith Alexander said he doesn’t know how to ferret out terrorist plots on US soil 
without collecting and examining phone records. No 4:25

12/16/2013 POLI

For almost two decades, New Mexico has led the nation in drug overdose deaths. In 2012, nearly 500 
New Mexicans died from drug overdoses. For many, opioids — like prescription painkillers and heroin 
— are the drugs of choice, and they’re easy to find and often cheap. No 3:42

12/16/2013 POLI

Governor Jerry Brown is handing out holiday presents to a few lucky strangers: pardons for one-time 
criminals who've stayed out of jail, turned their lives around and made positive contributions to their 
communities. No 3:54

12/16/2013 POLI
Merry Lepper, now 71, accepts a commendation from Culver City for breaking distance running's glass 
ceiling in 1963. No 5:42



12/17/2013 HEAL California has a shortage of hospital beds for psychiatric emergencies Korry 5:22

12/17/2013 RELI Sunday Assembly offers reflection without God talk Bale 4:12

12/17/2013 LAW Jury indicted Paul Ciancia on 11 felony charges for LAX shooting spree Aguilar 3:44

12/17/2013 ECON Family-owned business in the South Bay makes helicopters while the industry moves elsewhere Lee 3:52

12/17/2013 POLI Gov Brown wants President and Congress to follow California's lead on the budget crisis CC :04

12/17/2013 POLI Gov Brown wants President and Congress to follow California's lead on the budget crisis CC :14

12/17/2013 POLI Gov Brown urges California lawmakers to extend unemployment benefits Russ :46

12/17/2013 SPOR Clippers defeated Spurs CC :07

12/17/2013 OBIT Evangelical preacher Harold Camping has died CC :21

12/17/2013 SPOR Clippers defeated Spurs
CC

:07

12/17/2013 ENT Rock and Roll Hall of Fame announced latest inductees, including Nirvana CC :22

12/17/2013 POLI NSA ordered to destroy data of two men who challenged the program CC :16



12/17/2013 ENT Rock and Roll Hall of Fame announced latest inductees, including Kiss CC :30

12/17/2013 LAW Chief Beck advises that people hold judgment on a fatal officer-involved shooting CC :08

12/17/2013 DIS Wildfire near Big Sur has destroyed dozens of homes CC :17

12/17/2013 LAW Orange County considers law that would fine parents for allowing underage drinking in their homes CC :08

12/17/2013 ENT New Beatles record released online Dowd 1:42

12/17/2013 LAW Witness testified in Venice Boardwalk trial CC :16

12/17/2013 LAW Trial continues for two ex-cops accused of beating Kelly Thomas to death Moore 1:19

12/17/2013 POLI LA City Council confirmed Jan Perry as head of Economic and Workforce Development Department CC :11

12/17/2013 POLI Mayor Eric Garcetti calls for a deep dive into DWP's labor practices Walton :43

12/17/2013 LAW
LA County Sheriff's officials admit the department hired dozens of unqualified deputies, including some 
with criminal backgrounds Stoltze 1:29

12/17/2013 ECON Californians no longer required to place security deposits to open new businesses Adler :48

12/17/2013 ENV What do drought declarations mean for state's water supply? Peterson 1:40



12/17/2013 ECON State Controller releases annual report of public employee salaries McNary 1:00

12/17/2013 HEAL Court ruling against paint manufacturers could help LA's lead abatement efforts Florido 1:22

12/17/2013 POLI Assemblyman Mike Gatto introduces changes to probate code Roman 4:26

12/17/2013 EDU Beloved English teacher who schooled generations of students at Palisades Charter High has died Plummer 1:53

12/17/2013 DIS Wildfire near Big Sur has destroyed dozens of homes CC :15

12/17/2013 LAW Trial continues for man accused of purposely driving onto the Venice Boardwalk Palta 1:28

12/17/2013 POLI LAUSD will hold vacant seat for at least a month CC :16

12/17/2013 ENV State drought managers meet with farmers to discuss how to grow with less water CC :17

12/17/13 SCI

Is your daily multivitamin just a waste of money? That's the message from a new editorial published in 
the influential medical journal, the Annals of Internal Medicine. The authors looked at the results of three 
studies into the efficacy of vitamin and mineral supplements and concluded that they're not beneficial 
and a waste of money. That's probably news to the 53 percent of Americans who have spent some $28 
billion a year on supplements and vitamins. Many Americans take a daily multivitamin to help prevent 
cancer and heart attacks but the physicians who analyzed the studies said there is no evidence that a 
daily vitamin does anything to prevent chronic conditions. Proponents of vitamins claim that the studies 
were flawed and only looked at healthy participants that don't reflect the average American population. 
There are still some agreed upon benefits of multivitamins - daily prenatal vitamins are still essential for 
women of childbearing age to help prevent birth defects. But the jury seems to be out on whether 
vitamins do anything for the general population. Are vitamins just a waste of money? Does it depend on 
what type and dosage you're taking? If the supplements aren't harmful, could it hurt to pop a vitamin 
anyway in case it might help? Why do so many American swear by their daily vitamin? Marian Neuhouser, Car 23:00



12/17/13 TECH

Los Angeles-based Space Exploration Technologies Corp., AKA SpaceX, has won leasing rights to a 
Kennedy Space Center launch pad used for myriad moon missions over the decades. Elon Musk's 
company was up against Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos’ spaceflight company, Blue Origins, which 
challenged the decision-making process of the the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
SpaceX acknowledged the disgruntlement by saying it will give other commercial entities access to the 
launch pad. Both companies have received NASA funding to develop spaceships capable of sending 
astronauts to space. It's another development in the continuing trend of joint public-private spaceflight 
advancement. Joel Achenbach 9:00

12/17/13 SCI

It’s easy to sustain injuries or re-aggravate old ones if you are an avid runner. Researchers in Europe 
are hoping that some instant feedback would help runners improve their techniques and keep them from
getting hurt. Researchers with the RUNSAFER project at the Fraunhofer Institute in Germany, in 
partnership with other universities and a shoe manufacturer, are building a running shoe that has 
sensors to transmit data to a smartphone and then to a computer.   The shoes will collect data such as 
foot speed at when a runner’s foot hits the ground, which allows software to determine if a runner’s gait 
is correct.   The RUNSAFER project is one of several efforts to create a smarter running shoe.  While 
experiments are still being conducted, it is reported that the shoes could be in stores within 2 years. 
Have you ever suffered from a running injury that could have been prevented from this type of 
technology? Would you wear a smart running shoe? Jay Dicharry, Max  Prok 15:00

12/17/13 LAW

A federal court judge ruled on Monday that the National Security Agency's bulk collection of phone 
metadata is unconstitutional. U.S. District Court Judge Richard Leon placed a temporary injunction on 
the PRISM program but left the door open for the government to appeal his decision.
The case was brought by plaintiffs Larry Klayman and Charles Strange, which alleged that the U.S. 
Security agency violated the Fourth Amendment.
PRISM was one of the first NSA secret surveillance programs to be exposed by the so-called "NSA 
files," the trove of classified documents obtained by former contractor Edward Snowden.

Alan Butler, Robert Kau 15:00



12/17/13 LAW

A federal judge ruled Friday that provisions of Utah’s ban on polygamy violated the constitutionally 
protected rights of free exercise of religion and due process. In a case brought by television’s favorite 
polygamous patriarch—Sister Wives’ star Kody Brown—the court said it was unconstitutional to prohibit 
a married person from cohabiting with another person.
In the 91-page opinion, U.S. District Judge Clark Waddoups explains that the state’s ban on 
straightforward polygamy—where an already married person enters into a formal marriage with 
another—is constitutionally permissible. But, he said, the state’s cohabiting provision is irrational and 
discriminatory because only religious individuals and families are prosecuted and not—for 
example—married adulterers who cohabit with someone other than their spouse.
Utah first outlawed polygamy more than a century ago—when the practice was commonplace among 
Utah’s Mormon communities.  Last week’s decision is expected to appealed to a higher court, and the 
constitutionality of polygamy bans will be further examined.
Does this ruling raise any concerns? Is it time to rethink the longstanding ban on plural marriage? Do 
these bans further a valid public policy? 

Adam Winkler, John C. 19:00

12/17/13 TECH 

Sure, you want to be a good parent. That probably means limiting screen time for your newborn or 
toddler, as recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics. But certainly there are a plethora of 
educational opportunities online to share with our kids, via digital devices. And haven’t all modern 
parents had moments of weakness, where it was easier to show their kid a YouTube cartoon on an 
iPhone than…engage? Now, Fisher-Price has come out with a bouncy seat for babies complete with a 
holder for an iPad. At least one group has demanded that the toy company stop selling the item 
immediately. Fisher-Price, for its part, says the $80 Apptivity Seat has a 10-minute timeout, which 
requires manual reset and that early reviews from parents who have purchased it, “show strong parent 
involvement and support.” What do you think? Is there a responsible way to use a baby seat like this? 
Or is it just too dangerous for infants to consider? Ina Fried 15:00

12/17/2013 POLI

President Obama is currently meeting with 15 of the nation's top technology chiefs. Topic number one is
the long suffering website healthcare.gov. But, there will be no getting around another big tech topic: 
surveillance. Yesterday, a federal judge ruled that the NSA's program likely violates the 4th amendment.Tom Romm 7:54

12/17/2013 POLI
A federal judge ruled yesterday that the NSA's collection of phone records and other data most likely 
violates the constitution. Barry Friedman 6:43

12/17/2013 HEAL
In what appears to be a first, the British drug company GlaxoSmithKline said it will stop paying doctors 
to promote its products. Katie Thomas 7:25

12/17/2013 HEAL
For years, mental patients at the Rawson-Neal Psychiatric Hospital in Las Vegas were being placed on 
buses and sent out of state. What happened to them is being discovered right now. Philip Reese 7:28



12/17/2013 HEAL
There's an acute shortage of hospital beds for psychiatric emergencies. Long gone are the days of 
housing the seriously mentally ill in state hospitals. Reform came, but not the money. No 5:52

12/17/2013 YOUT
If parents want to get young children involved with volunteering, there's a new website helping make 
those connections. Molly Yuska 5:02

12/17/2013 ART
Take Two Host Alex Cohen talks to John Tallichet about keeping his aviation-themed restaurant, Proud 
Bird, opened for another year. John Tallichet 4:10

12/17/2013 SPOR
In his three-part series, Ken Berger CBS Sports NBA Insider looked at a diet revolution that is sweeping 
the league. Ken Berger 6:15

12/17/2013 ART
An Andy Warhol portrait of the late actress Farrah Fawcett is at the center of bitter legal fight that has 
wrapped up legal argument phase this week.  Anthony McCartney 6:18

12/17/2013 ENT
It's time for Tuesday Reviewsday our weekly new music segment. This week we're going to be talking 
about rock with Shirley Halperin from The Hollywood Reporter and Chris Martins from Spin Magazine.

Shirley Halperin, Chris 
Martins 9:18

12/17/2013 LAW

For almost two decades, New Mexico has led the nation in drug overdose deaths. In 2012, nearly 500 
New Mexicans died from drug overdoses. For many, opioids — like prescription painkillers and heroin 
— are the drugs of choice, and they’re easy to find and often cheap. No 3:42

12/17/2013 RACE
A post from a conservative blogger has become a lightning rod for community outrage in the OC. 
Reporter Adam Elmahrek wrote about it for the Voice of OC, a nonprofit online news publication.  Adam Elmahrek 6:16

12/17/2013 RACE

Lorde is a young and talented singer from New Zealand who's hit, "Royals", has been nominated for a 
Grammy for Record of the Year. But lately there's been almost as much buzz about her dating life as 
there is her music. Josie Huang 5:00

12/18/2013 LAW LAPD ticketing jaywalkers in downtown LA during the holiday season CC :11

12/18/2013 LAW Former Compton mayor pleads not guilty to new conflict of interest charge McNary 1:05

12/18/2013 TRAN The Mulholand Bridge over the 405 Freeway in the Sepulveda Pass has re-opened (5:30 a.m. WED) CC :11



12/18/2013 DC Congress wants answers on e-cigarettes Felde :57

12/18/2013 SPOR The Lakers ended a four-game road trip last night (TUE) with a win over Memphis CC :12

12/18/2013 POLI State parks director exploring ways for department  to increase revenue CC :10

12/18/2013 ECON Two major talent agencies are teaming up in a 2-billion dollar merger deal CC :18

12/18/2013 LAW Study shows California has drastically reduced the number of kids sent to juvenile detention CC :17

12/18/2013 ECON
One of the two winning tickets in last night's (TUE) 636-million-dollar Mega Millions drawing was sold at 
a gift shop in San Jose. The other was sold at Gateway Newsstand in Atlanta CC :14

12/18/2013 POLI The L.A. City Council changes the rules on who can participate on a neighborhood council Walton :37

12/18/2013 DIS
Cooler weather today (WED) is helping firefighters in Big Sur get the upper hand in fighting an 800-acre 
wildfire CC :10

12/18/2013 LAW
Defense attorneys rest case in trial of two former Fullerton officers accused of beating mentally ill 
homeless man to death Moore 1:17

12/18/2013 HEAL Covered CA says it will clear up its backlog of paper applications by Dec. 23 Florido :59

12/18/2013 MIL
An "LA Times" report finds that California veterans under 35 were more than twice as likely as other 
civilians to commit suicide and also twice as likely to die in a car or motorcycle crash Roman 4:27

12/18/2013 POLI William Morris Endeavour reaches deal to acquire IMG Worldwide Watt 1:43



12/18/2013 LAW LAPD Chief comments on a car chase in which officers shot and killed the suspect Aguilar 1:14

12/18/2013 LGBT Tournament of Roses to host live gay wedding Huang 1:33

12/18/2013 POLI State parks director exploring ways for department to increase revenue Adler :54

12/18/2013 HEAL In California, four out of five counties don't have any psychiatric hospital beds for kids Korry 5:07

12/18/2013 LAW Study shows California has drastically reduced the number of kids sent to juvenile detention Orr :56

12/18/2013 DIS The wildfire burning on the central coast near Big Sur is now over 800 acres CC :11

12/18/13 ECON A competitive annual ranking of American cities finds Austin, Texas to be the most booming city for 2013Ross DeVol 17:00

12/18/13 LAW
A dramatic police pursuit last Friday saw LA Sheriffs, California Highway Patrol and LA Police pursue a 
suspect in a speeding Corvette for nearly an hour Charlie Beck 23:00

12/18/13 LAW
The NRA has been trying to push a national "reciprocity" law through Congress that would require 
states to allow anyone with a valid permit in one state to be valid in all states. 

Alan Berlow, Richard 
Feldman, Sam Hoover 23:00

12/18/13 ENT

The latest film from Alexander Payne is Nebraska , a road trip story depicting family life in America's 
heartland. His sixth film--named for his home state--certainly isn't the first to dig into dark humor and 
awkward family dynamics. Alexander Payne 23:00

12/18/2013 ENT

One of the biggest talent agencies in Hollywood, William Morris Endeavor, has announced it's merging 
with the talent agency, IMG. For more on what this means, we're joined now by Cynthia Littleton, deputy 
editor of Variety Cynthia Littleton 7:31

12/18/2013 FORE
Earlier this week, the Philippine government announced that it had officially asked the US to grant 
Temporary Protected Status to Filipinos living here.

 Aquilina Soriano 
Versoza 7:15



12/18/2013 HEAL
What's the psychology behind the gifts we choose for others? And how do marketing departments tailor 
their campaigns to our emotional connections to our loved ones? Lisa Cavanaugh 6:05

12/18/2013 DIV
Most parents know what not to give their kids, but figuring what to give them, and how much? Well, 
that's a bit trickier. Stephanie Marcy 5:58

12/18/2013 DIV
Santa pictures can be daunting for parents during the holiday season. Whether it’s their first time or their
tenth time, you never know how your child will react to the strange man in a white beard Don White 5:45

12/18/2013 SPOR
The headline in the LA Times says it all: "What's left of the Lakers outlasts the remains of the Grizzlies." 
Yes, the Lakers did beat Memphis last night, but like most things in Lakerland this year, it wasn't pretty.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 9:20

12/18/2013 SPOR
Recently, former Major League Baseball player Ryan Freel became the first in the league to be publicly 
diagnosed with chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). Robert Cantu 5:44

12/18/2013 HEAL
Private agencies currently provide care for 15,000 children across California. Kids living in this private 
foster care system are much more likely to face physical, emotional and sexual abuse. Garrett Therolf 8:47

12/18/2013 HEAL
Imagine your child is having a psychiatric emergency. You'd probably head to the nearest hospital, but 
in California, four out of five counties don't have any hospital beds for kids. No 5:36

12/18/2013 TECH

With holiday travel coming up, now might not be a bad time to think about downloading some apps on 
your phone or tablet to keep the kiddos occupied as you deal with long waits at the airport or epic car 
rides. Ciaran Blumenfeld 5:16

12/18/2013 TRANS

One app that's on many of our phones is Uber. A lot of people love the ride-sharing service, which 
allows you to summon a car with the press of a button on your smartphone. But now Uber is in hot 
water for price gouging.  Marcus Wohlsen 3:57

12/18/2013 TECH
An Orange County Lamborghini dealership recently began accepting the virtual currency, Bitcoin, as a 
form of payment. Pietro Frigerio 5:53

12/18/2013 RELIG
Pope Francis removed two American Cardinals from the Vatican's powerful Congregation for Bishops 
and appointed Cardinal Donald Wuerl, who by some accounts is less orthodox than his predecessors.  Christopher Kaczor 5:01

12/18/2013 LAW
Today, a California wine collector was convicted of fraud for making wine in his kitchen and passing 
bottles off as much older vintages. Tina Susman 9:48



12/19/2013 LAW New York City may ban E-cigaettes today (THU), following more than 40 cities in this state Goldberg 4:08

12/19/2013 HEAL
Hospitals have closed or cut back psych units, so if you experience a psychiatric emergency in 
California, it's hard to get fast care Korry 5:29

12/19/2013 HEAL
Oakland Children's Hospital is keeping a 13-year-old girl on life support even though she's been 
declared brain-dead. CC :08

12/19/2013 LAW
Target says it's fixed the problem that allowed up to 40 million credit and debit card numbers to be 
stolen CC :10

12/19/2013 ENV
Most of the southland likely will see rain today (THU), but it may not add up to much in what's been a 
very dry year CC :13

12/19/2013 HEAL Doctors at Keck Hospital of USC have performed (WED) a new type of surgery to treat epilepsy CC :17

12/19/2013 IMM
According to two new Pew studies, Hispanics and Asian-Americans view relief from deportations as 
more important than creating a pathway to citizenship CC :20

12/19/2013 LAW Moorpark High students released after threatening note found at school CC :11

12/19/2013 LGBT Same-sex marriage is now legal in New Mexico Uribe :32

12/19/2013 LAW
Testimony wrapped up this morning (THURS) in the trial of two former cops accused of beating to death
a Fullerton homeless man more than two years ago Moore 1:19

12/19/2013 SPOR A Martinez talks to Nick Roman about what Kobe Bryant's knee injury means for the Lakers Roman 4:02

12/19/2013 HIST Hollywood Park holds final races on Sunday CC :15



12/19/2013 HEAL Covered CA says people are enrolling in unprecedented numbers Florido 1:17

12/19/2013 POLI
Bill in state legislature would require that all smartphones have kill switch to render lost, stolen phones 
useless Roman 4:30

12/19/2013 TRAN
A four-mile long streetcar line proposed for Downtown L.A. would loop through the Financial District and 
L-A Live McNary 1:00

12/19/2013 TRAN Two of the northbound lanes of the 15 Freeway in Corona are closed because of a tour bus crash CC :10

12/19/2013 POLI CA Senate leader Darrell Steinberg wants to restart grant program CC :18

12/19/2013 POLI CA Senate leader Darrell Steinberg wants to restart grant program CC :12

12/19/2013 HEAL
Covered CA is working to correct a computer snafu that led it to mail out confusing, incorrect 
notifications to more than 100,000 people Florido :52

12/19/2013 ECON
Up to 40 million Target customers may have had their banking information stolen by hackers between 
Black Friday and last Sunday Huang 1:23

12/19/2013 EDU Los Angeles lags behind other big American cities, but it's improving quickly Gilbertson :48

12/19/2013 LAW
The Ventura Country Sheriff's Department says a 16 year old boy who left "written threats" that 
prompted the lockdown of Moorpark High School commited suicide by walking in front of a train CC :18

12/19/2013 LAW Chief Beck decides whether the three officers who shot an unarmed, reckless driver Aguilar :57

12/19/2013 EDU The hidden cost of the controversial iPad program is getting the devices online Gilbertson 4:04



12/19/2013 TRAN
California's High Speed Rail Authority is shrugging off legal setbacks and moving ahead with the 
construction project Detrow 1:29

12/19/13 ECON
Big-box retailer Target says that data from 40 million U.S. customers' payment card accounts may have 
been breached by cyber criminals during the holiday shopping season. 

Matt Townsend, Ted 
Crooks 17:00

12/19/13 LAW

Feeling cumulative pressure from tech companies, foreign leaders and some American constituencies, 
yesterday the White House released a report with 46 recommendations for reforming U.S. surveillance, 
including the National Security Agency. 

Chip Pitts, Geoffrey S. 
Corn 21:00

12/19/13 ECON
Hollywood Park opened in 1938, catering to the rich, the beautiful, and the famous. And this Sunday, 
this city landmark will close its doors after one last race. 

Steve Anderson, Bill 
Dwyre 9:00

12/19/13 ECON

The rule book for Business 101 has it that the customer is always right, but one Washington-based 
entrepreneur has found that standing up to an unreasonable, irate client can sometimes win you a lot of 
fans.

Ryan Clark, Keith 
Ferrazzi 24:00:00

12/19/13 ART
From hot cocktails for cold nights to leftover turkey made nice (with melted camembert and mostarda!), 
the Los Angeles Times Test Kitchen has you covered. 

Russ Parsons, Noelle 
Carter 22:00

12/19/2013 LAW
Target announced that up to 40 million people may have been affected by a security breach of credit 
and debit card data. Clifford Neuman 6:45

12/19/2013 IMM

According to a new study out today from the Pew Research Center, deportation is one of the big 
sticking points in immigration reform, and it's also one of the most important issues to Latino immigrants 
here in the US. Mark Lopez 7:51

12/19/2013 FORE

The Mexican state of Guanajuato is more than 1,500 miles from the border, but it's long been one of the 
biggest sources of migrants to the U.S. Most people are coming here for an obvious reason: Jobs. But 
there's another potential factor at play: water, or the lack of it. No 4:52

12/19/2013 HEAL
Emily Bazar of the California Healthcare Foundation Center for Health Reporting joins guest host Ben 
Bergman to answer consumers’ questions about the Affordable Health Act. Emily Bazar 4:49

12/19/2013 HEAL
Jamie Court of Consumer Watchdog explains how to be a smart consumer, even when you're in your 
doctor's office. Jamie Court 5:27

12/19/2013 SPOR
This weekend kicks off the college football bowl season, with 35 games broadcast through January's 
national championship at the Rose Bowl here in Pasadena. Why so many games? Craig Harris 6:16



12/19/2013 ENT

Like everything Queen B does, her fifth self-titled album has been celebrated, scrutinized, criticized, 
chewed over and spit out. Lately most of the buzz on the Internet revolves around this question: Is 
Beyonce a feminist? Michelle Taylor` 8:57

12/19/2013 POLI

It's Thursday, which means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout 
California. To help us with that we're joined in studio by KPCC political reporters Alice Walton and Frank
Stoltze

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 14:54

12/19/2013 HEAL
Hospitals have closed or cut back psych units, so if you experience a psychiatric emergency in 
California, it's hard to get fast care. Even tougher is getting stabilized and on the path to recovery. No 5:59

12/19/2013 ENV

Last November, Arizona wildlife officials started to re-introduce bighorn sheep to the Santa Catalina 
mountains north of Tucson. Thirty-one of the iconic animals were trucked in from a wilderness area, 
fitted with tracking devices and offloaded into the mountains. No 4:09

12/19/2013 DIV

Today the Council on American Islamic Relations is releasing the first statewide survey of Muslim 
students in California. Here to discuss the results is Fatima Dadabhoy, civil rights manager for the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations Greater LA-area chapter.  Fatima Dadabhoy 5:15

12/19/2013 ART
Brooklyn-based photographer Henry Hargreaves and food stylist Caitlin Levin have are putting their own
unique twist on gingerbread architecture.

Henry Hargreaves, 
Caitlin Levin 6:55

12/20/2013 POLI What happened to $2.7 million of Central Basin Water District money? Foshay 4:26

12/20/2013 ART
Larry and KPCC critics Henry Sheehan, Wade Major and Charles Solomon review this week's releases,
including Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues, Her, Walking With Dinosaurs 3D and more. Mantle 2:43

12/20/2013 HEAL Finding it tough to get through the enrollment process? Try help from a broker O'Neill 3:50

12/20/2013 ENV
Looking at how things stand one year after the Army Corps of Engineers bulldozed a popular natural 
area Kim 4:29

12/20/2013 MIL
The remains of Sergeant First Class Joseph Gantt, an American prisoner of the Korean War, arrived 
overnight at LAX CC :27

12/20/2013 POLI CALSTRS has been asking the legislature for years to stop ignoring a 70-billion-dollar unfunded liability CC :06



12/20/2013 POLI CALSTRS has been asking the legislature for years to stop ignoring a 70-billion-dollar unfunded liability CC :13

12/20/2013 ECON
The deadline for Californians buying health insurance is Monday if they want the coverage to begin 
January 1st CC :10

12/20/2013 HEAL There are just a few days left to sign up for health insurance through Covered California Bartolone :48

12/20/2013 LAW
The family of an unarmed man who was shot and killed by police officers after a pursuit last Friday has 
filed a claim against the L-A-P-D and the city CC :14

12/20/2013 ECON The federal government says California had the largest employment increase of any state last month Watt :16

12/20/2013 ECON California's employers kept hiring last month, adding more than 44,000 jobs Watt 1:00

12/20/2013 ART Sea World is responding to claims of animal abuse brought to light in the documentary "Blackfish." CC :09

12/20/2013 ENV Recent snow is great for ski resorts, but it's still too little to help us out of drought Kim 1:18

12/20/2013 TRAN
Two charter buses crashed yesterday (THU), killing a Van Nuys woman and injuring 42 other 
passengers McNary 1:28

12/20/2013 LAW Family of Brian Beaird, shot by LAPD after car chase, files $20 million claim Aguilar 1:28

12/20/2013 IMM

At a year-end press conference, President Obama said he frustrated that an immigration overhaul failed 
to move forward in Congress this year, saying it was "probably the biggest thing" he'd hoped to 
accomplish in 2013 CC :22

12/20/2013 LAW It's against the law in California for teenagers to use cell phones while driving, even hands-free devices CC :13



12/20/2013 LAW
Teenagers will not be able to use voice-activated hands-free devices to text while driving starting in 
2014 Milne :52

12/20/2013 HEAL
Yelp has partnered with the LA County Department of Public Health to publicize the ratings restaurants 
get on health inspections Huang 1:34

12/20/13 POLI

Before the First Family can depart for a Christmas vacation in serene Hawaii, President Barack Obama 
will stand before the White House press corps for the ritualized year-end news conference.
The pressing questions will focus on the immigration-legislation limbo, reforms of the National Security 
Agency, and, of course, the Affordable Care Act. Last night, the Obama Administration made the 
surprising, if not confusing, announcement that Americans who had their health plans cancelled would 
be exempt from the requirement to sign onto a health plan.
Why make the change now? How will it affect what’s thought to be his legacy law? What will the 
President want to remember, and want to forget, about 2013? What should he focus on for 2014?
\

Kitty Felde, David 
Mark 4:00

12/20/13 ENT

Larry and KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan, Wade Major and Charles Solomon review this week’s 
releases, including Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues, Her, Walking With Dinosaurs 3D and more. 
TGI-Filmweek!

Henry Sheehan, Wade 
Major, Charles 
Solomon 8:00

12/20/13 ENT

Here’s an announcement you won’t hear at the Oscars: “And the nominees for best voiceover actor 
are…”

A new row has erupted over the exclusion of voiceover performers in key industry awards, in part due to
the buzz surrounding Scarlett Johansson’s role in the new Spike Jonze movie ‘Her’. Johansson  plays 
‘Samantha’ a computer operating system who is the object of  Theodore’s affections,  played by Joaquin
Phoenix. Henry Sheehan, Wade 

Major, Charles 
Solomon 16:00

12/20/2013 ENV
The water district transferred $2.7 million into a secret trust fund set up to create an EIR for a water 
project. One board member called it a "slush fund." No 4:53

12/20/2013 POLI

The defense rested its case on Wednesday, and prosecutors called their final rebuttal witness 
yesterday. Now , because of the holidays, the jury has been dismissed for a two-week break. We 
wondered what that might mean for the trial. Laurie Levenson 5:00

12/20/2013 POLI

We've come to the end of the week. Christmas is just around the corner, and it's time for the Season's 
Greeting edition of The Friday Flashback. Joining us today our regular Flashback friends. Jim Rainey of 
the LA Times, and Nancy Cook, of National Journal.

Nancy Cook, James 
Rainey 16:52

12/20/2013 LGB
Even if people disagree with what Phil said, others say he should have a right to be open with his views 
without fear of punishment. Dillon Couvillon 6:32



12/20/2013 ART
Actress Carey Mulligan joins host Alex Cohen to discuss her new film, "Inside Llewyn Davis", by 
filmmakers Joel and Ethan Coen. Carey Mulligan 8:08

12/20/2013 LAW
A federal judge abruptly interrupted a weeks long hearing so that he could begin considering whether 
the prolonged solitary confinement of mentally ill inmates in California prisons violates their civil rights. No 4:36

12/20/2013 ECON
Thousands of Americans have similar stories of how high-interest loans spiraled out of control. Now, a 
Propublica investigation looks at how lenders are turning to legal action to collect on those debts. Paul Kiel 5:02

12/20/2013 SPOR
The injury happened on the same leg that he tore his Achilles tendon, which raises a few questions 
such as: Did Kobe attempt to come back too early and what do the Lakers do now? Dave Miller 4:04

12/20/2013 ENT
Before Sunday's final race at Hollywood Park, fans for one last time will hear the music of Jay Cohen — 
the 75-year-old track's official bugler. No 4:19

12/20/2013 ENV
A group of birders will take part in an annual bird count tomorrow in the San Fernando Valley. KPCC's 
Jed Kim says the group last year made an upsetting discovery. No 4:40

12/20/2013 FORE

A little known infusion of American tax dollars has played a part in the fight against organized crime in 
two Mexican border cities: Ciudad Juárez and Tijuana. The money comes from the Merida Initiative, a 
multinational pact signed six years ago. No 4:33

12/20/2013 ENT The band Lucky Diaz and the Family Jam Band will be performing at Legoland on New Year's eve.
Lucky Diaz,  Alisha 
Gaddis 10:32

12/21/2013 TRAV More Californians will be traveling this holiday season than did last year CC :16

12/21/2013 OBIT A popular Vietnamese radio host in Orange County's Little Saigon has died CC :16

12/21/2013 ART

The Crawford Family Forum went on the road to the Virgil Bar in Silverlake. John Rabe led a panel of 
guest speakers who talked about their favorite cocktails. They also discussed LA's fascination with the 
classic cocktail.

John Rabe / Krista 
Simmons / Javier 
Cabral / Daniel Djang / 
Naomi Schimek 5:13:00

12/21/2013 ART

Local Eagle Rock favorite The Bucket -- known for its burgers, beers and bikers -- is now under new 
ownership and will become Dee Dee's Dive. Everyone from President Obama to Kareem-Abdul Jabbar 
has (most-likely) eaten at The Bucket.

John Rabe / Dee Dee 
Baca 4:03:00



12/21/2013 ART

Unless you're a folk completist or a Coen Brothers fan, you've probably never heard of Dave Van Ronk. 
He was one of the original Greenwich Village troubadours — a lynchpin in the American folk music 
revival of the late '50s and early '60s. R.H. Greene 10:23:00

12/21/2013 ART

John Rabe gets an All Star cast to come in to the Mohn Broadcast Center and record a telling of the 
Night Before Christmas. Celebrity voices include: Huell Howser, Larry Mantle, Adam Carolla, Salman 
Rushdie, Huell Howser, Kathleen Turner, and Sylvia Poggioli.

John Rabe / Clement 
Moore / Huell Howser, 
Larry Mantle, Adam 
Carolla, Salman 
Rushdie, Huell 4:30:00

12/21/2013 HIST

This Sunday, Hollywood Park — the 75-year-old horse racing track in Inglewood — will host its final 
race. The park's closure comes as its fan base ages and attendance dwindles. Before the final race 
kicks off, fans for one last time will hear the music of Jay Cohen, the track's official bugler. KPCC's 
Kevin Ferguson reports.

Kevin Ferguson / Jay 
Cohen 4:19:00

12/21/2013 HIST
Oscar Garza introduces us to several 'other' versions of 'Feliz Navidad,' including version by: Jon 
Secada and Celine Dion.

Kevin Ferguson / 
Oscar Garza 5:44:00

12/21/2013 HIST

You might think “A Christmas Carol,” Charles Dickens’ fable of redemption, is just a part the holiday. But
in fact, it pretty much started the whole thing. This weekend, KPCC’s Off-Ramp program, hosted by 
John Rabe, takes an in-depth look at the Dickens’ classic on “A Christmas Carol Redux.”

John Rabe / Doris 
Baizley / Gerald 
Charles Dickens / 
David Grimm

12/21/2013 SCI

Off-Ramp's Robert Garrova interviews Aeon Magazine editor Ross Andersen about the bristlecone 
pines, the oldest living trees on earth. The bristlecones grow in the White Mountains of California and by
studying their rings, scientists can tell us something about climate change.

Robert Garrova / Ross 
Andersen 4:04:00

12/21/2013 SCI

Edward Hubbard (Neuroscientist from the Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison) tells us about some of the 
science behind the condition known as Synesthesia, in which people sometimes associate numbers 
with colors. We also hear from 15-year-old Riley Van Orsdel, who says she has Synesthesia and 
initially thought it made her crazy.

Edward Hubbard / 
Riley Van Orsdel 5:20:00

12/22/2013 POLI
Dan Schnur, the former head of the state's Fair Political Practices Commission, says he will probably 
run for California Secretary of State next year Stoltze 1:17

12/22/2013 TRAV More Californians will leave home to celebrate the holidays this year Russ :55

12/22/2013 ENT "Inside Llewyn Davis" follows a struggling folk singer in the early 1960s. CC :13

12/22/2013 TRAN
Holiday traffic is likely to be spread out over the coming days since Christmas and New Year's fall mid-
week this year CC :11

12/22/2013 DIS
Riverside County is looking for more volunteers to help rescue horses, livestock, and pets during 
emergencies CC :14



12/22/2013 HEAL Peter Lee says new policy on cancelled plans will apply in California CC :06

12/22/2013 IMM
Congress extended the special visa program for Iraqi and Afghan interpreters who have worked with US
forces Replogle :55

12/22/2013 HEAL Director of California Covered talks about enrollment progress Guzman 1:32

12/23/2013 EDU Micah Ali has been a major advocate for early education in Compton for years Fernandes 4:01

12/23/2013 ART Holiday essay from The Loh Life Loh 2:34

12/23/2013 POLI A look at the politics of the LAUSD's First District seat Walton 2:17

12/23/2013 SPOR
Tonight (MON), Candlestick Park will host the San Francisco 49ers final home game of the regular 
season Shafer 2:35

12/23/2013 ECON The deadline for donating to a charity this year is approaching fast Lee :43

12/23/2013 HEAL Maria Yanez of LA says she's looking for affordable health insurance for her daughter CC :07

12/23/2013 HEAL Rosario Patino of LA talks about why she's signing up for health insurance CC :11

12/23/2013 ENV
This year has been filled with battles among regulators, polluters, and communities where toxic 
contamination is a problem Peterson :50

12/23/2013 SPOR Jockey Frank Garza reflects on the closing of Hollywood Park CC :16



12/23/2013 SPOR Last race at 75 year old Hollywood Park racetrack Guzman 1:22

12/23/2013 LAW
Back on June 7th, Debra Fine was driving home from Santa Monica when she was shot. Police say the 
gunman also killed five people that day. CC :22

12/23/2013 ENV
The Forest Service recently released its plan for what to do with the 400-square miles of wilderness that 
burned in the Sierra Nevada last summer Daniel 1:51

12/23/2013 HEAL
The Chinese Community Health Plan is a local HMO which - until now - has catered almost exclusively 
to Chinese Americans Hamilton 4:08

12/23/2013 ECON The average price of gas in California is now $3.54 CC :12

12/23/2013 ENT Actress Jennifer Lawrence edged out singer Miley Cyrus in the race for AP Entertainer of the Year CC :03

12/23/2013 DC New aircraft from feds to fight fires Felde 1:02

12/23/2013 ENV
Authorities have located four mountain bikers who were reported missing last night (SUN) in the 
Angeles National Forest ???? :10

12/23/2013 YOUT The California private-foster care system is under scrutiny CC :22

12/23/2013 HEAL
Midnight tonight {MON} is the deadline under Obamacare to enroll for a health insurance plan that takes 
effect January 1st CC :17

12/23/2013 POLI City Attorney's Office prosecutes woman for harassing 911 operators Walton :47

12/23/2013 HEAL Covered CA says 77,000 enrolled in health plans Friday through Sunday CC :15



12/23/2013 HEAL Today (MON) is the deadline to sign up for a health insurance plan that starts January 1st O'Neill 2:53

12/23/2013 TRAN We're learning more about this morning's bus accident in Baldwin Park Bergman 4:37

12/23/2013 EDU
LA Unified isn't sure how many computers it will need to buy or how to get them online for new state 
tests Gilbertson 1:10

12/23/2013 POLI San Diego leaders are pressuring Congress to finish a project to expand the border crossing Replogle :54

12/23/2013 LAW A new study has found the arrest rate for former inmates of California's prison system has dropped Pringle :50

12/23/2013 LAW A new state study shows arrest rates for former inmates of California's prison system is down CC :08

12/23/2013 HEAL
California's health care exchange is not extending the same one-day enrollment grace period as the 
White House is for the federal exchange Adler :46

12/23/2013 SPOR The National Park Service has put the Badwater marathon and similar events in limbo McNary 1:40

12/23/2013 TRAN Safety records for the bus company involved in this morning's crash (MON) reveal a problematic history CC :18

12/23/13 HEAL
A health insurance lifeline has been thrown to thousands of Americans whose policies were cancelled 
due to the Affordable Care Act.

Gerald Kominski, 
Yevgeniy Feyman, 
Jennifer Haberkorn 23:00

12/23/13 HEAL
The nation’s largest private foster care system, begun 27 years ago here in California, is a $400 million 
dollar a year industry.

Phillip Browning, Jill 
Duerr Berrick 23:00

12/23/13 DC
Baucus’ departure from the Senate removes the second-most-senior member of the chamber, and his 
absence raises numerous questions.

huck Johnson, Clayton 
Dube 14:00



12/23/13 FOR
Canada’s Supreme Court unanimously voted to strike down a ban on three laws against prostitution, 
including bans on brothels and street solicitation. Sean Fine 16:00

12/23/13 GEND
The holidays have a way of bringing out the joie de vivre in people, but what's acceptable behaviors at a
family holiday celebration might not translate as well in a work-related setting. Peggy Drexler 17:00

12/23/2013 HEAL
Today is the deadline to sign up for health coverage under the Affordable Care Act, if you want 
coverage to kick in on January 1. Stephanie O'Neill 3:21

12/23/2013 HEAL
Last minute Christmas shoppers headed to the Baldwin Hills mall may notice a new kiosk offering 
something besides cell phone accessories and sunglasses. Virginia Franklin 1:43

12/23/2013 ECON
American Indian religions are uniquely tied to the land, and for many there is no separation between 
spirit and nature. No 4:17

12/23/2013 HEAL
More than 150,000 Californians have signed up for Covered California so far, mostly with big-name 
statewide insurers such as Kaiser and Anthem Blue Cross. No 4:38

12/23/2013 ENV
This past year, many Southern California communities were pitted against big polluters or regulatory 
agencies, especially in places like Boyle Heights, Vernon and Huntington Park. No 5:13

12/23/2013 SEC Debra Fine was shot six times by an alleged gunman who shot and killed five people. No 6:06

12/23/2013 SEC
Los Angeles fire officials are implementing a dramatic overhaul in how rescuers respond to mass 
shootings. Robert Lopez 4:08

12/23/2013 ENT
Time for On the Lot, our weekly summary of news from the movie business with LA Times reporter 
Rebecca Keegan. Rebecca Keegan 7:13

12/23/2013 ENT
Take Two recently sat down with Theodore Shapiro, the music composer for The Secret Life of Walter 
Mitty, who talked about how he first approaches a new project Theodore Shapiro 8:23

12/23/2013 ECON
Looking back to 2013, it seems like the U.S. economy was doing OK, but that doesn't necessarily mean 
you felt optimistic. Joining us once again is our roundtable of economic experts.

Christopher 
Thornberg, Raphael 
Bostic, Delia 
Fernandez 14:53



12/23/2013 ART
Earlier this month, the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, or UNESCO, 
granted special cultural status to the Japanese cuisine.  Atsuko Kanai 4:21

12/23/2013 LIT
Dried versions of the thin, paper-bag brown noodles can be bought in Japanese markets or restaurants 
here in Los Angeles, but according to one aficionado, the stuff you get here isn't really soba. Sonoko Sakai 4:35

12/23/2013 ART

What's your favorite type of chocolate chip cookie? Crunchy? Chewy? Maybe a little salt? Whatever 
your favorite is - we've got your fix. Kenji Lopez-Alt from food lab joins us to talk about the perfect 
chocolate chip cookie.  J. Kenji Lopez-Alt 5:52

12/23/2013 SPOR

The Brazuca, a new soccer ball designed by Adidas, was released this month ahead of next year's 
World Cup in Brazil. The term Brazuca was chosen by Brazilians to capture the spirit of Brazilian style 
and culture. Rabi Mehta 6:45

12/23/2013 ART

Artist Jay Shells has been traversing New York City, posting red and white street signs with location-
specific rap quotes, in an effort to make people aware of hip-hop's influence on the cities in which we 
live. Jason Shelowitz 8:03

12/24/2013 SPOR Mike D'Antoni apologizes for suggesting disappointed Laker fans support another team. ?? :09

12/24/2013 SAC
The people tasked with preparing Governor Jerry Brown's budget proposal are hard at work over the 
holidays CC :17

12/24/2013 SAC
The people tasked with preparing Governor Jerry Brown's budget proposal are hard at work over the 
holidays Adler :53

12/24/2013 YOUT Santa sometimes forwards wish lists to helpers at the US Post Office Cuevas 3:47

12/24/2013 EDU Two proposed ballot initiatives would change teacher seniority rules Guzman 1:03

12/24/2013 LAW Some gun owners in California say they're confused about new laws that will take effect next year Moffit :51

12/24/2013 LAW
Some gun store owners in California say business has increased because of a law that will take effect 
January 1st CC :20



12/24/2013 ART
Skip Matthews comes to the Midnight Mission each year with  Christmas cards to help the homeless 
keep in touch with loved ones Jahad 1:57

12/24/2013 TRAN The freeways are less crowded than normal this week because of the holidays Plummer 1:24

12/24/2013 ECON Federal unemployment benefits are set to expire this Saturday Bergman 1:36

12/24/2013 EDU A Burbank school is home to one of the top choir programs in the country CC :12

12/24/2013 YOUT
John Burroughs high school has one of the top choir programs in the country. It's had a caroling troupe 
for 30 years Plummer 3:30

12/24/2013 SPOR The LA Kings lost to the Dallas Stars 5-2 last night (MON) at Staples Center CC :07

12/24/2013 LAW
A court appointed doctor says13-year old Jahi McMath is brain dead after suffering complications 
following a tonsillectomy CC :13

12/24/2013 LGBT Two thousand thirteen has seen huge legal gains for gay rights CC :10

12/24/2013 HEAL
Covered California is allowing a "grace period" for people who tried to meet the midnight deadline for 
coverage starting January 1st CC :06

12/24/2013 DIS The Pfeiffer Fire in Big Sur is 100 percent contained CC :06

12/24/2013 HEAL
If you still don't have health insurance, there is a new deadline - that's March 31st - to enroll in a plan or 
face a tax penalty O'Neill :05

12/24/2013 DIS Six weeks after a typhoon struck the Philippines, relief efforts are still under way CC :10



12/24/2013 LAW A state judge has ruled that the city of San Jose cannot strip retirement benefits from public employees McNary :46

12/24/2013 RELI Pope Francis will celebrate his first Christmas as the leader of the Catholic Church CC :13

12/24/2013 TRAN The popular ride-sharing app, Lyft is rolling out some new changes CC :18

12/24/2013 IMM A tent camp set up by deportees along the U.S.-Mexico border near San Diego has been dismantled Replogle :52

12/24/2013 DC Roundup of political holiday cards Felde :47

12/24/2013 LAW Federal court throws out LA law requiring hotels to turn over guest info without search warrant Stoltze :48

12/24/2013 SAC Governor Brown pardoned 127 people today [TUE] Stoltze 1:01

12/24/13 HEAL

The deadline to get healthcare coverage that would start on the 1st of next year has come and gone… 
except it hasn’t. The White House’s quiet decision yesterday to extend the deadline for enrollment in the 
ACA through their exchanges was ostensibly made to accommodate the number of Americans making 
last-minute enrollments. California’s state exchange followed suit, calling it a grace period for those who 
had already made a “good-faith attempt” to sign up yesterday. With the new deadline running down, 
how will the already pressed insurance industry handle one less day to process American’s paperwork 
for the start of coverage January 1st? Is the extension a sign that despite claims by the White House, 
the ACA exchange system is still in trouble? Chad Terhune 22:00

12/24/13 POLI

Writers are silencing their thoughts for fear of  their work being misinterpreted by the government in the 
wake of the National Security Agency spying allegations.

According to a new survey by the PEN American Center, 88 percent of members are troubled by the 
NSA's surveillance program. 24 percent of those surveyed now avoid certain topics in email and phone 
conversations, while 16 percent have  abandoned projects entirely.

Will the self-censorship of writers cause a decrease in the intellectual output of America? Do writers 
have a responsibility to brave dangerous waters to discuss topics that need to be heard? Or are these 
writers simply overreacting to something that might be an inevitable new fact of life in the US? Deji Olukotun 9:00



12/24/13 RELI

Pope Francis will celebrate his first Christmas tomorrow as the leader of the Catholic Church.

 Since his election in March, the Pontiff has garnered interest for his more progressive perspective and 
unique relationships  both in and outside of the church. He’s attracted attention for living in a Vatican 
guesthouse and for speaking out on everything from breastfeeding to LGBT issues -- he was named 
The Advocate’s Person of the Year. Father Thomas 

Rausch, Jennifer 
Hughes 15:00

12/24/13 ART

It’s a classic debate -- who’s funnier, Americans, or Brits? There are many U.S. adaptations of British 
television comedies, and both Americans and Brits have adopted language and humor from one 
another over the years.  

In a new book, the Oxford Dictionary of Humorous Quotations, author Gyles Brandeth is asking readers 
to take a side.

Is subtle British wit funny in America? Do defining American comedians have as large an impact in 
England? We’ll put our senses of humor to the test with a collection of British and American comedians 
and let you decide who’s funniest.

Michael Kosta, Luke 
Ashlocke, Matt 
Kirshen 22:00

12/24/13 ART

The holiday season brings with it perennial favorite songs, but when was the last time you heard a new 
holiday song that makes you want to play it every year? The last major breakout holiday song was 
Mariah Carey’s “All I Want for Christmas is You” in 1994, but it’s not like other artists have stopped 
producing holiday tunes. Lady Gaga, Coldplay, Justin Beiber and others have all taken a swing at 
writing the next holiday earworm, but those songs have failed to gain the kind of play that the classics 
like Paul McCartney’s “Wonderful Christmastime” or even “Grandma Got Run Over By a Reindeer.” Chris Klimek 14:00

12/24/2013 HEAL
Paolo Montenegro is a Neuro Trauma ICU nurse at UCLA. But for the past week, he's been traveling 
around various Filipino neighborhoods providing care to those who need it. Paolo Montenegro 6:39

12/24/2013 ENV

A fungus has already destroyed banana crops in Africa and the Middle East. Now, banana growers and 
harvesters are racing to keep the fungus from spreading to Latin America, which accounts for 80 
percent of the fruit's worldwide exports. Dan Koeppel 6:52

12/24/2013 LIT
These days, Americans are in search of the most exotic or hard to find foods, even challenging 
traditional notions of what is actually edible with things like bugs, brains, whale or horse. Dana Goodyear 10:00

12/24/2013 ENT
In this edition of Tuesday Reviewsday, we're going to take a look back at the best of 2013 with Chris 
Martins from Spin Magazine and Shirley Halperin from The Hollywood Reporter.

Shirley Halperin, Chris 
Martins 15:19

12/24/2013 HEAL
Stephanie O'Neill is our health care correspondent here at KPCC and joins us now to recap all of the 
Affordable Care Act news of the past year. Stephanie O'Neill 6:34

12/24/2013 ENV
Louisiana's Mary Landrieu would likely take the helm at energy. That could spell big change for the oil 
and gas industries, as well as environmentalists. Coral Davenport 6:18



12/24/2013 LGB

It's been a historic one for supporters of gay marriage. Even just this past week, New Mexico's 
Supreme Court formally recognized same-sex marriage, while a federal judge overturned Utah's ban on 
gay unions.

 Shaun Stent, John 
Catuara 5:18

12/24/2013 DIV
Every year, millions of children write letters to Santa. When he can't get to everything on a kid's wish 
list, Santa sometimes forwards the requests to helpers at the US Post Office. No 4:14

12/24/2013 ENT

As winter break nears, many parents are faced with a difficult decision: How much TV should I let my 
kid watch? They should be outside playing or reading a book, right? Our next guest thinks that a little TV
might not be such a bad idea. Michael Petrilli 5:13

12/24/2013 ENV
A new study published this month by the Catalina Island Conservancy has found a successful, cost-
effective way to maintain the bison population, and it may be more similar to humans than you'd think. Calvin Duncan 4:32

12/24/2013 LIT
Photographer Dorothea Lange is best known for her intimate portraits of Depression-era migrant 
farmworkers, but a new book shows how her life's work spans decades and continents. Elizabeth Partridge 10:11

12/25/2013 SCI Ice rinks in LA are kept from melting through engineering and use of a substance called propylene glycolTotten 1:27

12/25/2013 LAW One year anniversary of fatal shooting of Pasadena youth coach Victor McClinton Aguilar 1:00

12/25/2013 HEAL Expect a bill by Jan 1 that must be paid by Jan 6 O'Neill 1:04

12/25/2013 ART Swedish immigrants celebrate Christmas at the Swedish Christmas Fair in Los Angeles Valot 4:40

12/25/2013 RELI Pope Francis is marking his first Christmas as leader of the Catholic church Plummer 1:03

12/25/2013 RELI Pope Francis is marking his first Christmas as leader of the Catholic church Plummer :14

12/25/2013 RELI The new pontiff was on Catholics minds as they attended mass Christmas morning Plummer :66



12/25/2013 ENV A red flag warning is in effect today (WED) for much of Los Angeles County CC :18

12/25/2013 OBIT Studio drummer Ricky Lawson has died at Long Beach Memorial Hospital following a brain aneurism CC :27

12/25/2013 LAW
A Lancaster family had an unpleasant discovery early this morning (WED) when thieves took most of 
their Christmas presents CC :08

12/25/2013 ECON The Cookie Project brings holiday spirit to people who are stuck working on Christmas Day CC :11

12/25/2013 SPOR The Miami Heat beat the Lakers CC :11

12/25/2013 RACE A South LA mall's Santas reflect the diversity of its customers Cuevas 3:09

12/25/2013 RACE
This morning (WED), Sonia Kang (KAYNG) talks with her husband Richard Kang, about how his family 
initially rejected her because of her race Bailey 2:01

12/25/2013 ENV On New Year's Day, a citywide ban on plastic grocery bags will take effect Huang 1:35

12/25/2013 EDU How are students spending their holiday break? Gilbertson 1:23

12/26/2013 DC Just how effective has Issa's Oversight hearings been? Felde 1:31

12/26/2013 IMM Governor Brown signed several immigration-related bills last fall Rojas 1:29

12/26/2013 HOUS Rising salaries and government aid turned millions of Mexicans into homeowners Replogle 4:17



12/26/2013 LAW Whistleblowers in California will have new safeguards against retaliation in the workplace Bartolone :44

12/26/2013 ENT A new edgy cable network called "El Rey" is launching next month Watt 1:32

12/26/2013 ENV The city of LA is in talks to buy a piece of a former rail yard next to the LA River McNary 1:26

12/26/2013 POLI On January 1st, new rules take effect in California that govern the flammability of furniture Watt 3:38

12/26/2013 EDU LAUSD released a plan last summer to revitalize arts education Plummer :58

12/26/2013 LAW A member of the LAPD bomb squad helped rescue a man from his burning car on Christmas CC :13

12/26/2013 YOUT A group of students in Fresno sees 2014 as the year to revamp the city's image Khokha 1:47

12/26/2013 ENV Strong Santa Ana winds are sweeping through the Southland this morning (THU)

12/26/2013 LAW Accused gunman in LAX shooting Paul Ciancia pleads not guilty to 11 counts Aguilar 1:01

12/26/2013 LAW
The accused gunman in last month's shooting at LAX pleaded not guilty today (THU) to 11 federal 
charges CC :10

12/26/2013 HEAL Covered California enrollment grace period ends at 8 PM Friday O'Neill :53

12/26/2013 ATC
The window opened this morning (THU) for Major League baseball teams to began bidding on 
Japanese pitcher Masahiro Tanaka Roman 4:22



12/26/2013 ENV The LA County Department of Public Works wants to help you recycle your Christmas tree CC :19

12/26/2013 SPOR The Arcadia horse racing track opened its 77th winter/spring meeting today (THU) CC :08

12/26/2013 SPOR The Arcadia horse racing track opened its 77th winter/spring meeting today (THU) CC :06

12/26/2013 ENV Warm weather's not making skiiing worse. Explanation of why Kim :59

12/26/2013 SEC How TSA is changing after the LAX shooting Aguilar 4:29

12/26/2013 SAC
Backers of an initiative to legalize marijuana in California were cleared to collect signatures to get it on 
the ballot McNary :39

12/26/2013 LAW
Torrance Police say the man shot and killed by officers at a middle school is the same man suspected 
of setting two fires earlier today (THU) CC :15

12/26/2013 ENV The National Weather Service has extended a red flag warning until 10am tomorrow (FRI) CC :10

12/26/2013 SPOR Santa Anita park opens 77th meeting Watt 1:34

12/26/2013 ENV The LA area is facing record low rain totals this year, but it's been a wet fall across the southwest Morales :45

12/26/2013 LAW A man accused of going on a shooting spree at LAX is set to be arraigned today (THU) Stoltze :53

12/26/2013 EDU Schools very busy during winter break Guzman 1:29



12/26/13 ECON

A state judge has barred voter-approved pension cuts in San Jose -- the ruling may set a precedent for 
cities facing similar budget cuts.

Cash-strapped local governments across the country have debated their options when it comes to 
cutting budgets. In Southern California and Detroit, the debate over whether bondholders or pension 
cuts should take the greater hit has laid groundwork for similar battles across the country. Mike Rosenberg, 

Sharon McNary 17:00

12/26/13 HEAL

Smokers have long been banned from lighting up at work and public spaces, instead relegated to taking 
a puff huddled in doorways. While the rules are clear for traditional smokers, the growth in use of e-
cigarettes is raising questions about where e-cig users can exhale their ‘vapors’.

So far, there is no evidence that the ‘smoke’ exhaled from e-cigarettes is harmful. For this reason, e-cig 
users say they should be able to light up anywhere. But etiquette experts argue that you shouldn’t use 
an e-cigarette anywhere you can’t smoke a traditional cigarette.

Where are some of the places you’ve seen someone use an e-cigarette? Should the same rules apply 
for e-cigarette and traditional cigarette use? Steven Petrow 19:00

12/26/13 TECH

YouTube, Twitter, and other follower-based social media sites are all about popularity – but how many 
of famous social mediaites' followers are legitimate?

In an independently-produced  investigative piece, Frank Elaridi explores the growing practice of 
purchasing followings. Buying social media clout may not be a bad idea for filmmakers or YouTube and 
Twitter personalities who are looking to expand their reach.

Fame: For Sale takes a deeper look at the phenomenon of artists and celebrities boosting their profiles 
and using their increased followership to cash in.

What are the incentives to building a faux following on social media? Are there any drawbacks? How 
might this kind of purchasing change the legitimacy of social media fame?   

Frank Elaridi, Karen 
North 12:00

12/26/13 HIST

It s often been said that where California goes, the rest of the nation inevitably follows

That’s certainly been the case for green policy, same-sex marriage rights and tech innovation. If the 
Golden State is the country’s spiritual leader, what does it say about us, the people, who live in the 
state?

As we approach the end of the year, AirTalk wants to know: Who do you think was the most influential 
Californian of the Year for the year 2013?

We're looking for the person — or group, organization or entity — who has not only made a mark in the 
state in 2013, but whose work and decisions have also reverberated across the country.

Here to talk about the candidates and what qualities he thinks that person should have is Kevin Starr, a 
noted historian. Kevin Starr 13:00



12/26/13 TRAV

The holiday season is one of the biggest travel seasons of the year, and with all those people rushing 
home to meet their loved ones, things can get more than a little aggravating.

This is especially true for the holiday flight home, and travel website Expedia.com has just published a 
survey about what annoys their customers the most. Some airlines are planning to use customer’s 
personal data to allow them to offer custom upgraded packages for quieter rooms or more leg space, 
but some privacy experts contend this goes too far.

Are in-flight annoyances really that big a deal? how much would you pay to avoid them? Are the airlines 
giving customers what they want by using their data to customize plans, or is this a case where privacy 
should take precedence over convenience? Sarah Gavin 17:00

12/26/13 HEAL

For years, the medical community abstained from studying hangover cures because doctors didn’t want 
to be seen as encouraging overindulgence of alcohol.

What helped change that was grasping the severity of the problem: it’s estimated that painful hangovers
cost the U.S. economy $148 billion annually. Recovering revelers either call in sick or show up with 
headaches, nausea, decreased skills and general misery. Now, scientists are calling for more research 
into cures.

What about tequila shots or a bottle of wine actually causes the pain of a hangover? Dehydration was 
blamed in the past, but that’s changing.

  Dr. Sharon Orrange 17:00

12/26/2013 ENV

An ambitious redevelopment project in Watts has locals concerned about the environment. The problem
is that the soil is contaminated with lead, arsenic, and other industrial chemicals. Community activists 
say the city's plan to clean it up doesn't go far enough. Pete White 5:57

12/26/2013 ECON
Christmas is over and now it's time to start thinking about taxes, right? Even if you're not prepared, we 
are and we've called in our expert to help you out. Selwyn Gerber 5:19

12/26/2013 IMM
All across the U.S.-Mexico border, tens of thousands of Mexicans are returning home for Christmas as 
they do every year. No 3:08

12/26/2013 IMM
One of the most dramatic events in the immigration debate took place in July, when nine undocumented
activists met at the port of entry at Nogales, Arizona at the US-Mexico border. Lizbeth Mateo 4:58

12/26/2013 LIT

Once upon a time, about 100 years ago, a group of men put forth the idea of ranching hippos on the 
Gulf Coast. Host Alex Cohen speaks with Jon Mooallem about this bizarre moment in history, which he 
wrote about in his latest story, "American Hippopotamus." Jon Moallen 10:02

12/26/2013 DIV
The Writers Guild did a study earlier this year, confirming that the majority of writers in Hollywood are 
white men. Studios have tried to address this by hiring "diversity staff writers." Beejoli Shah 5:13



12/26/2013 LIT

In Jack Kerouac's classic novel, "On The Road", he writes about an affair he has with a young woman 
named Terry, also known as "The Mexican girl." Not much was known about this woman, until poet Tim 
Z Hernandez started looking into it. Tim Z Hernandez 9:52

12/26/2013 POLI
It's Thursday and that means it's time for State of Affairs, our look at politics and government throughout
California. This week we have a very special treat for you, our State of Affairs Year-in-Review edition.

Alice Walton, Frank 
Stoltze 14:28

12/26/2013 FORE
Rising salaries and government aid turned millions of Mexicans into homeowners. That, in turn, has 
created more suburbs. No 4:41

12/26/2013 DIV

In July, Spanish-Language TV network Univision hit a ratings milestone, topping NBC, ABC and FOX in 
the number of viewers between the ages of 18 and 49. It's also the year media executives began 
targeting Latino audiences with more programming in English. Brian Watt 6:14

12/26/2013 ENV

How about a foot race? A nice long one, say, 135 miles through Death Valley. Unfortunately, you'll be 
running it all by yourself. The official race, known as the Badwater 135, sent runners from Badwater 
Basin to near the top of Mount Whitney. Sharon McNary 4:07

12/26/2013 SPOR
For a look back at the year in sports we're joined by by Andy and Brian Kamenetzky, who have covered 
sports for ESPN and Los Angeles Times.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 15:34

12/27/2013 DC Immigration roundup of DC news Felde 2:11

12/27/2013 ENV
Some CA lawmakers have renewed calls to scale back the Endangered Species Act, which marks 40th 
anniversary this weekend Peterson 1:09

12/27/2013 DC Immigration roundup of DC news Felde :12

12/27/2013 POLI A new law to regulate fracking goes into effect in California on January 1st Quinton :56

12/27/2013 TRAN
LAX creates an airport response team to deploy within an evacuated crowd during major incidents like 
the shooting at LAX or earthquake Aguilar 1:04

12/27/2013 ECON Shoppers will hit the malls today to return those unwanted Christmas gifts Lee 1:37



12/27/2013 HEAL
Young adults are not signing up for new health coverage at the rates needed to make the exchanges 
work Florido 3:46

12/27/2013 POLI
Beginning tomorrow (SAT), more than 200-thousand unemployed Californians will stop receiving 
checks from the government Detrow 1:22

12/27/2013 IMM Many Central Valley farmworkers are facing deportation Gerety 4:04

12/27/2013 ECON
Some lucky fliers capitalized on a computer glitch, and scored some really cheap flights on Delta Air 
Lines CC :15

12/27/2013 TRAN
A single-engine plane crashed in the front yard of a Fresno home last night (THU), killing two people on 
board CC :05

12/27/2013 ENV Starting January 1st, the U-S will no longer manufacture or import incandescent light bulbs CC :12

12/27/2013 LAW 
Early next month, a federal court in Riverside will sentence an accused Guatemalan war criminal for 
immigration fraud Rojas 1:28

12/27/2013 FOR Mexican cities that border the U.S. will be hit with a higher sales tax in the new year Uribe 4:11

12/27/2013 LAW
LA City Attorney Mike Fuerer announced today (FRI) a grant that will increase the prosecutions of 
people driving under the influence of drugs CC :14

12/27/2013 LAW LA County Superior Court is getting four new judges Palta :51

12/27/2013 ECON Target breach could force quicker move to chip and PIN technology CC :10

12/27/2013 HEAL
A proposed 2014 ballot initiative would restrict ability of minors to get an abortion without parental 
notification O'Neill :54



12/27/2013 IMM
California employers who get caught threatening undocumented workers with deportation will soon face 
tough penalties CC :12

12/27/2013 ECON South Korea's largest automaker has named a new head for its U-S unit Roman 4:30

12/27/2013 ENER Solar energy has been increasing in the southwestern US Palacios 1:01

12/27/2013 ENT Voting begins to create the list of nominees for the 2014 Academy Awards Watt :54

12/27/2013 ECON South Korea's largest automaker has named a new boss for its U-S unit CC :12

12/27/2013 ECON Retailers are aggressively attracting customers into stores before the New Year Lee :53

12/27/13 TECH

2014 may be the last year of the good old-fashion incandescent light bulb, as increased efficiency 
standards from a 2007 law are effectively shutting down the light bulb’s manufacture. Backers of the law
say that getting Americans to switch to higher-efficiency compact fluorescent (CFL) and LED bulbs will 
save billions of dollars a year in energy costs, but not everyone is on board with the switch. Many 
people are anxious about losing the unique light textures that incandescent provide, and some are 
stocking up on the bulbs before they’re a thing of the past. Are incandescents an inefficient holdover 
that we’re finally rid of? Or should Americans be worried about having to see ourselves in a new light?

Jane Harman, Randy 
Burkett  31:00 

12/27/13 TECH

As Target continues to investigate how the details of 40 million credit cards were stolen from their 
stores, attention has now turned to improved payment technology. The use of magnetic strips on the 
back of cards has been blamed in part for the security breach at Target. Security experts say it’s time to 
look again at the use of chip and PIN. Financial institutions in the U.K., Canada and Hong Kong 
transitioned to the new system a number of years ago. Cards are no longer swiped, but inserted into a 
terminal. Consumers then enter their secure 4 digit PIN or sign for their purchase. While chip and PIN is 
unable to put an end to fraud, the cost of replicating cards embedded with chip and PIN technology is 
high for criminals. Mary Ann Miller 7:00

12/27/13 TECH

Economists Scott Savage and Donald Waldman have looked into that very question in their study, “The 
Value of Online Privacy.” They surveyed over 1,700 smartphone users and found that most 
respondents were willing to pay for a smartphone app that safeguards their private information. How 
much, though, depended on the kind of data they wanted to protect. For example, consumers would pay
around $2.25 for an app that won’t record their browser history; a little over $2.10 for an ad-free app; 
and about $4.00 for an app that wouldn’t be able to tap into their contact lists. What price are you willing 
to pay for privacy? Donald Waldman 17:00



12/27/13 ENT

Larry and KPCC film critics Tim Cogshell and Henry Sheehan review the Christmas releases, including 
The Wolf of Wall Street, August: Osage County, The Secret Life of Walter Mitty and more. Then, Larry 
speaks with Nebraska director Alexander Payne. TGI-Filmweek! Tim Cogshell, Henry 

Sheehan  47:00

12/27/2013 ECON

Congress left for the holiday recess without approving a federal extension of jobless benefits for those 
who have been out of work for six months or longer. There are several proposals to extend 
unemployment floating around Congress but the two parties have clashed over how to pay for it. Maurice Emsellem 7:25

12/27/2013 IMM

The fields around Watsonville produce more than half a billion dollars in berries every year. After the 
raspberry vines have been cut back for winter and the strawberry fields plowed under, some 
farmworkers from Mexico still go back there for the holidays. No 4:28

12/27/2013 POLI
We look back at the biggest stories of 2013 with James Rainey of the LA Times and Alex Seitz-Wald of 
National Journal.

James Rainey, Alex 
Seitz Wald 15:37

12/27/2013 SCIE

You know what color is, but explaining the idea of it and how it works might be a little harder. But do it 
creatively to an audience of 11-year-olds and you could win the "Flame Challenge" contest hosted by 
Alan Alda. Alan Alda 7:58

12/27/2013 ART

Author Adam Minter found himself in China staring at thousand of pounds of broken strands of 
Christmas lights sitting in a giant pile. He was in a recycling facility where more than two million pounds 
of lights per year were broken down and turned into a number of other products. Adam Minter 7:02

12/27/2013 HEAL
Maybe you have ideas of what you'd choose for your end-of-life care, but how do those "what if" 
decisions hold up when pressed against reality? Margaret Pabst Battin 15:03

12/27/2013 EDUC

2013 was a big year for education. New policies changed classrooms, from what kids are taught in the 
classroom to the kinds of devices that they are using. KPCC's Education Editor Evelyn Larrubia joins 
the show to educate us on the year that was.  Evelyn Larrubia 6:36

12/27/2013 DIV
The city of Pasadena is home to 139,000 residents, but next week about a quarter of a million tourists 
are expected to descend on the Crown City.  Kristen Lepore 5:26

12/27/2013 ART

The Internet isn't just a technological invention that has revolutionized the way we live our lives. It's also 
the name of an LA-based neo-soul group who are part of the Odd Future collective, a group of 20-
somethings who've taken over the L.A. music scene.

Matt Martians, Syd 
Tha Kyd 9:23

12/28/2013 LAW
New laws intended to protect undocumented immigrant workers from threats of deportation are about to 
take effect in California Milne 1:00

12/28/2013 TRAN South Korea's largest automaker has named a new boss for its U.S. unit Roman 3:33



12/28/2013 LAW Four men are in custody after a hostage situation this morning (SAT) at a home in Lincoln Height CC :13

12/28/2013 SPOR
A 9-year-old boy from Orange County has become the youngest person to reach the summit of 
Aconcagua mountain in Argentina CC :09

12/28/2013 SPOR
A 9-year-old boy from Orange County has become the youngest person to reach the summit of 
Aconcagua mountain in Argentina CC :05

12/28/2013 TRAN
The southbound 405 freeway is closing tonight (SAT) for repairs between Sunset and Wilshire 
Boulevards CC :15

12/28/2013 ART

Kevin Ferguson goes to Rubel Castle in Gelndora, the brain child of Michael Rubel, a beloved and 
eccentric native Glendoran. Ferguson talks with Scott Rubel, Michael's nephew and gets a tour of the 
property. He also talks with artist and librarian Sandy Krause, who lives inside the castle. Rubel Castle 
is slated to become a historical landmark in 2013.

Kevin Ferguson / Scott 
Rubel / Sandy Krause 5:28:00

12/28/2013 ART

Vivian Maier (1926-2009) was a nanny for most of her life in Chicago. But on her time off, she took 
pictures. Of everything. John Maloof stumbled across her work at auction, and now owns 100,000 
negatives taken over decades by Maier, who has become one of the world's biggest art stories.

John Rabe / John 
Maloof 7:17:00

12/28/2013 ART

John Rabe talks with Comic Eddie Pepitone at a park in North Hollywood. The 54-year old actor (Law 
and Order: Criminal Intent, The Beat, Now and Again) and comedian, who lives in North Hollywood, is 
finally seeing a glimpse of the fame his friends and colleagues have wished for him for years.

John Rabe / Eddie 
Pepitone 8:02:00

12/28/2013 ART

John Rabe talks with artist Frank Romero in Romero's studio in the South of France. Romero, a 
pioneering LA Chicano artist, still paints when he's in France, but his paintings definitely have more of a 
French flaovor.

John Rabe / Frank 
Romero 4:39:00

12/28/2013 ART

John Rabe talks with Jason Mandell about his band, The Coals', new album "A Happy Animal." The 
very tall Jason Mandell, lead singer, songwriter, and guitarist, says The Coals derives its name from 
Cole's PE Buffet, the downtown restaurant and bar that's allegedly the originator of the French Dip 
sandwich.

John Rabe / Jason 
Mandell 9:43:00

12/28/2013 ART

John Rabe talks with filmmaker Agnès Varda about her installation "Agnès Varda in Californialand," on 
view through June 22 at the Broad Contemporary Art Museum at LACMA. The exhibition considers "the 
place of film within a museum context.

John Rabe / Agnès 
Varda 3:14:00

12/28/2013 LAW

Jay could stand back and watch the trials of O.J. Simpson, Michael 
Jackson and Conrad Murray, but she put her hobby on hold to attend a 
trial that hit close to home.

Ashley Bailey / Linda 
Jay / Herman 
Henderson 7:22:00

12/29/2013 ECON The end of the year means last-minute tax deductions CC :14



12/29/2013 SPOR Pasadena expecting about a quarter of a million tourists for bowl games CC :08

12/29/2013 YOUT California school officials will soon be able to discipline students who use the Internet for bullying Pringle :49

12/29/2013 YOUT A new state law will allow school officials to discipline students who use the Internet for bullying CC :13

12/29/2013 FOR
Government officials in South Sudan say 25-thousand men known as the "White Army" are marching 
toward the contested city of Bor Replogle :53

12/29/2013 TRAN D-U-I check points remain in effect tonight (SUN) across Southern California CC :15

12/29/2013 ECON The latest reading on U.S. population will be released by the Census Bureau tomorrow (MON) CC :09

12/29/2013 TRAN The federal agency that regulates passenger buses has shut down an L.A. based company McNary :55

12/29/2013 LAW
Half a dozen people were hurt at the LA Equestrian Center yesterday (SAT) after a horse ran loose on a
back trail CC :08

12/29/2013 SPOR The Clippers beat the Jazz CC :07

12/29/2013 EDU Teacher group sets out to recruit undocumented college graduates Guzman 1:02

12/30/2013 DC Obamacare on the Hill Felde 1:04

12/30/2013 SAC
The state official who has been shepherding the controversial Bay Delta Conservation Plan is leaving 
his post tomorrow (TUE) Peterson 1:05



12/30/2013 SPOR  Analysis of the financial impact of the bowl games Bergman 1:32

12/30/2013 ME Part One: I'm Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas Loh 2:39

12/30/2013 HEAL
The way Californians will experience the Affordable Care Act next year will be different from the rest of 
the country CC :08

12/30/2013 YOUT The Probation Department has implemented some changes to lower the recidivism rate of juveniles Palta 5:08

12/30/2013 POLI Mayor Eric Garcetti polls Angelenos on the city's 2014 resolutions Garza :40

12/30/2013 SCI
For the next few days California's coasts will see higher tides than usual thanks to a yearly alignment of 
the sun and the moon Totten 1:09

12/30/2013 IMM LAPD holds immigration fraud forums to enhance relations with the Hispanic community Aguilar :51

12/30/2013 SCI Some famous space scientists share their favorite space stories from 2013 Totten 3:46

12/30/2013 LAW A US Citizen died at a Border Patrol holding station near San Diego over the Christmas holiday Replogle :44

12/30/2013 LAW
Federal officials are investigating a plane crash in Pacoima that left a couple thousand people yesterday
(SUN) without power CC :11

12/30/2013 SPOR Oaxacan immigrants in LA operate a children's basketball league with dozens of teams Esch 3:58

12/30/2013 SPOR The San Diego Chargers beat the Kansas City Chiefs yesterday (SUN) CC :10



12/30/2013 HEAL The new year will bring sweeping changes to the health care system through the Affordable Care Act Bartolone :52

12/30/2013 LAW
Children's Hospital of Oakland today (MON) could remove a 13-year-old girl declared brain dead from a 
breathing machine CC :14

12/30/2013 LAW
Children's Hospital of Oakland today (MON) could remove a 13-year-old girl declared brain dead from a 
breathing machine CC :04

12/30/2013 LAW California may see a ballot measure in the coming year to legalize marijuana CC :12

12/30/2013 SAC
More than 200 thousand Californians are seeing their extension for federal long-term unemployment 
benefits run out CC :11

12/30/2013 TRAN California cities will be prohibited from ticketing people who park at broken parking meters CC :16

12/30/2013 LAW
A California judge today (MON) ordered a 13-year-old girl who was declared brain dead to be kept on 
life support until Jan. 7th CC :20

12/30/2013 HEAL Patients in the Pre-existing Condition Insurance Plan will have another month to select a private policy O'Neill :59

12/30/2013 SAC
Some assistance may be available to the more than 200 thousand Californians who are set to lose their 
federal long-term unemployment benefits Pringle :51

12/30/2013 TRAN
Starting Wednesday, meter readers in California will be prohibited from ticketing cars parked at broken 
meters Moffit :55

12/30/13 POLI

2014 is going to be a big year for pot legalization advocates. Colorado will usher in its legal marijuana 
market on New Year's Day, and Washington State will follow suit in the Spring. Drug Policy Alliance, a 
drug law reform advocacy group, predicts that similar ballot measures will be introduced in Oregon and 
Alaska. In California, where a recent poll showed that 55 percent of voters support the legalization of 
recreational marijuana, four pot legalization initiatives have been filed for the November ballot. Is 2014 
the year that Californians would vote to legalize pot? Where is the movement on marijuana legalization 
heading nationally?

Mark Kleiman, Paul 
Chabot   24:00 



12/30/13 POLI

Pew Research Center has declared the 113th Congress the least productive when it comes to passing 
"substantive laws" than any Congress in previous two decades.

Pew's definition of "substantive" excludes any legislation that is purely ceremonial, like post-office 
renamings or commemorative-coin authorizations. This year, Congress passed just 55 laws, compared 
to 63 in 2011. Altogether, Congress passed only 65 laws this year. 

So what have Congress and the California State Legislature accomplished in 2013? What challenges lie
ahead?

David Mark, Dan 
Walters 9:00

12/30/13 INT

Two suicide bomb blasts in Volograd in the past two days highlight Russia's security challenges as the 
country prepares to host the Winter Olympics in six weeks. 

Russia's President Putin has maintained that the Sochi games will be safe and security will be tight.

What's Russia doing to beef up security for the games? Do these recent attacks mean athletes and 
visitors are at risk? What’s the mood around the upcoming Olympics?

Patrick Sandusky, 
David Wallechinsky 11:00

12/30/13 SEC

The spread of wireless networks from our homes to coffee shops, libraries, planes, and trains has been 
steady and expansive.

 Free, public wifi is available in stores and on public transit. Paid wifi on airplanes offers users access 
without a code once they pay, and Amtrak has expanded free wifi into more and more of its trains. The 
Los Angeles Metro is expected to offer free wireless to passengers by 2016.  Harlem has expanded a 
free wifi hotspot that is now the largest in the country, and frequently free, open internet is becoming an 
expectation. 

Chester Wisniewski, 9:00

12/30/13 TRAV

The hotel minibar may soon be a thing of the past, experts say.

A recent survey by travel website TripAdvisor.com found that the minibar is the least important amenity 
for U.S. travelers. Only 21 percent of travelers ranked the minibar as important, compared to 89 percent 
who called free in-room wireless internet important. 

Chris Elliott 11:00

12/30/2013 ENV

A program to make California green has brought in a lot of green. The state's program designed to 
control CO2 emissions has netted one-point-one billion dollars in its first full year. But what to do with 
that money is another matter ent John Myers 5:57

12/30/2013 DIV
As we say our goodbyes to 2013, we also bid farewell to some of the people who touched our lives. 
From Take Two's Steve Proffitt, we bring you the voices of some of the ones we'll miss the most. No N/A

12/30/2013 SCIE

2013 was quite a year for space fans. We had that supersonic fireball explode in February over Russia, 
NASA launched the MAVEN mission last month to unlock the mystery of what happened to Mars' 
atmosphere, plus much more. No 4:39



12/30/2013 ART
Seeing a meteor streak through the night sky takes a certain amount of luck. Turn away for a second 
and you could miss it. Capturing one on film is even harder. Scott Rickenberger 4:10

12/30/2013 ENT
Time for On The Lot, our weekly look at the business of entertainment with Rebecca Keegan of the LA 
Times. Rebecca Keegan 7:57

12/30/2013 IMM
2013 started out as the year for sweeping overhaul , at least, that's what President Obama and many 
Senate Democrats were hoping for. Leslie Berestein Rojas 5:44

12/30/2013 SPOR
Los Angeles lives and breathes basketball. It should come as no surprise Oaxacan immigrants in L.A. 
operate a children's basketball league with dozens of teams. No 4:19

12/30/2013 ART

As we take a look back at the year that was, we're looking at all the epic moments, all the trends and 
important people that defined 2013. We turned to our intrepid food contributor, LA Magazine's Bill 
Esparza, to talk about the flavors that defined the last year. Bill Esparza 5:11

12/30/2013 ART
Koreatown native Matthew Kang has put together the official list of the best Korean restaurants in L.A. 
and share it with Take Two. Matthew Kang 6:00

12/30/2013 SCIE
The news that scientists in Brazil recently discovered a new species of sea slug is catching headlines 
because of its peculiar "Game of Thrones"-inspired name.  Joseph Stromberg 6:18

12/31/2013 DC Valley still waiting for FAA to act on helicopters Felde :52

12/31/2013 POLI New law matches food stamp income eligibility with Medi-Cal Pringle :44

12/31/2013 HEAL New law matches food stamp income eligibility with Medi-Cal CC :11

12/31/2013 TRAN John Sears has been traveling on foot, with three mules, for a decade Kalantari 4:27

12/31/2013 SPOR Michigan State and Stanford face off in 100th Rose Bowl Tribou 4:21



12/31/2013 LAW Crime rates drop for 11th straight year in LA Palta 1:12

12/31/2013 SCI 2013 will go on record as the driest year in downtown LA since records were first kept in 1877 Totten 1:05

12/31/2013 ENV Looking at the parade float dedicated to Meatball, the bear, and comparing it to how his real life is now Kim 4:29

12/31/2013 LGB The Rose Parade features first-ever live gay wedding CC :12

12/31/2013 HEAL Judge orders Children's Hospital to keep brain dead teen on life support CC :12

12/31/2013 HEAL Judge orders Children's Hospital to keep brain dead teen on life support CC :16

12/31/2013 HEAL Black and Hispanic doctors are under-represented in the workforce Demobosky 1:03

12/31/2013 ENV San Joaquin River restoration deadline approaches Quinton 4:10

12/31/2013 TRAN 5 Freeway reopens after closure due to truck accident CC :10

12/31/2013 HEAL Covered California rolls out Asian language applications, but one version is missing O'Neill :42

12/31/2013 ART Grand Park throws a New Year's Eve celebration CC :12

12/31/2013 LAW Fontana police investigating whether deaths of four people was murder-suicide CC :10



12/31/2013 TRAN Companies offer several ways to drive safe on New Year's Eve Pringle :45

12/31/2013 TRAN Companies offer several ways to drive safe on New Year's Eve CC :11

12/31/2013 LAW New swatting law goes into effect Jan 1 Aguilar :58

12/31/2013 LGB The Rose Parade features first-ever live gay wedding Huang 1:39

12/31/2013 ENV Anyone who opens recycling center will have to complete mandatory training under new CA law CC :18

12/31/13 ECON

It's not even midnight yet and already that dreaded annual ritual has begun - tax time. As if doing your 
taxes wasn't complicated enough, Congress repeating it's yearly practice of letting popular tax breaks 
expire at the end of the year just to resurect them in time for next year's filing. That temporary lapse in 
the tax breaks may not hit your wallet too hard - since they'll probably be back by the time you'll file next 
year - but it is creating a lot of uncertainty for millions of individuals and businesses. What if Congress 
doesn't end up reinstating the breaks? What if the rules change? The uncertainty is making it difficult for 
people to plan what their tax liability is going to be for the next year and some businesses and trade 
groups are fed up. Why does Congress go through this back and forth over tax breaks every year? 
Which are set to expire? How does this affect your yearly tax filing? Kelsey Snell 12:00

12/31/13 LAW

The LAPD will begin administering voluntary cheek swabs that detect drug and alcohol levels at their 
DUI checkpoints on New Year’s Eve. Sobriety checkpoints have traditionally included tests to determine 
whether drivers have consumed alcohol, including breathalyzers, but the new cheek swabs also pick up 
on drugs, including cocaine, marijuana, and ecstasy. Different drugs can be detected by a cheek swab 
after various amounts of time. Cocaine and marijuana are traceable for up to 24 hours, ecstasy and 
meth for three days, and alcohol for just 12 hours. Drivers stopped at DUI checkpoints may be asked to 
take the oral swab test, but can refuse. If the police suspect the driver to be intoxicated and arrest them, 
drivers can still refuse testing and have their license suspended for 12 months, otherwise a blood test 
would be administered to test for drug and alcohol levels. 

Commander Andrew 
Smith, Stephanie 
Arrache, Tony Stein 22:00

12/31/13 SCI

After 18 months on the market, a pill called Truvada that has been shown to prevent HIV has yet to be 
embraced by gay men. The pill is a combination of two antiviral drugs that have been used to treat HIV -
the medication would prevent infection using an approach called pre-exposure prophylaxis, but despite 
the support of health experts, the treatment has been met with indifference or even hostility. From  
January 2011 to March 2013 only 1,775 prescriptions for Truvada were filled, not including the ones for 
those participating in the drug’s research, and most of them were for women.Why aren’t more gay men 
using these preventative pills? Are the drugs prohibitively expensive, or stigmatized? What’s the best 
way to prevent the spread of HIV and reduce risky behavior?      David Tuller 16:00



12/31/13 POLI

According to a new, classified report by U.S. intelligence agencies, security conditions in Afghanistan 
will likely worsen regardless of the withdrawal of U.S. troops.The assessment warns that insurgents 
could rapidly take back control of key areas and threaten Kabul as early as 2015 if troops are fully 
withdrawn. Support for the continued occupation of Afghanistan is incredibly low, but will bringing 
American soldiers home have devastating security repercussions? How many troops should remain to 
support to protect the Afghan government? What issues will the U.S. face in its dealings with 
Afghanistan in the coming year? Jason Campbell 9:00

12/31/13 LAW

U.S. Law enforcement fatalities in 2013 dropped to their lowest level in six decades, and the number of 
officers killed in firearm-related deaths this year was the lowest in more than a century.
According to a report by the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund, 111 officers were killed 
in the line of duty in 2013—the fewest since 1959, when 110 died. Thirty-three officers were killed in 
firearms-related incidents. That’s the lowest number since 1887—and a 54 percent drop from two years 
ago.
In California, 10 officer lost their lives in 2013—the second-highest number of fatalities, behind Texas.
What’s contributed to these dramatic drops in officer fatalities—gun-related and otherwise? Has officer 
safety become a growing priority for law enforcement agencies?

Craig W. Floyd 10:00

12/31/2013 HEAL

A 13-year-old girl Jahi McMath was declared brain-dead earlier in the month following surgery to 
remove her tonsils. Jahi was due to be taken off a ventilator last night, but her family was able to stop 
that from happening. Natalie Alund 5:03

12/31/2013 ECON

The end of the year is a good time to take stock of how far you've come over the past 12 months. In 
places like Sacramento, the local economy has improved. But the poorest of the region's population 
seem to be faring worse. And many middle-class jobs are vanishing. Philip Reese 3:53

12/31/2013 ENT
In this edition of Tuesday Reviewsday, we're going to take a look back at the best of 2013 with Oliver 
Wang from Soul-Side.com and music supervisor Morgan Rhodes.

Oliver Wang, Morgan 
Rhodes 12:57

12/31/2013 SPOR

It's New Year's Eve which also means we're on the eve of a January 1st chock full of college football 
bowl games. To help sort them all out we turn to Andy and Brian Kamenetsky, who have covered sports
for ESPN and the L.A. Times.

Andy and Brian 
Kamemetsky 7:42

12/31/2013 SEC
California's prison realignment plan has been in place for just over two years now. KPCC crime reporter 
Rina Palta joins the show to talk about where it stands as we head into 2014. Rina Palta 5:55



12/31/2013 ENT

There are plenty of stories that will be hard to forget, and then there are those stories you just can't 
forget fast enough. Patt Morrison wrote a column for the LA Times about the things she won't miss from 
2013. Patt Morrison 5:17

12/31/2013 ART
Before the year ends, we thought we'd take a look back at some of the best new restaurants to open up 
in L.A. this year. Host A Martinez talks with Los Angeles magazine's restaurant critic Patric Kuh. Patrick Kuh 7:50

12/31/2013 HIST

There are 35 college football bowl games this season, but in 1902, the Rose Bowl was the first. The 
second Rose Bowl didn't happen until more than a decade later. That's only one of the many quirks and 
highlights in the game's storied history. Doug Tribou 4:41

12/31/2013 ENT

Remember Meatball the bear? He's the 400-pound black bear that gained fame last year after 
repeatedly raiding trash cans around Glendale. Well, tomorrow he's being honored in Glendale's float in 
the Rose Parade. No 4:49

10/23.2013 DIV
Latinos in the U.S. say they need a national leader. But when asked to name one, more than 3/4th said 
they either couldn't, or that no such person exists. Mark Hugo-Lopez 5:58

10/23.2013 ART
Take Two recently paid Gehry a visit at his offices in West LA, where he explained that when it came 
down to a list of four architects, he was the only American on the list, and a definite underdog. Frank Gehry 8:43

10/23.2013 POLI
Texas Republican Ted Cruz, the freshman senator and Tea Party favorite, has gained national notoriety 
in recent weeks. He led the recent Republican attempt to de-fund and nullify the Affordable Care Act. No 4:25

10/23.2013 HIST

Recently, Susan Orlean relocated to Los Angeles where she's found the subject of her next book: The 
Central Library in downtown L.A. She reminds us of a fire that ravaged the Central Library back in April 
29, 1986. Susan Orlean 11:18

10/23.2013 SPOR

Red is for the World Series which starts tonight, blue is for the Dodgers off-season so far and is white 
the color of a non-athlete? Joining us to answer that question is Andy and Brian Kamenetzsky, who 
have covered sports for ESPN and the L.A. Times.

 Andy and Brian 
Kamenetzsky 12:41



10/23.2013 ECON

Last year, when voters signed off on a proposal to bring streetcars to downtown L.A. they were told the 
project would cost $125 million. Some cost overruns are to be expected, but a new estimate puts the 
price of the streetcars to more than $325 million. Laura Nelson 7:15

10/23.2013 FORE
More fallout and condemnation stemming from the NSA spying scandal, now it's Mexico's turn at 
outrage. Tim Johnson 4:43

10/23.2013 HIST
Crews started digging up a parking lot in downtown Fresno. They're looking for artifacts and 
underground tunnels that were once part of the city's Chinatown more than a century ago. Juliet Williams 4:37

10/23.2013 TECH
This week on App Chat, we'll fill you on the latest apps to help you find that special someone. App Chat 
regular Jacqui Cheng, editor at large for Ars Technica joins us this week. Jacqui Cheng 4:33

10/23.2013 EDUC
Southern California schools have received grants from Prop. 84 to tear out asphalt and plant trees as 
part of urban renewal. But some projects are now on hold. No 4:19

10/23.2013 SCIE
Space tourism may eventually prove to be big business. The Wall Street Journal reports a projected 
$1.5 billion in revenue for the space tourism industry by the middle of the next decade. Ashlee Vance 7:40

10/23.2013 HEAL
The Johns Hopkins Center for a Livable Future discovered that as much as 80 percent of the antibiotics 
sold in this country are fed to food animals. Bob Martin 7:25

12/713 LIT

Geographer Joseph K. Lee and graphic designer Benedikt Gross aren't from L.A., but they were 
fascinated by those private oases, so they set out to count all the swimming pools in L.A. Basin. They 
found more than 43,000, and list them in their Big Atlas of LA Pools.

Kevin Ferguson / 
Joseph K. Lee 4:31:00


